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Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at the 25th International Conference on
Collaboration Technologies and Social Computing. The conference was held during
September 4–6, 2019, in Kyoto, Japan. This year two major conferences CRIWG
(International Conference on Collaboration and Technology) and CollabTech
(International Conference on Collaboration Technologies) were merged after having
been jointly held since 2014, with a slight renewal of its name to represent expanding
the scope of the ﬁeld. Supported by the Collaborative Research International Working
Group (CRIWG), the CRIWG conferences have been held since 1995, focusing on
collaboration technology design, development, and evaluation. The CollabTech
conferences have been held since 2005, offering a unique forum for academics and
practitioners to present and discuss innovative ideas, methods, or implementations
related to collaboration technologies. The merger of these conferences expected papers
to propose innovative technical + human + organizational approaches to expand
collaboration support, often backed up by theory brought from various disciplines
including computer science, management science, design science, cognitive science,
and social science.
This year we received 28 submissions, each of which was carefully reviewed by 3 or
4 Program Committee members. As a result, the committee decided to accept 12 full
and 8 work-in-progress papers. The accepted papers present relevant and interesting
research works related to theory, models, design principles, methodologies, and case
studies that contribute to better understand the complex interrelations between
collaboration and technology. The program also includes an invited talk.
As editors, we would like to thank the authors of all submissions and the members
of the Program Committee for carefully reviewing the submissions. Our thanks also go
to our sponsors who allowed us to make the conference attractive to participants by
providing a rich opportunity for socializing among them. In addition, we attribute the
success of the conference to the efforts of the Special Interest Group (SIG) on
Groupware and Network Services of the Information Processing Society of Japan, the
SIG on Cyberspace of the Virtual Reality Society in Japan, and the SIG on
Communication Enhancement of the Human Interface Society. Last but not least, we
would like to acknowledge the effort of the organizers of the conference, as well as
thank the Steering Committee for the opportunity to organize the conference and all the
help provided during the process.
September 2019
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Psychological Analysis in Social Media
(Keynote Abstract)

Yoshinori Hijikata
Kwansei Gakuin University

This keynote addresses psychological aspects in social media. It has been 30 years
since the idea of the World Wide Web has been proposed as a distributed hypertext
system. Some types of web services have evolved into social media. The Web and
social media brought two contributions in the academic research ﬁeld. One is for
computer science. Artiﬁcial intelligence, whether it is developed by production systems
or machine learning algorithms, had never had much knowledge or learning data before
the birth of the Web. Because many people write contents on the Web, this gave much
knowledge or data to computers. Another is for social science and psychology.
Researchers in these areas should rely on the questionnaire survey and the interview to
the limited number of people, which cannot fully present the user’s behavior or internal
mind. However, social media changed the paradigm of the research in these areas.
Because many people share their experience on social media, it gave the researchers the
user’s actual action logs. This helps them to know or infer what is going on in society
or what each user thinks in their situation. This keynote focuses on the latter perspective especially on user psychology, and shows some research works related to it.
Examples of the research works are the relationship between the user’s rating activity
and their personality in recommender systems, the relationship between the user’s
self-expression, especially the type of proﬁle image and the quantity of activities in the
social media, the relationship between the user’s self-disclosure, especially the name,
face photo and afﬁliation, and their privacy awareness (anonymity consciousness), and
the relationship between the user’s general activity on social media and their susceptibility of envy. Finally, this keynote shows the future direction on the psychology on
IT environment.
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Awareness of Complementary Knowledge
in CSCL: Impact on Learners’ Knowledge
Exchange in Small Groups
Melanie Erkens(&) , Sven Manske, H. Ulrich Hoppe
and Daniel Bodemer

,

University of Duisburg-Essen, 47057 Duisburg, Germany
{melanie.erkens,bodemer}@uni-due.de,
{manske,hoppe}@collide.info
Abstract. Existing research covers the positive impact of two signiﬁcant support measures on reciprocal knowledge exchange in small groups: grouping
learners with complementary knowledge and enhancing the awareness on
co-learners by providing cognitive information on them (cognitive group
awareness). Although a combination of both seems obvious, its beneﬁts have not
yet been investigated. Thus, we conducted an experimental study in a real
classroom setting using a 2  2 mixed design to investigate the effects of support
in knowledge-complementary groups (with/without cognitive group awareness)
and the level of co-learners’ knowledge (high/low) on self-assessed communication behavior. Although our results did not conﬁrm interaction effects, the
additional objective observation of one third of the learning groups (6 out of 18)
yielded a different picture: In supported groups, co-learners exchanged knowledge in a more intended way and chose a better order of talking about topics, both
indicating an added value of providing the learners cognitive information.
Keywords: Group formation

 Cognitive group awareness  CSCL

1 Theoretical Background
There are many good reasons for learning collaboratively (see Johnson et al. 2000).
Especially apparent is the positive effect of performing activities such as asking and
explaining on learners’ cognitive structure (Ploetzner et al. 1999) that can be easily
promoted by group formation. One commonly used schema of group formation is the
jigsaw schema ensuring that the knowledge of learners is distributed complementary
across learning groups (Dillenbourg and Jermann 2007). Forming groups of learners
with complementary knowledge has a positive impact on learning processes as learners
acquire knowledge by receiving explanations from others (Webb and Palincsar 1996)
and cognitively elaborate existing knowledge due to explaining to others (Ploetzner
et al. 1999). These effects can be evoked either by forming groups of learners with
‘real’ complementary knowledge or by providing co-learners with complementary
information to induce the desired knowledge distribution (Dillenbourg and Jermann
2007).
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
H. Nakanishi et al. (Eds.): CRIWG+CollabTech 2019, LNCS 11677, pp. 3–16, 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-28011-6_1
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In any case, co-learners commonly need further guidance during their communication ensuring the appearance of the required learning processes (Stegmann et al.
2004). Such guidance needs to take into account that co-learners have to meet several
socio-cognitive requirements during their collaboration: linking the content of their
conversation with the learning material, establishing a shared knowledge base, and
structuring the communication in a goal-oriented way (see Bodemer 2011; Clark and
Brennan 1991). To meet these requirements, cognitive group awareness tools (CGATs)
provide learners with cognitive information on group members that is usually not
directly observable (even in face-to-face settings) and that suggests performing desired
behaviors (Janssen and Bodemer 2013). Speciﬁcally, these tools (1) highlight or list
signiﬁcant aspects of learning materials to organize co-learners’ communication,
(2) provide cognitive information on learning partners to facilitate (partner) modeling
and grounding processes, and (3) enable co-learners to easily compare said cognitive
information to draw their attention to speciﬁc constellations such as conflicting opinions or knowledge differences (see Dillenbourg and Bétrancourt 2006; Bodemer and
Scholvien 2014). Considering knowledge differences, the visualization of knowledge
distributions causes cognitive regulation as co-learners adapt their help seeking based
on the visualized levels of knowledge: They prefer to ask questions on topics with own
missing knowledge, and also take into account that their learning partner is knowledgeable on the topic, if this information is given (Dehler et al. 2011; Erkens et al.
2016a; 2016b; Erkens and Bodemer 2017). Another function is that visualized
knowledge distributions cause cognitive elaboration: Making learners aware of deﬁcits
in learning partners’ knowledge does not only lead to more or longer explanations
(Dehler Zufferey et al. 2011; Erkens and Bodemer 2017), but also more elaborated
explanations (Dehler Zufferey et al. 2011; Erkens and Bodemer 2019). Taken together
with the ﬁndings of complementary group formation, we can conclude that particularly
co-learners in groups with complementary knowledge distribution can proﬁt from the
additional visualization of this distribution. First, knowledge acquisition might be
optimized, since the visualization allows learners to regulate the requests of explanations in terms of asking focused questions on missing knowledge and receiving
explanations on it. Second, cognitive elaboration might be better, since learners explain
more elaborated, if they are aware of their learning partners’ knowledge gaps. Third,
they might better prioritize topics to be discussed and thereby better sequence their
communication, since knowing about shared and unshared knowledge resources can
trigger discussions about topics, with which only one learner in a group is familiar
(Schittekatte and Van Hiel 1996).
To exploit the potential of these three beneﬁts, it appears preferable to form groups
of learners with real complementary knowledge. To assess the learners’ knowledge,
methods from learning analytics provide efﬁcient solutions that can be applied to
educational data such as essays or homework (Erkens et al. 2016a). One of such
methods is text mining, converting semi- or unstructured text into a structured,
numerical format (Miner et al. 2012). These structured data can in turn be used for
grouping learners based on complementary knowledge. For instance, Erkens et al.
(2016a) used Euclidian distances and grouped learners starting from the highest difference downwards to form learning groups. Although they found a relation between
distance and knowledge acquisition and a suitability of text mining values to illustrate
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degrees to which learners wrote on speciﬁc topics (Erkens et al. 2016a), the average
distance of these groups was not higher than it was in randomly assigned groups.
Manske and Hoppe (2017) tackled this problem by creating the semantic group formation algorithm that assigns a diversity score to each grouping and selects the set of
groups that satisﬁes two conditions: total coverage of knowledge items is maximized in
the set, and overlap is minimized (Manske and Hoppe 2017). Taken together, textmining generated distances thus can be used to form groups of real complementary
knowledge and to visualize the cognitive information resulting from learners’ text (or
even from complementary learning material), which might improve cognitive group
awareness.
Although the potential of combining complementary group formation with group
awareness support seems obvious, especially as it is easily applicable based on text
mining generated distance values, it still needs to be tested in the ﬁeld (see Erkens
2019). For this purpose, we investigate the research question, if group awareness
support improves the exchange of knowledge (asking questions, giving explanations,
sequencing the discussion) in learning groups with complementary knowledge distribution. We assume that learners with group awareness support communicate in a more
intended way than learners without support: Regarding questioning behavior, we
expect supported learners to ask more questions in the case of low knowledge and less
questions in the case of high knowledge (H1a), and less questions in the case of
learning partners’ low knowledge and more questions in the case of high learning
partners’ knowledge (H1b). Regarding explanation behavior, we expect that they give
explanations more often in the case of high own knowledge and less explanations in the
case of low own knowledge (H2a), and that they give explanations more often in the
case of learning partners’ low knowledge and less explanations in the case of learning
partners’ high knowledge (H2b). Further, we qualitatively examine to what extent
learners with group awareness support differ from learners without such support
regarding their structuring of communication (RQ1) and to what extent we can trace
this back to the level of own knowledge and to the knowledge distribution in the
learning group (RQ2).

2 Method
Our study was conducted in a real classroom setting with 45 high school students of a
German secondary school (26 men; 19 women; age: M = 16.33, SD = 0.67). We
randomly assigned them to the control or experimental group, and further divided them
into dyadic or triadic learning groups based on the semantic group formation algorithm
that we further describe in the section “Grouping of learners with semantic group
formation”. To test our hypotheses, we used a 2  2 mixed factorial design with
randomly assigned group membership (CGAT vs. No CGAT) as between-subject
factor, the level of learners’ own knowledge or the learning partners’ knowledge (high
vs. low) as within-subject factor and learners self-assessed questioning and explanation
behavior as a dependent variable. Additionally, we observed three learning groups from
each condition regarding their sequencing of discussed topics and other patterns of
communication.
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Procedure and Instructions

We conducted the survey in two sessions during regular school hours, each class being
supervised by a teacher and three researchers. In the ﬁrst session, students learned
90 min individually. Each student had a computer with access to a web-based inquirylearning environment of Go-Lab, an online portal linking personal learning spaces to
numerous online labs (de Jong et al. 2014). The speciﬁc learning space engaged
learners with a project on renewable and blue energies. In this scenario, the learners
take the role of a member from the city council of “EnergyCity” and have to decide
whether to build an osmotic power plant (see Manske et al. 2015). As a preparation for
this decision in a later collaborative session, learners were provided with learning
material on several related topics (see topics in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Example visualizations from learning groups with No CGAT as a topic list (left) and
with CGAT as topics including cognitive group awareness information (right).

Further, learners were asked to perform some tasks related to the topical space of
the learning material: writing down answers to interview questions of a local newspaper, creating a concept map (see Fig. 2), and writing another text on general
assumptions of the possible functioning of osmotic power plants. We used these
learner-generated artifacts as a basis to apply the grouping algorithm and (1) formed
groups for the collaborations in the second session, and (2) visualized learning partners’ cognitive information (see “Group formation and provided information”), as
needed for the collaboration. In the second session one week later, the students had
90 min to learn collaboratively in their assigned learning groups. Each group had a
computer available and the Go-Lab environment posed several collaborative tasks. At
the beginning of the collaboration, we informed the students that a shared understanding of concepts was important to collaborate successfully with each other, and
instructed them to exchange their knowledge on relevant topics to create a common
knowledge base and to collaboratively write a text on the relevance of salt and fresh
water for osmotic power plants. During this phase restricted to 10 min, we supported
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them (or not) with a visualization representing their topic-related knowledge distributions (see Fig. 1). Subsequently to their exchange, we asked the learners to selfassess their collaborative communication behavior (see “Dependent variables”).

Fig. 2. The learning environment used in this study features different tools for learner-generated
content, such as concept mapping.

2.2

Group Formation and Provided Information

Grouping of Learners with Semantic Group Formation. The grouping was based
on the algorithm of semantic group formation (Manske and Hoppe 2017) that automatically processes text artifacts and extracts knowledge items for each student using
semantic technologies for keyword and topic extraction. Based on the extracted
knowledge items, a diversity score for each grouping can be assigned. The measure for
the diversity of a grouping is the product of the groups’ diversity scores. While similarity scores such as the Jaccard index quantify the overlap of two sets, its complement
(“Jaccard distance”) can be used to characterize the diversity. All pairwise calculated
diversities between two students’ sets of knowledge items contribute to the group
diversity score D(g). The following formula for the diversity of a cohort is constructed
based on these premises (with J(a, b) representing the Jaccard similarity of pairs of
students in the student group Sg and 1 − J(a, b) representing the dissimilarity).

8
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Y

DðGroupingÞ ¼

g2Grouping

D ð gÞ ¼

Y
g2Grouping

X
a;b2Sg

1  Jða, bÞ
Cg

Cg is the number of (pairwise) combinations per group, i.e., the binomial coefﬁcient of
|Sg| over 2. This normalizes the sum of all diversity scores inside a group respecting
that the number of students per group might differ. Otherwise, the scoring leads to
major beneﬁts of diversity scores for bigger groups caused by the combinatorial
explosion. We applied the algorithm on all of the learner-generated artifacts (texts,
concept maps) resulting from the individual learning phase. In a ﬁrst step, we used a
dictionary-based network-text-extraction approach (Hecking and Hoppe 2015) to
process given artifacts and to extract keywords related to the aforementioned topics. In
addition, an ontology has been used to add synonyms to the dictionary. The group
formation algorithm selects the grouping with the highest diversity score in total. The
diversity score formula has been constructed in order to maximize the knowledge
coverage for each group, and to preserve an even distribution of diversity scores for all
groups. The algorithm selects a grouping with a global maximum in diversity. This
resulted in 18 learning groups with complementary knowledge distribution: 8 groups in
the control condition, of which 4 were assigned to triads and 4 to dyads, and 10 groups
in the experimental condition, of which 6 were assigned to triads and four to dyads.
Further, we used the results to visualize knowledge distributions.
Information Provided During Knowledge Exchange. As members of the control
group should exchange their knowledge without group awareness support (No CGAT),
we only provided them with a list of topics corresponding to the individual learning
phase (see Fig. 1 on the left). Learning groups in the experimental condition had
additionally information on their learning partner(s) available (CGAT). In the latter
case, we visualized bars next to each topic, their length determined by the algorithm
and representing how much each student of the learning group had written on said topic
(see Fig. 1 on the right).
2.3

Dependent Variables

Self-assessment of Questioning and Explaining Behavior (H1 & H2). After
exchange of knowledge, learners self-estimated their questioning and explaining
behavior on a self-developed questionnaire. Therefore, we presented them 8 utterances
related to the previous phase, e.g. “I asked questions, if my knowledge given on a topic
was high.” or “I gave explanations, if the knowledge of my learning partner was low”.
Besides differentiating between questions and explanations, we systematically varied
the utterances with regard to learners’ own level of knowledge (high vs. low) and the
learning partners’ level of knowledge (high vs. low). For each utterance, learners
should specify how much they comply with it on a six-point-Likert-scale ranging from
1 (“not correct at all”) to 6 (“fully correct”).
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Observation of Sequences and Patterns of Communication Processes (RQ1 &
RQ2). Beyond learners’ self-assessment, we observed six groups to learn more about
their structuring of knowledge exchange dependent on knowledge level and knowledge
distribution. In each class, we randomly selected one group with CGAT support and one
group without support (No CGAT). For the coding, one researcher sat behind the
respective group and evaluated each utterance of students with regard to its type (differentiating between question (Q) or explanation (E)), the purpose (differentiating
between content-related (C) and organizational (O)), and the topic (differentiating
between the topics as they were used in the visualization). We recorded who made the
statement and observed the temporal sequence. To give an example: Student A asks a
content-related question on osmosis (Os) and student B provides an explanation. In this
case, the coding is A: QCOs, B: ECOs. Corresponding to RQ 1 and 2, we used the coded
sequences for two purposes: (1) to observe learners’ self-regulated determination of
sequencing and how much their sequencing of knowledge exchange deviates from a
chronological order, and (2) how much this deviation might be caused by other patterns
arising from level of knowledge and knowledge distribution. To pursue purpose (1), we
created line charts from our results representing the order, in which students talked about
topics, and how this order corresponds to the topics’ position in the visualization. To
pursue purpose (2), we counted the number of content-related and organizational questions and explanations by taking into account the level of visualized knowledge and
knowledge distribution. We describe our observations in more detail in the results section.

3 Results
For answering our overall research question on improved communication due to group
awareness, we ﬁrst observed the impact of awareness support on self-assessed questioning and explaining behavior on an individual level. Therefore, we used twofactorial mixed ANOVAs with support (CGAT vs. No CGAT) as between-subject
factor and levels of knowledge (high vs. low) as within-subject factors. We reported
effects as signiﬁcant at p < .05, and have to note that the distribution of normality was
skewed in all cases. In a second step, we qualitatively analyzed the structuring of
communication process between learning partners on a group level.
3.1

Self-assessed Questioning Behavior (H1)

Concerning questions, we hypothesized that supported learners behave in a more
intended way than learners without support dependent on their level of knowledge
(H1a). The results indicate that there was no such signiﬁcant interaction effect of
support (CGAT vs. No CGAT) and learners’ level of knowledge (high vs. low) on
questioning behavior, F(1, 43) = 1.48, p = .230, g2p ¼ :03. Further, we found a signiﬁcant main effect of learners’ level of knowledge, F(1, 43) = 61. 92, p < .001,
g2p ¼ :59, and no signiﬁcant main effect of support, F(1, 43) = 0.02, p = .899, g2p \:01.
Moreover, we assumed that learners supported by the CGAT behave also in a more
intended way dependent on the level of learning partners’ knowledge (H1b). Again,
there was no such signiﬁcant interaction effect of support (CGAT vs. No CGAT) and
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learning partner’s level of knowledge (high vs. low) on questioning behavior,
F(1, 52) = 3.67, p = .062, g2p ¼ :08. Further, we found a signiﬁcant main effect of
learning partners’ level of knowledge, F(1, 43) = 141.39, p < .001, g2p ¼ :77, and no
signiﬁcant main effect of support, F(1, 43) = 0.22, p = .641, g2p ¼ :01. Table 1 shows
relating means and standard deviations. The descriptive statistics illustrate that rather
participants in the unsupported than in the supported groups behaved in a desired way.
3.2

Self-assessed Explaining Behavior (H2)

Concerning explanations, we hypothesized that supported learners behave in a more
intended way than learners without support dependent on their level of knowledge
(H2a). Results indicate that there was no such signiﬁcant interaction effect of support
(CGAT vs. No CGAT) and learners’ level of knowledge (high vs. low) on explaining,
F(1, 43) = 0.89, p = .351, g2p ¼ :02. We found a signiﬁcant main effect of learners’
knowledge level, F(1, 43) = 311.80, p < .001, g2p ¼ :88, and no signiﬁcant main effect
of support, F(1, 43) = 0.05, p = .822, g2p \:01. Moreover, we assumed that learners
supported by the CGAT behave in a more intended way dependent on learning partners’ level of knowledge (H2b). Again, there was no such signiﬁcant interaction effect
of support (CGAT vs. No CGAT) and learning partner’s level of knowledge (high vs.
low) on explaining behavior, F(1, 52) = 1.41, p = .241, g2p ¼ :03. Further, we found a
signiﬁcant main effect of learning partners’ level of knowledge, F(1, 43) = 36.07,
p < .001, g2p ¼ :46, and no signiﬁcant main effect of support, F(1, 43) = 1.59,
p = .214, g2p ¼ :04. Again, descriptive statistics show that rather the unsupported than
the supported students reported to behave in a desired way (see Table 1).
Table 1. Self-assessed extent of asked questions and given explanations during the knowledge
exchange

Questioning behavior
Learner’s knowledge high
Learner’s knowledge low
Partner’s knowledge high
Partner’s knowledge low
Explaining behavior
Learner’s knowledge high
Learner’s knowledge low
Partner’s knowledge high
Partner’s knowledge low

CGAT groups
(n = 25)
M
2.32
4.44
4.44
2.20
M
5.12
1.84
2.96
4.40
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SD
1.46
1.33
1.47
1.12
SD
0.73
0.85
1.21
1.32

No CGAT - 8
groups
(n = 20)
M
SD
1.90
1.02
4.80
1.40
4.75
1.02
1.65
0.67
M
SD
5.35
1.18
1.70
0.98
2.90
1.41
5.05
1.10

Total – 18
groups
(N = 45)
M
SD
2.13
1.29
4.60
1.36
4.58
1.29
1.96
0.98
M
SD
5.22
0.95
1.78
0.90
2.93
1.29
4.69
1.26
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Observed Sequences of Communication Processes (RQ1)

To investigate RQ1, we visualized the communication sequences, in which the small
groups in the control and experimental condition discussed content-related topics. We
created line charts with the x-axis representing the order, in which students talked about
topics, and the y-axis representing the position of the topic in the visualized list
(see Fig. 3). An exchange about all topics, as determined by the visualized list, is
depicted as a dark gray diagonal line that we included in each chart to better illustrate
deviations from this chronological order. To take into consideration whether learners
talked about a topic several times, we further differentiated between an initial mention
of a topic (light gray line) and multiple mentions of topics (middle gray line). From
these line charts, we can conclude that learning groups without awareness information
(No CGAT) more often proceeded with their exchange of knowledge following the
order that is prescribed by the order of listed topics in the visualization. In contrast,
groups supported by the CGAT more often deviated from this order.
CGAT

No CGAT
sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(multiple)

sequencing
(multiple)

(a) group class A

(d) group class A
sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(multiple)

sequencing
(multiple)

(b) group class B

(c) group class C

(e) group class B
sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(visualized)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(single)

sequencing
(multiple)

sequencing
(multiple)

(f) group class C

Fig. 3. Sequences of groups with CGAT (a–c) and without CGAT (d–f). X-axes represent the
order, in which students talked about topics, y-axes represent the position of topics in the list.
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One exception is the CGAT group in class C that shows a similar pattern as the
groups without CGAT support. Here, we found that this group is a special case, since
the visualization illustrated the learners that they have no knowledge on the ﬁrst topic
(“Brownian molecular motion”) and highly heterogeneous knowledge on the second
topic (“development of power demand”). Thus, they apparently talked ﬁrst about the
only topic with missing knowledge and then about the topic with most differences
before continuing with osmosis, but also in a chronological order. The other groups in
the experimental group started immediately talking about osmosis. Another ﬁnding is
that learners in the CGAT supported groups talked multiple times about topics in
comparison to the group without awareness information, e.g. the CGAT group from
class A talks two times about osmosis (4 on y-axis), the CGAT group from class B
even 3 times (2 on y-axis).
3.4

Observed Patterns of Communication Processes (RQ2)

To investigate RQ2, we counted the number of content-related and organizational
questions and explanations by taking into account levels of knowledge and knowledge
distributions per topic. Regarding levels of knowledge, we (a) differentiated between the
length of a visualized bar for a topic being less (small level of own knowledge) or more
than 50% of total length (high level of own knowledge). Regarding knowledge distribution, we investigated (b) the distribution of bar length between all learners of a
learning group differentiating between the learner having a smaller bar than the other(s),
a bar in the middle or a longer bar than other(s). With regard to explanations, we further
investigated (c) the knowledge distribution between questioner and explainer. Here, we
only observed explanations that were not initial explanations but replies to questions,
and differentiated between the explainer having a smaller, the same or a longer bar
regarding the topic of the question. From Table 2, you can see the resulting numbers of
questions and explanations.
Concerning the number of content-related questions, we can see no differences
between students of both experimental groups. If we further take into account own
levels of knowledge, we ﬁnd a difference: Students in the CGAT groups asked contentrelated questions in 71% of cases (10 out of 14), in which the bar in the visualization
was less than 50%. In the groups without CGAT it was just in 46% of cases (6 out of
13). Regarding the distribution of knowledge in the whole group, similar values in both
experimental groups suggest that there are no differences concerning the impact of
knowledge distribution on content-related questions.
Concerning the number of content-related explanations, we can gather from the
descriptive values that there are only slightly more content-related explanations in the
CGAT groups (60) than in the No CGAT groups (53). If we further take into account
own levels of knowledge, we ﬁnd again no difference: In both conditions, students
explained more in cases were their bar length was less than 50%. Regarding the
distribution of knowledge between all learners of a learning group, there seem to be
only slight differences: In the CGAT groups, students with longer bars give explanations in 40% of cases (24 out of 60) and students with shorter bars in 30% of cases (18
out of 60). In No CGAT groups, students with longer bars gave explanations in 36% of
cases (19 out of 53) and students with shorter bars in 49% of cases (26 out of 53).
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Regarding knowledge distributions between questioner and explainer, we found some
differences: Students in the CGAT groups answered in 77% of cases questions with an
explanation (13 out of 17), if their bar was the same or higher; and only in 23% of not
intended cases. By contrast, students in the No CGAT groups only answered questions
with explanations in 50% of cases (5 out of 10) if their bar was the same or higher; and
in 50% of not intended cases. Concerning the number of organizational questions and
explanations, we found that students without support seem to focus slightly more on
organizational issues than supported students: In the CGAT group, 42% of questions
(10 out of 24) and 12% of explanations (8 out of 68) are about the organization of
communication. In the No CGAT groups, 55% of questions (16 out of 29) and 25% of
explanations (18 out of 71) are about the organization of communication.
Table 2. Number of questions and explanations dependent on own knowledge level and
knowledge distribution.
Class
# groups

CGAT
A3
B3

C3

# content-related questions
(a) bar length < 50%
(a) bar length > 50%a
(b) smaller bar than other(s)
(b) in the middle
(b) longer bar than other(s)
# content-related explanations
(a) bar length < 50%
(a) bar length > 50%
(b) smaller bar than other(s)
(b) in the middle
(b) longer bar than other(s)
(c) smaller bar than questioner
(c) same bar as questionerc
(c) longer bar than questionerc
# organizational questions
# organizational explanations

3
1
2
1
1
1
22
7
15
6
5
11
0
2
1
3
2

4
3
1
0
3
1
26
19
7
7
11
7
1
0
2
5
5

7
6
1
4
0
3
12
10
2
5
2
6
3
2
6
2
1

P
14
10
4
5
4
5
60
36
24
18
18
24
4
4
9
10
8
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No CGAT
A 3
B 2

C 3

7
3
4
1
3
3
12
7
5
3
5
4
3
3
0
7
6

1
1
0
1
0
0
33
24
9
18
3
12
0
1
0
4
4

5
2
3
2
0
3
8
5
3
5
0
3
2
0
1
5
8

P

8

13
6
7
4
3
6
53
36
17
26
8
19
5
4
1
16
18

4 Discussion
We conducted the current study to investigate the impact of providing knowledgecomplementary groups with text-mining generated group awareness information on
knowledge exchange. Contrary to our expectations, learners’ self-assessment did not
conﬁrm that group awareness support guides co-learners to behave more in an intended
way than learners without support. In fact, descriptive results even suggest that primarily learners without group awareness support ask questions in the case of own
missing knowledge or knowledgeable learning partners and give explanations in the
case of own expertise or missing learning partners’ knowledge. However, learners’
self-assessment yields another picture than the results of our observation considering
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knowledge exchange in one third of all learning groups. Here, it was suggested, on the
one hand, that the level of own knowledge impacts questioning behavior, as learners in
the learning groups with support asked more questions on topics for which their
missing knowledge was detected in the individual learning phase. This indicates an
improved cognitive regulation in CGAT groups. On the other hand, results indicated
that the knowledge distribution impacts explaining behavior as supported learners more
often replied to questions on topics on which they wrote more than their learning
partner in the individual learning phase. Thus, knowledge distributions were not more
important in the CGAT groups regarding initial explanations, but for deciding to
answer a content-related question with an explanation.
These results are in accordance with former results that the level of own missing
knowledge guides cognitive regulation (e.g., Dehler et al. 2011; Erkens and Bodemer
2019) and that knowledge distribution guides explaining behavior (e.g., Dehler
Zufferey et al. 2011; Erkens and Bodemer 2019). As we only observed a third of groups,
we cannot generalize our ﬁndings, but the disagreement of subjectively and objectively
generated results seems to be systematic. One possible interpretation of this might be
that unsupported learners self-assessed their behavior in accordance with an optimal (but
obviously not factual) procedure, whilst learners with group awareness support were
aware of their actual strategies and behaviors during the collaboration and/or considered
also other influencing factors in their self-assessment. This interpretation is supported by
the one-sided distributions of normality for the self-assessment and by different orders of
discussing topics that learners followed dependent on their experimental group. Learners without group awareness information available mainly followed a chronological
order suggesting that said order rather than levels of knowledge guided them, whilst
learners with group awareness support deviated from this order. However, the question
remains what other factors influence the sequencing of co-learners in the groups with
group awareness support. One possible explanation might be derived from the visualizations of the communication sequences: Learners with group awareness support talked
more often multiple times about topics, especially on osmosis. Osmosis was an
important topic for the ﬁrst collaborative task of writing a short text on the relevance of
salt and fresh water for osmotic power plants. This implies that learners with group
awareness support had this task more in mind, related osmosis to other topics and thus
integrated contents of learning material better in their exchange of knowledge.
Further research should examine to what extent content-related information might
be an influential factor here, and what value it adds on learning when combined (or not)
with group awareness information. Moreover, we did not investigate differences
between groups of two and three learners that might also be relevant and should be
considered in future studies. Finally, it stays unclear how accurately the semantic group
formation algorithm gathered and visualized co-learners’ levels of knowledge. We
should further investigate this to ensure that group formations are optimal and
visualizations do not misdirect learners due to making them aware of levels of
knowledge that deviate from actual values. However, overall we found indications that
knowledge-complementary groups can beneﬁt from additionally provided cognitive
information, since it seems to guide behavior in a target-oriented way and to support a
metacognitive awareness. Beyond that, text mining provides an efﬁcient way to support
the group formation but also the creation of visualizations that trigger these processes.
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Moreover, it could even be implied to complementary learning material, if no studentgenerated texts are given to analyze real complementarities.
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Abstract. Volunteers provide a large variety of valuable services to society
spanning from local community efforts to global non-proﬁt organizations and
online communities. While larger volunteer groups and online communities in
particular have been studied extensively, there is a lack of research on small
loosely coupled volunteer groups especially with respect to the way they collaborate to organize activities. Our work attempts to shed light onto such groups.
In this paper, we present results from an exploratory study of ﬁve student
organizations. Based on a literature analysis we developed an interview protocol
and corresponding coding scheme that allowed us to analyse how such groups
cooperate and how they use technology to communicate and organize activities.
Our ﬁndings indicate areas of improvement around higher levels of transparency, well deﬁned procedures, effective knowledge management and
exchange between similar groups. We discuss these potentials and propose an
initial socio-technical conceptualization to overcome current issues and support
collaboration in such groups.
Keywords: Volunteer collaboration

 Exploration  Loosely coupled groups

1 Introduction
Technology that fosters group collaboration has been of continuous interest to researchers
and practitioners alike [47]. The early years of research in this ﬁeld, was mainly dominated by work on the needs of groups within large organizations. In more recent years
however, the context has considerably diversiﬁed and researchers and practitioners have
also started to investigate solutions to support unpaid volunteers in small locally oriented
projects [52], large non-proﬁt organizations [49] and online production communities
[54]. Supporting volunteer collaboration poses a unique challenge compared to collaboration in large organizations as coordination is often loosely structured. Contributors
within such groups oftentimes come from diverse backgrounds, have adopted a variety of
team work styles, use a diverse set of tools, and may drop out at any point in time.
Most work investigating volunteer collaboration focuses on non-proﬁt organizations and online communities [3, 10, 50] while small loosely coupled groups have not
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been a strong focus so far. Small loosely coupled volunteer groups often focus on
organizing series of dedicated activities such as discussion meetings, food giveaways or
social events. Student organizations are one example of such small volunteer groups
that organize series of activities – often for their fellow students. However despite
studies showing that student organizations positively affect their members as well as
the university community [2] they are rarely studied. Moreover, student organizations
often do not focus on the university alone. Some organizations speciﬁcally aim to
support local communities by using knowledge and skills that they gained during their
studies for a good cause [53]. It thus appears reasonable to study and propose support
for such groups as one important example of loosely coupled volunteer groups.
To cope with their loosely structured nature, members of such organizations have to
develop practices and adopt technology well-suited to their fluid nature. At the same
time, members of these groups often strongly identify with the cause of an organization
and are often formed by individuals that are enthusiastic about similar values [6, 8]. At
the same time however, they might not spend much effort on planning the way they
collaborate since they are focused on the goals they set for themselves as a group.
Designing approaches to support collaboration within student organizations
requires understanding their ad-hoc nature and their lack of a common organizational
or technological infrastructure. Despite them all being students of the same university
they typically have to establish common technologies and practices themselves since
their activities take place outside of their studies and are thus not directly connected to
the university infrastructure. We thus aim to ﬁrst gain an understanding of the way
these groups currently operate and the challenges they face in order to achieve their
goals. Speciﬁcally, our work aims to the question of how volunteers in such organizations collaborate currently (RQ1) and what role technology plays in their current
practices (RQ2). Based on our ﬁndings we propose means to improve collaboration
within and between such groups.
To answer the two main research questions, we conducted an interview study with
ﬁve student organizations from two large North-American universities. The interview
protocol and the corresponding coding scheme are grounded in literature from the ﬁeld
of computer supported collaboration and volunteer group work to ensure that we cover
relevant aspects that have been discussed as important in prior work on volunteer
collaboration. Results from our analysis supported our initial assumptions about the
unique challenges these groups face and provided insights into how they collaborate
(Sect. 4). Based on our ﬁndings we propose a socio-technical concept to support them
(Sect. 5). The contribution of this paper is thus threefold: (1) Developing and applying
a coding scheme based on a comprehensive literature review, (2) conducting a qualitative study of collaboration practices in an under-studied context of small loosely
coupled volunteer groups and (3) developing guidelines to foster collaboration in these
groups.
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2 Background
Our work lies at the intersection between volunteer engagement and computer supported cooperative work. Throughout this section, we will situate our research within
these ﬁelds and highlight where we intend to go beyond the state of the art.
2.1

Volunteer Groups in Computer Supported Cooperative Work

Collaboration in small loosely coupled groups of volunteers shares commonalities with
other similar groups in organizational contexts in which people are also “mobile,
widely dispersed, and autonomous, and team members communicate with each other
only intermittently” [42]. Such groups rely on suitable means of communication that
allows them to coordinate and share information. The groups we study, however differ
from those studied by Pinelle and Gutwin in that they do not operate within the
conﬁnes of an organization which binds group members to certain explicit (contract) or
implicit (norms) rules including common practices and technologies used. Such
common practices and technologies that can facilitate collaboration within a group are
not present for the groups we study due to episodic participation of members. Coordination can rather change based on individuals leaving and others joining a group
which in the case we study is common due to members graduating and potentially even
moving out of the are they studied. The episodic nature of participation also complicates designing technologies for such groups. There is a number of different approaches
that focus on analyzing, structuring and supporting collaboration through technology
[7, 18, 22, 25, 36, 38, 43]. Such approaches however are only marginally applicable in
this context since they require upfront planning, do not take the episodic nature of
membership of the groups we study into account or take place around a common
technology that every member needs to use to participate. There are also approaches
that propose light-weight means to analyze group collaboration using heuristics [38] or
incremental process reflection and improvement [37]. These approaches are however
also only marginally applicable since they require expert support which might not
always be available for the groups we study.
More recently work has emerged around flash groups [45] or flash organizations
[48] which are comprised of people that are not familiar with each other and come
together to conduct a time bounded project. They are thus similar to the groups we
study in that they consist of people that come together for a common purpose but have
no common practices or technologies to build on. They are however different in the
way that flash groups or organizations have a project leader ultimately deciding on the
direction of the project. The groups we are studying instead are democratically organized. Moreover, flash groups typically disband after a project has been completed
while the groups we study are more permanent and often continue even when no
founding member is part of the group anymore.
2.2

Volunteering and Volunteer Collaboration

There is a large body of work around volunteering and volunteer collaboration.
Scholars have studied volunteers supporting elections [3], sports events [10] or natural
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disasters [8]. There are also studies covering individuals that volunteer their time for
longer term activities such as political activism [46] or contributing to online production communities [50]. The groups we study, operate in the latter space in that they
follow a speciﬁc goal over a longer period of time.
Literature on volunteer engagement commonly distinguishes between different
phases of volunteering: Before, during and after being a volunteer [24, 39]. Most work
in this ﬁeld has focused on understanding motivations for individuals to volunteer in
order to attract more volunteers [6, 8, 27] and on volunteer retention to ensure that
individuals continue to volunteer after they initially took the decision to do so
[17, 20, 26]. In our work, we mainly focus on individuals that have already taken the
decision to volunteer. We do however consider initial motivations as well as antecedents
of retention behavior since both have been found to influence volunteer behavior.
Our main focus lies in the way volunteer groups collaborate (RQ1) and in the way
they use technology for this (RQ2). Most studies that cover this aspect focus on (nonproﬁt) organizations that employ coordinators which split larger projects into manageable tasks and distribute them to volunteers [12, 17, 23]. There is also work on
groups in which a stable core of volunteers takes over coordination tasks while the
remaining volunteers can decide on which tasks they would like to carry out [4, 10, 32].
Our study is related to this work in that the groups we study are organized around an
elected leadership group who coordinates activities. Our study however differs from
this work because the aforementioned groups usually have the potential to develop
members and prepare them for a leadership role over time. This is not always possible
for the groups that we study due to the way that they are organized. Our study thus adds
to our understanding how leadership tasks are passed on between different generations
of volunteer members.

3 Empirical Method
To answer our research questions, we conducted an exploratory interview study. We
developed an interview protocol and a corresponding coding scheme based on a systematic literature review [28]. We will provide a description of this process the following (Sect. 3.1) before outlining the context of the study (Sect. 3.2), the interview
protocol (Sect. 3.3) and corresponding coding scheme (Sect. 3.4) and the data collection and analysis procedure (Sect. 3.5).
3.1

Literature Review

We started the systematic literature review with the identiﬁcation of relevant search
terms1 that are related to how such groups collaborate (RQ1) and how they use
technology (RQ2). We used them to search for articles in GoogleScholar that were
published after 2006. During an initial screening we focused the ﬁrst ten pages of the

1

Volunteer + {collaboration, team, work, organization, participation, sustainability, retention,
turnover}, loosely coupled collaboration, ad-hoc teams, flash teams.
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result list for each search term. In addition, we also analyzed papers from high ranking
journals and conferences in both the ﬁelds of computer supported cooperative work and
information systems using the same strategy (c.f. Table 1 for a complete list of the
conferences and journals we considered). For those conferences and journals, we
limited our analysis on work that was published after 2006. This combined strategy led
to a total of 130 papers that were examined more closely.
In a ﬁrst pass we scanned the titles, abstracts and methodology sections of the
identiﬁed articles in order to assess their ﬁt to our context. We only included peerreviews papers written in English that contained empirical studies of volunteer groups
and reported ﬁndings related to the way they organize and use technology. We included
both quantitative and qualitative studies. Moreover, we added referenced papers to our
list of relevant papers if they met the aforementioned criteria. This procedure resulted in
a reduced set of papers 60 which served as a basis for the interview protocol and coding
scheme. We will discuss both in detail below.
Table 1. Conferences and journals considered in the literature review
Name
ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI)
ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Social
Computing (CSCW)
European Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (ECSCW)
ACM International Conference on Supporting Group Work (Group)
International Conference on the Design of Cooperative Systems (COOP)
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS)
European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS)
Management Information Systems Quarterly (MISQ)
European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS)
Information Systems Journal (ISJ)
Information Systems Research (ISR)
Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS)
Journal of Information Technology (JIT)

3.2

Type
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

Context

The student organizations we studied are volunteer groups that are created and run by
students for students. Each organization deﬁnes its own mission (c.f. Table 1 for an
overview of the groups we studied) and they are established upon students’ request.
They have to follow certain rules dictated by the university, such as alignment to a
speciﬁc school, the ability to attract a certain number of members (usually ten), and
electing and maintaining a leadership team. The leadership team is usually (re-)elected
annually and is comprised of a president, a vice-president and a business manager.
There are also examples of student organizations with a larger leadership board.
Neither leadership nor members receive any monetary compensation for their service.
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Minor funding that can be granted from the university has to be spent for activities
related to the purpose of the organization.
3.3

Interview Protocol

Our interview study is designed to investigate how volunteers in student organizations
collaborate (RQ1) and the role of technology in such collaboration (RQ2). Interview
questions included (1) motivations to join (e.g. “What were the reasons for you to join
this student organization?”); (2) individual’s commitments to the organization after
joining (e.g. “What were the commitments you made when you ﬁrst entered this
organization?”); (3) the organization of speciﬁc activities (e.g. “Please provide a short
description of an activity [you recently (co-)organized].”); and (4) the role of technology in their organizational activities (e.g. “Which technology did you use to
communicate/coordinate while organizing this particular activity?”)2.
3.4

Coding Scheme

Our coding scheme was developed through an iterative process starting based on relevant dimensions from our literature review. The initial coding scheme covered different
motivations (code 1, [6, 8, 27]), commitments and intentions (code 2, [16, 19, 40]) and
coordination and decision-making activities (code 3, [11, 24, 29, 34, 35]) as well as
aspects of awareness (code 5, [14, 21, 32]) and satisfaction (code 9, [5, 17, 19, 40])
which are partly based on different means of feedback (code 8, [5, 40, 41]). It was reﬁned
through multiple rounds of coding of a sample of interview responses following an
open-coding process. Following this procedure was necessary since student groups
engage in speciﬁc activities (code 3) related to themselves as well as individuals outside
of their organization (code 4). They also have a speciﬁc organizational structure with
unique roles (code 2) and they use different technologies (code 6) for speciﬁc purposes
(code 7) that could not be identiﬁed from prior work on volunteer collaboration.
Moreover, this procedure also allowed us to specify sources of feedback (code 8) and
technologies that organizations we studied used (codes 6 and 7).
Our ﬁnal coding scheme (Table 2) included codes on (1) individual characteristics
of the organization and its leaders and members (code 1), their tenure and role within
the organization, their commitment to the organization (code 2) and their satisfaction
with their participation (code 9) which can be influenced by feedback (code 8);
(2) organization and coordination of activities, communication, decision making,
recruitment, turnover and transition (code 3) including the target of such activities
(code 4); and (3) the role of technology (code 6) and its purpose (code 7). An important
dimension orthogonal to most of the aforementioned processes is related to level of
awareness about members and processes within the organization. Awareness can be
related to individuals, technology and the group as such (code 5).

2

The full interview protocol can be retrieved from the authors upon request.
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Table 2. Coding scheme
Code
1

Category
Motivation

2

Ofﬁcial role

3

Activities

4
5

Target of
activities
Awareness

6

Technology

7
8

Purpose of
technology
Feedback

9

Satisfaction

3.5

Coded aspects
Socialize (1a), Having fun (1b), Interest in topic (1c),
Identiﬁcation with values (1d), Networking (1e), Career
opportunities (1f), Gain new skills (1 g), Prior commitments
(1 h), Bonds with members outside of the organization (1i)
Current role (2a), Commitments and responsibilities (2b), Tenure
within current role (2c), Previous role (2d), Intention to continue
(2e), Intention to quit (2f)
Organize events (3a), Coordination (3b), Decision making (3c),
Face-to-face gathering (3d), Manage money (3e), Marketing (3f),
Recruitment (3 g), Transition (3 h)
Group internal (4a), Parent organization (4b), Externals (4c)
Group as whole (5a), Individuals in the group (5b), Task
awareness (5c)
Social media (6a), Email (6b), Instant Messenger (6c), Content
management (6d), Wiki or Blog (6e), Phone (6f)
Coordination (7a), Marketing (7b), Reporting (7c),
Communication (7d)
From fellow ofﬁcers (8a), From members and event participants
(8b)
Expectations met (9a), Support received (9b), Perceived effort
(9c)

Interview Study and Analysis

We interviewed a total of ten ofﬁcers of ﬁve student organizations from two different
North American universities. Organizations were chosen based on their level of
activity, diversity of their mission and diversity of students (c.f. Table 3 for more
information). Since the focus of our study was on organization and collaboration
processes, we exclusively interviewed ofﬁcers who are responsible for all operational
activities of the organizations. Our interview participants served in different leadership
roles within the student organizations we studied including president, vice-president,
business manager and board member. Some of the student organizations we studied
require leadership to change every year (e.g. SO4) while others do not have such a
requirement (e.g. SO2). The interviewees had varying tenures within the respective
student organization ranging from seven months to seven years.
The interviews lasted from 40 to 57 min each. After transcribing the interviews, we
conducted three rounds of pre-coding in which two researchers independently applied
the coding scheme (c.f. Table 2) to the same parts of the ﬁrst interview. After each
round, we calculated the inter-coder agreement based on Cohens-Kappa [9] for individual answers. We discussed codes with low agreement scores in order to reﬁne the
coding scheme and in order to reach a common understanding about how to apply
the codes. After three rounds of pre-coding both researchers coded the remainder of the
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Table 3. Student organizations analyzed

ID
S01

Goal/mission
Support women in Information Sciences

S02
S03

Support doctoral students in Information Sciences
Support students in Library Sciences

S04

Support international students in Information Sciences

S05

Support local community organizations by providing
data-driven services

Interview participants
President (I0, I2) and
Business manager (I6)
President (I3)
President (I5) and
Business manager (I4)
President (I7) and Vicepresident (I1)
Board members (I8, I9)

interviews. Following the guidelines by Landis and Koch [30] we found moderate
(0.41–0.60) to substantial (0.61–0.80) scores for Cohens-Kappa for all but the codes
related to socializing, prior commitments, and reporting which we subsequently
removed from analysis. We then analyzed the coded content to discover emergent
themes regarding our two main research questions. In total, our data set consisted of
660 answers and we analyzed a total of 2,045 codes.

4 Findings
The results of the interview analysis have been organized into three aspects (1) Individual disposition to volunteering in student organizations; (2) Current practices of
collaboration in student organizations; and (3) The role of technology in current
practices.
4.1

Individual Disposition to Volunteering in Student Organizations

Before analyzing current practices and the role of technology we ﬁrst have to understand individual motivations and the fulﬁlment of expectations since those are
important for volunteer engagement.
Individual Motivations.
As expected, most students joined an organization because they identiﬁed with its
values. This is not only evident by the fact that 22% of all mentions of any motivation
were related to this but also by every interviewee stating this as one of their motivations
to join. Examples for such statements are: “I deﬁnitely think that it is important that
there is a space that is carved out for women and their speciﬁc issues” (I2), “our
values […] are very important to me.” (I5), “I got very interested in this organization
because I am a minority in the US” (I7) and “it seemed like a community of likeminded people” (I9). Identiﬁcation with the values of a student organization were
followed by other motivations such as career opportunities (16%), interest in topic
(15%), bonds with members outside of the organization (12%) and networking (11%).
Having fun (7%) and gaining new skills (6%) were also mentioned but only in a few
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cases. It should also be noted that every interviewee mentioned between three and
seven different motivations to join a particular student organization.
Moreover, we observed that there was a connection between speciﬁc motivations
mentioned by the interviewees and the nature of the organizations. For example, for
SO3 which serves as a student chapter of a professionally oriented library organization,
interviewees highlighted career-oriented motivations. They mentioned that participation in this group allowed them to interact with other professionals working in the ﬁeld
of their desired future career (“this organization provided an opportunity for networking”, I4). Similarly, for SO5 which has the main mission to support local communities using their technical skills, interviewees expressed related interests
highlighted by the following quote: “[the organization] really allows me to apply the
data skills that I am learning in a real-world setting” (I8). At the same time, student
organizations with broader scope attract students with broader motivations as well. For
example, interviewees of S01 expressed diverse sets of motivations as the organization
tried to address a very set of interests related to women in technology. Examples for
such diverse motivations are e.g. “I think one of the core values is to provide a space
where women […] can come and share their experience” (I2) and “briefly summarizing what are the values of S01 I would say networking” (I6).
Fulﬁlment of Expectations.
Volunteer organizations rely on free participation of individuals who join a group with
various motivations. Satisfying their expectations in response to their individual motivations, is essential for their continued participation. Our interviewees mainly expressed
satisfaction with respect to their expectations about the goals of an organization being
fulﬁlled. However, our interviewees were not always satisﬁed with their involvement in
the organization. Most interviewees expressed both positive and negative attitudes when
speaking about their expectations of their participation in the organization. Especially
the oftentimes low attendance of activities they organized was mentioned as being
disappointing (“sometimes you feel frustrated that there is not enough members”, I0,
“we just had 3 or 4 students in the talk”, I3, “we didn’t get that many people”, I5). Low
attendance, however was not the only negative aspect that was mentioned. Some
interviewees also expressed their frustration with the coordination or the lack of such (“I
think that we could have been more on top”, I2, “I think as an organization […] we
could be doing better”, I4). Others also expressed dissatisfaction with the kinds of
events organized by the group: “I would deﬁnitely like to see more talks” (I6).
In some cases, dissatisfaction was related to other students within the same organization. Some interviewees expressed their frustration that students did not fulﬁl tasks
they agreed to fulﬁl: “People had agreed to send out emails and those emails still have
not gone out” (I4); “There are some people that commit to something and don’t make
it” (I9). This happens despite the generally responsible attitude: “I would say my fellow
ofﬁcers have exceeded my expectations” (I5); “everyone was helping in all the process” (I6); “I cannot remember that I asked some of them to do something and then
they just forfeited” (I3). This contradictory observation might hint at challenges with
respect to coordinating and organizing events. Individuals might have misinterpreted or
misunderstood what was expected of them or might not had the right means to communicate challenges that arose from the tasks they agreed to carry out.
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Current Practices

In this section, we focus on the way students within student organizations collaborate
(RQ1). Starting by analyzing their activities we then outline the process of their
practices followed by an analysis of how they manage the inevitable turnover of
individuals.
What Do These Organizations Do? Due to the nature of the student organizations we
considered in this study, their main focus is on organizing events that cover a broad
range of themes such as speaker series, brainstorming sessions, socializing, welcoming
new students, or raising funds. This is evident not only by the fact that 54% of all
mentions of any activity during the interviews were related to organizing events but
also by responses of interviewees such as: “My role […] is to organize events” (I0);
“My responsibilities are primarily to organize and oversee […] events” (I5); “My
particular responsibility would be to coordinate and initiate events” (I7). The different
student organizations we studied organize between four and more than 20 events per
year. As a result, a major part of current practices involves coordination around
organizing events (67% of all mentions of coordination were reported in the context of
event organization). Other practices involved coordination around activities such as
managing money, marketing and transition.
Student organizations are involved in activities that require collaboration with other
groups outside of the university. A collaboration with members of the local community
is an example of a non-event related activity (“the Boys and Girls Club […] wanted to
make sure that their clubs are in the places where they are most needed”, I8). Student
organizations also engage in the recruitment activities (12% of all mentioned activities).
Recruiting new members and ofﬁcers is particularly important, given the high-turnover
nature of these groups. New ofﬁcers are mainly recruited from within the organization
as evident by the frequent co-occurrence of the code “recruitment” and the code “group
internal”. Some interviewees also mentioned that they recruit new ofﬁcers among other
students in the university (29%). However, despite all interviewees mentioning
recruitment as an important activity, there is no evidence that recruitment is organized.
It rather takes place as an individual activity without much of coordination or organization which is evident by statements such as: “I am still encouraging other people to
go” (I5) or “she invited me to join” (I0). Also focusing on recruitment within the same
group only seems feasible when students actually stay within the same group for a
considerable amount of time. This is not always the case as some student organizations
such as S03 are run by students that are on a one-year program which in turn results in
the necessity of recruiting new members and ofﬁcers every year.
What is the Process of Their Practices? We observed their current practices to
involve the following ﬁve steps:
Initiation: The organization of an activity starts either as (1) an ofﬁcer proposes an
activity (e.g. “I was the one who proposed that we make one of these”, I2); or
(2) based on an activity that is regularly organized by the organization (e.g. “we
host a couple of annual events during the year”, I7).
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In-person planning meeting: The initiation is then followed up by an ofﬁcer
meeting to discuss about the upcoming activity: “We need an ofﬁcer meeting to
decide all of the logistic things” (I0). These in-person meetings usually involve
planning activities and identifying tasks that need to be conducted for the activity to
take place (“that took some brainstorming and also some realistic talk about what
we could get done”, I1). Commonly, an activity is planned by a senior ofﬁcer based
on previous experiences (“it is kind of a routine”, I3). This ofﬁcer then sometimes
serves as a coordinator for that particular event (“I was in charge of organizing
everything”, I3).
Distribution of tasks: Tasks are usually distributed among the ofﬁcers by “sort of
self-picking” (I0). Potential leftover tasks are then picked up by the coordinator who
is in charge of the event (“at the end whatever is left I pick them up”, I3). The
distribution of tasks rarely leads to conflicts as ofﬁcers within an organization
generally know each other well. Oftentimes they are able to even guide each other
on which tasks ﬁt their expertise (“s/he is not good at business stuff”, I2), the
schedule of speciﬁc members (“getting busy with school”, I4), or their speciﬁc
skills (“some people are better with responding to emails than others”, I4).
Following up: After tasks are distributed during the meeting, coordination mainly
takes place on a needs basis. Sometimes individuals check on the progress: “I
would go to their ofﬁce and ask them” (I2). However, mostly individuals are
expected to fulﬁl their responsibilities without any further input (“tasks are divided
once and considered done afterwards”, I6). Communication and follow-up are thus
quite infrequent.
Assessing success of an event: After an event, attendees or fellow ofﬁcers oftentimes provide feedback which usually focuses on the event itself (“some students
came to me and said that this was a very helpful experience to them”, I7, “people
said that they thought it was successful”, I9). Feedback from attendees as well as
fellow ofﬁcers was reported on about equally often (attendees 46%, ofﬁcers 54%)
and there was no clear difference in the content or the quality of the feedback.
Feedback is generally positive and focused on the event but sometimes participants
were not happy with an event and would express that to the organizers: “People
might not be happy with a talk and say it is not useful for them” (I3). This feedback
however is never systematically evaluated. It rather stays with the person that
received it and it is not used to reflect and discuss what went right and what can be
improved in the future.
What Happens Next? Student organizations face high turn-over and quick transition.
Seven out of ten interviewees mentioned that they intended to stop serving in their
current role after their term ends or cut down their engagement due to their studies
(“I knew I was going to have a lot of milestones for my PhD”, I6, “that is something
that you can manage when you are in the ﬁrst or second year of your PhD program”,
I7). It is thus not surprising that 13% of all mentioned activities are transition related.
Student organizations indeed dedicate some effort to the transition process (unlike
recruitment which is mainly uncoordinated as discussed before). However, each
organization has their own strategy. Some attempt to support the transition through
documentation (“we are trying […] to create documents describing what we did”, I4)
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while others try to manage it as part of their recruitment process by forming a leadership team consisting of tenured and new members (“I was vice president last year
and […] this year I became the president”, I0). One of the organizations even ran an
event dedicated to passing on knowledge from one leadership group to the next
(“during the leadership retreat was a […] we wanted to connect the incoming board
members […] with the outgoing ones”, I9).
In all cases, however, we observed that the main focus of transition-related activities is on handling the interaction between the student organization and the university.
Those interactions cover questions of how to “start the organization” (I4) or “where
we get our money” (I5). There was no indication of passing on knowledge about the
inner workings of the respective organizations. The transition of this knowledge
however is particularly important for such loosely coupled groups since there is often
no chance to repeat the same event within the same semester or year and mistakes or
difﬁculties can easily be forgotten and repeated. Moreover, while the same person can
serve as an ofﬁcer for a few years, they eventually will have to leave as they ﬁnish their
studies. Therefore, in cases that the same leadership group is in place for a long time,
lack of transition of knowledge can become even more of an impediment as evident by
the following statement: “If I were the president for four/ﬁve years when I leave it will
be kind of a bummer for the next president to realize how to do that” (I3).
4.3

The Role of Technology in Current Practices

In addition to the way student organizations operate, we are also interested in how they
use technology (RQ2). We will report on our ﬁndings related to technology in this
section starting with which technology is being used followed by how it is used.
Which Technologies Do Student Organizations Use? Our anticipation that student
organizations use a wide range of technologies was conﬁrmed by the interview results.
Starting with email as the technology that was mentioned the most (56% of all mentions of technology), most interviewees also mentioned using different instant messengers (15%) such as WhatsApp (I1, I3, I8, I9), Slack (I2, I6), iMessage (I5) and SMS
(I5). We also observed an almost equal number of mentions of different content or
document management systems (12%) such as GoogleDrive (I0, I2, I4, I6, I9),
Dropbox (I7) or Box (I8). There were also mentions of the usage of voice chat (7%),
social media (5%) and wikis or blogs (4%) as well as other technologies such as the
school website (I0, I4), doodle polls (I0, I1) and GoogleForms (I4). We also found
individuals that use up to six different technologies for different purposes. This can lead
to uncoordinated technology use among the members of an organization (e.g. I8 and I9,
both part of SO5, use different document management systems, I8 uses GoogleDocs
while I9 uses Box) which in turn can complicate coordination.
What is most cumbersome, however, is that none of the tools are being signiﬁcantly
utilized and most interviewees resort to emails for most activities. This becomes
obvious when analyzing the way technology is being used.
Usage Strategies Overall, we observed that technology is mainly utilized for coordination purposes. Both email (r = 0.60, p < .001) and instant messengers (r = 0.39,
p < .001) were signiﬁcantly mentioned in relation to coordination activities. In fact, we
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observed that with relation to coordination, there is signiﬁcantly more mention of
technology (60%) than face-to-face meetings (40%). This does not imply though that
coordination indeed mainly takes place using technology since most coordination
happens during the ﬁrst in-person planning meetings as discussed in Sect. 4.2. However, most coordination that takes place after a meeting is done using technology (“we
send an email to ask what happened”, I0). The organizing ofﬁcers particularly utilize
email threads (“usually we just talk through our email threads”, I4) which makes it
hard for individuals that are not part of this thread to be informed about the planning of
an activity. They have to either actively ask for information or wait for the involved
ofﬁcers to decide to inform them.
Coordination around the organization of activities as reported by the study participants mainly happens via email and instant messenger as evident by the signiﬁcant
correlation between the respective codes (r = 0.60, p < .001 for coordination and email
and r = 0.39, p < .001 for coordination and instant messenger). However, considering
the way that communication happens it is surprising that individuals do not perceive a
general lack of task awareness. In fact, multiple interviewees stated that awareness is
not a problem because “I have the list in my booklet” (I3) or they would “go to ofﬁce
and ask” (I2) if there was a problem. However, when looking deeper into the interview
content it becomes clear that individuals are not really aware of tasks that are currently
conducted and that this indeed leads to issues. Individuals assume that “tasks are
divided once and considered done afterwards” (I6) which is not always the case (“a
day before I was notiﬁed that the meeting would happen tomorrow”, I6). There is thus
a clear need to improve task awareness.
For activities other than coordination, technology only plays a minor role. Feedback is never delivered via technology but rather face-to-face. This signiﬁcantly limits
the potential for documenting and reflecting on feedback in order to improve the
organization of activities. Technology is also only marginally considered as a means to
support the transition from one generation to the next or to recruit new members. In
fact, only one interviewee stated that s/he currently working on creating a GoogleDocs
document that focuses on the interaction between the student organization and the
university (“describing what we did to start the organization”, I4). This document
however does not cover information about how the student organization operates
internally. Similarly, recruitment is only marginally conducted using email as a technology (“I sent out the email to the new PhD students that I knew that came to the
school”, I0).

5 Discussion and Limitations
Our ﬁndings provide an insight into how volunteers within student organizations
currently collaborate (RQ1) and how they utilize technology for their collaboration
(RQ2), indicating a number of areas where technology combined with well-designed
practices can improve collaboration within such small loosely coupled volunteer
groups. Speciﬁcally, we identiﬁed three main areas of improvement: (1) higher level of
transparency, (2) well deﬁned task procedures, (3) more effective knowledge
transfer within and between groups.
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Awareness is an essential ingredient of effective collaboration. Our results indicate
a lack of transparency and awareness, especially with regards to planning of
activities. This can become a signiﬁcant roadblock in effectively managing organizations as previously discussed in the context of collaborative work [14, 21]. Similarly,
well-deﬁned procedures play a signiﬁcant role to support the organization of activities, especially if those activities are recurring. Common means to achieve this are
approaches related to business process management [15]. The student organizations we
studied have a clear need for such processes since activities are currently organized on
a needs basis and guided by individual experiences. There are also no practices in place
that support organizations in dealing with feedback and reflecting on past activities to
improve their practices. This lack of well-deﬁned procedures does not only harm the
organization of activities. It also harms the process of recruiting new members and new
ofﬁcers. Such procedures are commonly designed managed by employed coordinators
[12, 17, 23] or a stable core of volunteers [4, 10, 32] both of which are not available in
the context we studied. Lack of transparency and well-deﬁned procedures can further
lead to challenges in knowledge transfer. Within current practices, we observed only
non-structured arbitrary knowledge exchange between current members and ofﬁcers as
well as between current and future members and ofﬁcers. As a result, existing
knowledge often gets lots and does not transfer from one generation of members and
ofﬁcers to another. This ﬁnding is similar to work discussing corporate knowledge
management [1] and it is particularly hard to overcome for small loosely coupled
volunteer groups as they face high turnover and loose commitment levels. Membership
in such organizations has by deﬁnition an expiration date as it depends on a terminal
education period. Therefore, designing and practicing highly transparent, well-deﬁned
procedures to document and transfer knowledge is critical to their longer-term success.
Also, despite the fact that the student groups we studied undoubtedly have commonalities and similar problems, there is almost no exchange between the leadership of
different groups about their practices. There is work suggesting structured process
reflection [38] but such approaches can be difﬁcult to implement in the context we
studied.
We also observed that technology currently is signiﬁcantly under-utilized even
though many different tools are used by different members. There is no standard
procedure for how technology can support their collaboration effectively without
adding additional barriers in the process. Currently, there is high reliance on email as a
main means of communication which can introduce additional challenges, especially
with regards to transparency, awareness and transfer of knowledge as mentioned
before. Common technology can serve as a means to overcome such challenges as
evident e.g. in the context of online communities [44]. We will discuss this aspect in
the following.
5.1

A Proposal Towards a Solution

An important goal of our research was to discover how technology can support collaboration within small loosely coupled volunteer groups. We aim to complement
existing practices since these groups have been around for some time and thus
exemplify an interesting success story. While we provide a ﬁrst step towards a solution
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in this direction, we believe that a longer term solution needs an iterative participatory
design process [7, 18, 22, 36]. The future direction of our research aims at introducing
our proposed technology to a number of student organizations for a trial period. We
will then analyze their practices in presence of the new technology in order to reﬁne the
technology and practices over time as best ﬁts the needs of each individual
organization.
In particular we propose an approach that is based on complementing current
practices, orchestrating existing technologies and providing support for the missing
opportunities. In particular, we propose to use the group messenger Slack [51] as a core
means of communication since it is light weight and it can easily be adapted to suit the
needs of a student organization. Slack is easy to set up, easy to use and maintain, works
on almost any device and has been successfully applied in similar collaborative contexts such as small software teams [33]. Slack also provides a lot of flexibility in that it
allows users to connect it with other technologies of their choice such as Facebook,
GoogleDrive, Dropbox and others.
Slack promotes transparency in that all individuals that are part of a channel can
follow the stream of messages and have the opportunity to become part of the conversation at any point of time. This allows individuals that were not part of the initial
planning meetings to become part of the conversation and offer ideas and support. It
provides a basis for assessing the membership of an organization in that it allows
members of a channel to see who is a part of it, assess the level of engagement based on
interaction in the channel and get in contact with them. It also supports knowledge
transfer within and between organizations in that previous messages can be retrieved
and used for future purposes which makes it a light weight and simple knowledge
management mechanism [13]. Furthermore, it provides a communication channel for
the leadership of different volunteer groups to discuss about common ideas and challenges. Finally, it provides the opportunity for former members to stay in touch and
potentially offer support if required. Slack by itself does not solve the previously
mentioned lack of procedures. It does however provide a basis for procedures to
evolve because it provides a platform for sharing documents, discussing feedback and
organizing reflection even beyond the boundaries of a single organization. The
evolving of those practices can also be supported by bots [31] which can monitor the
activity in speciﬁc channels and e.g. suggest towards reflecting on a previous activity
based on the date of that activity or suggest for engaging new and old members in
transfer activities based on the typical transition period of an organization. Bots can
enable or promote practices, but they cannot guarantee for them to form. It still remains
in the responsibility of the members and ofﬁcers to build them and pass them on to
future generations. We also acknowledge the fact that following these suggestions
requires student organizations to commit to this particular technology and that it might
steer resentment by individuals since it is another tool to use and to maintain. We are
however conﬁdent that its ability to blend in with other technologies, its aforementioned potential to support the operation of student organizations and its ease of use
will serve as a means for them to try and potentially adopt it. Moreover, some interviewees even mentioned that they use it in their professional life and suggested using it
for their student organization as well.
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Limitations

The exploratory nature our research poses limitations. First, we focused our work on
one particular type of small loosely coupled volunteer groups by studying student
organizations. While it can be argued that these organizations are generally comparable
to other similar organizations it has to be noted that these organizations operate within a
speciﬁc context that has an impact on the way they collaborate. We aimed at mitigating
this effect by including organizations of different sizes from different universities that
have different goals. Second, our work was driven by an interview guide and a corresponding coding scheme that were developed based on existing literature. While we
conducted and exhaustive literature analysis, it is possible that we did not cover all
aspects that can be found in real life volunteer organizations. We tried to mitigate this
effect by conducting an analysis that allowed for adding codes based on our interview
data. Third, our conclusions are based on a relatively small sample of ten interviewees
and ﬁve student organizations from two North-American universities. This poses a
threat to the generalizability of our results. However, our work is meant to shed light
onto an area that has not been extensively studied by focusing on small volunteer
groups. It thus seems reasonable to conduct a study that provides initial insights which
are rather informative than generalizable. Finally, we calculated percentages and correlations between codes and included them into our analysis which can lead to misinterpretations since just the fact that certain aspects are mentioned more often together
does not constitute causality between them. To mitigate this threat, we abstained from
drawing causal conclusions based on the calculations but rather utilized them as a
complement to our qualitative analysis. We also backed them up with interview quotes
to set them into context.
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Abstract. Collaborative problem solving is a core ability that has been highly
valued in recent years. Collaborative problem solving activities allow learners
develop collaboration skills. In science education, collaborative learning with
simulations enables learners to manipulate a science problem to explore scientiﬁc concepts. However, the collaboration during such a learning context is a
complicated process and researchers face difﬁculties in understanding learners’
mental effort in using the simulations. The use of dual eye-tracking techniques is
helpful to uncover learners’ visual attention, and thus to better analyze student
collaboration in activities. In this paper, the research focus on learners’ difﬁculties when they learn together with the simulation in different places. The
results show that the techniques are helpful to identify the subtle interaction
problem including the problem of lacking coordination, the process misunderstanding problem, and misunderstanding in partners’ attention. Educators may
need to address these problems when simulations are applied to support remote
collaborative science learning.
Keywords: Eye-tracking

 Collaboration  Science learning

1 Introduction
In recent years, collaborative problem solving (CPS) is one of the core competencies
[1]. Therefore, collaborative problem solving activities are frequently applied to help
students develop such a competency as they learn to coordinate with the partners to
solve problems together. In the past, researchers applied questionnaires or survey to
understand collaboration quality during collaborative learning. However, it is suggested that such subjective approach often can not reflect the actual collaboration and
mental efforts during collaborative learning [2].
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
H. Nakanishi et al. (Eds.): CRIWG+CollabTech 2019, LNCS 11677, pp. 36–44, 2019.
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To better capture learners’ mental effort, many experts applied eye-tracking analysis
technique to analyze students’ visual attentions to understand the students’ problem
solving process [3, 4]. These studies mostly focused on the individual problems solving
process, not on the collaboration process. How two individuals’ attentions coordinate to
solve a problem is not clearly depicted. To conquer such a limitation, dual eye-tracking
techniques which collect and analyze two individuals’ gaze movements were applied to
uncover how two students learn together [5]. The literature has demonstrated the usage
of such techniques for the research of collaborative learning.
The present study thus attempts to understand the collaboration process through
dual eye-tracking techniques when students at different places learn science together
with computer simulations. Collaborative learning with simulations enables learners to
manipulate a science problem to explore scientiﬁc concepts. It is hoped that the dual
eye-tracking techniques can uncover the limitations of the computer simulation in
supporting collaborative problem solving. Although eye-tracking techniques are not a
completely novel research method [6–8], this study contributed to understand the
application of dual eye-tracking techniques in understanding the use and design of
computer simulation in supporting science learning.

2 Methods
This study recruited students from a national university in Taiwan. Only students who
had normal vision or normal vision after correction and who never participated in
similar experiments are included in this study. This study selected two pairs of students
as the focus group for detail case study. The two participants of each pair did not know
each other before the experiment and they sit in different rooms and talk with the
mobile phone system. Such an arrangement simulates the learning situation when
students do not co-present in a classroom but learn in different places.
The simulation used in this study is “how much rain” (Fig. 1) that simulates how
much rain will fall on to a character who run in different speed. The simulation displays
both of the animation and the amount of the rain falling onto the character in three
charts.
With the simulation, the student pairs needed to understand whether the character
needs to run to avoid getting wetter. This simulation allows students to manipulate the
running speed and rainfall density. The students could check the top, side and the total
rain falling on the character.
In this study, we deﬁned seven area of interest (AOI) for the analysis of gaze
movement (Fig. 1), including the problem description area (AOI1), the simulation
control area (AOI2), the simulation animation area (AOI3), the top rain chart displaying
the rain falling to the head (AOI4), the side rain chart displaying the rain falling to the
character from the side (AOI5), the overall rainfall chart (AOI6) and learning material
area (AOI7).
The participants operate the simulation on an individual basis. In other words, the
simulations operated by the two students of the student pairs were not synchronized.
One pair member’s operations on his/her simulation did not interfere with each other.
In this scientiﬁc learning activity, the two partners must coordinate closely to solve the
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AOI4

AOI1
AOI2

AOI5

AOI3

AOI7

AOI6
Fig. 1. The “how much rain” simulation.

scientiﬁc problems. This experiment was 20 min. After the activity, the participants
answer a teamwork quality (TWQ) questionnaire [9] to understand their perception
about the collaboration.
This study applied the Tobii Eye Tracker 4C at 90 Hz to collect students gaze
movement. The Real-time Fixation Identiﬁcation and Analysis Module (RFIAM) [10]
was used to collect the gaze movement. Several AOIs (Area of Interest) regions were
deﬁned according to the different components of the simulation (Fig. 1). When student
gaze at an AOI, the eye-tracking system will detect such a ﬁxation and recorded the
start time and end time of the ﬁxation and the AOI area. This study applied the crossrecurrence plot (CRP) function in MATLAB [11, 12] to analyze the students’ joint
attention. The CRP analysis, students’ discourse and their feedback to the TWQ
questionnaire was analyzed together to better understand the collaboration process.

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 2 displays the CRP of a pair of this study. The x-axis and y-axis of the matrix
represent the activity time of different students. If student A gazed an AOI at time x and
student B also gazed the same AOI at time y, then the cell (x, y) at the CRP will be
marked. Therefore, the diagonal line represents that the two students observed the same
AOI at the same time. This study ﬁrstly integrated students’ ﬁxation records with their
screen videos to better present students’ visual attention and their screen behaviors. The
videos were then analyzed with students’ discourse data. As shown in Fig. 2, Block B
shows the two students demonstrated noticeable joint attention. From the discourse
B1–B7 (Table 1) we observed that the two are coordinating on the manipulation of the
simulation, and thus they both closely watched the AOI2. Therefore, they demonstrated
high level of visual joint attention from the intensive marked area around Block B.
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However, triangulating the CRP with discourse data (as shown in Table 1) also found
that the two experimenters were not aware of the other party’s operation. More
speciﬁcally, while one person was waiting for the other person to operate the simulation, the other person had thought he already completed the simulation (see the
discourse A1–A6). We observed that STUDENT A is still watching AOI2, while
STUDENT B has visually moved to AOI6 in the chart area. Such results suggest that
student will encounter the process misunderstanding problem when they use simulations individually to collaborate to learn. From the difference between Block A and
Block B, we found that the CRP can reflect how two individuals pay attention to the
simulation and work together.

STUDENT B

STUDENT A

Fig. 2. Introduction to the Cross-Recurrence Plot cooperation status of the pair A.

In another case, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2, it is observed that there is a
problem in the communication between the two people at the beginning (C1–C3).
More speciﬁcally, STUDENT A suggested to directly discuss the answer of the
question and terminate the activity (C2). This is because STUDENT A has already
completed the simulation while STUDENT B was still waiting for STUDENT A to
discuss how to manipulate the simulation. From discourse C3, we could ﬁnd that
STUDENT B doesn’t observe any chart area (AOI4, AOI5, AOI6), while STUDENT A
has moved to the chart in AOI5. Such an instance reflects that students encounter the
problem of lacking coordination. Such a problem occurred again from D1 to D4. More
speciﬁcally, when STUDENT A has already completed simulation and was watching
the chart of AOI6, STUDENT B was still waiting for STUDENT A to discuss about the
variable in the AOI2.
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Table 1. Partial dialogue during the experiment and AOI conversion of the pair A.

Number Timeline
(min)

STUDENT A

A1

02:27

A2

02:32

A3

02:42

A4

02:45

A5

02:48

A6
..
.
B1

02:50

If he run
AOI2!AOI3!AOI2!AOI3 AOI2!AOI6!AOI3!AOI6
faster and he
speed is 3, he
gets wet
AOI3!AOI6!AOI2!AOI6 AOI6
When he
arrived at
place, he wet
value is 202
Are you setting 3
AOI6
AOI2
now?
AOI6!AOI3!AOI2
AOI2
Yes, it is
V = 3 and
the density
is 4
Is the density 4?
AOI2
AOI5!AOI4!
AOI5!AOI3!AOI4
Yes。
AOI2!AOI5!AOI2
AOI2

B2

05:55

B3

06:02

B4

06:08

B5

06:10

B6

06:11

05:46

STUDENT B AOI_ STUDENT A

Then I have
tested it a few
times, I
measured…Is
setting of rain
density high?

High density.
Which the fastest
or the slowest in
your setting

AOI2

Ok, I set the AOI2
rain density
setting to
high
Then I set the AOI2!AOI1!AOI2
slowest one
in running
AOI2

I set the
slowest one
Then I set the
fastest one

AOI_ STUDENT B

AOI5!AOI1!AOI2

AOI2

AOI2

AOI2!AOI3!AOI2

AOI2!AOI5!AOI2

AOI2!AOI5!AOI3

AOI2

AOI3

Furthermore, the discourse E1–E6 display another problem, that is attention
misunderstanding. However, from E1–E6, it can be found that STUDENT A is talking
about the cumulative rainfall of AOI6 while STUDENT B was not sure which AOI to
observe and transited among different AOIs. Thus, it reveals that the two students
encounter misunderstanding in their visual attention and thus cause ineffective
collaboration.
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STUDENT B

STUDENT A

Fig. 3. Introduction to the Cross-Recurrence Plot cooperation status of the pair B.

This study found that the two pairs demonstrated different patterns of collaboration.
It can be inferred by the CRP that pair A demonstrated more marked blocks in the
activity than pair B did. The dialogue data also demonstrate that pair A members will
inform each other of the operation status and thus demonstrated better joint attention.
On the contrary, pair B lacked coordination and cause misunderstanding in both of the
process and attention. Such a difference can be also shown in their feedback to the
TWQ (See Table 3) indicating that pair A perceived a higher level of collaboration
quality than pair B did.
Table 2. Partial dialogue during the experiment and AOI conversion of the pair B.
Number Timeline
(min)
C1

03:13

C2

03:19

C3

03:25

STUDENT A

Well, should
we discuss it?
Then press
End

STUDENT B

AOI_ STUDENT A

AOI_ STUDENT B

Well, so are we
AOI4!AOI5!AOI7 AOI1!AOI7!AOI2
going to make this
problem now?
AOI7!AOI5!AOI7 AOI2

Do we run this
AOI5!AOI2!
AOI2!AOI1!
simulation? Or do AOI5!AOI7!
AOI7!AOI1!
we have to answer AOI5!AOI2!AOI7 AOI7!AOI2!AOI3
the question on the
right side?

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Number Timeline
(min)
..
.
D1
04:20
D2

04:22

D3
D4

04:58
05:00

..
.
E-1

06:50

E-2

06:59

E-3

07:02

E-4
E-5

07:05
07:07

E-6

07:11

STUDENT A

STUDENT B

AOI_ STUDENT A

AOI_ STUDENT B

AOI6

AOI2

AOI6!AOI5!
AOI4!AOI5!
AOI6!AOI2!
AOI3!AOI7!
AOI2!AOI5!
AOI6!AOI2!AOI4

AOI2!AOI1!
AOI2!AOI4!
AOI2!AOI5!
AOI6!AOI3!
AOI2!AOI4!
AOI5!AOI3!AOI2

AOI2
AOI4

AOI2!AOI5!AOI2
AOI2!AOI5!
AOI6!AOI2

AOI6

AOI3!AOI2!
AOI6!AOI3

AOI6

AOI3

AOI6

AOI3

AOI6
Wait, so who is the AOI6
rainfall?
AOI6

AOI3
AOI3

Then we are
end?
Do you want to run
the simulation?
From speed 2, the
rainfall density is
ﬁxed, and adjust to
the speed is 4, I
press run
I do reset
Well… in fact,
your numbers
will not affect
my data

So, the shorter
your time, the
faster your
speed, and the
more rainfall
there will be
The less rainfall
there will be
The more
rainfall there
will be
It will be…

It is the
relatively large
amount of
rainfall

AOI3!AOI2!AOI5

Table 3. Two pairs of cooperation quality.
Pair A
Communication
4.125
Coordination
3.875
Balance of member contributions 4.75
Support
4.167
Effort
4.375

Pair B
2.875
2.875
3.5
2.75
3.125
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4 Conclusion
In the case study above, the marked blocks on the diagonal of the CRP display the
degree to which two individually jointly pay attention to the same AOI together. In the
two pairs of this study, pair A demonstrated higher quality of collaboration than the
pair B did. Through the dual eye-tracking technique, we also identiﬁed three main
problems when the computer simulations are used to support online synchronous
collaborative learning, that is, the problem of lacking coordination, the process
misunderstanding problem, and misunderstanding in partners’ attention. It is worthwhile to investigate what mechanism is helpful to amend these problems. For instance,
collaborative simulations which enforce the synchronization of all operations to the
simulation of all participants may be helpful to guide students to jointly attend to the
shared focus. Furthermore, this study triangulated students discourse records with
visual attention through eye-tracking techniques. It is found that such approach help the
researcher gain more insight on the detail process of the collaboration. Researchers may
ﬁnd such an approach helpful to look into the constraints and affordances of other new
collaborative learning systems.
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Abstract. Hybrid meetings, in which co-located and remote participants connect via video or/audio, have become ubiquitous in the globalized modern workplace. Despite, or perhaps because of this ubiquity, conducting hybrid meetings is not straightforward. In this paper, we investigate the opportunities and challenges of hybrid meetings. We conducted
a multi-site study of hybrid meetings in two global software companies
in Europe, using participant observation, semi-structured interviews and
video-analysis. Our ﬁndings show that there is a signiﬁcant diversity in
formats and requirements for hybrid meetings in diﬀerent working environments. Further, hybrid meeting participants perceive and handle a
range of both expected and emergent problems. While some problems
can be attributed to diﬃculties or failures of technical infrastructure,
others arise out of asymmetries of interaction and social and cultural
context across the co-located and remote settings. We argue that managing these asymmetries is key to a successful hybrid meeting.

Keywords: Hybrid meetings
Remote collaboration

1

· Video conferencing ·

Introduction

Hybrid meetings are video- and audio-based meetings that include both colocated and remote participants. With the advancements of video-conferencing
software and technologies, business meetings in the increasingly globalized world
go beyond the physical meeting room. The hybrid meeting has become ubiquitous in modern international and multi-site workplaces, and their success (or
failure) has signiﬁcant economic and societal impact. Yet, most of our understanding of video- and audio-based communication is from studies conducted in
laboratory or controlled settings.
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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In this paper, we will take a holistic approach to better understand how
hybrid meetings take place in the workplace today, and identify when they succeed and when they fail. We present a multi-site and multi-method study where
we observed hybrid meetings at two global software companies in Denmark and
in the United Kingdom. We raise and seek answers for the following questions:
What are the main problems of people in hybrid meetings taking place in the
business setting? How are hybrid meetings diversiﬁed across diﬀerent working
environments, departments or companies? How do certain instances emerge as
problems in hybrid meetings and how are these problems constructed by diﬀerent users? Our ﬁndings show that hybrid meeting experiences are diverse, and
what makes a hybrid meeting a success or a failure is a complex socio-technical
phenomenon shaped by the technical infrastructure and social and cultural context.

2

Related Work

Within the ﬁelds of HCI and CSCW, there has been a long history and large
amount of research on video-mediated communication and video-based meetings.
Researchers focused on how to improve people’s experiences with hybrid/virtual
meetings and virtual collaboration by studying diverse physical and social factors
including but not limited to gaze awareness [15,26], audio [22,28], camera angle
[12], seating position [27], social presence [3], culture [5,6,21], gesture [8,18],
trust [1,24], as well as telepresence [14,16,17].
There are a number of user and case studies, which inspired us for conducting our research. Based on their naturalistic analysis of individuals collaborating
on diﬀerent tasks in the workplace, Heath and Luﬀ claim that video-mediated
communication causes asymmetries in interaction, which refer to changing reciprocity and manners in communication with the existence of a “technological
medium” [9,10]. According to the authors, the asymmetries of interaction do not
necessarily limit or prevent the video-mediated communication, but also pave the
path for new forms of interaction and collaboration at work [9].
In their study, Isaacs and Tang compare video-based, audio-based and faceto-face interactions by analyzing a small teams’ collaboration using a desktop
video conferencing prototype [13]. They ﬁnd that while using video improves
both verbal and nonverbal communication compared to audio-based meetings,
video-based interactions are still ineﬃcient in terms of securing peripheral cues,
ﬂoor control and side conversations, and need to be supported with other shared
tools making the collaboration experience as natural as possible [13].
Based on the long-term experiences of developers, researchers and users,
Dourish et al. call for departing from the presumption of comparing the experiences of video-mediated communication with face-to-face interaction and underline how complex conducts in media spaces occur in individual, interactional,
communal and societal levels in the long run. [7]. Authors claim that media
spaces are also part of the “real world” and interactions within media spaces are
larger than person-to-person interaction [7].
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Another interesting example is a combination of the internal company and
external costumer study through surveys and interviews focusing on understanding user’s problems with hybrid meetings in order to prototype a more eﬀective
remote collaboration tool [30]. The authors categorize problems with hybrid
meetings at conference rooms as “audio problems”, “remote attendee problems”
and “conference room problems” and ﬁnd that remote participants feel disadvantaged as they are mostly disengaged, forgotten and ignored by the co-located
participants and even moderators of those meetings [29]. The same study also
underlines that co-located participants accuse remote participants for not paying attention to them, which causes them to ignore the remote participants even
more and remote participants remain isolated from the meeting, which continues
like a vicious circle [29].
In another study, Tan and Kondoz focus on understanding obstacles to a
seamless virtual collaboration through a longitudinal and multi-method ethnographic research based on the use of a virtual collaboration desk [23]. By examining the virtual meetings of a software project group for around ten months and
collecting both quantitative and qualitative data, researchers ﬁnd that the success or failure of virtual collaboration is based on diverse factors ranging from
the “team participation and cultural diﬀerences” to “management and policy
issues” and “technology barriers” in an organization [23].

3

Methodology

We conducted a multi-site study combining three qualitative methods: participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and video-analysis.
3.1

Collection of the Empirical Materials

We conducted ﬁeldwork in two global software companies located in Denmark
and United Kingdom (Table 1). In Denmark we conducted participant observation at the Global Business Services section of a large software company (Company A) and observed four daily scrum meetings and one retrospective meeting.
Scrum is an “iterative and incremental project management” approach especially
applied in global software development projects [11]. Scrum meetings take place
mostly early in the morning for ﬁfteen minutes standing up, and once every ﬁve
weeks a longer so-called retrospective meeting is held, during which they assess
the implementation process of the project and teamwork. The team we observed
at Company A consists of 27 members, 20 of which are based in Denmark and
seven of which are based in India. Therefore, they have daily scrum and retrospective meetings in a hybrid meeting format. In all meetings there were scrum
masters, who are also team members and intervene when there is a problem
during the meetings regardless of whether the issue is technical or social.
In the United Kingdom we observed another large software company (Company B ). At Company B we conducted ﬁeldwork at diverse departments including but not limited to Sales, Marketing, Finance, Cloud Solutions and Research.

Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Business Business Business Business Business
Services Services Services Services Services

Zoom
Zoom
Zoom
Zoom
Zoom
Meetings Meetings Meetings Meetings Meetings,
Mural

Large
Screen

Portable
Mic, LS

Department

Software

Visuals

Audioe

Portable
Mic, LS

Large
Screen

Scrum

Portable
Mic, LS

Large
Screen

Scrum

Portable
Mic, LS

Large
Screen

Microsoft
Teams

Microsoft
RoundTable,
LS

Large Screen

Microsoft
Teams

a

d

Bold: at the

Headset

Personal
Computer

Skype for
Business

Sales, Finance, Cloud
Marketing
Solutions

Microsoft
Microsoft
Surface Hub, RoundTable,
LS
LS

Large Screen, Microsoft
Microsoft
Surface Hub
RoundTable

Microsoft
Teams

Sales, Finance, Sales
Marketing

104R

30c

AV

B4

Acquaintance Status Update
Meeting

8C
2R

45

8C
N/A

VH

VH

B3

60b

B2

Retrospective Status
Monthly
Update,
Business
Brainstorming Update

11C
3R

90

VH

B1

Video Analysis
x
x
VH: video-based hybrid meeting, AV: audio-based virtual meeting, b 17 min connection issue, c Only observed time,
observed venue, C: co-located, R: remote, e LS: loudspeaker

Portable
Mic, LS

Large
Screen

Scrum

17C
6C

Scrum

2C
2C

Type

6C
3C

90

VH

A5

14C
5C

5

VH

A4

4C
1R

15

VH

A3

Number of
Participantsd

VH

A2

15

VH

A1

Duration (min) 15

Format

a

Table 1. Overview of the observed meetings at Company A and B. Each meeting is represented with the company letter (A, B) and the
number of the meeting (1–5). (Example: A3 - Third meeting at Company A)
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Overall we observed three video-based hybrid meetings, two of which were also
recorded with a steadicam and a portable camera, and one audio-based virtual
meeting. Virtual meetings are diﬀerent from hybrid meetings in the sense that
there are no physical rooms in those meetings, meaning that all remote participants are connected through their personal devices.
Apart from the participant observation and video recordings of meetings in
both companies, we conducted semi-structured interviews with two employees
from Company A, one from Denmark and one from the Indian team but currently
employed in Denmark for one year, and with 21 employees at Company B from
diverse departments. All of the interviews were audio-recorded except the one
with a software engineer, who refused to be recorded due to being shy, but
still accepted to be interviewed. Due to the time constraint of the employees,
the average length of the interviews is nine minutes. Interviewees were brieﬂy
asked to tell about their department/work/position details, their experiences
with hybrid meetings such as how often they have those meetings, what kind of
issues/needs they have and whether any further improvements they expect from
hybrid meeting tools.
3.2

Analysis

All audio-recorded interviews were transcribed in verbatim format, but in order
to avoid diﬃculties in reading as well as to save space, intonations, interjections as well as missing text are shown as three dots closed with square brackets
([...]). All recorded videos were watched thoroughly a number of times until the
saturation point in insight was reached. Relevant parts of the meetings were written down in notes. Interview transcriptions, participant observation and video
recording notes were merged in the qualitative data analysis software NVivo
and analyzed through the stages of open coding, line-by-line coding and focused
coding [4].

4

Findings

We categorized our ﬁndings into two themes: technical infrastructure and social
and cultural context.
4.1

Technical Infrastructure

Size and Functionality of Meeting Rooms. One of the issues Company A
is facing is that their team is very crowded and the size of the rooms, that are
speciﬁcally used for daily scrum meetings, are quite small. In these meetings
also nobody takes notes on computer or notebook and it is diﬃcult for them to
locate the computer in the best position so that the other end of the meeting
in India can see everyone in the room. Both employees from Company A we
interviewed underlined the need for larger and technologically more advanced
video-conferencing rooms at both ends.
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As we conducted ﬁeldwork in two global software companies in Europe,
we observed that they maximized and to a considerable extent standardized
their technological resources, meaning that their employees use the same laptops, tablets or other digital devices, at the individual level. However, one of
the signiﬁcant problems, which is harder to normalize, is the unequal meeting infrastructure in both ends of the meeting. Both companies have hybrid or
virtual meetings with partners or people located all around the world. They
also have better meeting infrastructure such as faster bandwidth connection and
more enhanced room functionalities compared to partners located abroad. For
instance, the team working at the branch of Company A in India, does not have
a large screen and the members use their laptop for the meetings, which makes
them look down during the meetings since they are standing up all the time and
makes the eye contact and social cueing harder for them. Moreover, they do not
have the same connection bandwidth compared to the team in Denmark. The
situation is also similar in Company B as one of our interviewees underlined:
The main issue is that is the quality [...] of the equipment. And [...] quality
of line... Quite often [...] at least when we have a real hybrid meeting,
when there is a team locally and another team on the other side of the
of the network. [...] If we here at [Company’s name] have [...] quite good
equipment like RoundTables and Surface Hubs, on the other side of the
network, the equipment is usually not that good and then it becomes a
problem because people in the other [...] side do not hear it clearly what
I was saying and it is much more diﬃcult for them to [...] to contribute
something to the discussion. Because they feel somewhat out of context of
the meeting. (P19)
Even meeting rooms in the same company varies to a considerable extent.
Especially in Company B, where there are many meeting rooms available,
employees cannot be sure about which functionalities each room has and can
experience some problems in setting up the meeting and therefore lose time:
Yeah so problems connecting to meetings happen quite often, in my experience it stems through I think just the sheer number of the diﬀerent types of
[...] machines available to connect to diﬀerent connection points, diﬀerent
ways of joining that we have here on campus, so this is a Surface Hub,
there is only a couple of these on campus so we are not used to joining
them regularly, we have connectivity issues in some of the meeting rooms
because they all contain diﬀerent technology. So when you walk into a meeting room, you are not quite sure what technology you are gonna have in
there, so you may not be prepared or with the right adapters or connectors
to be able to join straightaway. (P9)
The diversity of the meeting infrastructure even in the same company causes
trouble mostly during the setup process. Meeting B2 was delayed around seventeen minutes due to problems with setting up the Surface Hub. Also in the
Meeting B3, showing slides on Surface Hub took twenty minutes.
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According to a participant of Meeting B2, setting up a virtual meeting, in
which everyone is connected through his/her own personal device, is easier than
setting up a physical room connection to a hybrid meeting:
[...] The problems that we have with these technologies at the moment are
more of an infrastructure problem, so for us today the network let us down
or the technology in the room let us down rather than [...] actually just
joining, I tend to have an easier experience when it is just myself joining
from my machine [...] rather than connecting in a larger room for hybrid
meeting is when we normally experience these delays. (P9)
Another participant from Company B addressed as well that joining the
meeting through personal devices is a must in order to create a shared, equal
space for everyone in the meeting regardless of one’s role or task in that particular
meeting:
I think we need to start the default to behavior of everyone joining the
meeting from a device. Irrespective of whether you are [...] the presenter
or organizer of the meeting. Cause quite often [...] you are the organizer of
the meeting here and you are the one that presents and joins the conference
call. [...] and you have got the knowledge of and, and remembering who is
on, who is also in the meeting joining remotely whereas if everyone joins
from their device, then there is kind of like this common space, you got the
common space, the physical space. And then also the digital life if everyone
joins the same space [...] and keep people in the room [...], [be] aware of
who is, who is also in the meeting. And to, to pull them in more often.
(P13)
Our observations showed us also that virtual meetings can be favored more
than hybrid meetings as it is easier to setup and lead the meeting and to form a
more equal platform for interaction in the workplace. In this regard Meeting B4
was interesting in the sense that it was an audio-based virtual meeting that took
place among 104 participants and the conversation among participants was very
smooth and understandable. It was striking to see that even co-located team
members, were all connected to the meeting with their personal devices from
their desks. The turn taking among the participants was ﬂuid and participants
did not interrupt each other.
Hardware and Software. We observed that for audio-based virtual meetings, especially with participants working in an open oﬃce environment, using
high quality headsets is a must for having an eﬃcient meeting. This also applies
for remote participants, who work in an open oﬃce environment. Audio quality is similarly important in hybrid meetings, which can be observed especially
when there are breakdowns during those meetings. Diﬀerent workplaces or teams
have diverse coping strategies with audio problems or breakdowns. During the
meetings we observed at Company B, co-located participants suggest the remote
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participant to turn oﬀ his/her video when there is a breakdown in connection.
However, in Company A, instead of turning oﬀ the video in the call, they mute
the call, keep the video on and switch to landline phone call:
By the time I came in 2015 [to Denmark] again, [...] I saw that we were
actually more and more towards the video calls and where we stick only
to Skype call as well. [...] which sometimes have this network glitch issues
when you are having diﬀerent countries and there was a gap and stuﬀ like
those. And then we decided to actually make a balance of this. [...] What
we decided is to maintain the video-call [...] without the audio and keeping
the phone call quality by this AT&T calls or DIRECT phone calls, which
actually helped us understanding and looking at the people as well, and we
can understand what they are working on, have the ﬂuidity of the team if
somebody is having an opinion, even during the short period of meeting, so
if [...] during the ﬁfteen minutes someone actually raised a hand and they
want to share an opinion. It, it actually allowed us to, to take an opinion
rather than just one person talking all the time. So it allowed more in
interacting manner deﬁnitely when we have this. (P1)
Sometimes screens are not proportionate with the size of the room, and in
Meeting B1, a couple of times co-located participants were not able to see the
screen clearly and had to stand up and get close to the screen. This happened
very often especially when a document similar to a Microsoft Excel sheet was
shown on the screen. It was not easy for participants to read them from their
seats. Also there have been cases where the screens were too bright to see or
especially in roundtables, people turning their backs to the screen had diﬃculties
in seeing the remote participants, which minimized their interaction as well.
While Company A was relying on the laptop camera in their hybrid meetings,
Company B was using Microsoft RoundTable. We observed that as the camera
of a laptop makes co-located participants face the laptop most of the time,
panoramic 360◦ cameras give the co-located participants the opportunity to
sit round the table and talk without being forced to look at the screen and
at the same time allow remote participants to follow the meeting smoothly.
However, this also decreases their interaction with the co-located participants
and isolates them from the physical room as co-located participants there can
forget to interact with them.
In terms of software, Company A and B diﬀer from each other in the sense
that while Company A has been using a special software only for remote meetings, which is called Zoom Meetings, Company B was in a transition stage from
Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams, which is more of a digital workplace
platform, at which all meetings, notes, work-related chat and documents are
held and stored. One of the employees we interviewed at Company A mentioned
that they are using diﬀerent tools during hybrid meetings and it would be better
to rely on one single tool, which could potentially minimize the network glitches.
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Social and Cultural Context of the Meeting

Meeting Task. In Company A, we observed that there are more clear and
deﬁned meeting tasks, which have been repeated and implemented very often
since the team has a very long history and experiences of working together from
diﬀerent countries. In Company B, even though there is a better and well established technical infrastructure, these resources are not always used eﬃciently.
This partially stems from the fact that while the section we observed in Company A focuses on software development, in Company B we examined diverse
departments, which do not always have hybrid meetings with the same people,
for the same purposes and in the same meeting rooms. One of the participants
of the Meeting B2 claimed that using Surface Hub, which caused them around
seventeen minutes delay in joining the meeting, was not necessary as it was not
an interactive meeting, they were only following it:
Yeah so this wasn’t a great use of the Hub to be honest because we in this
area were more of a listening participants only. In Hub meetings are really
much better in these spaces much better used when we are interacting in
the Hub, which we weren’t doing today. So we could have just done this in
front of a normal TV and have [...] the same [...] listening experience, [...]
We didn’t have any input into that meeting today from this room. So [it]
is more of an audience view with the people doing the hard work were [...]
signed in the other room. So [...] I think in general it is better to use the
Hub in this kind of environment to do interactive meetings where you are
on video and you can share your desktop and use the whiteboard on the
Hub so, they, they are much better use of this space. (P9)
Language and Accent. Both team members we interviewed in Company A
underlined the challenges of understanding the English accents of each other
during meetings. Getting used to diﬀerent accents takes time and requires practice, and participants can ask for help from other local person, who is in the
room:
In the beginning I used to pretend. [laughs] [...] It takes, it takes some time.
[...] Like for instance when I was [...] in another project [with] some Indian
resources [...], I have diﬃculties understanding what they were actually
saying. And sometimes we would look at each other here in the room when
everybody who was present here and then we always have a landed resource
and for instance at the moment we have a guy from India here and he,
he gets it. So [...] we would look to him and he would sort of say it again
so we would all understand it. But now as time has passed, I understand
what they say. (P2)
Cultural Behaviors. In the scrum meetings of Company A, participants from
both sides interacted standing up and gave status updates one by one. However,
while co-located people on the Danish side were talking to each other and often
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interrupting each other, participants connected from India were not interacting
with each other at all, they were focusing on the conversations in the Danish
side and answering only when they were directly asked any questions. We were
curious about whether Indian participants were afraid or shy of interrupting the
boss and asked about it to the Danish interviewee. She called this a matter of
cultural behavior and diﬀerentiated Danes and Indians in social interaction:
I think that is very much a matter of cultural behavior. [...] The Danish
people are very used to talking among each other and talking all the time
and there is not, I don’t know if I should say, it’s the respect thing but
it’s just I feel that the Indian culture is more like, they wait until they are
asked to speak whereas Danish people they just speak. They don’t wait. If I
have something I wanna say, I’ll just say it. I am not waiting for my turn
or waiting for somebody to ask me to speak, I’ll just speak out. Whereas in
India the, the culture is very diﬀerent, so they will wait. [...] In our case,
so this is the safe place, everybody could speak, everybody can say, you can
say whatever you want. [...] That takes a lot of time for everybody to get
used to that culture and be comfortable in it. (P2)
Team Dynamics and Proximity. Most of the team members in both Company A and B know their remote participants better and meet and work with
them often physically too. Therefore, during the hybrid meetings with these
team members, they can recognize their voices well and do not necessarily need
to see them on the screen when they are talking. However, two of the researchers
we interviewed in the Company B mentioned that they do not meet with their
remote collaborators physically and feel the need to be aware of who are in the
other end of the hybrid meeting when they are talking. Thus, when there is a
breakdown in connection, turning oﬀ the video is not an option for them. Awareness of others in the meeting is vital if the participants do not know each other
well. Secondly, hierarchical relations among the participants shape the physical
setting of the co-located participants as well as the direction of the conversation in hybrid meetings. In both companies’ meetings, the bosses were sitting or
standing up close to both the co-located people and the screen, where the remote
participants or the other physical room can be seen. Due to their managerial role
in the team, they prefer to be in the center of the conversation, since they lead
and/or respond to the discussions during those meetings.
Personal Habits. During the meetings in Company A, we observed that the
distance to the microphone and how much to increase the voice is an issue. Especially during the Meeting A5, participants, who were sitting far to the microphone and the screen, did not seem to care about how much the Indian team
can hear them. They seemed to ignore their distance to the microphone and preferred to talk at the same voice level. In our interview, the scrum master from
Company A mentioned the diﬃculty of changing people’s behavior especially
with the microphone:
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[...] And then there is a habit part as well. People have a tendency not to
go close to the microphone. [...] For instance if I join from home, I can
very clearly hear people who are also joining in from a phone, but people
who are here in the room, I cannot hear them very well because they don’t
come close to the phone. We try [...], we have an extension microphone
and everything, but still it is a matter of habit. [...] “Okay, make sure you
do it! Make sure you do it! Make sure you do it!” And a lot of times [...] we
would say to people “Okay, could you please get closer? Could you please
remember, please remember?” (P2)
A habitual success in virtual meetings could be the Meeting B4, at which
we observed that the turn-taking and conversation during the meeting was very
smooth as participants were very literate in observing through the software who
is talking and since their work is always based on remote audio meetings, they
were very familiar with the manners of establishing digital dialogues such as
waiting 1–2 s after the person ﬁnishes his/her talk or speaking clearly and distinctly. One of the participants of Meeting B4 underlined the importance of
following the etiquettes for every meeting case:
One thing, this term “etiquettes”, that need to be the kind of the manners
[...] having [...] within those kind of hybrid meetings, is well also annoying
in diﬀerent places, you may be in a, in a quite meeting room and maybe
in an open plan area. It is to make your sound mute when you are not
talking, things like that. So it is important to make sure people know what
those etiquettes are and what they should do because they don’t always do.
(P10)
Digital Literacy. While both companies we observed are specialized in software, still the employees in diﬀerent departments have diverse levels of knowledge
in terms of setting up the meeting and ﬁxing the technical problems. The case of
Company B was interesting in the sense that for their all remote meetings, they
use their own software and technical equipment, which makes them more literate
and skilled of the digital tools they are using. Interestingly, when we were conducting ﬁeldwork there, Company B was doing in-house testing of a new hybrid
meeting software for businesses, which was not released to the market at that
time but was allowing the guest users to enter the remote meeting, meaning that
they could use this software not only among their team members, but also with
their customers. However, the adaptation and shift of a particular department
or group to the new, rapidly evolving software was diverse and it was challenging
for some participants to adapt to more than ten major updates a day. One of the
employees told us that he feels embarrassed when he is using the software with
his customers as it is still not a mature product and can have some errors, which
he cannot ﬁx. He mentioned that during these in-house testing processes he considers himself like a guinea pig, due to having hybrid meetings with the new
software based on the trial and error. Not having suﬃcient knowledge regarding
the technology used is deﬁnitely an inconvenient situation for the employees.
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Stress. In relation to meeting task, hierarchical relations among the team members as well as the outsiders may aﬀect the stress level of the participants, causing
them not to make rational decisions when they need to ﬁx an issue. Meeting B3
had such a moment. A Marketing company wanted to give a presentation to the
Sales team at the Company B in order to convince the team to work together
in the future. Since the team leader and another team member were not at
the oﬃce, the presentation had to be done in a hybrid meeting format. 360◦
panoramic camera and the new software were used. The meeting started with
a 20 min delay because the presenters from the Marketing company could not
manage to connect to the Wi-Fi of the company in order to share the slides
through the new software. In the end, instead of uploading the presentation to
another computer and sharing the slides with the remote participants through
that computer, the employee from the Company B, who was also the facilitator
of the meeting, decided to broadcast the presentation slides, which were shown
on the large screen of the meeting room, through her mobile phone, causing one
of the employees of the Marketing company hold her phone for around half an
hour. She could not think about any other solution as the head of the team, who
was connected remotely, complained that there is not enough time left and they
should hurry with their presentation.
Inclusiveness of Remote Participants. According to one of our interviewees,
having limited awareness of other participants in the physical room makes the
interaction unequal and even unfair for remote participants:
[Remote participants] they have a little bit of a disadvantage of not being
there. [...] Information access might not be easy or for them, to take a
turn in the conversation isn’t quite as easy. It’s more of an active process
to invite them in and then clearly stating to whom they are talking, who
they are addressing, [...] through the verbalization what they would like to
achieve. [...] Especially when [...] you have got many people that are remote
and in diﬀerent locations as well, for them ﬁguring out who is taking turn
[...] especially if there is a camera feed and [...] you have a lack of verbal
and non-verbal cues as well, ﬁguring out what’s the dynamics in the group
is just a little bit harder, you have to be really explicit in just saying speciﬁc
people and it’s harder if you wanna say something to know when it is the
right time to chip in. (P15)
In Meeting B1, we noticed that remote participants’ interaction and participation were quite limited. During the whole meeting, they muted their microphones except while they were talking and especially when the brainstorming
session started, they did not provide any input or share any idea even though
that was expected from all participants in the meeting. They continued working
on their own computer and did not focus on the meeting as the brainstorming was taking place on the physical whiteboard in the actual meeting room,
which they cannot see properly as well. However, interestingly, in the Meeting
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A5, the input by the participants during the brainstorming process was provided equally on the Mural platform, which is an online brainstorming software.
We observed that during this meeting, remote participants were more engaged
and productive compared to the Meeting B1. Furthermore, again in Meeting
B1, when there were breakdowns during remote participants’ turn, co-located
participants made fun of the situation among each other and laughed. One of
the co-located participants even took the photo of the screen when the image of
the remote participants was hanging to share it with the group. However, since
they cannot hear the conversation in the time of a connection problem, remote
participants miss even the fun part of their own “remote” participation, mostly
being annoyed by the issue and trying to ﬁx it or repeating the same sentences.
In the hybrid meetings of Company B, in which mostly 360◦ panoramic cameras used, co-located participants do not face the screen where they can see
the remote participants, which cause the co-located participants to ignore them
unless they make a noise. This was also mentioned by one of our interviewees:
[...] Why is this [...] a problem? Because quite often conversation focuses
[...] in the local table. And then the other party, it is quite diﬃcult to get
into this context. It is diﬃcult to switch the context [...] to the other side
of the network. [...] [Remote participants] [...] they are just watching it’s
and because the, the quality of the audio is not very good, [...] and all the
[...] people sitting on the table, they turn mostly back to them and the ones
that turn that are faced to them are on the other side of the table so they
are very small on the screen. You see [...] visually there is no [...] feeling of
being part of this meeting [...] It’s like you are sitting quite [...] in another
room basically and you need to shout to [...] this crowd in order to get
attention to yourself. (P19)

5

Discussion

According to Oulasvirta, today’s IT infrastructure, “the real ubicomp” is diﬀerent from how Weiser foresaw in his famous vision of ubiquitous computing [25]:
“is a massive noncentralized agglomeration of the devices, connectivity and electricity means, applications, services, and interfaces, as well as material objects
such as cables and meeting rooms and support surfaces that have emerged almost
anarchistically, without a recognized set of guiding principles.” [19]. Bell and
Dourish also underlined that ubicomp of today depends on the ways in which
users “improvise” and “appropriate” technologies [2]. Our study shows that while
a reliable technical infrastructure is a must for a successful hybrid meeting, it
is still the user, who has to be knowledgeable and experienced enough to cope
with the technical issues and breakdowns of hybrid and virtual meetings. In their
study on individuals’ handling of diﬀerent devices during the face-to-face and
remote collaboration in the business setting, Oulavirta and Sumari found that
employees rely on their prior experiences and knowledge regarding the technologies and physical tools they are using [20]. However, the uncertainties of
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especially the mobile work and the unpredictability of resources in every situation require changes of plans and strategies, which require additional mental
and/or physical eﬀorts of the employees [20]. In our ﬁeldwork we also observed
that the unpredictability and uncertainties of remote work and collaboration
still require endless mental work by the users, evolving their experiences and
coping strategies over and over again. While prior planning is needed for a better meeting experience, still being ﬂexible for last minute changes and eﬃcient
solution-making is required.
As we underline the importance of the social and cultural context, we argue
that hybrid meetings create asymmetries that extend beyond the reciprocity
of perspectives explored by Heath and Luﬀ [9]. In other words, while videomediated communication itself transforms the look, gestures and manners of
bodily conduct, it also broadens the already given asymmetries stemming from
the diversity of the social and cultural background of participants. With the proliferation of hybrid meeting technologies and experiences around the world, the
asymmetrical inequality in opportunities of communication due to a combination
of diverse technical, social and cultural factors becomes crucial to overcome.
One of the major asymmetries in hybrid meetings we observed is the diverse
experiences between co-located vs. remote participants. Remote participants feel
isolated from the meetings and co-located participants dominate the interaction.
Diﬀerences in language and accent, cultural behaviors, personal habits, digital
literacy and stress as well as technical infrastructure in diﬀerent geographical
locations contribute to the asymmetries of interaction and making meetings more
inclusive for everyone is one of the main challenges of hybrid meetings.
It was clear from our ﬁeldwork that all the hybrid meetings we observed were
impacted by the eﬀect of socio-technical asymmetries. The only seemingly successful meeting we observed was Meeting B4, which was the audio-based meeting
with 104 participants. It almost seems counterintuitive that a meeting at that
scale would be far better than a small meeting with a handful of co-located and
remote participants, but we believe that the lack of asymmetry in the meeting
was crucial to its success. Not all meetings can be fully virtual, and we believe
the hybrid meeting is here to stay in the modern workplace. How can the experience and eﬀectiveness of hybrid meetings improve? The problems we saw were
socio-technical in nature, and we do not believe that the solution only lies in
technological innovation. Hybrid meetings open up opportunities for companies
to communicate and organize themselves in ways that was previously impossible.
However, we observed that they are conducted haphazardly, and a simple recommendation would be to train modern knowledge workers in conducting meetings.
Nevertheless, this also requires a more holistic articulation of the challenges that
may arise, that we believe we have contributed with in this paper.
From a technological perspective, the video-conferencing software could be
equipped with better tools to overcome technical and social asymmetries. We
can only speculate in how such tools could be manifested, but one could imagine
tools that could better indicate technical issues, for instance when the connection
of a remote participant drops, or tools to visualize the activity of participants,
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which could help an organizer make sure all participants got equal time to speak.
However, there is also a danger that such tools could be used for surveillance.
While through this study we do not point out speciﬁc implications for design,
our ﬁndings suggest the following: Apart from improving and equalizing the technical infrastructure for all sides of the meetings, taking the meeting requirements
(i.e. the meeting task and content, the number of co-located and remote participants as well as their level of experience) and socio-cultural diﬀerences of the
participants into account even before setting up the meeting environment play
an important role in contributing to the success of the hybrid meetings.

6

Conclusion

Through a holistic study of hybrid meetings in two global software companies
in Europe, this paper shows that hybrid meetings are diversiﬁed across diﬀerent
working environments and both the technical infrastructure and social and cultural context of the meeting play an important role in shaping the eﬀectiveness
of the meeting. While size and functionality of meeting rooms and hardware and
software used in meetings form the technical infrastructure of the meeting, meeting task, language and accent, cultural behaviors, team dynamics and proximity,
personal habits, digital literacy, stress and the inclusiveness of remote participants are critical social and cultural dynamics that are part of the workplace
culture and social relations around it, aﬀecting the experiences of participants
with hybrid meetings. Our research brings into light that asymmetries of interaction and social and cultural context in both co-located and remote settings
can be considered as decisive factors in making hybrid meetings succeed or fail.
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Abstract. In many engineering schools around the world, ethics is a compulsory subject. However, teaching ethics in engineering is not a simple duty, as
engineering students usually attribute less value to learning ethics than to other
subjects. Hereby, we report on our initial efforts towards developing a CSCL
script for fostering meaningful ethical discussions among engineering students
in the classroom. The script comprises successive phases in which the students
conduct ethical judgments individually, in a small group and in a teachermediated class group discussion. The process seeks that students cast their
judgments without inhibitions, so it maintains students’ anonymity in all phases.
A trial with 35 engineering students conﬁrmed that the tool offers a good
usability, averaging a 79.9 score in the System Usability Scale (SUS). Furthermore, the trial cohort highlighted the convenience of anonymity when discussing ethical cases. Analysis of student behavior revealed that ethical
judgments tend to be stable across the activity. However, judgments changed
mostly in groups where more discussion was generated. In the future, we will
study whether group composition that maximizes the heterogeneity of the students in the groups according to their individual ethical appraisals increases the
likelihood of students varying their ethical judgments, as a result of argumentative and reflexive processes in discussions.
Keywords: CSCL script
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1 Introduction
In many engineering schools around the world, ethics is a compulsory subject in the
engineering curriculum at the undergraduate level. Interest in ethics education in
engineering has grown in the past decades, mainly because of requirements posed to
institutions by accreditation systems such as ABET [1]. In addition, in recent years a
number of situations with public and worldwide notoriety have arisen with regard to
unethical behavior involving engineers in the workplace [2], as well as engineering
students in classrooms [3], which have raised awareness about the necessity to teach
students competencies regarding ethical reasoning. Other current concerns such as
environmental awareness and advances in areas such as machine learning, cybersecurity and big data have brought about new ethical dilemmas and situations that
engineers must be capable to reason about and cope with effectively [4]. Although
ethics is present in engineering curricula and is part of the competencies in many
graduate proﬁles of engineering programs around the world, teaching ethics in engineering is not a simple duty, as there are epistemological differences insofar as how
teachers and students perceive ethics as an engineering subject [5, 6]. Engineering
students usually give less value to learning ethics than to other scientiﬁc or technological subjects [7]. On the other hand, there has been a lack of scholarly research as
well as teacher awareness regarding pedagogies that can yield the best results in the
teaching of engineering ethics [8].
Traditional forms of teaching dominate in engineering classrooms, affording limited
possibilities for students to actively participate, and to take an agentic role in learning.
Ethical education activities prompting for socialization of points of view, participation
in discussions, reflection and student agency are not akin to traditional pedagogy in
engineering classrooms, thus for many engineering students it can be challenging to
participate in classroom debates about ethical issues, by verbalizing their emotions,
reasoning and beliefs. Ethical debates around cases assume that students must not only
demonstrate ability to apply moral reasoning and develop ethical judgments, but also to
proﬁciently and meaningfully communicate these processes, expecting to be listened,
understood and respected by their peers and the teacher [7, 9].
In this paper we present a Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL)
script [10] focused on fostering students’ reflection around ethical cases in the classroom. Students face the ethical case in several phases comprising individual and collaborative work. The process seeks that students express their judgments without
inhibitions, so it maintains the anonymity of the students among themselves, even
while working collaboratively. On the other hand, the teacher monitors the activity and
he/she can easily notice the groups of students presenting the greatest differences in the
ethical evaluation of the case discussed. Lastly, the teacher can engage the entire class
group in a discussion, commenting on divergent ethical judgments found, and
encourage students to further reason, argue and debate considering different points of
view and judgments.
In the following sections, we present a discussion on the current state of ethics
teaching in engineering, the design of the proposed CSCL script, a pilot conducted with
computer science students and its results, and ﬁnally, conclusions and future research
avenues.
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2 Ethics Education in Engineering
According to Holsapple et al. [5], faculty and administrators in engineering schools
often describe ethics education as comprising a balance between knowledge of ethical
codes of conduct and understandings of ethical rights and wrongs with a more nuanced,
complex understanding of ethical dilemmas that fall into a “gray area”. Engineering
graduates, however, often report that their ethics education was almost completely
based on the application of codes, allowing for a lesser depth and complexity in the
analysis of ethical cases. While ethics is meant to be a central component of today’s
engineering curriculum, it is often perceived as a marginal requirement that must be
fulﬁlled [6].
According to Genova & Gonzalez [7], the pedagogy of ethics for engineers must
consider the characteristics of thought inherent in students’ scientiﬁc training and their
future professional focus. The authors characterize the mentality of engineers with the
following description: the real world is what can be touched and measured, the prototype of rational thinking is mathematical-deductive reasoning, and the best results
are obtained by following standard procedures. Therefore, it is a priority to
acknowledge the difﬁculties of engineering students in recognizing the value of
philosophical thinking and moral theory. Engineering students may be able to learn
ethics based on standards, however, overreliance in this approach may have dangerous
consequences, as it may result in reducing ethical reasoning to the application of rules
in mechanical or quasi-algorithmic ways, without necessarily developing a deep
understanding of the cases or the implications of decisions for the various actors. In
addition, under this approach it is clear that students may ﬁnd themselves in difﬁculties
trying to understand why one ethical standard may be preferable to another or the
implications that adopting an ethical standard may have for the student.
In a systematic literature review on interventions for teaching ethics in engineering
in the United States, Hess and Fore [8] report that the most common methods involved
exposing students to codes or standards, using case studies, and discussion. In half of
the analyzed samples, they observed that the interventions integrated ethical units in
pre-existing engineering courses. They consider that this is desirable, as teaching ethics
in a contextualized manner is achieved by means of adopting more realistic problems
and scenarios in engineering practice. The authors emphasize the need to develop
learning experiences where students reflect not only on their own emotions, but also on
emotions of others and can develop greater empathy with the actors and situations.
May and Luth [11] argue about the importance of students developing moral efﬁcacy, that is, conﬁdence in their ability to actively and positively deal with ethical issues
that arise in the workplace, and to overcome obstacles in developing and implementing
ethical solutions to ethical dilemmas. Considering Bandura’s theorization on selfefﬁcacy [12], as well as Kohlberg’s on moral development [8], ethical learning experiences should foster ethical agency, and should not limit students to a role of mere
spectators who only seek to apply the most appropriate ethical standard to each situation.
In addition, it is desirable that the activities allow all students to participate and express
themselves, and facilitate them to conduct their ethical evaluations and argumentation in
an honest and authentic way, without feeling inhibited by their peers.
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Numerous experiences in Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL)
settings show that face-to-face discussions supported by computer-mediated communication can provide students with equal opportunities to contribute to the construction
of shared knowledge and meanings in the classroom [13]. Furthermore, CSCL scripts
provide structure and scaffolding for communication and cognitive processes towards
these aims, and can facilitate building on the reasoning of others [14]. Many examples
can be found in the literature about CSCL script schemata and patterns, and how these
can be instanced (tailored) to suit a speciﬁc pedagogical rationale [15]. In particular, in
ethics education, AGORA-net [16] is a CSCL script aimed at ethical case analysis. It
confronts small groups with the task of identifying and reconstructing different
stakeholder positions on controversial ill-structured cases, where students defend their
positions in a graphically represented argument by means of interactive software.
However, in addition to the tool itself, the authors propose a comprehensive pedagogical framework to apply it in an ethics course effectively. Their approach demands
several hours to conduct a single activity, encompassing a variety of individual and
collaborative phases, as well as adopting an enabling instructional design that divides
the course into parallel tracks; one addressing content issues, and the other ethical
skills. Thus, the adoption of this approach demands educators to undergo course
transformation that will likely require institutional support and adequate incentives.
Another well-documented technology-enhanced environment supporting the discussions in the class is Peer Instruction (PI), based on either traditional Classroom
Response Systems (CRS), or mobile applications, such as Socrative [17, 18]. In these
settings, short episodes of lecturing are followed by questions to which students
respond to individually and in small groups. The instructor can examine students’
responses and provide feedback to the class, based on the observed statistics, commonly depicted as a histogram. However, under the traditional implementation of this
activity, it can be difﬁcult for the instructor to present complex ethical cases to the
students, prompting them to answer multiple interrelated questions, and track the
progress of the groups through these. In addition, students’ work in small groups is not
anonymous, thus hindering their willingness to propose and defend ethical views and
judgments that could appear conflictive with others’.

3 Our Proposal
3.1

Design Principles

Reflecting on the literature discussed above, and taking into consideration the needs of
ethics teachers in the educational context of the present study, we adopted the following design principles to create the CSCL script here presented, aimed at supporting
teaching of ethical judgment in the classroom:
• Embeddable in a traditional ethics course: Ethics educators must be able to
embed the script within the time of their face-to-face classes, avoiding other signiﬁcant curricular or methodological changes in their courses. The script is designed
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for ethics educators who use to conduct analysis of ethical cases in their classes,
thus it should be possible for them to adopt the script with no need to prepare
additional materials.
Multidimensional judgments: The script allows students to perform complex
ethical judgments considering several relevant dimensions in an ethical case.
Anonymity of judgments and interactions: In order for students to make
authentic ethical judgments while lessening their conflict anxiety with their peers,
the tool allows anonymous participation. While the teacher can see the identity of
the students, it is the teacher’s responsibility to keep student identity conﬁdential.
Domain independence: The script makes no assumptions about the professional or
scholarly domain in which the ethical cases are situated, so it can be applied to the
teaching ethics in different disciplines and at various educational levels.
Device independence: The script can be used on any mobile device or desktop
computer. The interface is responsive and can adapt to different form factors, input
methods and screen resolutions.
Ease of use: In the best interest of facilitating user adoption of the tool, the design
of the tool focuses on achieving ease of use through user interface minimalism and
intuitive design. It is relevant to minimize teacher training efforts, as well as
facilitating students’ intuitive and quick adoption of the script.
Script Description

The script comprises successive phases in which the students conduct ethical judgment
on a given case, while the teacher conﬁgures, controls and monitors the activity of
individual students and groups. The phases of the script are Prerequisites and Setup,
Reading & Individual Appraisal, Appraisal Sharing, Group Discussion, and a teachermediated Whole Class Discussion phase. The script draws some inspiration from the
pyramid CSCL script pattern [15]. However, rather than co-constructing shared artifacts, learners always work on their own ethical judgements. Their ethical judgements
are ought to evolve independently, as a result of sharing them and commenting on them
anonymously in small group interactions. Script phases are as follows:
Prerequisites and Setup. To create and conﬁgure an activity, the teacher must indicate its title, a brief description, and provide a PDF ﬁle containing the description of the
case involved. In addition, the teacher deﬁnes the ethical judgment rubric for the case,
which will be used by the students during the activity. The components of the rubric are
a set of statements (or questions) addressing the relevant aspects of the case, and for
each of these statements there is a semantic differential scale that allows the student to
conduct a quantitative assessment, on a scale from 1 to 7. The intent of the rubric is to
make the ethical judgments of students and groups comparable. In addition, it fulﬁlls a
role of scaffolding, helping the student to focus on the relevant ethical aspects of the
case, and to submit an ethical judgment in the limited time available during a face-toface session. The teacher can generate an access code for students to easily join the
classroom session. Once the students enter the session in the classroom, the teacher
triggers the random formation of groups of two to ﬁve students. The teacher can see the
composition of the groups, but this information remains hidden to the students, so
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students do not know which are their groupmates at this stage. After the groups are
formed, the teacher starts the activity and the students’ transition to the Reading &
Individual Appraisal phase.
Reading & Individual Appraisal. During this phase, each student reads the case
presented and issues his/her ﬁrst ethical assessment individually, without interacting
with others. To carry out the ethical judgment, the student has the rubric deﬁned by the
teacher to his avail (see Fig. 1a), which includes statements relevant to the case
accompanied with their respective semantic differential scales. The software presents
the statements in tabbed interface, i.e., each statement appears in a different tab, and
completed tabs (ethical judgments) are marked with a green line. Each ethical judgment
entered by the student through a semantic differential scale score must be justiﬁed with
a brief message. The teacher can monitor the progress of the groups through his/her
interface (see Fig. 2, ‘Individual Appraisal’ phase). The interface displays the score that
each student has given to each statement/semantic differential scale in the evaluation of
the case. The teacher can also inspect the comments written by the students to justify
their individual judgments (see Fig. 3a).

Fig. 1. Students’ user interface in the (a) Individual appraisal, (b) Appraisal sharing, and
(c) Group discussion phases

Appraisal Sharing. Once the students submit their individual ethical judgment for the
case, the teacher triggers the transition to the Appraisal Sharing phase, in which each
student sees his/her ethical judgment of the previous phase, along with the evaluations
of their classmates (see Fig. 1b). The identity of all groupmates remains hidden. After
reviewing the ethical judgments of his/her peers, the student may keep his/her original
ethical judgment unchanged, or modify it. In either case, the student must provide a
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Fig. 2. Teacher’s monitoring grid displaying the progress of a group. ‘DS’ columns show the
points given by the students to each scale of the differential semantics. (Color ﬁgure online)

Fig. 3. Teacher’s visualization of activity in a particular group, comprising (a) Individual
appraisal, (b) Appraisal sharing, and (c) Group discussion phases

score to each for each of the semantic differential scales and issue a comment to justify
his/her judgments.
The teacher can monitor the progress of the groups during the Appraisal Sharing
phase and quickly review the scores given by each student, along with the average
score, the score range, and a color indicator showing the dispersion that exists in the
group with respect to the assigned scores (see Fig. 2, ‘Appraisal Sharing’ phase). It is
also possible for the teacher to read students’ justiﬁcation for each ethical judgment
(see Fig. 3b). The color indicator follows a trafﬁc light color scheme; if there is a high
dispersion in the scores within a group (that is, a high disagreement in the ethical
judgments), the color indicator is red. If the dispersion is medium, the color is yellow,
and the green color indicates there is low dispersion. In addition, the teacher can review
in detail all the ethical judgments that students made in each group.
Group Discussion. Once the groups have ﬁnished the appraisal sharing phase (i.e.,
each student has submitted his/her revised ethical judgments), the teacher triggers the
transition to the Group Discussion phase of the activity. In this phase, group composition remains as before, and each student can see his/her ethical judgments performed
so far, along with the judgments of his/her peers since the individual appraisal. Students
can chat through instant messaging (i.e., by means of an interface resembling instant
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messengers such as WhatsApp Messenger or Telegram), and discuss their judgments
about the ethical case (see Fig. 1c). In this phase, the students have one last opportunity
to modify their ethical judgment, as a result of interacting with their peers and revising
the judgments conducted in the group. The teacher sees the deliverables of the Group
Discussion phase in his/her interface (see Fig. 3c). S/he can inspect the conversation
chat log in each group to further understand the scores each student has assigned to
each semantic differential scale. The teacher might be more interested in reviewing
group discussions where there is a higher level of disagreement; therefore, the same
trafﬁc light color scheme is used to facilitate identifying groups with higher disagreement among peers. Finally, the teacher sees for each group an indicator with the
number of chat messages that have been exchanged among its members (see Fig. 2),
which helps ﬁnding the groups where there has been greater discussion.
Whole Class Discussion. Once the groups ﬁnish the Group Discussion phase, the
teacher can advance to a Whole Class Discussion phase where s/he can present the
class with conflicting ethical judgments from different groups, and prompt students to
express their opinions and judgments. The teacher must be careful to select conflicting
or divergent judgments judiciously in order to stimulate a debate leading to an ethically
grounded case resolution. The goal is that students recognize the virtues of the resolution reached in this ﬁnal discussion, which can help them build ethical schemata, as
well as ethical meaning they can transfer to different cases in their future as students, or
professionals in the workplace.
3.3

Script Implementation

The CSCL script is implemented as a web application based on a stack composed of
Node.js [19] as the runtime environment, Express.js [20] as the web application
framework, a custom-built data access layer based on JavaScript and SQL, optimized
for speed and concurrency. PostgreSQL [21] is used as the underlying database engine,
and Embedded JavaScript (EJS) [22] is used in view templates. In addition, the
Bootstrap [23] library version 3 is used consistently across the user interface. The
technologies used to implement the script support utilizing it with devices with different form factors (i.e., in a device-independent manner), and allow simple migration
of the web application to a distributed cloud environment, including dedicated/separate
nodes for database and the web application itself, in case scalability to large numbers of
concurrent users becomes a necessity.

4 Trial Activity
A trial activity was carried out with the intent to conduct a usability evaluation of the
script and its supporting software, together with an exploratory study on the potential of
the activity to generate ethical discussion in small groups. The exploratory study is an
early attempt to examine the extent to which students modify their ethical judgments
when facing the judgments of their peers, as well as analyzing student behavioral
patterns in discussions, depending on the homogeneity or diversity of ethical
judgments.
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Educational Context

We conducted a pilot activity in a Web Technologies course during the ﬁrst semester of
2019 in a Latin American university. The course lasts one semester, it is compulsory
for students pursuing a computer science major in engineering, and optional for students of other engineering majors. In the course the students learn about the design and
functioning of the world wide web, including protocols and application architectures,
as well as web application development using well-known tools and frameworks.
Although the course does not focus on the ethical aspects of web engineering and
technologies, we considered the course cohort was apt for a trial of the CSCL script, as
the students had already studied an introductory course in engineering ethics, and thus
had experience learning ethics based on case discussions and essay writing.
4.2

Sample Description

The trial cohort was composed of 35 students from the Web Technologies course. Six
students were female and 29 male. Ages ranged between 21 and 23 years. As for
student enrollment in engineering majors, eleven students were enrolled in computer
science, seventeen students in industrial engineering, ﬁve students in electrical engineering, and two in civil engineering. The students voluntarily participated in the trial.
4.3

Method

The course performed a complete activity based on an ethical case dealing with
employee favoritism in a software development ﬁrm. The case was inspired by the
‘Onerous Favorites’ case available at the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics at Santa
Clara University [24] (see Fig. 4). The statements and Semantic Differential Scales

Fig. 4. The ethical case used in the trial activity.
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Table 1. Ethical judgment statements and their corresponding Semantic Differential Scales
(SDS), as presented in the trial activity.
SDS
1

2

3

Statement/Question
Is it fair for management to exercise their right to
decide whom to promote for his/her achievements,
regardless of seniority in the company?
Would it be prudent for Ana to meet with her boss to
tell him about discomfort feelings among employees
caused by favoritism issues in the company?
Would Ana’s colleagues act responsibly if they
commented on social networks that in Onerous there
is favoritism, and they also named the beneﬁciaries?

Poles
Unfair – Fair
1–7 range
Imprudent – Prudent 1–7
range
Irresponsible – Responsible
1–7 range

(SDSs) utilized in the trial activity are shown in Table 1. The activity lasted for 75 min
in total. The ﬁrst ﬁfteen minutes were used to give instructions to the students, and to
wait for the students to connect to the wireless network and join the work session.
Then, the activity required 50 min to complete its four phases. Finally, in the ﬁnal ten
minutes an adapted version of the System Usability Scale (SUS) [25] was administered
through an online form. Two open-ended items were added to the scale questionnaire,
in order to capture students’ comments regarding aspects of the tool that were positively valued, and those that should be improved. In addition, a Likert item was added
in scale 1–5 asking the student if he would feel satisﬁed using the tool in a course of the
engineering curriculum.

5 Results
5.1

Usability Evaluation

The results of the SUS questionnaire reveal that the script and supporting software were
found to be highly usable by the cohort of engineering students. The mean score of the
SUS scale, which awards a maximum of 100 points, was 79.9, with a standard deviation of 14.3. For the calculation of the SUS score, only the ﬁrst 10 items of the
questionnaire were used, which correspond to those of the original SUS scale. The
distribution of SUS scores is depicted in Fig. 5. According to [25], a score of 72.75 is
considered to be ranked as good usability, and a score of 85.58 or above is considered
to be excellent. Fifteen students (42.9%) of the sample presented a score equal or above
this ﬁgure, thus evaluating usability as excellent. Ten students (28.6%) presented a
score in the interval [72.75, 85.58), which regards the tool as having a good usability.
Of the remaining students, nine (25.7%) considered usability to be ‘OK’, i.e., SUS
score is in the interval [52.01, 72.75), and only 2.8% of the cohort considered usability
to be poor.
Table 2 shows the adapted items of the SUS scale that were utilized, together with
the descriptive statistics that resulted from administering them to the trial cohort. From
the results, it can be observed that students evaluated the tool as easy to learn and use.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of SUS scores as reported in the trial activity.

Table 2. SUS questionnaire item characterization and descriptive statistics.
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Item stem
I think that this application could be used frequently in
courses that teach ethics
I think this application is unnecessarily complex
I think this application is easy to use
I would need help if I had to use this application again
I think the functions of this application are easy to
understand
I think there are many inconsistencies in this
application
I imagine that other students could quickly learn to use
this application
I found that using this application is uncomfortable
and complicated
I feel very conﬁdent when using this application
I have to learn many details before using this
application well
Do you think something could improve in this
application?
What is the best thing you would highlight in this
application?
Would you feel comfortable using this application in a
course of your career?

Type
Likert 1–5

M
4.45

SD
0.66

Likert
Likert
Likert
Likert

1–5
1–5
1–5
1–5

1.91
3.88
1.46
3.94

0.78
0.93
0.98
1.19

Likert 1–5

1.66

0.94

Likert 1–5

4.54

0.78

Likert 1–5

2.26

1.12

Likert 1–5
Likert 1–5

4.14
1.71

0.94
1.05

Open-ended

-

-

Open-ended

-

-

Likert 1–5

4.14

0.91

Item 5, i.e., “I think the functions of this application are easy to understand”, had the
greatest variability of them all. This may be explained by the fact that the students used
the tool for the ﬁrst time in the trial without any previous training, and they received
instructions as the activity progressed. However, the average of this item was close to
4, which is satisfactory. Arguably, the result of item 9 reveals that the students perceived that the software functioned stably, as this can likely explain their sense of
conﬁdence using it. Finally, item 13, which does not belong to the original SUS scale,
indicates that the majority of students would agree with the use of the tool in engineering courses.
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Fig. 6. Responses to open-ended items 11 and 12.

Figure 6 shows the categories of student responses to the open-ended items 11 and
12 of the questionnaire. With respect to the aspects that should be improved, the
students emphasized that the chat interface used in the Group Discussion phase should
be enhanced. The problems reported relate to the space available on the screen when
using the chat interface, since the appearance of the onscreen keyboard pushes the
interface upwards, so it becomes difﬁcult to see the chat window and at the same
see/read ethical evaluations on the same screen. On the other hand, the text input for
SDS comments was uncomfortable for some students, as they claimed it only supported
a limited amount of text, and the interface made difﬁcult to scroll along a lengthy line
and edit it. Finally, several students stated that it would be convenient for the interface
to allow the student to submit the same response generated in the previous phase
without changes. We consider that the incorporation of this feature could cause students to misuse it as a shortcut, without consciously making the effort to reconsider
their ethical evaluation.
According to the results of item 12, the students valued the anonymity that is
afforded by the tool when making ethical judgments, and interact with peers through
the chat interface. Several students recognized value in the methodology, which ﬁrst
requires the students to carry out an individual ethical evaluation and then confront it
with that of the classmates, to ﬁnally participate in a discussion moderated by the
teacher. Finally, the students valued the simplicity of the tool and its ease of use, which
is consistent with what was reported through the SUS questionnaire.
5.2

Evolution of Ethical Judgments Across the Activity Phases

Figure 7 (a) shows distributions of scores awarded by the students to the three
Semantic Differential Scales (SDS) comprised in the trial case. Henceforth, we use
colors blue, green and red to identify SDS1, SDS2 and SDS3, respectively. It can be
seen that there is little variation in the distribution of scores awarded by students
between the phases. Figure 7 (b) complements this information, showing the distributions of the absolute differences of scores of the SDSs between the phases of
Individual Appraisal (IA), Appraisal Sharing (AS) and Group Discussion (GD). It can
be seen that the most frequent scoring variations are of a single point in each case. In
the SDS1, there was only one case of a peer who changed his/her evaluation in three
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Fig. 7. (a) Score distributions per SDS scale in Individual appraisal (IA), Appraisal sharing
(AS) and Group discussion (GD) phases. (b) Distribution of inter-phase SDS score differences (as
absolute values). Colors: SDS1 (blue), SDS2 (green), SDS3 (red). (Color ﬁgure online)

points between the ﬁrst and third phase, and another more extreme case of a peer who
changed his/her evaluation in 6 points, that is, changed his/her evaluation to the
opposite pole of the semantic differential scale. In SDS2, there was only one person
who changed his/her evaluation in three points between the ﬁrst and third phases. In the
case of SDS3, there were three subjects who modiﬁed their evaluation in two points.
5.3

Chat Comments Versus Variation in Ethical Judgments

Although it is apparent that students modify their ethical judgments scarcely between
the successive phases of the activity, we explored whether greater interactions through
the chat interface were linked to an increased change in the ethical judgments (i.e.,
scores of the SDSs). To analyze this, we relied on an environment based on R 3.4.1 and
the Quanteda package [26]. We built correlation matrices for each SDS (see Table 3),
including sum (i.e., SUM_DELTA) and mean (i.e., MEAN_DELTA) of absolute
differences (deltas) in group SDS scores between phases of Appraisal Sharing and
Group Discussion, together with the sum (i.e., SUM_NTOKENS), mean (i.e.,
MEAN_NTOKENS) and standard deviation (i.e., SD_NTOKENS) of the number of
tokens generated per group in chatroom conversation.
It can be seen that in the case of SDS1, there is a correlation of 0.72, and highly
signiﬁcant (p < 0.01), between the amount of tokens generated by the groups in the
chat, and the average score delta, in relation to scores assigned by the members of each
group to the SDS. As for SDS2, we did not ﬁnd relevant correlations between chat
activity and changes in ethical judgments. However, in the case of SDS3, we found a
correlation of 0.87 (p < 0.01), between the average number of tokens written in the
chat room by the peers in each group, and the sum of the SDS score deltas of the group

Statement/SDS 1
SUM_DELTA
AVG_DELTA
SUM_NTOKENS
AVG_NTOKENS
SD_NTOKENS
Statement/SDS 2
SUM_DELTA
AVG_DELTA
SUM_NTOKENS
AVG_NTOKENS
SD_NTOKENS
Statement/SDS 3
SUM_DELTA
AVG_DELTA
SUM_NTOKENS
AVG_NTOKENS
SD_NTOKENS
*p < 005, **p < 0.01

MEAN_DELTA
0.77**
1

MEAN_DELTA
0.22
1

MEAN_DELTA
0.96**
1

SUM_DELTA
1

SUM_DELTA
1

SUM_DELTA
1

SUM_NTOKENS
–0.06
–0.11
1

SUM_NTOKENS
–0.19
–0.05
1

SUM_NTOKENS
0.45
0.72**
1

MEAN_NTOKENS
0.87**
0.79**
0.35
1

MEAN_NTOKENS
–0.12
0.29
0.15
1

MEAN_NTOKENS
0.37
0.73**
0.91**
1

SD_NTOKENS
0.29
0.65*
0.87**
0.97
1
SD_NTOKENS
–0.19
0.23
0.32
0.51
1
SD_NTOKENS
0.75**
0.63*
0.54
0.9
1

Table 3. Exploring correlations among group chat message statistics per SDS, and SDS absolute score differences per group between Appraisal Sharing
and Group Discussion phases.
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peers. Both cases indicate that the more discussion in the chatroom, the greater the
likelihood that students will modify their ethical judgments.
To verify the above qualitatively, we reviewed group chatlogs where there was
little or no variation of scores between the phases, and on the opposite, groups where
there was the highest variation of scores between the phases, in each SDS. Coincidentally, by examining chat interactions related to the three SDSs there was an evident
trend that in groups where there were no differences in ethical judgments at the
beginning of the GD phase, conversation was trivial and very brief, whereas in the
groups in which there was greater change in the ethical evaluation there were significant discussions. To illustrate this, in Table 4 we show discussion transcripts A and B
associated with SDS1. Note that both transcripts A and B have been translated to
English from original Spanish. In transcript A the group has an extensive discussion
where different opinions and points of view are posed. In total there were six points of
variation in the ethical evaluations of SDS1 in this group, between the AS and GD
phases. Opposingly, discussion transcript B shows a group where there were no differences in the evaluation of the peers for the SDS1 during the AS phase, and therefore
the peers were not motivated to discuss the evaluations in the next phase.
Most of the chat messages exchanged between the students ranged from 1 to 10
tokens in each SDS (see Fig. 8). In the case of SDS1, messages larger than 60 tokens
were found, corresponding to those in bold in the discussion transcript A in Table 4.
These are notorious for having greater argumentative and reflexive content, written by
two different peers.

Table 4. (a) Chat transcript of group with notorious SDS1 score change (delta 6) among AS
and GD phases. (b) Chat transcript of a group with no change of SDS1 scores.
Discussion transcript A
A: Do you think favoritism can be acceptable in this case?
B: I agree that the situation doesn’t beneﬁt the organizational
climate, but anyway, the company is run by the managers as they
want, or they are ordered.
C: I agree with that, company management is free to do whatever
they want behind the scenes.
A: Yes, but it is important that management ensures that the
work environment of the company is healthy, and favoritism is
likely to generate chaos and employees may perceive the
situation as abusive. In addition, although the manager decides
what to do, IMHO it is unethical for a new employee to achieve
much greater career advancement in much less time than a
person who has dedicated his entire career to the company.
A: I agree that management can do what they want, but it does not
mean that it is correct.
B: But who says the new employees did not deserve the
promotion? Isn’t it possible at all that they may have just done an
outstanding contribution to the company?
A: What if it’s the opposite?

Discussion transcript B
A: I think our judgments
are very similar.
B: Yes
C: Yes

(continued)
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(continued)

Discussion transcript A
A: Or if all equally contributed to project success?
A: What if the new hires did nothing valuable for the company at
all?
A: There is no way to be sure it is one way or the other.
B: Ana is free to go where they value her, or create her own
company.
C: The one who complaints is not Ana!
C: … but they are work mates anyway, loyal with one another.
A: Sure, but no sensible person would simply quit his job because
other colleagues feel crushed or abused.
C: I believe that an ethical company should ensure a long lasting
relationship with its employees.
C: Issues such as favoritism can ruin the work environment, and as
the case says, the pissed colleagues just want to go elsewhere.
C: It is quite possible that the company is not willing to follow
ethical rules or principles consistently.
A: But suppose that management behavior has consistently fallen
into ethically questionable practices, such as favoritism.
C: If that is the case, I agree that people are free to leave.
B: The fact that Ana and her friends work for their own
interest is the ‘engine of the economy’. A company must take
advantage of personal interests to reward them and exchange
them for their service. If for the company Ana and her team do
not generate values that equals the reward (salary and
beneﬁts) they receive, sooner or later they will be dismissed.
It’s a company, not a charity work.
A: I’m still in my position.
C: I agree with this.
C: But it does not mean that the treatment of the company is
unethical.
C: If it says that there is recognition for those who were in high
positions of the project, and not for the supporting team members.
A: If I do not say that you are not right in that, but in this case we
are specifying that everyone worked on the special project
C: That’s it

Discussion transcript B

Fig. 8. Token count distributions in chat messages per statement/SDS. (Color ﬁgure online)
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6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we reported on our initial efforts towards developing a tool for fostering
meaningful ethical discussions among engineering students in the classroom. The tool
is based on six design principles; namely, the possibility of it being embeddable in a
traditional ethics course, support for multidimensional ethical judgments, the anonymity of judgments and interactions, domain independence, device independence and
ease of use. A trial with 35 engineering students conﬁrmed that the average student
considers the tool offers a very good usability, however, there are still a few aspects in
relation to user interface design, mostly about the chat interface, which can be optimized. With regard to the design of the activity, the trial cohort highlighted the convenience of anonymity when discussing ethical cases, as well as the process comprising
successive individual and anonymous group work phases.
Analysis of student behavior in the trial activity revealed that ethical judgments
tend to be stable across the successive phases. However, judgments tend to change the
most in groups where more discussion has been generated. Conversely, in the groups
where there is little variation in the ethical evaluation, less discussion is generated and
less variation of the ethical judgments. For this reason, we consider that a desirable
modiﬁcation to the activity in the future would be supporting group composition that
maximizes the heterogeneity of the students in the groups according to their ethical
judgments in the Individual Appraisal phase. We hypothesize this would raise students’
interest in discussing the ethical case, and bring greater transactivity [14], along with a
greater chance of students varying their ethical judgments as a result of argumentative
and reflexive processes.
Finally, it is also necessary to investigate the role of the teacher in the activity. In
particular, his/her ability to spur a debate leading to an ethically grounded case resolution, while validating that students recognize the virtues of the resolution reached. It
is also necessary to investigate whether the activity can facilitate students’ building of
ethical schemata, as well as ethical meaning they can transfer to different cases in
further ethical discussions as students, or as professionals in the workplace.
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Abstract. In this paper we present our ﬁndings from interviewing manufacturing employees about their remote assistance practices and requirements to remote assistance technology. We found that their needs were
rather heterogeneous regarding mobility, camera setups and location of
guidance. We built the prototype RemoteAssistKit (RAK) as a design
response to their heterogeneous needs. RAK is a tailorable remote assistance solution, where diﬀerent mobility modes, camera setups and locations of guidance can be explored and interchanged using a graphical
user interface. RAK thus moves some of the design responsibility from
the designer to the users, who are empowered to tailor remote assistance
to their needs and preferences.
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· Interview study · Augmented reality ·

Introduction

In an industrial context remote assistance is required in situations where a
“worker”, typically a machine operator or machine technician, experiences a
problem with a machine or piece of equipment and thus calls a “remote helper”,
typically an experienced colleague. The problem solving activity between the
worker and helper is mediated by a communication system, which is either a
dedicated remote assistance system or a more general purpose system, such as
a video calling application.
In this paper we present our qualitative, empirical ﬁndings on remote assistance practices and needs of employees in the manufacturing industry. This is
a rare view into the real world practices and needs of a speciﬁc group of users
of remote assistance technology. Most research on remote assistance make use
of lab controlled studies that rarely involve the perspectives of manufacturing
employees, who we argue are lead users of remote assistance technology, because
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they beneﬁt greatly from advances in the technology. Next, we present our design
and implementation of RemoteAssistKit (RAK), which enables users to tailor
remote assistance to their needs and personal preferences. RAK lets the users
(the workers and helpers) explore mobility (mobile vs stationary user interface),
diﬀerent camera setups (scene camera, head-mounted camera or a combination),
and guidance locations (display separate from the task space, heads-up display
or AR directly in the task space) without the need for any programming knowledge by making available a graphical user interface with which they can tailor
RAK using modular, (mostly) web-based software components that represent the
diﬀerent levels of mobility, camera setups and guidance locations. The motivation behind RAK is twofold. First of all, from interviewing industrial employees
at three diﬀerent manufacturing companies, it is evident that the employees
have heterogeneous requirements to remote assistance technology, because of
their diverse roles, tasks and environments - no one-size-ﬁts-all. The motivation
behind the modularity of RAK is to support their heterogeneous needs. Secondly, the use of camera setups, for instance scene cameras or scene and mobile
camera combinations, and the location of guidance, including AR guidance, has
not been adequately explored in a real setting outside the lab. Thus, we know
little about the adoption of diﬀerent camera setups and AR for remote assistance
in the wild, including the manufacturing industry. RAK enables users to easily
explore diﬀerent conﬁgurations of camera setups and guidance locations trialand-error style, and thus can be used as a research tool to better understand
the usability and usefulness of diﬀerent camera setups and guidance locations in
various situations in the wild.
After describing the ﬁndings from interviews and RAK, we conclude the
paper with a discussion of the limitations of and future work on RAK and its
intended use as a tool for further scientiﬁc inquiry into remote assistance in the
wild.

2

Related Work

In this section we present related work on remote assistance and heterogeneous
user needs.
2.1

Remote Assistance

Diﬀerent interfaces and interactions for remote assistance are typically compared
with respect to how well the worker-helper pairs collaborate and perform on a
given physical task. This includes comparisons of camera setups [5,8], guidance
techniques [6,9] and the location of guidance [2,9].
Diﬀerent camera setups have diﬀerent strengths and weaknesses. With a
handheld/head-mounted camera the worker can capture close-up machine details
from various angles, but the video the helper receives is unsteady and hard to
annotate [2]. With a scene camera (camera mounted in the environment) the
video is steady and easy to annotate, but at the cost of loss of detail. Researchers
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have compared a head-mounted camera to a scene camera and found that workerhelper pairs performed best using the scene camera [5]. A combination of sceneand head-mounted camera, where the helper can select between the videos from
the two cameras, might seem like the best of both worlds, but so far research
on camera combos have not shown any performance beneﬁts over just using a
single scene camera [5]. Researchers have also compared diﬀerent ways of remote
controlling the movement of a camera, thus providing the helper with a degree
of view independence [10,11]. Lately the use of 360-degree live video for remote
collaboration has received some attention [12,14], because it can provide the
helper with a view of the task space independent of the worker’s orientation.
However, the challenge is knowing where other people direct their attention in
the 360-degree video.
Early work on remote assistance suggests that providing the remote helper
with the ability to use a pointer on shared video of the task space is ineﬀective,
whereas sketching on the video is beneﬁcial, because sketches are representational, i.e. can express complex 3D object manipulations [6]. Kirk et al. [9] compared freehand sketching to unmediated hand gestures on video and found that
unmediated representations performed the best. In the same study, Kirk et al.
also compared the output locations of the helper’s gestures - external monitor
vs. projecting gestures on the table surface of the task space - and did not ﬁnd a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in performance between the locations. In recent years, the
helper’s guidance techniques have increasingly been explored using augmented
and virtual reality [1,2,7,12]. A common approach to AR remote assistance is
that the helper uses a PC or tablet to make 2D annotations on live video/images
of the task space, and then the worker’s AR device interprets and registers the
annotations in 3D task space [2,7].
2.2

Heterogeneous User Needs

Tailorability of component-based groupware has received interest within the
CSCW community, because the inter- and intra-individual diﬀerences constitute the need for system designs, which can [...] exhibit diﬀerent behaviour in
diﬀerent usage situations, and accommodate individual and group needs and
preferences [15]. According to Hippel et al. one strategy for addressing heterogeneous user needs is that the manufacturer of a product or service provides the
users with a “user innovation toolkit” [16]. A user innovation toolkit partitions
product or service development into solution-information-intensive subtasks and
need-information-intensive substasks. This allows the users to focus on needinformation-intensive subtasks - they know what they want - while the manufacturer focuses on solution-information-intensive subtasks - they know how
to produce the users’ individual designs. We argue that RAK can be described
as a user innovation toolkit with a sparse solution space, because RAK allows
users to explore diﬀerent remote assistance conﬁgurations trial-and-error style
until they ﬁnd a conﬁguration that works for them. Providing the users with
the means to innovate and customize a product using an innovation toolkit has
been shown to improve user satisfaction of products, including security software
[3] and consumer watches [4].
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The work closest to ours is that by Speicher et al. [14], who created a modular, customizable remote assistance system, 360Anywhere, providing support
for multiple collaborators, 360◦ cameras, projectors, sketching in the 360◦ video,
session persistence and rewind of video features. Their argument for creating
the system is similar to ours: they wanted to cater to users’ heterogeneous collaboration and augmentation needs. But the challenges they address with the
system and the intended use scenarios are diﬀerent. Their major concern are the
challenges of using 360◦ video and the intended use scenarios are primarily set in
an oﬃce environment and includes brainstorming and an online lecture. In our
work we focus on making the camera setup and location of guidance tailorable
to the speciﬁc needs of manufacturing employees during remote assistance on
physical tasks.

3

Interviews with Manufacturing Employees on Remote
Assistance

Over the course of a year we visited three manufacturing companies in
Denmark. Company A CNC mills metal molds for internal use in the process of
manufacturing of toys. Company B manufactures, sells and services large inline
printing machines, which can print on a variety of product packaging. Company
C manufactures, sells and services wind turbines. We interviewed two employees from each company. Our contact persons inside the companies selected the
employees based on their experience with remote assistance. The interviews were
semi-structured and lasted between 21 min–49 min, with an average of 27 min.
All employees were male between 25 and 50 years old, and one of the interviews took place on Skype. The employees from company B were interviewed
together, hence they are referred to as E3-4. During the interviews, we asked
questions about their daily work, current remote assistance practices, problems
that required remote assistance, technologies used for remote assistance, mobility needs, and requirements to a remote assistance solution. With these interviews we hope not to generalize, but to show the diversity of tasks that require
remote assistance in industry and the heterogeneous requirements to the design
of remote assistance technology. For a quick overview between the relationship
between employees and companies refer to Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Overview of company-employee relationship
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Employee 1 - The Mobile Helper. E1 was responsible for managing the purchase, implementation and maintenance of CNC machines and additional equipment used in the process of manufacturing metal molds at company A. During
the interview he focused on a very important machine, a washing machine specially designed to clean the mold parts between each step in the manufacturing
process. Importantly, he described how this was the only washing machine of its
kind in the mold factory and thus it was costly whenever it stopped working.
He was the main responsible for helping the machine operators ﬁx any problems
with the washing machine and he needed to do so quickly. Remote assistance
involved remotely accessing the human machine interface (HMI) of the washing machine and video calling the machine operators using FaceTime to see the
current state of the machine. The machine operators were not expected to assemble/disassemble parts of the machine, only to be able to operate the machine
interface.
Employee 2 - The CNC Software Unicorn. E2 was responsible for the
robot-control software on the CNC machines at company A, and globally responsible for remotely helping with software problems on the machines. He was the
only person in the company in this position. Thus, if a machine operator in
China or Mexico experienced software-related problems with a CNC machine he
would call E2. Remote assistance involved remotely accessing the human machine
interface (HMI) and video calling to see how the robotic parts of the machine
behaved as he executed diﬀerent software programs. According to E2 most problems could be solved by simply accessing the HMI and talking to the machine
operator on the phone (no video communication required), because E2 was very
familiar with the software and behaviour of the machine. However, sometimes
he would beneﬁt from seeing live video of the machine. Again, the machine operators were not expected to assemble/disassemble parts of the machine, only to
be able to operate the machine interface.
Employee 3 and 4 - The Printer Technicians. E3-4 worked for company B,
the manufacturer of inline printing machines. These machines are large (several
meters long, wide and high) and can print on practically any type of product
packaging. E3-4 had experience as service technicians, responsible for installing
and servicing printing machines at the customer factories, and as remote experts,
which are called upon by either the customers or colleagues, when machines need
to be troubleshooted. Example problems with the machines included leakages
and undesirable artifacts on the printed material. Sometimes the solution was
as simple as cleaning a sensor, and at other times parts of the machine had to
be disassembled and reassembled. As remote experts E3-4 helped colleagues, the
service technicians, visually troubleshoot the mechanics of the machine to see if
everything was mounted or aligned correctly down to every bolt. E3-4 stand out
from the pool of interviewees by being the only ones who remotely assisted with
problems on their customers printing machines, whereas the other interviewees
provided remote assistance on internal machines/equipment. So, pressure was
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on to ﬁnd the right solution to a problem with a printing machine as quickly
as possible, because downtime of a machine in production was costly for their
customers.
Employee 5 - The Robot Responsible. E5 worked for company C and was
hired as a skilled worker on the production ﬂoor. He recently became responsible
for the robot which lubricates bolts for the windmills, but had 8 years of prior
experience with robots in manufacturing from a previous job. The robot was
the only one of its kind in the company worldwide and, according to E5, he was
currently the only one internally with the competencies to program the robot.
The robot was popular among the people on the production ﬂoor, because it
relieved them from having to lube the bolts by hand, which was painful for their
hands and shoulders. Sometimes his colleagues wanted to use the robot, when
he was not present, for instance he might have a sick day. Because they did not
have the same experience and competencies as E5, he had to remotely assist
them in the use of the robot, which he accomplished using two separate software
programs. E5 could remotely access and control the software on the computer
connected to the robot using TeamViewer and send robot programming ﬁles
to his colleagues on the production ﬂoor. He could not however remote control
the movements of the robot. Additionally, E5 had installed a webcam in the
environment that provided an overview of the robot and could be accessed from
a program on his phone.
Employee 6 - The Turbine Tester. E6’s job was to test the turbines for
faulty electrical circuits and mechanics before they left the factory at company
C. He had 8 years of experience as a turbine tester, and before his current
job, he worked as an ordinary electrician. E6 used a “test player”, a specialized
computer, that he connected with cables to a section on the turbine to run tests.
The test player contained a program for running tests on diﬀerent sections on
the turbine and would throw an error message if something was wrong with the
electrical circuits or mechanics of the section being tested. The error messages
did not always explain the exact cause of the error and so it was the testers job
to hunt for the cause of the error by checking that cables had been connected
correctly and the mechanics are working as expected. Due to E6’s experience
as a turbine tester, he was tasked with remotely assisting colleagues in other
countries, whenever they encountered an error message they did not understand
or could not ﬁnd a cause for. He made use of a video calling app (he used a PC,
while his remote colleagues used a smartphone), because he needed to see the
turbine to be able to investigate the causes of a particular error message. Often
troubleshooting an error involves compared a schematic of electrical wiring to
video of the actual wiring.
A limitation of our interview study is that the interviewed employees had
most experience in the role of the remote helper and primarily answered questions from their perspective as helpers. However, E5 would sometimes take on
the role of the worker, when he needed help from the robot manufacturer.
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Fig. 2. Machine operators/technicians at company A, B and C need remote assistance to solve problems with diﬀerent machines, including large printing machines at
company A (left), special washing machine for molds at company B (middle), and
bolt-lubing industrial robot at company C (right).

Furthermore, E3-4 had previously held job positions as service technicians, but
now - due to their large experience - held management level jobs, and thus would
primarily take on the role of the remote helper. This means that these employees
should be able to understand the remote assistance needs from the perspective
of the worker. In future studies, we would acquire more participants with more
extensive experience as the worker (Fig. 2).

4

Interview Findings

The interviews with employees from manufacturing companies revealed that they
had heterogeneous needs for remote assistance, but also some needs in common.
Below we describe their needs and possible design and research implications.
Need Support for Existing Remote Communication Equipment. First
of all, despite the employees diﬀerent tasks and working environments, all
employees had in common that they used software to remotely access the
machine interface (VNC Connect, TeamViewer etc.). This granted them access
to status information on the machine, sensor data, and in some instances the
ability to control certain parts of the machine. Additionally, they all used video
communication software, like FaceTime or Skype, on their smartphones or PCs
to obtain live video of the current state of the task space. The video feed contains
information not available in the machine interface, and vice versa the machine
interface contains information not available in the video feed. A design implication may be to combine the two software programs into one program by augmenting the video feed with manipulable sensor data and other status information
using augmented reality. Further research is needed to understand which is beneﬁcial to the remote helper: an augmented view of the task space in which he can
consume status information and control machine parameters, or the traditional
separation between the abstract representation of the machine and video feed.
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Need Support for Varying Degrees of Mobility. In E1’s case the need for
mobility was a result of the importance of a particular machine, the washing
machine, and the urgency of reacting to requests for help anywhere at anytime.
E1: I prefer helping them (the machine operators) right away, because it is very
important that the washing machine is running, because parts (of a mold) in the
washing machine risk getting destroyed, if they stay in there for too long E1:
Often I am in the supermarket or picking up the kids (from school), when they
(the machine operators) call me. E5 seemed to enjoy the mobility of the smartphone, because he enjoyed checking the status of the robot at his convenience.
He was proud of being in charge of the robot as the only one in company C.
Thus, his preference for using a smartphone seems more emotional than rational. E5: In the morning when I wake up, I have to check the status of the robot
(from his phone). For E6 remote assistance involved comparing a schematic of
electrical wiring to live video of the actual wiring. E6 believed it was easier to
access schematics on the PC than on the phone and thus preferred to use a PC
for remote assistance. E6: On the PC I have the drawings and I can show them
(his remote colleagues) the drawings [...] it will be too diﬃcult to do it on the
phone, I think.
Generally, employees whose main purpose it is to give remote assistance can
be expected to be in an oﬃce where stationary, powerful hardware for remote
assistance is available, including VR and advanced tracking equipment. However, employees that take on remote assistance tasks sporadically throughout
their work week, as is the case of all of the interviewed employees, cannot be
expected to always be in their oﬃce upon a request for help and thus need mobile
alternatives. E1’s situation at work describes this best. At the time of the interview, he would regularly take part in project meetings at company A. E1: My
current situation at work requires me to be in two places, about 2 km apart, and
I would like to have it (remote assistance functionality) on the phone, because I
don’t bring my computer (to project meetings 2 km from his oﬃce).
As the above accounts show, some employees require to be mobile due to speciﬁc circumstances, while others do not. The implications of the mobile helper
for the design of remote assistance is the need to explore guidance techniques
on tablets/smartphones by taking into account their limited screen real estate,
multi-touch and sensory capabilities. Another important thing to consider are the
seamless transitions between mobile solutions and stationary solutions with comparatively more computational power, which have not received much research
attention. Our prototype RAK handles the transition between a mobile and stationary solution by making use of a device agnostic web application running
on both smartphones, tablets and desktops. Furthermore annotations, i.e. the
sketches made on a device, is persisted, so when the helper transitions from one
device to another, sketches will re-appear.
Need Support for a Variety of Camera Setups. Some of the interviewees
had considered or were already using speciﬁc camera setups. E5 for instance
had taken the initiative to install a scene camera in the robot cell, which he
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could access remotely from his phone. E5: I have mounted a web camera inside
(the robot cell), so I can see how the robot is positioned right now (from his
smartphone). Thus, E5 could remotely check on the status of the robot, even
when no workers were present locally. Upon showing us around on a printing
machine in their test facility, E3-4 told us that they had considered to use a
small wireless camera by placing it on the printing unit adjacent to the unit
undergoing maintenance, while showing the helper’s guidance on video from the
camera on a tablet/smartphone placed in front of the worker. Thereby, their idea
was to make use of the industrial environment to provide the helper and worker
with a shared over the shoulder view of the printing machine. E1 mentioned that
with a few scene cameras he could capture the most crucial areas on the washing
machine, and suggested to use the scene cameras to both live transmit video and
record activities in the task space, thereby supporting him in identifying how
mistakes were made after the fact. E1: It would be interesting with constant
surveillance of the machines [...] A bunch of cameras in the production that one
could log into and use to go back in time, because many of the errors are related
to persons making mistakes [...] I know who used the machine last (because of
digital logging) [...] but they used the machine in a diﬀerent way (than intended)
and we don’t know why a certain error occurred and how the situation was (at
the time the error occured) [...] or when the error occurred, because they left
the machine to itself” At the time of the interview, E6 was planning to use a
commercial remote assistance solution, where the camera was part of a heads-up
display or smartphone, thereby providing the helper with a view through the
eyes of the worker. E6: I am participating in a project right now, which involves
the use of a commercial remote assistance solution. We are implementing this
in Russia now so I can support them (the turbine testers in Russia). The plan is
that I use a laptop and they use glasses (heads-up display) or a phone, whatever
they prefer. E6 would remotely troubleshoot the electrical wiring of turbines, so
sometimes he required close-up views of the wiring to compare it to schematics,
and therefore using a head-worn/handheld camera made sense. It is evident that
many of the employees had already considered and some experimented with the
beneﬁts of particular camera setups. Interestingly most of the solutions that were
considered or in use included scene cameras, while most commercial solutions
today include wearable cameras that capture video from the point of view of the
worker either through a handheld smartphone or a head-worn solution. The use
of scene cameras in industry raises some questions that have not been answered
in current research on scene cameras. Those questions include: “How feasible
is a solution, where one or more scene cameras are mounted ad hoc in the
environment?”, “How time consuming it is to mount one or more cameras ad hoc
in the environment?”, “How feasible it is to permanently mount scene cameras
that covers speciﬁc areas of a machine and are the workers concerned about video
recording of their activities?”, “Does scene cameras capture the areas of the task
space in enough detail that the helper can give feedback on the worker’s object
manipulations, or is a scene camera + mobile camera combo needed?”. In RAK
we aim to support the experimentation of camera setups by letting the worker
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choose between a scene camera (webcam), mobile camera (tablet/smartphone
camera) or scene+mobile camera setup.
Need Support for Visual Guidance and a Variety of Visual Guidance
Locations. The helper providing visual guidance to the worker was believed to
be useful, especially to avoid misunderstandings of employees with poor English
skills that do not share terminology with the helper. This feature was brought
up by both E2 from company A, E3-4 from company B, and E6 from company
C. They all remotely assist colleagues in other countries.
E2: There is this communication barrier which limits how well you communicate (with people from China and Mexico) [...] I see some beneﬁts of remote
assistance technology, because I can see what you (the machine operator) are
looking at, and I can draw something on a screen or show you where to locate
something.
E3-4: At the same time you (the worker) show me something with the camera, you are able to see something on your screen, where I’ve added a layer
of information. Often the OEM technician does not know the technical name
of the mechanic components [...] their English is primitive [...] I don’t always
understand what he says.
The employees expressed diﬀerent ideas on where to locate the guidance in
the worker’s task space. E2 talked about the possibilities of AR, where guidance
is located directly in the worker’s task space, but without any notion of the beneﬁts of using AR. Upon showing us around on a printing machine, E3-4 explained
that they considered to show the guidance on live video on a tablet/smartphone
placed in front of the worker, while the camera, responsible for capturing video
of the printing machine, was mounted on the adjacent printing unit behind the
worker. E6 was piloting a commercial solution, where guidance was shown on
live video on either a handheld smartphone or heads-up display. While they
agreed on the usefulness of visual guidance, none of the employees reﬂected on
the beneﬁts and drawbacks of diﬀerent guidance locations, for instance comparing AR guidance to guidance on video. It is clear from the empirical research on
remote assistance - dominated by controlled lab studies - that visual guidance in
live video of the task space is helpful during remote assistance, however a clear
advantage of using AR guidance has yet to be demonstrated [2,7], especially
in the wild. RAK enables users to experiment with diﬀerent guidance locations
and compare non-AR guidance on video and AR guidance during real remote
assistance. Hence, in future work we hope RAK can be used to identify the characteristics of real remote assistance tasks, where AR guidance is preferred over
non-AR guidance and vice versa.
Create Ownership for Solutions Among Super Users. Some employees
(E2 and E5) had in common that they got to modify machines and technology
for their work and thus had become the in house experts or super users.
E2: I developed the software for the machines [...] I am responsible for the
machines globally, so if somebody has a problem in Mexico, they call me.
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E5: I have mounted a web camera inside (the robot cell), so I can see how
the robot is positioned right now (remotely from his smartphone) [...] I have
numbered each door on the computers (the computers on the robot) [...] I can
tell them (his colleagues) “go to door number 1 and take out the controller” [...]
I don’t have to use the technology (remote assistance solution), but I want to [...]
I keep going until it works.
The above accounts provide examples of employees in the manufacturing
industry trialing remote assistance solutions on their own premises, and some
even create their own remote assistance solutions. E2 and E5 were clearly proud
of their position in the companies and the responsibility they had been trusted
with to choose, create and modify technology for internal use, including remote
assistance technology. This bottom up approach to innovation in the manufacturing industry is exactly what we intend to support on a smaller scale with the
tailorability of RAK - rather than have management impose a speciﬁc remote
assistance solution on the employees. This should make actual users of the technology more accepting of it and increase the likelihood of successful adoption,
because of a sense of responsibility and ownership for the technology.

5

Design of RemoteAssistKit

From our interviews with manufacturing employees it became clear that one
speciﬁc remote assistance solution might not satisfy their heterogeneous needs
for mobility, camera setups and guidance locations. That is how we were inspired
to design RemoteAssistKit (RAK).

Fig. 3. The modules of RemoteAssistKit. The helper modules, camera modules and
guidance location modules can be interchanged and combined in diﬀerent ways.

With RAK we provide the users the ﬂexibility and power to design their own
remote assistance solution by mixing modular, interchangeable software modules
to match their task requirements and preferences without the need of any programming knowledge. Thus we move the need-intensive-subtasks of developing
a remote assistance solution to the users [16]. RAK consists of three types of
modules: helper modules, camera modules and guidance location modules. See
Fig. 3 for a conceptual overview. The modules can be combined in diﬀerent ways
and make up diﬀerent design conﬁgurations of RAK, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Two example conﬁgurations of RAK seen from a top view. (a) The helper uses
a laptop to sketch on live video from a web camera mounted in the worker’s task space,
while the worker wears and AR-HMD to see the sketches registered in 3D to the task
space. (b) The helper is on the move and uses a smartphone to sketch on live video
captured from a tablet in the worker’s task space, while the worker sees the sketches
on the tablet. The tablet is either mounted on a tripod or held by the worker

The interviewed employees had varying needs for mobility. Some helpers are
able to answer calls from a worker using the computer in their oﬃce, while others,
due to the urgency of the call, will need to be able to give help on the go. RAK
supports these varying needs for mobility. Currently, two diﬀerent helper modules are included in RemoteAssistKit. (1) A mobile helper module, which allows
the helper to provide remote assistance on the go using a tablet/smartphone. (2)
A stationary helper module, with which the helper can use a desktop/laptop PC
to provide remote assistance. Both modules make use of a pointer and freehand
sketching as the means to provide visual guidance in a shared live video feed of
the worker’s task space. The interactions for pointing and sketching vary only
slightly between the tablet/smartphone and PC implementations due to variations in the input method - touch on mobile device and mouse on PC. Transitions
from PC to mobile device or vice versa is supported as annotations are persisted,
meaning sketches made on one device will reappear on another device, as long as
the same “virtual room” on the server is shared between the worker and helper.
The interviewed employees had varying needs for the camera setup. Some
helpers wanted to be able to check on equipment, when no workers were around
locally or to view recordings of machine failures, which required the use of scene
cameras. Some needed detailed views of a task space area, thus they used a headworn/handheld camera. In RAK we wish to support the employees’ varying needs
for and experimentation with camera setups. Therefore, three diﬀerent camera
modules are included in RAK. (1) A web camera module which uses one or
multiple web cameras to capture the task space. The web cameras must be
mounted as scene cameras in the environment. (2) A mobile camera module,
which uses a handheld mobile device (smartphone/tablet) to capture the task
space from the front facing or back facing camera. The handheld device may
be held by the worker, mounted on a tripod or attached to a machine in the
environment, thus acting as a scene camera. (3) A combined webcam+mobile
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camera module. All camera modules have in common that they live stream video
to the selected helper module.
The interviewed employees expressed diﬀerent ideas on where to locate the
helpers guidance in the worker’s task space, but did not reﬂect much on the
beneﬁts and drawbacks of diﬀerent guidance locations. We believe that by getting
them to experiment with diﬀerent guidance locations, it will teach them about
their requirements to the location of guidance and how it may diﬀer depending on
their remote assistance tasks. Therefore, four diﬀerent guidance location modules
are included in RAK of which two have AR capabilities: (1) An external display
module, which shows the helper’s guidance (transmitted from the helper module)
on live video of the task space (transmitted from the camera module) on an
external display. This external display module runs on a smartphone/tablet, so
the worker can quickly and easily bring it with him and place it in a way that
makes the helper’s guidance viewable, while he executes some task on a machine.
(2) A heads-up display module, which shows the helper’s guidance on live video of
the task space on a heads-up display. We used the Mira headset, a head-mounted
frame in which a smartphone can be mounted to create a head-mounted display,
and we created an application for the headset, which shows video hovering in the
left corner of the eye, similar to the experience of using a heads-up display. (3) A
projector module, which uses a projector to project the helper’s guidance directly
onto the task space, as long as the task space is (approximately) a planar surface.
The worker is required to follow a calibration procedure to align helper’s guidance
to the real task space before remote assistance can commence. (4) An AR-headmounted display module which - as the name implies - uses an AR-head-mounted
display (MS Hololens) for displaying the helper’s guidance directly in the task
space. We make use of the rather simple spray-paint technique [13] to interpret
the helper’s 2D guidance in 3D, which leaves room for future improvement. The
AR-HMD module makes use one or more scene cameras (tablet camera or web
camera), and it is the helper’s 2D pointing and sketching in the video feed(s) of
the scene camera(s) that is interpreted in 3D on the worker’s AR device. The
interpretation works by aligning a virtual camera to the real scene camera by
scanning a marker on the real camera with the AR device. See Fig. 5 for an
example of the AR-HMD module combined with the mobile camera module and
the stationary helper module.
The helper must select the helper module, and the worker must select the
camera and guidance location modules using a graphical user interface. See Fig. 6
for a screenshot of the web based user interface for selecting modules. The user
interface connects helpers and workers using the concept of virtual rooms - one
helper and one worker per room. A helper/worker can join an existing room or
create a new one to start communicating with each other. The helper joins a
room with a helper module on a smartphone/tablet or PC, while the worker
joins a room with a camera module and possibly a guidance location module
on his devices. They select which modules to use in the drop down menus and
click the join button next to the modules, upon which they are redirected to the
selected module applications.
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Fig. 5. Example conﬁguration of RAK. (a) Screenshot of the helper’s interface. He uses
a PC to sketch on live video from a smartphone in the worker’s task space. (b) The
worker wears an AR-HMD to align a virtual camera to the front-facing camera of the
smartphone. (c) Because of this alignment, the worker can see the helper’s sketches in
AR on the task space, in this case the annotations point to some puzzle pieces on a
whiteboard.

Fig. 6. User interface which connects helpers and workers using the concept of rooms.
In the example the rooms are named after the problems that require assistance

5.1

Technical Implementation

RAK consists of a distributed set of applications running on the helper’s and
worker’s devices. The two helper modules (mobile and stationary), the camera
modules (web camera, mobile camera, combo) and the guidance location modules (external display, projector, head-up display) are single page web applications written in ECMAScript 6 and transpiled to pure JavaScript. Thus, these
modules are device agnostic in that they can run in a browser on both a desktop/laptop PC or on a tablet/smartphone. The modules make use of the p5
javascript library for drawing the user interface. Additionally, the AR-HMD
guidance location module runs on an MS Hololens and is a Universal Windows
Platform (UWP) app written in C-sharp. The helper, camera and guidance location modules need to communicate during setup and when certain events, such
as sketching events, occur. This communication is implemented using websockets and a Node.js server. The Node.js server also works as a signalling server for
setting up WebRTC video streaming between the helper and camera modules
and between the camera and guidance location modules (the latter only applies
to the external display and head-up display modules).
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Discussion of System Limitations and Future Work

Previous work on “user innovation toolkits” has shown that making needintensive tasks the responsibility of the user leads to greater user satisfaction
[3,4]. However more research is needed, where RAK is put in the hands of the
manufacturing employees, to understand whether they will take on the needintensive tasks of conﬁguring RAK, or whether they regard it as time consuming work in an already tight schedule. In future work we put RAK to the test
through a design workshop, where manufacturing employees (machine operators,
service technicians and remote supporters) explore the diﬀerent conﬁgurations
of RAK in a real, familiar industrial use context on real machine problems. By
completing this workshop it is our hope that the participants will reﬂect on
their current remote assistance practices, design future practices that matches
their needs, and generate knowledge about the feasibility and usefulness of the
diﬀerent design conﬁgurations in a real industrial use context - hence answering some of the questions related to remote assistance in the wild, for instance
“How feasible is a solution, where one or more scene cameras are mounted in
the environment?” and “Are there any industrial tasks where AR guidance is
particularly well/ill-suited?”.
An important aspect of remote assistance that we did not yet modulparize in
RAK is the content of the visual guidance. RAK currently only supports pointing
and sketching. In a possible future implementation we would like to modularize
the content of the visual guidance providing the helper with the option to choose
between sketching or using natural hand gestures. The natural hand gestures
have been shown to lead to better performance between worker-helper pairs in
controlled studies [9].

7

Conclusion

We have presented our ﬁndings from interviewing manufacturing employees
about their remote assistance practices and needs. Furthermore, we have presented the design and implementation of the tailorable remote assistance prototype, RAK, which serves as a design response to the at times heterogeneous
needs of employees. Especially, employees exhibited heterogeneous needs and
preferences for mobility and camera setups due to diﬀerences in the problems
they assist with and the task environment of the worker. In the future, we plan
to use RAK as a tool for further scientiﬁc inquiry into questions regarding the
helper’s need for mobility, and the feasibility and usefulness of being able to
conﬁgure camera setups and guidance locations during remote assistance in the
wild.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the structure of a Vision-Based
Indoor Positioning (VBIP) system which is a pure software solution without any hardware deployment. We conducted an experiment by providing
our VBIP system to navigate visitors through three diﬀerent buildings
with a total length over 350 m during Science and Technology Festival 2018 at Waseda University. This large scale experiment pointed out
our incomprehensive thinking while designing the algorithm only based
on human behavior, and motivated us to remodify our algorithm based
on natural features in the environment. We further conducted another
experiment and found out that our VBIP system is improved. VBIP system can now reduce the drift error of VIO (Visual Inertial Odometry)
to around 1.4% for over 350 m tracking. For the experiment result, we
believe that VBIP is one step closer to perfection.
Keywords: Indoor navigation

1
1.1

· Computer vision · Augmented Reality

Introduction
Indoor Navigation System

Information regarding to the user position has always been a sensitive but
extremely valuable data. This information is widely used in real life application with broadcasting, advertising, recommending, and navigation. If people
get lost in an unfamiliar area, they would open a Google map or any other map
to localize themselves and ﬁnd the destination. However, that only works in outdoor but fails in indoor environment since GPS would be seriously aﬀected by
shelters and high buildings. Hence, an indoor positioning and navigation system
has been a research focus for decades, however, since its complexity, there is
no perfect solution yet. Researchers from a wide variety of ﬁelds came up with
diﬀerent algorithms trying to solve this problem such like triangulation [1], angle
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of arrival (AOA) [2], time of ﬂight (TOF) [3]. Most current methods are based
on signals including WiFi [2], beacon [4], RFID [5], therefore require hardware
deployment. There are few disadvantages of these hardware-dependent system,
for example, they need a huge amount of construction time and cost without
any guarantee of the accuracy; they also requires signiﬁcant maintenance costs
since the hardware consumes electricity and needs to replace the battery once
in a while. We are fully aware of these shortcomings, hence, we aim to provide a
pure software algorithm to solve the indoor localization and navigation problem.
1.2

Augmented Reality

When discussing about a navigation system, people are used to 2D navigation
mode. However, we believe there should be a more intuitive way like a virtual
tour guide who will always walk in front of you and show you the way. With
the upgrade of hardware devices and algorithm improvement, 3D rendering, 3D
reconstruction, Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO), camera pose estimation and
other heavy computing algorithms now can be calculated real-time on mobile,
hence, Augmented Reality (AR) raises lots of interests in research and business
domain. Google recently launched a trial regarding to an AR outdoor navigation
system which shows the direction arrow, name of the street and the distance in
AR, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. An AR outdoor navigation system provided by Google.

From our perspective, it proves that our vision of providing an AR indoor
navigation system is reasonable, besides that, we further proposed an AR virtual
tour guide guiding system to replace the traditional ones with direction arrows.
In our other paper, we also proved that the AR virtual tour guide is more
intuitive and useful than the original method by conducting a questionnaire
after the experiment.
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VBIP

To get rid of hardware dependency, we proposed a pure software based algorithm
called VBIP. VBIP, a Vision-Based Indoor Positioning System aims to provide
a cross platform, easy-to-use and high-accuracy AR indoor navigation system
only with existing features such like visual information and magnetic ﬁeld. We
have achieved a large scale experiment of VBIP at Waseda University during
Science and Technology Festival 2018, however, we discovered few problems after
the Festival, hence, we modiﬁed our algorithms and corrected the calibration
model with reasonable methods and gained better experiment results. Our main
contribution is that we provided and proved an AR indoor navigation system
could actually be used in real cases. In the following paragraphs, we will introduce
our VBIP system and show experiment results in this paper.

2
2.1

Related Work
Other Indoor Navigation System

As we mentioned above, people from diﬀerent ﬁelds proposed diﬀerent methods trying to solve the indoor localization problem. Silke et al. [6] proposed
a Bluetooth-based positioning system by approximating the relation between
RSSI (Radio Signal Strength Indicator) and associated distance. Frederic and
Francois proposed an advanced integration of WiFi and inertial sensors based
on a kalman ﬁlter and a particle ﬁlter to do localization [7]. Yung-Hoon et al.
proposed a ray tracing method to reduce the ranging error resulting from the
propagation delay and enhance the accuracy of ultra-wideband positioning system [8]. Bekkali et al. proposed a RFID indoor positioning technology based
on probabilistic RFID Map and a kalman ﬁlter [5]. Even that there are lots of
scientists who have dedicated their lives in designing a perfect indoor navigation
system, however, there is no perfect solution yet due to the low accuracy.
2.2

VIO

Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO) is widely used in robotic ﬁeld to estimate a
robot location. It requires a sequence of images, and with feature comparison,
one can estimate camera motion and generate a coordinate system by analyzing
the changes of feature position and inertial measurement units between diﬀerent
images. VIO algorithm conducted in VBIP is based on keyframes and a nonlinear optimization as addressed in [9]. Since VIO is an estimated function, it
accumulates errors over time. Although scientists proposed diﬀerent methods
such as an EKF-based approach in [10,11] or an extended kalman ﬁlter based
algorithm [12] trying to reduce the accumulated error, however, the drift error
still remains. In our VBIP system, VIO is considered as an extremely important
part during both construction and adoption processes, however, in this paper
we would not discuss on how to improve VIO but will focus on describing our
whole system structure and ﬂow.
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VBIP System

VBIP is divided into two parts, the ﬁrst part is constructing an indoor map, and
the second part is using the preconstructed map. Our challenge in this event is to
provide an AR indoor navigation and guiding system for visitors to know more
about Waseda University. VBIP would lead visitors to three speciﬁed spots in
three diﬀerent buildings with a total path length over 350 m. Besides that, the
experimental environments contain diﬀerent ﬂoors, multiple stairs, doors, overpasses, slopes and numerous people. We believe this experimental environments
match the real-world cases, and provide VBIP a solid validation.
3.1

VBIP Construction

There are multiple ways to construct a VBIP indoor map, and each holds diﬀerent strengths. The professional version may require a 360◦ camera and a ﬂoor
plan of the building which will take more time to construct but can provide extra
functions and better accuracy. However, due to lack of time and a ﬂoor plan, we
adopted the easiest and fastest way to construct a VBIP map by using only one
smart phone.
The VBIP map construction is simple, we use Visual inertial odometry (VIO)
to generate a virtual coordinate system corresponding to the real world coordinate system, meanwhile capture visual features and collect magnetic ﬁeld simultaneously. Figure 2 shows a screenshot while constructing the VBIP map.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of VBIP construction. The bottom right corner is the created
path.

Visual features captured during the construction process would be stored as
a sparse point cloud, we recorded each feature with its 3D coordinate (X, Y, Z),
color (R, G, B) and a RETOP [13] descriptor which stores the patch information
around the feature and would be further used for cross comparison. Due to the
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copyright issues, we cannot show the point cloud of Waseda University, therefore
we show the point cloud of OSENSE Technology instead in Fig. 3. Magnetic ﬁeld
collected during the process would be stored with its coordinate (X, Y, Z) and
magnetic intensities (Bx, By, Bz) for fast localization.

Fig. 3. Left image shows the sparse point cloud of OSENSE Technology. Right image
shows the corresponding location.

3.2

VBIP Adoption

VBIP adoption can be divided into two states, the localization state and the
tracking state. During the localization state, VBIP proposed a two cascaded
search algorithm shown in Fig. 4 to fast localize user position and a hybrid tracking algorithm to improve positioning accuracy. However, during the Science and
Technology Festival 2018, this proposed algorithm was still under development.
Therefore, in our ﬁrst experiment, we used QR codes instead to fast localize user
position. Afterward, we modiﬁed our VBIP system by replacing QR code to this
proposed two cascaded search, and further implemented a second experiment to
see if VBIP system was improved.
In the ﬁrst cascade, we aim to narrow down the potential user position into
a smaller area. It is easier to do that with signal based technology. Signal has its
own transmission distance, hence, by analyzing the receiving signal and signal
source position, one can obtain a smaller area where user might have high possibility locate. However, VBIP does not rely on any hardware or signal, therefore
we proposed using magnetic intensities and a particle ﬁlter to roughly localize
user position. Particle ﬁlter is a pose estimation methodology which uses a bunch
of particles and a probability model to update particle positions, with the number of updates, particles will ﬁnally converge. Since our probability model is a
modiﬁed Gaussian distribution which 68% of values will distribute within one
standard deviation (σ) away from the mean. Hence, when 68% of the number of
particles converge within one standard deviation, we complete the ﬁrst cascade
search. The system ﬂow of this cascade search is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. A real case of proposed two cascaded search algorithm.

Fig. 5. System ﬂow of the ﬁrst cascade search based on particle ﬁlter.
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In the second cascade search, VBIP would extract RETOP descriptors from
point clouds within one standard deviation, and further compare with RETOP
descriptors captured from current frame. Afterward, VBIP extracts 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z) in world coordinate space from each reference match and
2D coordinates (U, V) of the projection points in pixels from current captured
frame. With 3D and 2D information, VBIP can further calculate camera pose
by using PnP algorithm. At this point, we complete the second cascade search
and successfully localize user position with better accuracy. The details of 3D
point cloud comparison and 3D pose estimation will be addressed in details in
the following paragraph, the feature comparing result is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Current features compares with prestored 3D point cloud in VBIP map.

During the tracking state, VBIP will regularly check whether the tracked
position is close to the estimated position by comparing the captured features.
Once VBIP captured a certain number of features that lies outside the tracked
position, VBIP would start the localization algorithm again.
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First Experiment Conducted During Science
and Technology Festival 2018 at Waseda University

In this experiment, OSENSE Technology designed an application with our VBIP
AR indoor navigation system and an interaction game for visitors to know more
about Waseda University. Visitors should follow an AR Waseda Bear to three
speciﬁc spots in three diﬀerent buildings, once visitors approach the destination,
and there will be an AR coin. Collect coins at each destination and answer pop
out questions in regards to Waseda University to complete the game. Once the
QR code was scanned, an AR Waseda Bear will lead your route and direction
by walking on the real path like a virtual tour guide. The AR Waseda Bear
will stop at each anchor position on real environment and wait for you, once
you come closer enough, the AR Waseda Bear will move to the next anchor
position and repeat these actions until you reach your destination as shown in
Fig. 7. In general, we could simply adopt VIO on smart phone to reproduce the
prebuilt path for the AR Waseda Bear to follow. However, VIO is an estimation
methodology with estimation error (drift error), and the error will accumulate
over time and vary from time to time. Therefore, achieving a navigation system
only by VIO seems impossible, especially for a large scale environment as Waseda
University.

Fig. 7. The left image is the AR Waseda Bear waiting for you. The right image is the
AR Waseda Bear moving to the next anchor.

Before the event, we conducted several internal tests and found out that there
are two main problems we need to solve in order to provide a use worthy AR
tour guide navigation system. The most signiﬁcant problem is rotation drift. The
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rotation drift problem inﬂuences the whole coordinate system and would be the
key to success of this AR navigation. The average of the rotation error is under
5◦ , and a 5◦ rotation error seems negligible in a short-range path. However, since
our path is larger than 100 m, it would cause approximately 10 m error. The other
one is scale drift problem. The scale drift problem is particularly noticeable while
turning since AR has no sense of actual environment. If the estimated path is
shorter than the actual path, the AR Waseda Bear would turn earlier and walk
into the wall.
In order to reduce the impact of these problems mentioned above, we proposed a nearest point algorithm based on human behavior. Generally speaking, if
there is no rotation drift, the Waseda Bear will stop at real ﬁeld where users can
step on, hence the nearest point would be almost the same as the anchor point,
and there will be no modiﬁcation to the original route. However, if there are
some estimation errors that cause the AR Waseda Bear to go outside the actual
path, for example, into the wall or outside the bridge, VBIP system would ﬁnd
the nearest point to the drifted anchor. By analyzing each nearest point and
anchor point, VBIP system would be able to adjust the drifted route to the
actual environment.
After implementing this adjustment algorithm, one can ﬁnally follow the AR
Waseda Bear to complete the journey and reach its destination. After achieving this goal, we launched our ﬁrst experiment during Science and Technology
Festival 2018. The experiment route and best tester result is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The navigation ground truth path and the best tester result.

Based on the experimental results in Figs. 9 and 10, we found out that only
around 20% of visitors can complete a route with a total length more than 350 m
and reach the destination, on the other hand, most of other visitors were lost
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after hundreds of meters. After analyzing all the data, we summarized several
reasons. The most important factors is that there were many people during the
festival, so for VIO, the interference noise is serious which directly leads to drift
error larger than our internal trials. Besides that, this experiment also pointed
out ﬂaws in our nearest point algorithm which is that in a navigation system,
the modiﬁcation of the guidance route should not rely on the user’s behavior,
but should rely on the facts of the environment. Based on this realization, we
further proposed an algorithm that is independent of user behavior but is completely related to the visual features of the environment, and conducted another
experiment afterward.

Fig. 9. The experiment result of meter completed by visitors.

Fig. 10. The experiment result of meter completed by visitors.
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VBIP System Modification

In order to provide a use worthy AR indoor navigation system, we proposed
an intuitive and reasonable hypothesis. We believe that with 3D point cloud
comparison and feature coordinate calculation, we will be able to estimate the
current user position and eliminate the drift error. However, 3D point cloud
comparison is extremely complicated and requires a lot of computing power and
a lot of computation time, especially for a large scale environment containing
millions of feature points such as Waseda University. Since it is impossible to
compare each point at one time, we proposed a two cascaded search mentioned
above to fast localize user location. In the ﬁrst cascade search, we use a particle
ﬁlter and magnetic intensities to coarsely localize the user into a potential circle with a radius around 5 to 10 m. In the second cascade search, we compare
RETOP descriptors of all the points cloud inside the potential circle and uses a
Brute-Force matcher to ﬁnd raw matches. We further reﬁne matches by removing outliers with more than 10% of error. Since RETOP descriptor has 128 bits,
raw matches with hamming distance larger than 13 bits will be removed. Once
the reﬁne matches are found, we retrieve the 3D coordinate (X, Y, Z) of each
reference point and its projection point (U, V). With a known camera matrix,
we could calculate the camera pose and heading by the formula in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. A formula for 3D camera pose estimation.

Even this proposed method works, it still consumes a lot of computing power.
In order to fast localize user position during the localization state, it is inevitable.
However, we believe a cross check should be done only once in a while during
the tracking state. In this case, we increase a background thread to do cross
check once every 5 s. When the system captured features lies outside the tracked
position, VBIP would calibrate the route and remove the cumulative error of
VIO.

6

Second Experiment Conducted After VBIP System
Optimization

Experiment Result [Experiment 2]
According to the second experiment in Figs. 12, 13 and 14, we found out that
almost 80% of the users can now complete the route. The average destination
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drift of successful visitors is less than 5 m which is only around 1% of the total
length (5/350). These experiment results shows our modiﬁed algorithm has been
greatly improved. However, there are still a few problems remaining, the most
inﬂuential problem is the 5 second interval. In most of the cases, users would
not stray from the right path too much, hence the system could match the same
features and calibrate the route. However, in a few cases, users might step on a
new path with diﬀerent visual features, in that case the system could not ﬁnd
matches and the system failed. One solution is to shorten the interval and do
cross check frequently, however, it will soon make the phone overheat. In our
further research, we will focus on ﬁnding a dynamic interval to balance the two
factors and maximize the beneﬁts.

Fig. 12. The experiment result of meter completed by visitors.

Fig. 13. The experiment result of meter completed by visitors.
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Fig. 14. The experiment result of destination drift by successful visitors.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted experiments in regards to a large scale AR indoor
navigation at Waseda University during Science and Technology Festival 2018.
The biggest challenge is to eliminate the drift error in VIO tracking for over
350 m. The ﬁrst proposed algorithm is based on human behavior, however, due
to the diversity of user behaviors, the eﬀect has not improved signiﬁcantly but
rather raised more issues. The second proposed algorithm is more intuitive and
reasonable by comparing the visual features and doing a 3D pose estimation.
According to the second experiment, feature based algorithm did greatly increase
the success rate by around 4 times hence proved our proposed algorithm works.
However, there are still a few problems remaining such as the smart phone
overheat problem or the size of an indoor map is too large since it contains
a great amount of 3D point clouds. Our future work will focus on solving the
overheat problem by proposing a dynamic model to determine the time interval
between each cross check.
The demo video of VBIP conducted at Waseda University can be found here
[14].
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Abstract. Storytelling has been used as a powerful methodology to design
learning activities. By producing their own stories, students learn while developing artifacts, which can be shared with other peer learners generating a rich
collaborative learning environment based on constructivism. Digital media and
especially hypermedia have been successfully used to support storytelling in
learning contexts since it eases the collaborative authoring process and allows
for the creation of stories with parallel threads and multiple versions, supporting
various viewpoints of the same story. Inspired by the context of learning the
cultural heritage of the Armenian cross-stones or Khachkars, we developed a
tool in which students can create their own hyper-stories to discuss their different aspects. The tool reflects the inherent attachment of the Khachkars to a
geographical location by offering a map on which learners can present the
location of the stones. We conducted a preliminary test for answers to our
research objectives on the effectiveness of a tool that raises the interest and
knowledge of the users in cultural heritage objects, which are located in open-air
settings. We also address the tool’s usability when using a mobile interface. The
results indicate that there is a slight increase in the interest and knowledge of
users in objects associated with cultural and historical heritage. The usability of
the tool over mobile interfaces was acceptable, although it is necessary to
improve certain functionalities.
Keywords: Mobile learning
Cultural heritage

 Hyper-storytelling  Collaboration 

1 Introduction
Tangible cultural heritage (ruins, ancient churches, vestiges of certain original cultures,
etc.) are scattered along various geographical places around the world. Most of them
remain in physical locations where they were originally created and have not been
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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moved to museums for various reasons. Some are impossible or very difﬁcult to
transport. There lacks systematic efforts to “discover” and classify them, in addition to
a lack of knowledge of their existence. In some cases, only those who live within close
proximity to the place know of them. In many cases, the geographical context is
important so as to give meaning to the information and knowledge of the historical
facts associated with these patrimonies.
Since these heritage sites cannot be taken to museums, a computational tool that is
able to take the museum to the geographical places where they are located would
contribute to learning more about these places. Our proposed method uses hyper storytelling to make collaborative descriptions of these places, where any person interested in contributing with can generate a unique story, interpret it from various points
of view and offer multiple stories that account for a more realistic and vivid way. The
developed computational tool will be used to collaboratively describe places of cultural
heritage value, as done in similar scenarios applied in other contexts of storytelling
activities, [1–4].
The heritage sites around which stories can be built correspond to archaeological
sites and the objects they contain. For example, in the archaeological site of Noratus,
Armenia, there are patrimonial objects called Khachkars. In Tiahuanaco, Bolivia, there
are archaeological vestiges of vessels or containers scattered in the area that have not
been registered yet nor classiﬁed, and little or nothing is known about them. Videos,
photos (from the internet or taken in the same place), links to web pages with complementary information, virtual 3D representations of objects (virtual museums), and
georeferentiations of the places where they are located may be used to describe patrimonial objects.
Authors in [5, 6] identiﬁed what is known as the problem of “getting lost in
hyperspace”, which is basically the user’s difﬁculty in building a map or a systematic
representation of the structure of the hypertext program and, by extension, the structure
of the information it contains. Our approach includes the georeferentiation over maps
as a central scaffold that addresses the sense of being lost in a spatial context in a map
while creating connections between sites with spatial location.
Several tools for supporting storytelling activities for learning have been developed
in the past for students of basic and middle school [1, 7–10]. Most of them implement
linear stories, instead of non-linear narratives (hyper-stories) [9, 11], for example,
European history for children [9], Australian history [3], natural history of America in
Chicago and New York [5]; or for increasing the intercultural awareness in higher
education [12]. Narratives can also be used within the design of new technologies to
support lifelong learning in a cultural setting [4]. Mulholland and Collins [4] present a
tool which comes close to the idea presented in this work which is a media integrated
storytelling platform for non-linear digital storytelling, which can be used as a cultural
heritage learning platform. However, the authors only consider the descriptions, and
not the location factors.
We would like to study whether making hyper-stories raises people’s knowledge
and interest in heritage and culture. We therefore conducted a preliminary test to obtain
ﬁrst answers to two main research objectives: (1) the effectiveness of the developed tool
to raise the interest and knowledge of the users in cultural heritage objects, which are
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located in open air settings, and (2) the usability of the tool, especially when using a
mobile interface.
Users participating in the test were purposely recruited from an engineering Masters
degree program. This circumvents a positive bias towards topics of cultural heritage, as
would have been the case if we had recruited students from the Humanities. During the
test, we focused on users who build hyper-stories “in-situ” by using mobile devices;
although thereafter, other users could use the hyper-stories for learning purposes. We
consider building hyper-stories as the ﬁrst step and therefore the most important one.

2 Hyper Storytelling as a Support of Cultural Heritage
Digital storytelling is a powerful teaching tool in the cultural and educational ﬁeld
[13–15], which facilitates the presentation of ideas, communication or knowledge
transmission, through the integration and organization of multimedia resources on
technological platforms of various kinds, including Web 2.0 tools [2, 3]. Digital storytelling takes advantage of the contributions of content generated by students, through
a simple procedure consisting of selecting a topic, performing research on it, writing a
script, and developing a story with multiple purposes: descriptive, informative, creative, etc. [13].
The construction and elaboration of stories generates attractive scenarios for
learning, in which each student adopts the role of a multimedia content producer [14].
This entails applying the narrative, descriptive and creative capacity of the authors and
taking the design of an initial script or storyboard as a starting point. It also implies the
development of digital narratives that promote new forms of writing and interpretation
of multimedia messages, thus training speciﬁc digital skills needed to interact in a
technological environment, known as digital literacy of the 21st century [15, 16].
Web 2.0 allows for the development of collaborative spaces that enable users to
produce information pills, digital stories and all kinds of stories that can be shared with
each other through various social network platforms, using narrative formulas and
simple technological tools capable of integrating multimedia resources with great
expressiveness and communicative value. From a technical point of view, digital
stories are constructed using hypermedia language, which can lead to complex stories,
thus requiring careful elaboration of a literary and technical script that integrates the
optionality and alternatives that hypertext allows. Increasingly, educational units at
elementary, middle school, college and graduate levels, use activities focused on the
construction of stories from this perspective, given their characteristics and educational
potential, obtaining interesting results [10].
There exists a classiﬁcation of the most relevant approaches for managing digital
storytelling processes in the literature [14, 16], as presented below.
(a) Linear vs. non-linear storytelling types are differentiated based on action sequences
of media occurring in the story. Non-linearity enables storytellers to tell more
complex stories with different storylines within the same story [5, 9, 11], i.e. Hyper
Storytelling. Different points of view on individual media could affect the normal
flow of a story. Non-linear stories may be told in several versions with various
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content sequences [10]. The interactive storytelling process enables storytellers as
well as story listeners to make their own decisions actively to determine the subsequent course of the storyline. Dynamic narratives are created by which users can
interact at each part.
(b) Collaborative/social storytelling processes can assist in designing the active
experience. In particular reference is made to typical web 2.0 environments for
narration to deﬁne and design multimedia pathways using social features (annotation, collaborative writing, video-sharing, etc.) enabling a continuous improvement of the narrative structure [2].
(c) Mobile/ubiquitous storytelling takes place in a physical environment where the
digital natives actually move around and interact with digital content as well as
with others using mobile devices and communication technologies. Mobile storytelling is considered a part of the transmedia storytelling, the process where key
elements of narration are spread out from various devices like smartphones, tablets,
etc. [17].

3 Tool Design Requirements
Based on the previous discussion, we present the requirements for the tool that can
support the construction of hyper-stories based on georeferenced archeological artifacts. We exemplify the requirements by a hyper-story constructed around the topic of
Khachkars (Armenian cross stones).
R1. Archeological artifacts or sites are the bases for the building blocks of the hyperstories. Users build a story by adding descriptions, comments, multimedia
material, including their 3D representation in a virtual environment and links to
other building blocks. To make an association with a ﬁlm telling a story we call
each building block a “scene” of the hyper-story, which has a scenario (the 3D
environment) and a (geographic) location where it develops. In our example the
core of a scene might be a single or a group of Khachkars.
R2. Each scene should be georeferenced in the place where the artifacts are currently
located or where they were originally found. The georeferencing of the
archeological objects can be done while the users are at the same place, using
mobile computing devices with positioning capabilities, or it can be done
remotely on a desktop computer. In our example the scenes were georeferenced
at the place where the Khatchkars were originally found.
R3. Archeological artifacts or sites within a scene should have a digital multimedia
representation (pictures, videos, animations, etc.) and a 3D model with metadata,
which describes them. In our example there is a virtual 3D model of the stone
and metadata describing important information like the year of creation, the
sculptor who carved it, important ornamental elements it contains, etc.
R4. Descriptions of the objects and archaeological sites will be carried out
collaboratively among the participants. Collaborative work can develop
synchronously, as well as asynchronously. The use of tags and colors will
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allow sorting, classifying and grouping the described historical objects and
places.
Each scene may have zero or many links to other scenes, which are related to it
and may continue the topic or introduce a new hyper-story. This requirement is
stated in order to implement a hyper-story with multiple scenes. A link may be
labeled with a text in order to describe the relation between the two scenes it
connects. Links might be one or bi-directional.
Provide visual support for traversing the multiple linear stories within the hyperstory, through the use of a graph that will show its nodes corresponding to the
scenes georeferenced in the map, and where the edges are labeled according to
the relationship that the user determines that exists between two nodes. The
visual support to go through the hyper-stories will allow the users to specify the
interrelations between the scenes. The nodes linkage generates semantics.
Examples of this semantics are: sequences of routes, hierarchical ordering, and
scenes grouped under speciﬁc criteria. The scenes grouping can be achieved by
the combined use of colors and links

Regarding R6, the interrelations between nodes can generate different semantics
associated with each georeferenced scene/node, where each of its combinations can
correspond to a story within the hyper-story. The basic semantics associated with the
stories that can be generated on the basis of a hyper-story scheme of Fig. 1, can help
the user’s understanding of the associated semantics. These are:
(a) The ﬁrst basic relation between scenes (Nodes) is the arc, which means after
visiting one scene, the ones linked to that should be visited. In Fig. 1, we see that
after Node 4, Node 5 should be visited; also, after Node 1.1, Node 1.2 and/or Node
3, AND? Node 2 should be visited. This basic relation may deﬁne sets of related
scenes according to the paths deﬁned by the links (see section c and d)
(b) The second basic way to relate scenes is specifying a group of scenes, which have
common characteristics by assigning the same color to them. In Fig. 1 Node 1.2,
Node 2 and Node 4 were created with red color, similarly, Node 1 and Node 1.1 in
yellow, and 5.1 and Node 5 in green, deﬁning three groups of scenes.
(c) Ordered traversal between Node 1 and Node 2: One option would be Node 1,
Node 1.1, Node 1.2, and ﬁnally Node 2. An alternative path would be Node 1,
Node 1.1, and Node 2 - skipping Node 1.2; or Node 1, Node 1.1, Node 1.2, Node 3
and ﬁnally Node 2 – (additionally visiting Node 3). Ordered traversal paths emerge
when implementing what is known as “depth ﬁrst” traversing of a graph.
(d) Hierarchical traversal: A hierarchical traversing path emerges when implementing a “width ﬁrst” graph traversal. They are deﬁned by starting from a node
(any) and visiting the neighbors (in any order) and then the neighbors of the
neighbors recursively. In Fig. 1 we can start from Node 1.2 and then visiting 1.1, 2
and 3 (in any order), after which we can visit 1 and 4, and ﬁnally Node 5.1 and then
Node 5.
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(e) Labels on the arc may be used to further reﬁne the ways to relate nodes among
them. In Fig. 1 Node 1.2, the link labels relate Node 1, Node 2 and Node 1 among
one another. Also, Node 1.2, Node 3, Node 4 and Node 5.1 form another related
Node group.
Along with the various ways of implementing interrelations between the nodes, an
additional functionality has been added to the graph that allows the user to be shown
the possible paths that the links generate between two nodes, without repeating them,
and based on the addresses of the edges. To see this functionality, the user must mark
two nodes, the start node and the end node, and the implemented functionality will
immediately show all possible paths. In this way, a user can go through several possible
stories within a hyper-story. For example, in the graph of Fig. 1, if the selected start
and end nodes are Node 1 and Node 2 respectively, the possible paths that will be
shown to the users corresponding each one to a story would be two, (i) Node 1, Node
1.1, and Node 2; and (ii): Node 1, Node 1.1, Node 1.2, and Node 2.

a

b

a
a

b

b

Fig. 1. The graph illustrates the explanation described in the requirement R6, regarding the use
of a visual tool to support users in the monitoring of hyper-stories, explaining the different
interrelationships and semantics associated with their use. Each Node is associated with a
georeferenced scene. (Color ﬁgure online)

4 Tool Description
Figures 2 and 3 show some of the main interfaces of the tool. Various sessions can be
created where users can contribute.
To implement the R1 requirement, the tool presents as a central view the world map
taken from Google Maps (see the left-hand side view of Fig. 2), on which points, or
geometric ﬁgures corresponding to archaeological sites are georeferenced for which a
description that corresponds to the construction of the story is given, see the right view
of Fig. 2. For each georeferencing, users must specify a title, plus the digital artifacts
indicated in the R2 requirement. Each created georeference can be commented on in
the description of each georeferencing or in the comments area, which extends the story
in a linear and non-linear way; users can add various digital contents speciﬁed in the
R3 requirement, such as photos, descriptions that complement the story, links to other
web pages (Wikipedia, YouTube, etc.), other related georeferentiations, and virtual 3D
representations of objects in virtual Museums. For example, the view on the right of
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Fig. 2. Screenshots of the tool, seen from the interface of a mobile phone, and showing two
different states of the tool, corresponding to one of the sessions in which the students performed
the preliminary testing. The screenshot on the left shows the result of having created a new
georeferentiation of the site “Noravank Monastery”, by using the functions of the buttons that are
shown at the top of the interface. The screenshot on the right shows the state in which the
interface of the tool changes, after the “Noravank Monastery” site previously created has been
chosen. In this last state, the information associated with the site is displayed in a window that
overlays the map from the right side of the tool’s interface. The information shown corresponds
to what was generated and introduced when the site was created: the author of the georeferenced
site, the date of creation, its classiﬁcation labels (Churches, Ancient-archaeological-site and
Khachkars), its classiﬁcation color (blue), links with more information of the site, one or more
photos (which can be taken in the same place where the georeference was created or upload
remotely). Also, in this state, any user who shares the session can comment on the georeferenced
site or read all the comments and their responses that other users have already entered in a
collaborative manner. In these comments, it is possible to include links to other georeferenced
sites, which allows for the construction of hyper-stories. (Color ﬁgure online)

Fig. 3, corresponding to a virtual 3D representation of the church of “St. Astvatzatzin
Church” entered by the user “Gustavo Zurita” in the view of Fig. 2 (right).
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Fig. 3. The screenshot on the left shows a status of the interface with a list of six previously
created archaeological sites, by the users who worked collaboratively in a session entitled
“Armenian Culture Heritage”. As with the association of labels when a site is georeferenced, the
use of colors (associated when the site is created) can also be used to classify them. For this
session, the students chose the color red for the ﬁrst two sites with the purpose of denoting
“ancient cemeteries”, and the blue color for the following four sites that denote the “ancient
churches”. This list is displayed in a window that overlaps the map from the left side, by clicking
on a button with an icon that contains three lines located in the upper left part of the tool
interface. In this state of interface, once you choose one of the sites displayed in the list of the
overlaid window, as is the case of “Noravank Monastery” and that is highlighted in blue in the
list (whose information is displayed in the state of the interface shown in the screenshot on the
right of Fig. 2), it is georeferenced on the map, as seen behind the window on the right side of
this interface state. The screenshot on the right shows an activation of another state that shows an
interactive 3D view that was associated through a link at the time the site “Noravank Monastery”
was georeferenced. (Color ﬁgure online)

These hyperlinked extensions can be resources generated by data from the crowd,
like Wikipedia or YouTube. In the case of the virtual 3D Khachkar museum, it is
a co-curated virtual 3D resource, in which both “the crowd” and Khatchkar experts
work together. On the one hand, mobile hyperlinked storytelling helps promote cultural
heritage sites by making them part of an interactive story. On the other hand, users who
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learn about crowd-based 3D museums are potential future contributors to sites like this
one, e.g., by taking photographs or scans on-site or by generating or validating sensor
metadata for the cultural objects, like GPS data. In return, story paths and comments by
mobile users using this tool can be used as a feedback channel to learn about the
cultural heritage resource linked therein.
Any user can create a georeferencing, or various users can together create one. The
generated stories can be constructed based on the comments that users make to each
georeferencing, thus allowing collaborative work that corresponds to the R4 requirement, see Fig. 2 (right).
In the description and comments associated to each georeferentiation, other locations can be georeferenced, which allows the creation of hyper-stories as stated in the
R5 requirement; Thus, e.g., the georeferencing “Noravank Monastery”, which can be
seen in Fig. 2 (right), is associated with the georeferentiations “Saint Karapet Church”
and “St. Astvatzatzin Church”. Please see comment from user “Nelson Baloian”.
Georeferentiations can be organized by colors and tags, to allow users to track and
characterize the descriptions of the historical places of several sites at the same time, or
to generate multiple stories of the same archaeological objects or places. At the left of
Fig. 3, a list of georeferentiations is shown, where the ﬁrst two in red (“Bjni” and
“Noratus Cemetery”) correspond to ancient Cemeteries, and the next four in blue
(“Echmiadzin Cathedral”, “Noravank Monastery”, “Saint Kaparet Church”, and “St.
Astvatzatzin Church”) correspond to places where churches are located. In this way the
georeferentiations in red allow the building of a story associated with the churches, and
the blue ones correspond to another story associated with cemeteries.
Figure 4 shows two views in different states, resulting from the activation of the
graph that shows all the scenes of a hyper-story built with the aim to present the
museums located at the center of the city of Yerevan. They have been georeferenced on
the map using the red color, and with labeled edges that explain the rationale or their
associations. These views correspond to the actual work done by three graduate students of the Master program in computer science at the American University of
Armenia (see next section for more detailed description of this activity). Figure 4,
shows the nodes corresponding to the scenes or nodes of beginning at the “Avetik
Isahayakyan House-Museum” and ending at “The Gallery of Mariam and Yeranuhi
Aslmazyan Sisters” on the right-hand side of Fig. 4, another more extensive path is
depicted, which visits the nodes “Avetik Isahayakyan House-Museum”, “Isahakyan
Museum”, “Hovhannes Shiraz Home and Museum”, “Hovhannes Tumanyan
Museum”, “Silva Kaputikyan House-Museum”, and “The Gallery of Mariam and
Yeranuhi Aslmazyan Sisters”. In the lower part of the view on the right the interface
shows the list of all possible trips. In this case, each of these scenes was added and
linked in order to advise people while taking a tour of the museums in Yerevan in a
convenient order according to their geographic proximity. In another similar session,
three other students generated a similar graph, but in that case, students decided to link
the museums according to their thematic nature, e.g., by painters, poets or sculptors.
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Fig. 4. The screenshot on the left shows a state that displays in the lower half of the interface, the
graph that visualizes the links between the stories (or hyper-stories) constructed collaboratively by
the students. In this session all the georeferenced sites were associated with the red color, so each
node of the graph is displayed in a red rectangle containing the name of the site and connected by
black arcs. Speciﬁcally, in this graph you can see the selection of a path between the site “Avetik
Isahakyan House-Museum” and the site “The Gallery of Mariam and Yeranuhi Aslmazyan”
labeled with a preﬁx “4:” (followed by the list of names of the sites of the chosen route) whose
connection arcs are shown in red, and their origin and destination nodes framed with a blue border.
The screenshot on the right shows another state of the interface where at the bottom are displayed
other possible paths labeled with preﬁxes corresponding to numbers from “1:” to “5:”, which can
also be chosen as other routes between the same sites chosen in the screenshot on the left. In this
way, a user can choose a route between two sites, choose them in sequence, while they are shown
on the map, and in turn open them to access their detailed information, along with the comments
built collaboratively. (Color ﬁgure online)

5 Preliminary Testing
We conducted a preliminary test to answer our research objectives about the effectiveness of a tool like the one described to raise the interest and knowledge of the users
in cultural heritage objects that are located in open-air settings, as well as the usability
of the tool, especially when using the mobile interface. Users participating in the test
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were purposely recruited from an engineering Master degree program in order to avoid
a positive bias towards topics of cultural heritage, as would have been the case if we
had recruited students from the Humanities. As mentioned in the ﬁrst section of this
document, engineers are clearly better subjects to measure the degree of motivation that
the use of the tool can generate, since these students, due to their training, are more
interested in aspects of the technical type than the cultural.
Since this was the ﬁrst testing of the tool by users not involved in its development,
we also wanted to get information about the usability of the system to improve its
interface in future versions.
5.1

Experimental Setting

We recruited 12 graduate students, 7 male and 5 female, ages 22 to 24 years old,
enrolled in the capstone project preparation course in which they learn how to conduct
a research project in general. In the frame of this course, this test was a student activity
for “learning by doing” on how to conduct an experiment in order to validate
hypotheses about the ability of a certain system for fulﬁlling requirements. The activity
started with a 15-min demonstration where the teachers showed how to use the system,
and the students composed a small test hyper-story. The teacher then instructed the
students to form six groups of two students each and choose a topic related to cultural
heritage, giving as possible examples “ancient churches”, “modern churches”, “museums”, “archeological sites”, “soviet architecture”, “modern architecture” and
“monuments”. At the end of the session they had to answer a pre-questionnaire (see
next subsection for the content).

Fig. 5. A student takes a photograph of the Armenian parliament, which was georeferenced as
an example of Soviet architecture.
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After this session, the students worked for one week creating the hyper-stories by
using the tool in their mobile devices. The students were not told beforehand, which
were the research objectives, in order not to bias them.
After the week, the students presented their work to the teacher and the other
students explaining what message they wanted to convey with their story. After all
groups presented their work, they answered a post-questionnaire, which also included
questions for measuring usability. After that they participated in a 30-min focus group.
5.2

Students’ Produced Hyper-stories

From the six groups, two chose the Armenian Churches (one with exclusively ancient
churches and the other included some new ones), two Monuments and Statues in
Yerevan, one example of Soviet Architecture (see Fig. 5), and the last one Galleries
and Museums, as their topics for the hyper-story they had to create with the tool, each
of them in six different sessions created with the tool.
Table 1 summarizes the main objective characteristics of the created hyper-stories.
The table shows a wide range in the value of the parameters considered for this
description, which are, apart from the topic itself, the total number of nodes, the
number of those which were created while being physically in the place (thus using a
mobile device), the number of links, the links semantics, which are the meanings or
concepts students used to organize the graph structure with the links and thus the
structure of the hyper-story, and the number of photos.

Table 1. Summary of the hyper-stories created by the students according to the number of
nodes created (in place and remotely), number of links, links semantic, and number of photos.
Topic
Churches,
new/old
Statues in
Yerevan
Statues in
Yerevan
Soviet
architecture
Galleries &
Museums
Ancient
Churches

#Nodes
remotely
8

#Nodes in
place
15

#Links

Link semantics

#Photos

29

Hierarchic

60

2

4

12

A walking tour

20

5

12

22

A walking tour

34

4

8

27

Thematic

10

3

9

18

Thematic

17

5

5

8

Location, style,
history

13
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Fig. 6. Screen capture of the interface of the tool executed on a desktop computer, showing the
graph of the hyper-story created by a group of students that chose to geo-reference “Galleries and
museums”, in a session called “Session 2”. In the screenshot, a user chose the “Museum of
National Architecture and Urban Life” from the list on the left, at the same time that its
georeferencing is shown on the map, and its representation in the graph, shown by a represented
node by a rectangle with black border of dotted lines. The relationship of this node, with other
nodes that correspond to other sites of museums, is denoted through the labeled arcs that leave or
enter it. In this graph in particular, the nodes and their arcs between one another, were created to
relate museums according to different criteria; that is, this is the basis of the hyper-story
constructed. For example, in this screenshot some arcs of the graph associate museums according
to their nature; e.g. the type of link semantic is thematic, (“house-museum” means the former
house where an artist used to live was converted into a museum after passing away), and others
link museums by the type of artists that exhibit their works of art in these museums (mostly
writers, one architect and a painter).

Through a review of student hyper-stories we observe various semantics that they
associated to the links created among the georeferenced sites. This is not about the label
of the link itself, but about how the links were relating to the nodes in general and thus
giving a structure to the whole graph (see requirement R6 in Sect. 3). Except for one
case, all groups were very consistent in assigning a semantic meaning to the links. For
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example, Fig. 6 displays the graph for the group that implemented a hyper-story on
Galleries & Museums. They related the nodes according to what was the gallery or
museum about. Therefore we see that “house-museum” means that it is (also) a house
where an artist used to live and was converted to a museum after she passed away.
Additionally, there are also links used to relate the nodes by the type of artist, so most
of the nodes in the shown part of the graph represent a writer’s museum. This means,
the “reader” of the hyper-story can traverse it by following a “house-museum” path or a
“writers” path.
By contrast, in Fig. 7 the graph shows that nodes are connected hierarchically:
There are two nodes representing monastery complexes (Haghbat and Sanahin), as well
as single structures belonging to them. The arcs go from the nodes representing single
structures to the nodes representing the complex to which they belong.

Fig. 7. This ﬁgure shows part of the graphic that represents the hyper-history elaborated by the
group that georeferenced “Ancient Churches” in a session called “Session 6”. The arrows of the
arcs were used to indicate the nodes with greater importance; that is, according to the
classiﬁcation of Table 1, the semantics of the links is hierarchical. Speciﬁcally, the graph has two
central nodes, each representing the complexes of the ancient churches “Haghpat Monastery
Complex” and “Sanahin Monastery Complex” to which other arches point, from nodes
corresponding to less relevant ancient churches that are part of these complexes.

5.3

Questionnaire Results

To obtain feedback from the students about the perceived utility; i.e., its effectiveness
in increasing the interest and knowledge of users in objects associated with cultural
heritage found in outdoor environments, we conducted a pre-test and a post-test.
Table 2 summarizes the answers of the pre-test. The two questions, “what is your
knowledge about the topic?” and “what is your interest on the topic?” are asked to ﬁnd
out if there is any variation before and after performing the activity with the tool, since
these are two of the most basic research objectives that we had in mind when conducting the experiment.
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Table 2. The table shows the two questions the students answered in a pre-test, and the answer
given by each student (labeled with s1 to s12).
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 Mean
min/max
7
9
6.5
1 - On a scale from 1 to 10, what 9 3 5 1 2 4 5 5 6 4
1/9
would you say is your
knowledge about the topic you
chose for the experiment?
8
9
7.75
2 - On a scale from 1 to 10, what 10 5 7 4 8 5 7 7 7 5
4/10
would you say is your interest
on the topic?

In the post-test, besides the same two questions of the pre-test, we included three
more related to the perceived utility. We can note that the mean value of the answers to
the questions about the knowledge level and the interest level rose from 6.5 to 7.6
(17%) and from 7.75 to 8.3 (7%) respectively, which might not be too impressive. This
might be because the initial values were already high before the experiment, especially
the one for the interest (second) question. It is however noteworthy that the minimum
answer for both questions rose much more dramatically for both questions, from 1 to 4
for the knowledge and from 4 to 7 for the interest (Table 3).
Table 3. Two questions the students answered in a post-test, and the answer given by each
student. The identiﬁcation s1 to s12 does not correspond to the same student in Table 2 with the
same ID since the post and pre-test were performed anonymously.
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 Mean
min/max
9 9 6 7 8 8
6 4 8 9
9 8
7.6
4/9

1 - On a scale from 1 to 10,
what would you say is your
current knowledge about the
topic you chose for the
experiment?
2 - On a scale from 1 to 10,
9 9
what would you say is your
current interest on the topic?
10 6
3 - On a scale 1 to 10 please
indicate if you enjoyed
performing the activity (1 not at
all, 10 yes, I fully enjoyed it)
10 7
4 - On a scale from 1 to 10,
what would you say is the
ability of developing hyperstories to raise interest in the
topic the hyper-story is about
10 7
5 - On a scale from 1 to 10,
what would you say is the
ability of developing hyperstories to implement an “open
air” Museum?

8

7

8

9

7

8

8

9

10

7

8.3
7/10

8

4

6

8

10 10 10 10

10

8

8.4
4/10

7

5

7

6

6

6

4

8

10

7

6.9
4/10

9

5

5

8

7

5

7

9

9

9

7.5
5/10
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For evaluating the usability of the system we applied the System Usability Scale
(SUS) test, which has been widely used for more than 30 years as a “quick and dirty” but
effective and reliable instrument [18, 19]. This instrument requires a minimum of 12
participants that also matched our sample. The test consists of 10 questions that are
answered according to the Likert scale, of which 7 measure the usability and 3 measure
how easy it is to learn to use the system. The output of this test is a number between 0 and
100, which does not correspond to a percentage, but is interpreted in the following way:
• 80.3 or higher means a high level of usability.
• Around 70 signiﬁes that the usability of the system is acceptable, but can be
improved.
• 51 or under signiﬁes the HCI of the application should be redesigned in depth.
Table 4 shows the outcome of the SUS questionnaire, which indicated that the
interface is acceptable, but can be improved.
Table 4. The table shows the answers given by the students for the SUS questionnaire. The
value on the Rate column was computed for the odd numbered question by subtracting 1 from the
mean values. For the even numbered question, the mean value vas subtracted from 5. The total
SUS value was computed by adding all the rates and multiplying this number by 2.5 [18].
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 s11 s12 Mean Rate
1

I think that I would like to use
this system frequently
2 I found the system unnecessarily
complex
3 I thought the system was easy to
use
4 I think that I would need the
support of a technical person to
be able to use this system
5 I found the various functions in
this system were well integrated
6 I found there was too much
inconsistency in this system
7 I would imagine that most people
would learn to use this system
very quickly
8 I found the system very
cumbersome to use
9 I felt very conﬁdent using the
system
10 I needed to learn many things
before I could get going with this
system
Total SUS

5

3

2

2

3

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

3.1

2.1

1

2

2

2

2

1

3

3

1

1

1

2

1.8

3.2

5

5

2

2

4

5

2

2

4

4

4

4

3.6

2.6

2

1

1

2

1

1

5

4

1

2

5

3

2.3

2.7

4

3

2

3

5

2

3

3

3

4

5

5

3.5

2.5

1

3

2

3

2

4

4

4

3

2

3

4

2.9

3.1

5

4

2

3

5

4

5

2

5

5

3

4

3.9

2.9

1

3

2

4

1

3

5

3

2

2

2

1

2.4

2.6

5

3

3

2

5

4

1

3

4

4

5

4

3.6

2.6

5

1

2

3

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

1.8

3.2

68.75
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After the students completed the questionnaires, a brief focus group session was
held centered on two simple questions: What are the main positive and negative
characteristics of the tool?
Regarding the positive aspects, they mentioned very prominently and almost
unanimously that the possibility of linking georeferenced sites differentiates this tool
from others that are publicly available. They especially appreciated the “view functionality” resulting from the creation and linking of georeferenced, sites that we are
referencing as a graph in this article (see Figs. 6 and 7). The members of the two
groups, which developed hyper-stories around monuments in Yerevan, commented that
this tool could be effectively used for supporting tourists visiting the city if used in a
crowdsourcing modality. This aspect is especially interesting, since it shows that the
tool is effective in terms of being used in places where historical or archaeological sites
are located, thanks to the mobile devices they used. The above is supported by the
results shown in Table 1, where from a total of 80 georeferenced nodes, 66.25%
correspond to georeferenced nodes “in place” and 33.75% to remotely georeferenced
nodes.
Most negative aspects were related with some bugs that they discovered while
using the tool, like photos being cropped or rotated when uploading them, and that they
had to ﬁrst enter Google maps independently of the tool in order to activate the GPS
functionality of the tool when using it with mobile devices. They also missed the
possibility of editing the content of the nodes after being published in order to complete
them or correcting some wrong information. Some students also mentioned the idea of
having the possibility of linking nodes with undirected arcs, so that it is possible with
just adding one link to go indistinctly from one node to the other. This hints at the fact
that the usability could be improved after ﬁxing the bugs.

6 Conclusions
The developed tool allows the museum to be taken to the geographical places where
archaeological objects belonging to different cultural patrimonies are located through
the hyper-storytelling. It also allows users to create linear and nonlinear historical
descriptions in a collaborative way, focused on the location of archeological artifacts.
According to the reviewed literature, there is no other proposal similar to ours in
which users based on georeferencing, associated with cultural historical sites, can
perform collaborative hyper-stories.
With the proposed tool, one can also describe intangible heritage objects, which are
associated with speciﬁc historical places. For example, the explanation on why the
Khachkars were built with certain characteristics can be described for certain regions of
Armenia, although their vestiges are not even present nowadays. By hyper-linking cocurated and virtual 3D resources, the awareness of mobile users about the existence of
virtual replicas of intangible objects can be raised and they can get access to these
resources.
The results of the preliminary testing to answer the achievement of the two research
objectives regarding the tool developed indicate that there is a slight increase in the
interest and knowledge of users in objects associated with cultural heritage found in
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outdoor environments. Regarding this result, it is noteworthy that the users are students
of Engineering Sciences, who initially may not have interest in historical and heritage
sites as social science students may have. This guess may be conﬁrmed with future
inquiry.
Concerning usability of the tool on mobile interfaces, we can say that it was
acceptable (68, 75 points over 100). It is necessary to improve certain functionalities,
being the most relevant: loading the photos taken “in-situ”, and the creation of links
between georeferenced nodes directly over the visual view of the graphs.
Furthermore, from our general observation of the preliminary testing, and
according to [1], the tool: (a) enhances collaborative storytelling, (b) supports collaborative work and (c) ensures a sense of authorship of the stories in a mobile scenario.
These are aspects of future work that we will address with more tests and a variety of
ﬁnal users.
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Abstract. In intercultural collaboration, the lack of a common ground,
typically evidenced by language diﬀerences, can result in misunderstandings. Many times, team members do not realize that a misunderstanding
exists during the collaboration. One solution is to identifying the words
that have a high probability of causing misunderstanding. However, it
is diﬃcult for people to identify those words, especially for monolingual
and monocultural people, as they have never experienced the language
and culture of the other party. Many researchers have been trying to
identify cultural diﬀerences using survey studies but the resulting coverage is limited, requires excessive eﬀort, and can yield bias. In this paper,
we propose a novel method that applies an image comparison technique
to an image database to automatically detect words that might cause
misunderstanding. We test our method on 2,500 words in a JapaneseEnglish concept dictionary called Japanese WordNet. This paper provides explains the results gained. We also discuss the use of the proposal
and visualization as a support tool to enhance intercultural workshops.
Keywords: Intercultural collaboration
Image similarity

1

· Multilingual communication ·

Introduction

For organizations, diversity provides vast beneﬁts. Diversity of top management
can strongly improve innovativeness and ﬁrm performance [15]. Besides top management diversity, racial diversity in the general workforce is also connected to
increased sales revenue, more customers, bigger market share, and greater relative proﬁts [6]. From these studies, we can infer that, cultural diﬀerence, which
is diversity in the cultural backgrounds, is important and beneﬁcial for organizations and teams. It could lead to a broader range of ideas and some of those
ideas could lead to promising innovations.
However, language diﬀerences and cultural diﬀerences are signiﬁcant issues
in intercultural collaboration. Even though diversity has many advantages, it
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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also raises diﬃculties in communication. With diﬀerent cultural and language
backgrounds, communication and collaboration become challenging. Nowadays,
support tools and services are available for multilingual communication [10].
Machine translation (MT) is now available and helps to oﬀset translation problems when there is no bilingual human or translator around. Various MT embedded chat systems have also been developed to support communication across
languages. Unfortunately, MT is not perfect and can cause diﬃculties in communication, including misunderstanding due to mistranslation, cause conversation
breakdown [13], and diﬃculties in establishing mutual understanding [16], etc.
The absence of a common ground can result in misunderstanding, and it might
take time for the participants to realize the misunderstanding unless he/she has
been deeply engaged in both languages and cultures or knows the team members
very well. An attractive solution is extend MT systems such they can identify
likely causes of misunderstanding.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose a baseline method to
automatically detect words that could cause misunderstanding when the team
members speak diﬀerent languages. We utilize an image comparison technique
to detect these words. Because people with diﬀerent language background sometimes see things diﬀerently [4], images from existing databases can be linked
back to the languages and keywords which would allow us to identify the cultural diﬀerences. As far as we know, this is the ﬁrst study to base the automatic
detection of cultural diﬀerences on image comparison.
The outputs of this method can be used to support intercultural design workshops and MT-mediated communication. Potential cultural diﬀerences can then
be visualized or the MT system can warn the user that the word used has a high
probability of triggering a misunderstanding.

2
2.1

Motivation
Motivating Scenario

Obviously, multilingual communication is more diﬃcult than monolingual communication. The diﬀerences in cultural backgrounds can yield even more problems if no common ground exists between the parties. Our previous work [14]
reported collaboration diﬃculties among children during a workshop. Brieﬂy a
block of clay was shown to the children and they were asked “what does this
looks like”. A Japanese participant said it looked like ‘red bean paste’ but the
children from other countries did not understand, since red bean paste in their
culture looks diﬀerent. The problem was solved by ﬁnding images of Japanese
red bean paste, and showing those images to the other children. In this case,
even if MT output was correct, this problem still exists because the team members have diﬀerent backgrounds. Fortunately, they realized that they did not
fully understand each other after a moment, so they could resolve the misunderstanding. Failure to identify misunderstanding rapidly delays the collaboration
signiﬁcantly and might lead to failure. In many cases, people do not realize that
there is misunderstanding happening during the conversation, instead they think
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they understand but, they do not. Our solution is to create a tool that can detect
cultural diﬀerences and thus possible misunderstandings. The prior study found
that the children had diﬀerent mental images due to their diverse cultural backgrounds, the problem was solved by searching for images in their language and
share them with the other children, so they ﬁnally understood each other. From
this case, we would like to investigate if the diﬀerence or the similarity of images
can link us back to the cultural diﬀerence or give us information about cultural
background.
2.2

Cultural Diﬀerence and Images

Cho and Ishida [2] referred to the detection of cultural diﬀerence as detecting
semantic diﬀerence based on the culture deﬁnition of Geertz [5], which deﬁnes
culture as “a historical transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols”.
They said that it can be viewed as ‘a pattern of interpretation’ or ‘a pattern of
semantic’. Our method is designed to detect semantic diﬀerence in two languages
and thus could be viewed as cultural diﬀerence. We expect it to be used as a tool
to predict misunderstanding that could happen. The children’s workshop indicated that the world could look diﬀerent through the language glass. Besides the
event, Deutscher [4] gave a lot of interesting examples of how diﬀerent language
speakers see the world diﬀerently. One example provided is that the historical
evidence of ancient people shows no reference/usage of blue color, not because
they saw less color than we do, but because blue is extremely rare in nature, so
there was no need to ﬁnd a name for this color. He also mentioned that some
languages have no word for ‘time’, and some languages use four cardinal directions instead of ‘left’ and ‘right’. It is reasonable then to assume that people with
diﬀerent language backgrounds might have diﬀerent images in their mind and
might have diﬀerent thoughts when presented with the same word or the translation of the same word. Nowadays, there are databases of images with annotations
in various languages and many image search tools are available. If these images
and their keywords satisfy users by providing good images for the keyword input
in diﬀerent languages, we could use the image database as a tool to identify cul(dan-go), which means Japanese
tural diﬀerence. For instance, the word
sweet dumpling made of rice ﬂour, can be translated into ‘dumpling’, however,
and ‘dumpling’ the results are totally diﬀerent.
when we look for images of
Even though the translation of this word is not wrong, Japanese speakers and
English speakers have diﬀerent mental images when presented with these two
words, as shown in Fig. 1. From this example, we can infer that an annotated
image database covering the diﬀerent languages can help us identify cultural
diﬀerences between or among the speakers of diﬀerent languages.

3
3.1

Related Work
Cultural Diﬀerence Detection

Cultural diﬀerence detection Groups of researchers have been studying and identifying cultural diﬀerence. Most of them collect data using cross-national surveys
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Fig. 1. Samples from images of
(right)

(dan-go, Japanese sweet) (left) and ‘dumpling’

and then analyze the survey results. For example, Hofstede’s cultural dimension [7] is a well-known model of culture. Yoshino [17] also conducted a crossnational survey and compared the social values, ways of thinking, and other
attributes. The results from these studies are interesting, but it seems impossible to apply the results to achieve real-time detection.
Cho et al. [3] studied the cultural diﬀerence in pictogram interpretations and
its pattern. They did a web survey to understand the diﬀerence in pictogram
interpretation in the U.S. and Japan. They found that, 19 of 120 pictograms
were judged to have culturally diﬀerent interpretations. They also found three
patterns of the interpretation diﬀerence including, “two cultures could share the
same concept but with diﬀerent perspectives”, “two cultures partially share the
concept”, and “two cultures do not share any concept”.
Yoshino et al. [18] proposed a method for cultural diﬀerence detection in
Wikipedia. The initial dataset is created by examining words and phrases with
diﬀerent meaning and usage in Japanese and Chinese by 18 Japanese students
and ﬁve Chinese students. They proposed a ﬂow of judgements based on the
initial dataset. They evaluated four judgements as being successful in assessing
cultural diﬀerence, including, “The article is not explained from a global viewpoint”, “While the Japanese Wikipedia version of the article mentions Japan,
the Chinese version does not.”, “Existence of a deﬁning statement, categorization by country name, and reference to origin or target country.”, and “Neither
country name is mentioned in either language version of Wikipedia.”
Existing works on cultural diﬀerence identiﬁcation and detection have been
conducted within speciﬁc areas of use. Moreover, the need for human judgement
is inevitable. Accordingly, this paper focuses on developing a method that can
automatically detect cultural diﬀerences present in a broad range of domains.
3.2

Support Tools for Heterogeneous and Intercultural Team

In interdisciplinary and cross-cultural collaboration, the team members have
various backgrounds and if they are not aware of it, diﬃculties in collaboration
can arise. A group of researchers [11] proposed a support tool to create awareness
of the bias in design teams. Their goal was to make each member be aware of
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her/his own interpretation of a topic while understanding and respecting the
other team members’ viewpoints. Their process includes asking each member to
make a bias card by choosing three pictures for a topic, together with text (up to
140 characters), and sharing the cards among team members.
Their proposed tool can help create mutual understanding among the members. However, topics must be selected and the same process must be performed
repeatedly. By comparison, our proposal can create mutual understanding without the need for topic assignment and eliminates the need for repetitive checks.

4

Method

To resolve the problem mentioned in Sect. 1, we introduce a method that can
detect possible misunderstanding when communicating across languages by comparing images that are associated with keywords in diﬀerent languages. We
chose to use image comparison for several reasons. First, images are well linked
to language and culture, as explained in Sect. 2. Second, it is often said that
“A picture is worth a thousand words”. Images contain information that might
not be present in a dictionary. Finally, since image databases and image search
engines are available, it is more convenient and less time consuming to use them
together with an image comparison technique to automate the detection of possible misunderstanding. Figure 2 shows the overall procedure used to compute
the similarity of a word and its translation in another language. If the similarity
is low, there is more possibility of misunderstanding when those words are used
in cross-culture and cross-language communication.

Fig. 2. Similarity calculation procedure.

First, a word, WL1 is selected in language, L1 . Its translation in language
L2 is WL2 . We look for a certain number of images in an image database or in
the put of an image search engine for both words. The number of images should
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be suﬃciently large, since many images may not well represent the keywords.
Ideally, all the images linked to a word should be similar, but in many cases the
images are rather diverse. For example, when the keyword is ‘lion’, the image
results are mostly pictures of lions. But, when the keyword is ‘zoo’, the image
results could include pictures containing diﬀerent kinds of animals. If we only
chose one image for the word ‘zoo’, we might get only the image of a lion, which
does not well represent ‘zoo’ but has high similarity to the word ‘lion’ instead.
To calculate similarity, after randomly selecting images, an image processing
technique is used to extract features of all images for word WL1 and word WL2 .
Feature extraction is a dimensional reduction process so the original image data
can be simpliﬁed and processed. The features extracted from the images for
the same word are averaged and compared with processing results for the other
word. It is also possible to compare every extracted feature but this would take
too long time and consume large amounts of computation resources. Lastly, the
similarity between the two averaged features is computed. This similarity usually
ranges from 0 to 1. A lower similarity indicates a bigger diﬀerence between the
images and thus a higher chance of misunderstanding.

5

Experiment

We conducted an experiment to examine the proposed detection method. The
selection of the data source and tools used were based on simplicity, and they
could be adjusted or replaced with other resources or services for better accuracy.
The software for this experiment, was written in Python.
The system computed the similarity between words in English and Japanese
using words from Japanese WordNet [9], a Japanese-English lexical database,
created from the original English WordNet of Princeton University [12]. In WordNet, lemmas, the dictionary form of words, are linked to sets of synonyms called
synsets. For Japanese WordNet, Japanese lemmas and English lemmas are linked
to the same synset. We conducted this experiment on 2,500 randomly-selected
noun synsets. Around half of the synsets Japanese lemma linked to the synset,
so it is impossible to calculate the similarity for those synsets. Based on the
detection method proposed in Sect. 4, ﬁrst, we randomly selected a synset from
the Japanese WordNet database and selected one or two lemmas in each language, based on its availability. If there were more than two lemmas, we run the
same similarity calculation program with ten images for each lemma and choose
the most similar two lemmas. Since some synsets have excessive number of lemmas making the calculation infeasible, if there were more than ﬁve lemmas for
a language in one synset, we randomly selected just ﬁve lemmas and calculated
the similarity among them to ﬁnd two lemmas for the next step of calculation. The reason behind this is when there are too many lemmas, some lemmas
have slightly diﬀerent, boarder, or more speciﬁc meaning than the others, so we
attempt to ﬁnd the two most similar lemmas that can strongly represent the
synset in each language.
For this experiment, we downloaded 30 images for each word if there was
one lemma per language and 15 images for each word if there were two lemmas,
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Fig. 3. An example of feature extraction and image comparison process

with Google Image Download API1 . The images were resized to 224 pixels × 224
pixels for feature extraction. To extract image features, we used one of the most
popular tools, VGG162 from Keras. The software transformed visual information
of the image into a vector space. The result of feature extraction was a vector that
contains 4,096 feature values for each image. An example of feature extraction
and comparison is shown in Fig. 3. After that, averaged features were calculated.
The synsets with two lemmas had their averaged features calculated from both
lemmas.
Several similarity measures can be used, but for simplicity, we used cosine
similarity, one of the most common methods of comparing vectors. Given A is
the feature vector for one word and B is the feature vector for its translation,
cosine similarity was calculated as follows:
n
A iB i
A·B
=  i=1
(1)
similarity = cos(θ) =
n
n
AB
2
2
A
B
i=1 i
i=1 i
We iterated the program 2,500 times on Windows servers. The calculation took
several days since it involved around 150,000 images and heavy computation
loads.

1
2

https://github.com/hardikvasa/google-images-download.
https://keras.io/applications/#vgg16.
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Result

We calculated the similarity of words in 2,500 synsets. Figure 4 displays the
numbers of synsets grouped by the calculated similarity result. Most synsets,
almost 60% of the synsets, contain lemmas with similarity values between 0.7
and 0.9. Synsets with similarity lower than 0.6 can be considered as low similarity synsets and the possible cause of misunderstanding, misperception, or
diﬀerent interpretation of words in those synsets. There are more synsets with
high similarity than synsets with low similarity, because in the real world, most
words do not cause misunderstanding or misperception.

Fig. 4. The Histogram of word similarity in synsets

Figure 5 displays typical examples of synsets with similarity values lower than
0.6 and higher than 0.6. The similarity values are rounded to four decimal places.
Each synset used for the calculation contained one to two lemma(s) in English
and one to two lemma(s) in Japanese.
The images under each lemma are chosen just to demonstrate the meaning of
the lemma and represent overall images to the reader. Some images in the table
are not used in the real calculation, but are similar to those images that were
used in the calculation. These images are displayed for the reader understanding,
because most images downloaded in our experiment are not permitted to be
publicly reused.
From Fig. 5, it is obvious that synsets with high similarity contain more
similar images from its lemmas. For synset 04317175, the word ‘stethoscope’
(stethoscope) refer to the same object and so give the same interand
pretation to the reader. Synset 13490343 also has high similarity but slightly
lower than the synset of word ‘stethoscope’. Images of all the words in this
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synset, including ‘growth’
(growing) and
(progress, improvement),
yield similar images and they have similar meaning. But, since these words are
abstract nouns, the images are slightly diﬀerent. For example, images for all
those 3 words contain images of small trees, in addition to graphs with upward
arrow and ﬁgures representing evolution and development. Synset 07673397 con(vegetable oil); it has slightly
tains the words ‘oil’, ‘vegetable oil’, and
lower similarity than the ﬁrst two synsets. However, the word ‘oil’ has broader
meaning than the other two words so it yielded images of drilling rigs and oil in
containers.
To detect the cultural diﬀerence and misunderstanding due to diﬀerent language and backgrounds, we focus on synsets with low similarity. Synset 10913871
has remarkably low similarity. The reason for the similarity result between ‘Cow(Mini Cooper) could be the nature of
per’, ‘William Cowper’ and
language. Because Japanese language has relatively few phonemes, many words
derived from foreign language can be written in Japanese character but they
are pronounced diﬀerently from the original words. Both ‘Cowper’ and ‘William
is pronounced ‘Kuu-Paa’. It is the
Cowper’ are person’s names but
homophone of ‘cooper’ in Japanese which makes most people think of Mini
Cooper, i.e. the car made by the automobile marque called Mini. When an
English speaker person uses the word ‘Copwer’, without any further explanation, a Japanese speaker might misunderstand that the speaker is talking about
cars.
(reform).
Synset 00269674 involves two words: ‘makeover’ and
‘Makeover’ is deﬁned as “the process of improving the appearance of a person or
a place, or of changing the impression that something gives” [8]. But when it is
used in English, people will think about a personal makeover, usually involving
make up and change in appearance. Image results from this word mostly include
,
picture of women before and after a beauty makeover. Whereas
in a Japanese dictionary, is deﬁned as: (1) Revise, improvement (2) To remake,
to resize or redesign clothes, to renovate building(s). The main image created
by a Japanese is usually related to building renovation. Images of this word are
usually images of a renovated room.
(recreation, playfulness), to
Synset 07491476 links ‘amusement’,
(recreation). The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary deﬁnes
‘amusement’ as “the feeling that you have when something is funny or amusing,
or it entertains you” and “a game, an activity, etc. that provides entertainment
and pleasure”. The images of this word show mostly pictures of amusement parks
, and
are rarely used in daily life. They
and rides. The word
have similar meaning to ‘amusement’ in terms of fun and pleasure, but their use
is not included in standard dictionaries
is diﬀerent and more complex.
,
but are used by only some groups of people. However, its adjective,
exists in dictionaries describing the feeling of fun and enjoyment. The kanji, Chimeans recreation and pleasure.
nese character used in Japanese language,
are related to ink painting magazines and painting exhibiThe images of
tions since they are used as magazine names and exhibitions. The image results
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are much diﬀerent from each othes, since this word is ambiguous and intangiare related to handmade objects and craftwork
ble. A few images from
due to the usage of this word. Even though the meaning of this word is mainly
about fun and recreation, this word can be explained as “To create enjoyment,
give people pleasure”. Unlike the other words in this synset, this word involves
personal pleasure. It is also often used conditional, for example “it will be fun,
if I succeed”.
6.1

Pattern of Low Similarity Synsets

From the results of our experiment, low similarity has a few reasons that cause.
Synsets with low similarity could lead to misunderstanding and diﬀerent interpretations between English and Japanese speakers. When we look at the synsets
with similarity lower than 0.6, we ﬁnd two interesting causes related to cultural
diﬀerence.
First, a word and its translation have the same meaning but represent different images in the languages. Because of the diﬀerent backgrounds, language
and culture, people look at a word and its translation diﬀerently.
Second, words in one language can have more speciﬁc or broader meaning
than in the other. The cases in this category includes:
1. Broader meaning in one language - When the word in one language has
broader meaning, it might yield a greater variety of images.
2. Several homonyms in one language - When one word has several meanings it
could confuse people even for native speakers. Some of the meanings might
include slang or a negative interpretation compared to its translation.
3. Speciﬁc noun in one language, i.e. name of famous person, brand name, product name, company name - When a word is used as a speciﬁc noun, such as a
product name, in one area, many people will think about the product instead
of the original meaning of that word.

7
7.1

Discussion
Visualization of the Cultural Diﬀerence

Existing work [11] raise the possibility of sharing images and short texts made by
each team member in design workshops to help mutual understanding and own
bias. Here, we would like to present an alternative tool to be used in the same
situation. The key advantage of our tool is that the information to be shared can
be created automatically using data output by the proposed cultural diﬀerence
detection method. Using visualization can help team members realize the difference and understand each other better; Fig. 6 is an example. This graph can
be shown to the team member together with the images already downloaded for
the calculation. When the word ‘makeover’ is mentioned, we grow the tree graph
from the root nodes for a few levels and investigate the neighbor nodes using
data from Japanese WordNet. In this graph, we use 0.6 and 0.75 as thresholds to
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determine node color. We use green for similarity values of 0.75 and above (high
similarity nodes), yellow for values between 0.6 and 0.75 (medium similarity).
Yellow nodes might contain diﬀerent interpretations of words or concepts where
the diﬀerence is not obvious enough to cause misunderstanding but caution in
advised. Red nodes are for words with similarity under 0.6; they have high possibility of causing misunderstanding. The hierarchy of this tree is based on the
relationships in WordNet. The upper nodes are words with broader meaning
than its lower originating node, or a hypernym of the lower node. Lower nodes
are words with more speciﬁc meaning than their upper nodes, i.e. a hyponym
of the upper node. In a workshop, such as a brainstorming workshop for an
advertising idea, when the English speaker mentions ‘makeover’, the Japanese
member might look at the translation and think about it as ‘reform’ and assume
that the discussion is about ‘reform’ not ‘makeover’. The automated system can
warn and display this tree to the participants. Since, this tree seems to ﬁt the
images from Japanese speaker’s side, the Japanese can use it to conﬁrm their
meaning and the English speaker can see what Japanese speaker thinks about
this word since this word is about reconstruction, ﬁxing, and improvement, given
that the upper nodes have fair or high similarity.

Fig. 6. An example of visualization of cultural diﬀerence (Color ﬁgure online)

7.2

Application of the Result

The results from our detection method can be used in MT-mediated communication. When a word used in the translation process, i.e. in a chat system, is
identiﬁed as a low similarity word in our database, we can warn the team members and oﬀer the word tree and related images to them. Even for intercultural
workshops or intercultural design workshops that are conducted in one language,
it is still useful to warn the team about possible misunderstandings when there is
non-native speaker in the team. We can also apply this warning implementation
in computer mediated communication between native and non-native speakers.
The result can be used as reference for culture and language studies as well.
It can be modiﬁed and used as an additional tool in existing language learning
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research, for example to help identify false friends, words in two languages that
look or sound similar but diﬀer signiﬁcantly in meaning [1] in language studies.
7.3

Limitation

Besides cultural diﬀerences low similarity is sometimes the consequence of imperfect translation of the language resource. Low similarity can also be caused by
technical errors, for instance, few images are available for download. We note
that abstract nouns are one of the problems our method has diﬃculty with,
since they are not linked to unambiguous images.
7.4

Future Direction

Our current method requires a combination of diﬀerent tools so its accuracy
also depends on the eﬀectiveness of those tools, including image comparison
tool, and the accuracy of the lexical database or the MT system. Since this
paper does not focus on the accuracy of similarity in this paper, we can improve
accuracy by changing the tools and method used, for example, using diﬀerent
methods to select words in the same synset, using diﬀerent image comparison
methods, using diﬀerent similarity measures, etc. The threshold of the low or
high similarity can also be adjusted and studied in the future for more accurate
prediction. Future work could combine the use of dictionaries and other language
resources for better translation of each lemma and it could allow us to identify
abstract nouns and treat those lemmas diﬀerently.
We plan to include a conﬁdence measure of the calculation by looking at the
variety of images from one lemma. If one lemma yields wildly diﬀerent images,
the quality of the calculation in the next step might be degraded.
We also plan to implement and evaluate the visualization tool. Comparing
word trees that include similarity data is also interesting. We might be able to
see the relationship between low similarity nodes form the similarity of the roots.

8

Conclusion

Our main contribution of this paper is to present a novel method to automatically
detect cultural diﬀerence, and possible misunderstanding, or possible misinterpretation of words. We aim to use it for MT-mediated communication and intercultural workshops. We believe that, this is the ﬁrst work to apply image comparison to the identiﬁcation of cultural diﬀerences. Since existing works [3,7,17,18]
mostly studied and identiﬁed cultural diﬀerence using the survey method, they
can only study cultural diﬀerences across speciﬁc culture pairs. It also is too
expensive and too slow. The proposed method achieves our goal of detecting
possible cultural diﬀerences, misunderstandings, and misinterpretations in intercultural collaboration automatically. As such, it can be used in broader areas of
study and does not need human eﬀort.
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We investigated our method by applying it to Japanese WordNet. We looked
for dissimilarities between sets of images that represent words in English and
Japanese using an existing image database and automated image comparison.
We conducted an experiment on 2,500 synsets and presented some of our results
in this paper. Low similarity can be due to diﬀerent images being linked to a
word and its translation, resulting from the diﬀerent backgrounds. The second
cause is the unequal meaning assigned to words in each language. For example,
when words in one language have several meanings and when one meaning in
one language is used as a speciﬁc noun, including name of commercial brands,
companies, or people.
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Abstract. Recently, the number of people living in single-person households has increased. Although the numbers of sensor-based services that
monitor personal safety are increasing, they do not provide the feeling of living in a multi-person household. In this study, we attempt to
realize a system that shares the sounds of a distant family household,
thereby creating the impression that the family household is nearby.
Using this system, we devised a method to express people’s activity in
a remote location and evaluated the system experimentally. We considered multiple-footstep expression methods and based on experimental
results, identified the most suitable method. Herein, we propose a “FootstepsMixer,” a tool that expresses the actions of multiple people using
the optimal footstep expression method. With this tool, users can easily
express footsteps in an exaggerated manner and can set the number of
people and the maximum volume of each footstep. We also consider what
type of motion expression can be realized using the proposed tool.

Keywords: Awareness support

1

· Footsteps · Mixer

Introduction

Living in a family household, we are constantly surrounded by ambient sounds,
such as your mother cooking in the kitchen, your sister going up and down the
stairs, or your father working on his computer. Alone in your room, you can
imagine what your family members are doing without seeing the source of those
sounds. These sounds often provide reassurance and happiness; however, when
you live alone away from your family, you cannot hear such sounds because of
work or college. We can sense the activities and liveliness of the family members
because of these sounds. Herein, “liveliness” refers to the degree of vigor of the
person; if you hear footsteps of your sister going upstairs quickly, you understand
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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that she is vigorous, and if you hear slow footsteps, you understand that she
might be exhausted.
The number of one-person households is increasing globally [1]. According
to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the
number of one-person households is expected to grow in all the OECD countries
for which projections are available [2].
Some people who are unable to live with their families owing to various circumstances sometimes feel sad and nervous. To solve this problem, we attempted
to realize a system that shares the real-life household sounds of a distant family,
creating the impression that the family is nearby (see Fig. 1). Among the various
possible sounds, we focused on footsteps because footsteps diﬀer from person to
person, and we considered that the sound of footsteps easily represented the
liveliness of a family living away.
To achieve this goal, we are developing a system that satisﬁes the following
requirements.
– It enables us to feel the liveliness and activity of a family living away.
– It enables us to share a sense of space with remote partners, while protecting
the privacy. (This is in a trade-oﬀ relation with the ﬁrst point.)
Initially, we implemented a microphone and loudspeaker-based system that
recorded and reproduced footstep sounds. We found a way to express footstep
sounds that could, to some extent, sound like a single person walking around
on a ﬂoor above the listener. However, the initial system could not eﬀectively
express the activities and liveliness of multiple people.
In this paper, we explore various ways of expressing footstep sounds and
ﬁnd a method to reproduce footstep sounds that let remote family members feel
as though they were in their family home. To facilitate this investigation, we
propose a tool that we refer to as “FootstepsMixer.” Using this tool, we search
for an optimal footstep expression method. In addition, we consider what type
of motion can be expressed using the proposed tool.

2
2.1

Related Work
Awareness Communication

Considerable research has focused on awareness of remote areas [3–8]. For example, Dourish et al. [3] proposed systems called Portholes that arranged still
images captured at regular intervals at various points on a single screen such
that people at multiple remote points can see at any time. Robert et al. [4] proposed a system called the Video Window System that employed a large super
wide screen video, and that keeps video and audio connected to remote rooms
at all times. These systems [3,4] can convey a sense of the entire space; however,
there are signiﬁcant privacy concerns.
Ishii et al. [5] proposed the ambientROOM, which was an interface to transmit information variedly in the background of awareness. It conveyed the motion
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Fig. 1. Image of the proposed system. Our goal is to realize a system that shares the
sound of footsteps from the household of a distant family to create the impression that
the family is nearby.

of people and animals from remote areas in a surrounding environment using various display media, such as water, light, and shadows. Siio et al. [6] proposed
a system called Peek-A-Drawer that automatically transfers photos in drawers
to remote locations and shares the contents of the drawers. In addition, Meeting Pot, a system that conveys the scent of brewed coﬀee to a remote place,
has been proposed. Rowan et al. [7] proposed a system called Digital Family
Portrait that shares family life with elderly relatives who live in remote areas
by connecting via portraits. Although these systems [5–7] can provide a sense
of sharing aspects of life while preserving privacy and awareness, they share a
limited space and do not fully share the living space. Tsujita et al. [8] proposed
a system called SyncDecor that synchronizes furniture used in daily life, such as
a trash can whose opening and closing is synchronized with a remote area and
a lamp whose brightness is synchronized with a remote area. Although these
are highly sensitive to privacy, they are shared only in limited spaces such as
drawers, portraits, and pots, and it is diﬃcult to say that they share the sense
of life completely.
2.2

Stereophonic Sound

Many studies have attempted to reproduce stereophonic sound based on three
clues, i.e., time gap, volume, and phase and change of frequency responses. In the
groupware system developed by Cohen et al. [9], the positions of participants in
a virtual meeting room are associated with the positions of sound sources. Here
stereophonic sound was used to construct an acoustic environment in a virtual
conference space in the conference. The system developed by Seligmann et al. [10]
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shows participants’ activity by arranging not only voice but also keyboard strikes
and clicks on the space.
These previous studies indicate that the use of stereophonic sound in a virtual
space can provide clues about human actions and a feeling of being near to others.
Reproducing stereophonic sound is diﬃcult and requires specialized equipment.
In the current study, stereophonic sound does not need to be reproduced perfectly
because the purpose is to convey the movement of people in remote places. The
goal is to express rough movement and liveliness by the strength of the sound
heard via a speaker.

3

Footstep Expression Methods

In this section, we describe the method of expressing footsteps. When footsteps
are recorded using a stationary microphone, the volume decreases sharply as
the distance between the microphone and the source of the footsteps increases.
This sudden change hinders the smooth expression of footstep movement and
adjusting the sound like smoothly moving footsteps is diﬃcult. To overcome
this diﬃculty, we developed a method to express the movement of footsteps
by mixing and connecting prerecorded footstep sounds. We investigated several
ways to express footsteps and conducted experiments to compare them.
3.1

Footstep Expression Models

The four footstep expression models investigated are listed in Table 1. Figure 2
shows how the volume changes over time for Model 1, Model 3, and Model 4. In
Fig. 2, the horizontal axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents sound
intensity. Model 1 is a raw recording of the sound of moving footsteps using a
microphone. The method used in the initial system described in Sect. 1 is used to
record this model. Models 2–4 are synthesized reproductions of footstep sounds
generated by repeating a single footstep sound while gradually changing the
volume. Model 2 (not shown in Fig. 2) is produced by imitating the loudness
change of Model 1. Model 3 is designed to test a gradual change in the loudness
of footsteps. Here, the loudness decreases linearly up to −18 dB in 2.91 s. The
change of loudness over time is expressed as follows.
G=−

18
600
t(= −
t)
97
2.91

(1)

Here, G is volume in decibels (dB) and t is time in seconds. The method represented by Model 4 changes volume twice as fast as Model 3; thus, the volume
reaches −18 dB in half the time taken by Model 3. The relation between G (dB)
and t (s) in Model 4 is shown below.
G=−

18
1200
t(= −
t)
97
1.455

(2)
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Decibels are represented using a logarithmic scale; thus, they must be represented by a power factor. The relation between G (dB) and Power is expressed
as follows.
(3)
G = 20 log10 P ower
Table 1. Experimental conditions.
Model

Example

Model 1 Footsteps recorded with microphone
Model 2 Footsteps imitating Model 1
Model 3 Footsteps changed gradually
Model 4 Footsteps changed gradually in half the time of Model 3

Fig. 2. Comparison of Model 1, Model 3, and Model 4.

3.2

Experiment

The experiment was performed to identify the best model from Models 1 to 4.
The best model should not sound as if the people in remote areas are moving
momentarily and should not feel like several people are walking. The meaning
“moving momentarily” refers to the feeling when a person in a remote area
teleports or jumps between footsteps playback devices. In addition, the footsteps
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in the experiment are one person’s footsteps; thus, the feeling that several people
are walking is not suitable.
Participants. Twenty college and graduate students volunteered to participate
in the experiment. The participants included ﬁfteen males and ﬁve females, and
ranged in age between 22 and 25 years. Prior to conducting the experiment, the
participants were asked the question, “Do you have experience of hearing footsteps from the upper ﬂoor in an apartment, or a house?” 85% of the participants
answered “Yes.”
Experimentation Space. The experimental space was a square (2.61 m per
side). This size is suﬃciently large for participants to understand the movement
of footsteps. We installed four footstep playback devices on poles at the corners
of the square space. The footstep playback devices were placed facing downward
at a height of 2 m from the ﬂoor.
Procedure. The participants listened to the playback of the four types of footstep sounds listed in Table 1 individually. Participants answered the questionnaire for each Model (see Table 1). Table 2 lists questions and options the range
of potential responses. The participants were told in advance that they would
hear footsteps; however, they were not told how many people’s footsteps they
would hear. In Table 2, Q1, Q2, and Q4 were evaluated on a seven-point Likert
scale. The Latin square method was used in consideration of the inﬂuence of
the order on the results. After the experiment, we told the participants in the
experiment that footsteps sound you heard is of a single person and the participants were asked the questions shown in Table 3. The experimental environment
is shown in Fig. 3.
3.3

Results

Results of Questionnaire. For “Q1. Did you feel that it was footsteps?,” all
models received scores of 5 or more. There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the four models. Figure 4 shows the results for “Q2. Did this footstep make you
feel that people in remote areas were moving momentarily?” Here, two of the
four models were selected, and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed. A
signiﬁcant diﬀerence was conﬁrmed at a 5% level between Model 2 and Model 3
and between Model 2 and Model 4. In Model 2, the participants who responded
that they felt that people in remote areas were moving momentarily (answered
by 5 or more) had the following opinions.
– “It seems that footsteps were generated in an unnatural place.”
– “It sounds like footsteps moving from the right front to the left back in an
instant.”
– “It seems that footsteps were interrupted on the way.”
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Table 2. Questionnaire
No. Question
Q1 Did you feel that it was footsteps?
(1. Not at all. - 7. Very much.)
Q2 Did this footstep make you feel that people in remote areas
were moving momentarily?
(1. Not at all. - 7. Very much.)
Q3 Please enter the reason for your response to Q2
Q4 Did you feel like several people were walking?
(1. Not at all. - 7. Very much.)
Q5 Please enter the reason for your response to Q4

Table 3. Questionnaire administered after the experiment.
No.

Question

After-Q1 Which one model felt most realistic liveliness?
(first, second, third, fourth, about the same)
After-Q2 Please enter the reason for your response to
After-Q1

Fig. 3. Experimental environment. Participants sat at the center of the experiment
space and answered questions while listening to footsteps output sequentially from
multiple devices counterclockwise.
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Figure 5 shows the results for “Q4. Did you feel like several people were
walking?” Two of the four models were selected, and the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was performed. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence was conﬁrmed at a 5% level between
Model 1 and Model 4. In addition, a signiﬁcant diﬀerence was conﬁrmed at a 1%
level between Model 2 and Model 4. In Model 4, the participants who responded
that they did not feel that several people were walking (answered by 2 and fewer)
had the following opinions.
– “I felt that the footsteps were moving continuously.”
– “I felt that one person was walking around.”
– “I felt only one person’s footsteps.”

Fig. 4. Q2 results.

Results of After Questionnaire. Figure 6 shows the result for “After-Q1.
Which one model felt most realistic liveliness?” The number of participants who
answered Model 4 was the greatest (50% of the total number of participants).
The reasons provided for selecting Model 4 were as follows.
– “Movement of footsteps was easy to understand and there were no elements
that felt particularly unpleasant.”
– “I felt that one person was walking around.”
– “There were few overlapping footsteps sounds.”
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Fig. 5. Q4 results.

3.4

Best Model

The results provided in Sect. 3.3 are summarized as follows.
– Compared to Model 2, Models 3 and 4 did not sound like moving instantaneously.
– Compared to Models 1 and 3, Model 4 did not feel that some people were
walking.
– Model 4 felt most realistic liveliness.
Notably, the reason for these results was the diﬀerence in volume of the ﬁrst
1.455 s (half of 2.91 s). According to Fig. 2, the volume up to 1.455 s is in the
following order: M odel3>M odel4>M odel1(≈ M odel2). In the case of Model 3,
the volume power is greater than 0.3 in 1.455 s; thus, the footsteps sounds overlap
with the footsteps sounds of the next speaker, thereby appearing like there are
several people. Conversely, in the case of Model 1, the volume power is smaller
than 0.2 for about the ﬁrst 0.7 s; thus, it does not sound like movement between
the speakers, but it sounds like a diﬀerent person is walking. Therefore, Model
4 is considered to be the best among four models. In the follow, we describe
FootstepsMixer, the tool we developed a tool to express footsteps of multiple
people based on Model 4.
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Fig. 6. Results of questionnaire administered after the experiment (see Table 3).

4
4.1

FootstepsMixer
Problems Expressing Footsteps of Multiple People

According to Sect. 3, when transmitting a single person’s footsteps to a remote
space, it is possible that listener felt realistic liveliness because of the impression
that he/she is nearby. However, when transmitting multiple people’s footsteps
to a remote place, balancing the volume of each footstep is problematic. In this
study, we needed to transmit a sense of liveliness as well as motion, but when multiple people’s footsteps are played simultaneously from a single playback device,
there is a possibility that sound cannot be discerned as footsteps. In addition,
it may be necessary to change the mixing balance depending on the number of
people in the remote space. To address these problems, we developed the FootstepsMixer tool that expresses the movements of multiple people. In the following
sections, we describe FootstepsMixer’s features and system conﬁguration.
4.2

FootstepsMixer Features

Initially, the FootstepsMixer user sets the number of “walkers” in the space.
To generate an audio stream to be played from one of the system speakers,
FootstepsMixer calculates the positions of the walkers based on the walking
speed deﬁned in the system, calculates the intensity of each walker’s footsteps
based on the distance between the walker and the speaker, generates the footstep
sound by repeating a single prerecorded footstep, and mixes the footstep sounds
of the walkers at an intensity that corresponds to each of the walkers. Note that
the intensity is calculated based on Model 4. The implemented system has four
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speakers, and this calculation and generation of sound based on a prerecorded
footstep is repeated for each of the speakers.
In addition to the basic generation based on the Model 4, FootstepsMixer
includes some adjustment functions that can be used to express multiple walkers’
footsteps eﬀectively. These functions include the following.
– The user can set footstep exaggeration (weighting).
– The user can set the number of people and the maximum volume of each
footstep.
– The user can preview how each of the speaker sounds.
4.3

FootstepsMixer System Configuration

A screenshot of FootstepsMixer’s control panel is shown in Fig. 7. FootstepsMixer
can generate footsteps of multiple walkers by mixing footstep sounds according to
their position in the space. As shown in Fig. 7, the FootstepsMixer user interface
is divided into three areas, i.e., Floor Area, Sensor Select Area, and User Select
Area.
Floor Area. The square frame in this area indicates the space in which the
footstep transmission system can be used. This area plays a role like an execution
screen; however, the user cannot set anything in this area. The four circles in the
square frame represent the speakers. Here we refer to the speakers as “sensors” to
indicate that they represent the audio sensors (microphones) at the remote site.
As the user select a given sensor in the Sensor Select Area, the corresponding
circle is displayed in dark blue and the corresponding circle for the sensors not
selected are displayed in light blue. The user can set the number of walkers in
the space in User Select Area; human-shaped icons representing the number of
walkers are displayed in the square frame. In Fig. 7, the number of walkers is set
to three. The human-shaped icons move in the square frame at random speeds.
Sensor Select Area. In this area, the user can select one of the sensors to
playback the sound. Only one sensor at a time can be selected. In Fig. 7, Sensor1
is selected; therefore, in the Floor Area, the upper left circle is displayed dark
blue, and the audio stream corresponding to Sensor1 is played back.
User Select Area. In this area, the user can set the intensity of exaggeration (i.e., weighting), the number of walkers, and the maximum volume of each
walker’s footsteps. To facilitate the diﬀerentiation of closely located multiple
walkers, the system makes one of the footstep sounds louder than the others.
Notably, the intensity of exaggeration refers to the extent to which the footsteps
of the walker closest to the sensor are louder than other footsteps.
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The algorithm used to calculate the percentage of exaggeration is explained
in the next section. The number of walkers (one to ﬁve) can be selected. The
user can hear footsteps for the selected number of walkers and can set the maximum volume of each footstep. Volume can be from −18 dB to 0 dB. The mixed
footsteps change dynamically each time the user changes the setting, and the
user can adjust the setting based on a preview playback.

Fig. 7. FootstepsMixer. (Color figure online)

4.4

Algorithm

Here, we will explain the algorithm with and without exaggeration.
Based on the results given in Sect. 3, we use the footstep expression method
of Model 4. The number of walkers who create footsteps is represented as n(1 ≤
n ≤ 5). When the distance between sensors is L (pixel), the distance between
the sensor and the foot is dn (pixel), and the maximum volume is Mn (dB). The
volume G(dn , Mn ) can be expressed as follows.
G(dn , Mn ) = −36

dn
+ Mn
L

(4)

The equation representing dn (pixel) with the coordinates (sensorx , sensory )
of any sensor in the Floor Area and the coordinates of the human-shaped icon
(humanx , humany ) is as follows.

(5)
dn = (sensorx − humanx )2 + (sensory − humany )2
When the number of walkers is set to two or more, this algorithm compares
the distance between the sensor and the walkers, and exaggerates the footsteps
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of the walker closest to the sensor. When w is the exaggeration rate (0 ≤ w ≤ 1),
the volume G(dn , Mn ) is expressed as follows.

−36 dLn + Mn
(dn = minD)
G(dn , Mn ) =
(6)
dn
1
(−36 L + Mn ) w (else)
Here, a set of dn (1 ≤ n ≤ 5) is represented as D.
The user can adjust the exaggeration rate in the User Select Area after prelistening to the footstep sounds. However, in the current implementation, each
time the distance between the sensor and the walker changes, it takes time for
the system to determine the walker closest to a sensor. To compensation for
this limitation, the exaggeration rate w can only be adjusted in six stages (see
Fig. 7).

5
5.1

Discussion
Further Use of the Proposed FootstepsMixer

Currently, FootstepsMixer is designed to be used as a tool to explore ways of
expressing footstep sounds eﬀectively such that people can sense remote members of their family. Finding a way to control the sound would represent an
improvement of the current implementation; however, even if we do not, the
tool is can realize our initial objective. To support this contention, we provide
the following two scenarios.
Scenario A: Father Wants to Know About the Life of His Two Daughters Who Live at a Distant. Due to an unavoidable circumstance related to
his work, the father lives separately from his family (his wife and two daughters). To know that they are doing okay, the father wants to hear his daughters’
footsteps rather than those of his wife. Thus, he sets the volume of footsteps
of his daughters to be louder compared to that of his wife. Even if the daughters’ footsteps are heard simultaneously, he does not perceive the sound as noise;
therefore, he sets the system not to exaggerate.
Scenario B: Grandmother Wants to Know the Life of Her Family.
A grandmother is living separately from ﬁve family members, i.e., her daughter, daughter’s husband, and three grandchildren. She wants to know about her
grandchildren’s every day. Therefore, she sets their footsteps to be louder than
those of her daughter or her daughter’s husband. However, the sound is a bit
noisy because her grandchildren run a lot. Consequently, to compensate for the
noisiness, she set the footsteps to exaggerate, which allows her to perceive her
grandchildren’s liveliness.
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Exaggeration Rate

In the current implementation, the degree of exaggeration was limited to six
stages (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%). The purpose of this study is to enable
people who are listening to the footsteps to understand the liveliness and activities of people in remote areas. Therefore, we assumed that a ﬁne adjustment
of the degree of exaggeration was not necessary. However, it is still necessary
to consider whether six steps are appropriate. In addition, we recognize that we
need to develop a better exaggeration algorithm.
5.3

Limitation

The newly developed FootstepsMixer allows the user to set parameters to control
the simultaneous playbacks of multiple walkers’ footsteps. The current system
limited to a setting in which sensors are placed at the corners of a square. Based
on feedback from actual users, it will be necessary to provide additional setting
options, including a diﬀerent arrangement of sensors.

6
6.1

Future Work
Application to Footstep Transmission System

We intend to apply the proposed method to a footstep transmission system that
records the activity of people at a remote site and reproduces their footstep
sound. This system will transmit data about people’s position captured by the
foot activity recording device, such as position sensors, and will play footstep
sounds based on the position data.
6.2

Long-Term Experiment in an Actual Residence

We need to perform experiments using the footstep recording transmission system in an actual home. By conducting experiments over a long period, we would
like to investigate how much awareness can be felt based on footstep activity
in a home. Using the tool in an actual home may reveal previously unidentiﬁed
problems and identify ways to improve the proposed tool.

7

Conclusion

In this study, we attempted to realize a system that shares the living sounds
of a household of a distant family to create the impression that the household
is nearby. To date, we have not been able to express the activity and liveliness
of several people; therefore, we proposed the FootstepsMixer tool that expresses
the activity of several people using the footstep expression method we devised.
Using this tool, users can easily express footsteps exaggeratingly, and can set the
number of people and the maximum volume of each footstep. In future, we would
like to apply this tool to a footstep transmission system and conduct long-term
experiments in an actual home.
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Native Speaker’s Talk
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Abstract. Conversation between native speakers and non-native speakers is not
always easy. Non-native speakers sometimes feel hard to understand what native
speakers talk because of their speaking speed. Even kind native speakers who
speak slower in the beginning often get back to their “natural” speed unconsciously after a while. Although non-native speakers may ask a native speaker to
repeat what they cannot catch, participants of the conversation would become
uneasy for too often request of repeating, which may also reduce productivity of
the conversation or the meeting. In this paper, we study how conversation
between native and non-native speakers is conducted regarding speech rate, how
the introduction of a speech speed awareness system could alleviate this communication problem. The system recognizes speech rate in real-time and makes
participants aware when their speech rate is too fast for non-native speakers.
Keywords: Second language conversation support
Non-Native speaker support

 Speech speed 

1 Introduction
We have more chances of conversation in second languages than ever recently, but
conversation between native speakers (NS) and non-native speakers (NNS) is not
always easy. The conversation is often unbalanced when NS communicate with NNS.
The reasons of NNS listening and understanding difﬁculties in second language
communication have been investigated in numerous studies. According to the investigation on the factors affecting NNS listening by Bloomﬁeld et al. [1], NNS listening is
affected by listener’s factors such as working memory and fluency of language, and
speaker’s factors such as word length, complexity, pose and the speech rate. Speech
rate (SR) is an element of the speaker’s factors. It is known that it may cause difﬁculty
in the NNS listening when the average SR of the NS becomes fast [2, 3]. However,
these did not investigate the real-time SR change of NS. Also, a speech speed
awareness system to alleviate this communication problem has been developed, which
recognizes the speech rate in real-time and make the participants aware when the
speech rate is too fast [4], but its effect has not been published yet.
The purpose of this research is to support conversation by NS and NNS. First, it
was examined if increase in the SR of the NS causes understanding difﬁculty of the
NNS in actual second language conversation. Then the proposed speech speed
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
H. Nakanishi et al. (Eds.): CRIWG+CollabTech 2019, LNCS 11677, pp. 159–171, 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-28011-6_11
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awareness method, which notiﬁes the NS (and NNS) when his/her SR is too fast, and
which expects spontaneous SR adjustment by NS [4], was investigated by the WOZ
system.

2 Related Work
2.1

Problems of NNS Listening in Second Language Conversation

In the context of second language conversations by NS and NNS, conversational
imbalance is often seen due to NNS listening and understanding problems. According
to Ikegami, the general process of listening is a series of processing in which the
working memory receives the spoken speech information, instantaneous processing is
performed, and lead to the understanding of the information. The series of information
processing differs depending on NS and NNS. In the case of a native language, processing from sound perception to word/phrase recognition is performed automatically
and unconsciously. However, when NNS processes a non-native language, the process
is consciously performed and takes more time [5].
In an investigation of factors affecting NNS listening, Bloomﬁeld et al. pointed out
the listener element of working memory, language fluency, and the speaker elements of
paragraph length, complexity, pause, and SR. It is also suggested that the SR, which
interacts with other factors, may lead to difﬁculties in NNS listening [1].
Goh surveyed on NNS listening. It showed variety of reasons that NNS felt difﬁculty of understanding in conversation with NS. They are as follows: lack of vocabulary, cannot recognize the words you know, cannot imagine even if you listen to
words, cannot keep up the flow of conversation, the next part is gone while thinking
about the meaning of the previous words, appearance of unexpected words could lead
to confusion, and if something went wrong they would not be able to understand the
following parts, or they would forget the part they heard earlier while listening [6].
In this study, we conducted experimental research to investigate the SR change of
NS and NNS incomprehension in second language conversation. We collected the
video of the experiment as objective data, as well as the subjective comments like these
previous studies.
Regarding the behaviors in second language conversation, when NNS are unable to
catch the words of NS, they tend to ask for a repeating. But it becomes psychological
burden for NNS if they ask many times [7]. In addition, NS are unconscious of their
fast-talking even when they notice their partners are NNS [8]. They may speak slowly
at ﬁrst, but fasten their SR unconsciously. Also known is that SR tends to change
dramatically in daily conversation [9]. Thus SR is an important factor.
2.2

Speech Rate and NNS Listening

SR is known to affect the listener’s comprehension, which is an important factor
especially in second language conversation.
Grifﬁths conducted an experiment of second language listening. NNS listened the
text recorded at three levels of SR of fast (200 wpm), normal (150 wpm), and slow (100
wpm), and were tested their comprehension. The text recorded by fast SR signiﬁcantly
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reduced the comprehension of NNS, but normal and slow SR had no signiﬁcant difference on the influence on NNS listening comprehension [2]. Zhao prepared listening
materials in normal SR, those in different SR, and those that NNS could freely control
their SR, let NNS listen to each listening material, and investigated SR and NNS
listening comprehension. It was shown that NNS often adjusted to a slower SR than
normal SR when he/she could control it, resulting in better comprehension [3].
In the context of second language learning, normal and slow SR for NNS are
effective for speech comprehension. However, it is not true that the slower the SR the
better the listening comprehension. There is an optimal SR by NNS that helps
understanding. Hayati divided 62 English learners into 2 groups, and distributed natural
SR listening materials and slow SR listening materials to each group. The learners
participated in English classes with the same content. They were given a pre-test before
listening and a post-test two weeks later to measure their listening comprehension. As a
result, both groups improved their listening comprehension, but the group receiving the
natural SR listening material showed more progress [10].
Also, in a study on the effects of SR and noise on NNS listening, Jones et al.,
prepared a fast SR (155 wpm) and a normal SR (178 wpm) instructions of a banking
product by using a text-to-speech system. A comparative study was performed using
those and also those with a background noise. As a result, it was found that NNS
listening comprehension had little to do with the noise. It was also shown that the
understanding rate of the content decreased in the fast SR instructions [11].
Matsuura et al. investigated the influence of SR on NNS listening in an accented
second language. It was shown that Japanese learners of English learn more efﬁciently
by listening at a slower SR of accented English than by listening at the usual SR [12].
2.3

Second Language Conversation Support

Various methods and systems have been proposed to support conversation in a second
language.
Inoue et al. proposed an NNS conversation support method that considered the
burden of the NNS in conversation. During the second language conversation including
the NNS in a remote setting, the NS inputs keywords and key phrases of the conversation from the keyboard and shares them on the NNS screen. The method was
shown to have the effect of increasing understanding of the conversation and increasing
the participants’ mutual understanding [13].
Okamoto et al. developed a face-to-face cross-cultural communication support
system to compensate for the differences in knowledge brought by the cultural background of different countries. This was a system that presented related information of
the nouns in a conversation, which was retrieved by the Web. From the evaluation
experiment, it was shown that presenting images, explanatory information in the native
language, related nouns, and related images about the nouns spoken during the conversation to the user may support the dialogue [14]. However, due to the accuracy of
speech recognition, the accuracy of the presented information may not be sufﬁcient.
Fukushima et al. developed an interface that allowed different language debaters to
input words in various languages, which were translated into a common language of
the discussion in real time by a multi-lingual translation server [15]. Although it could
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improve the accuracy of the discussion, it needed extra workers for text input besides
discussion participants.
This research focuses the SR of NS in second language conversation. and supports
it by a method that The proposed system detects the SR of NS in real time, and when
the SR is judged to be too fast, notiﬁes it to the participants as an awareness sign.
2.4

Conversation Support by Speech Rate Conversion

A SR conversion systems have been developed to solve the listening problem of the
fast SR voice. Fujitsu developed a SR conversion technology that detected the voice
interval and the silent interval, and extended the voice interval while shortening the
silent interval, so that the SR of the receiving voice could be reduced. As a result of
evaluation experiment on participants of all ages, it was conﬁrmed that it increased the
ease of listening regardless of the listener’s age when the SR of the receiving voice is
fast [16]. Kiyoyama et al. proposed a SR conversion method based on expansion and
contraction including silent sections, and developed a small SR converter aimed at
improving voice broadcasting service for the elderly [17].
A change in SR has the effect of improving the ease of listening in general, but SR
conversion could cause time lags in free conversation scenes, and may cause a sense of
discomfort in synchronization. In order to examine the influence of the difference
between the speaker video and the speech on the word intelligibility, Tsumura et al.
prepared a pair word stimulus of one phoneme difference in each mora out of 4 mora
words, conducted a word intelligibility experiment under the conditions of “video
only,” “voice only,” and “audio + video;” and examined whether audio-visual integration occurred at each mora position. As a result, when word speech was expanded to
400 ms or more and video with normal speed was added, it was found that the word
intelligibility might be affected [18].
Therefore, this research does not apply SR conversion technology. Instead, we try
to support listening of the conversation by the method that the speaker spontaneously
speaks slowly by informing when the SR of NS is too fast.

3 Experiment on NNS Comprehension of NS Speech
We conducted a face-to-face conversation experiment using NS and NNS as a pair.
During a 10-minute free conversation, when the NNS felt difﬁculty in the NS utterance,
he/she pressed the hand-held button to record the time.
It has been pointed out that the complexity and pause of the words and the SR may
cause listening difﬁculties in NNS, but when NS and NNS talk, the real-time SR
change of NS is NNS It is unclear what kind of influence it has on understanding.
3.1

Participants

The participants were 15 pairs of Japanese NS (Japanese students) and Japanese NNS
(international students) who met for the ﬁrst time, for a total of 30 participants.
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NS was a person who used Japanese as a native language, and NNS could speak
Japanese (N2 or more) but not so fluent as NS, who sometimes felt incomprehension.
NNS was asked to make self-introduction and daily conversation with NS for about
5 min, and his/her Japanese level was conﬁrmed based on the behavior when the NNS
is troubled [19], asking the NS to listen back during the conversation, silencing to the
NS utterance, or making a troubled expression or gesture.
3.2

Apparatus and Setup of the Experiment

The layout and the setup during the experiment are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. NS and
NNS sat face to face at a distance of 120 cm.

Fig. 1. Layout of the experiment.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the experiment.

In order to keep track of when NNS felt misunderstanding, we handed Shortcut
Labs’ Bluetooth-connected push-button device Flic only to NNS (Fig. 3). By using the
provided software development kit, the Rasberry Pi 3Model B with Bluetooth connection can record the time when Flic was pressed in a text ﬁle.
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Fig. 3. Bluetooth-connected push-button device Flic.

3.3

Procedure of the Experiment

NNS was told to press once when NNS was incomprehensible in the conversation with
NS, and handed the hand-held button. NNS held the button under the desk so NS
would not notice. NS wore a microphone and recorded his speech. The experiment was
videotaped. The pair talked freely for 10 min. After that, NNS and the experimenter
watched the video recording of the conversation, and conﬁrmed the timing of pressing
the button and the reason.
3.4

Collected Data

The acquired data are the video and audio recording of the experiment, and the time log
of the unrecognized utterance by the NNS button.
Time and Reason of Unrecognized Utterance. The experimenter with the NNS
himself/herself, while playing back the video shot, conﬁrmed to the NNS whether the
timing recorded in the text ﬁle with the hand-held button matched the timing of the
unrecognition, and corrected any mistake. We also identiﬁed the reasons for each of the
incomprehension (based on the surveys of Bloomﬁeld et al. [1] and Goh [6]). An
excerpt is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. An excerpt from the sheet of time and reason of incomprehension in conversation.
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Processing of the Collected Data

Labeling NS Utterance and NNS Unrecognition. For the experimental video data
with a total of 150 min of speech from 10 min per the pair, the NS speech segment and
the NS speech segment where NNS had incomprehension were labeled in the following
procedure.
(1) Using the multimodal data annotation tool ELAN, we cut out the speech segments
divided by silence of more than 200 ms.
(2) After automated processing by ELAN, manual inspection and correction were
performed. Non-verbal speech segments such as laughter, cough and sigh were
excluded from the speech segment.
(3) In order to analyze the speech rate of NS, only the speech segments of NS were
left.
(4) Every segment of NS speech was transcribed.
(5) We identiﬁed and labeled NS speech segments that NNS could not catch (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. NS speech segments that NNS could not catch were labeled.

Calculation of SR of NS. Although the SR to listen was constant in the conventional
study of SR of NS and NNS understanding, the actual speech does not always go at the
same speed. Marushima measured speed changes during speech and showed that the
speed of natural speech was constantly changing [9]. Therefore, in order to investigate
the relationship between SR and the degree of comprehension of the utterance content,
it is considered necessary to investigate the SR in the vicinity where the incomprehension arose and the change thereof.
In the experiment, it was found that the button press of the NNS occurred during or
immediately after the incomprehensible speech (Fig. 6). Therefore, with regard to the
SR of NS at the time of incomprehension, we calculated two SRs in the speech segment
that became incomprehensible and the speech segment immediately before that, and
examined the change. The SR was deﬁned using the number of syllables per second in
the speech segment.
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Fig. 6. Button press of the NNS occurred during or immediately after the incomprehensible
speech.

3.6

Result

The Reasons of NNS Incomprehension. The reasons of NNS incomprehension of
NS speech are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The reasons of NNS incomprehension of NS speech.
Factor
Hearer’s

Reason
# Occurred
Lack of vocabulary
37
Slow recognition and response to the comprehensible words 25
Could not keep up with the flow of conversation
2
Stuck in the previous word
2
Speaker’s Too fast SR
18
Loudness, crispness
5
Composite Includes too fast SR
6
Not include too fast SR
7
Other
Did not hear
1
Do not know
12
Total
115

From the total of 115 incomprehensible speech segments in 150 min of conversation, 24 cases were because of too fast SR of NS, which comprises 21% of all the
incomprehensible cases.
Therefore alleviating the problem of fast SR of NS will contribute to better NNS
comprehension.
Change of SR of NS. The change of SR of NS when NNS faced incomprehension was
analyzed. Seventy-ﬁve cases were used from the total of 115 cases. The cases by the
reasons clearly unrelated to the SR, which were “unknown vocabulary” and “did not
hear,” were excluded. The cases that could not transcribe were also excluded. The SR
of the speech segment that became incomprehensible and that of the speech segment
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immediately before that were shown in Fig. 7. The SR of NS speech that NNS could
not hear was an average of 7.85 syllables/second (SD = 1.96), and the SR of NS
speech just before its incomprehension was an average of 7.15 syllables/second
(SD = 2.14), showing the signiﬁcant difference (t(74) = 2.231, p < .05). This shows
that the increase of SR of NS during conversation actually occurs when NNS faces
incomprehension of NS speech.

Fig. 7. Change of NS speech speed when NNS incomprehension occurred.

4 An Experiment of Speech Speed Awareness Method
4.1

Speech Speed Awareness Method

Considering the influence of SR in the second language conversation that NS fastforward is one of the factors that make NNS’ comprehension difﬁcult, a method to
inform NS fast-forward in real time and encourage spontaneous adjustment of NS has
been proposed [4]. In this method, the NNS is assumed those who can make conversation to some degree with the second language used, but who is not as fluent as NS.
It is often the case in international business settings in recent years, and thus this
assumption is realistic.
4.2

Speech Speed Awareness System by WOZ

The Speech Speed Awareness system by WOZ method was designed, and its effect was
evaluated. The flowchart diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 8. To study the effect
of the method, WOZ system was used to avoid the influence on the result of other
factors than the method such as accuracy of speech recognition.
The system displayed the red screen with the text “TOO FAST” when SR of NS
becomes faster than the preset speed that NNS felt comfortable. Its display turned green
with the text “GOOD” when SR of NS becomes slower.
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of the system.

4.3

Participants

The participants were 20 pairs of Japanese NS (Japanese students) and Japanese NNS
(international students) who met for the ﬁrst time, for a total of 40 participants.
NS was a person who used Japanese as a native language, and NNS could speak
Japanese (N2 or more) but not so fluent as NS, who sometimes felt incomprehension.
NNS was asked to make self-introduction and daily conversation with NS for about
5 min, and his/her Japanese level was conﬁrmed based on the behavior when the NNS
is troubled [19], asking the NS to listen back during the conversation, silencing to the
NS utterance, or making a troubled expression or gesture.
4.4

Procedure

NNS prepared the threshold SR of notiﬁcation by the system, by listening sample
speeches of various speed and choosing comfortable one. NS wore a microphone and
recorded his/her speech. The experiment was videotaped. Each NS and NNS pair
talked 5 min. The experiment is shown in Fig. 9. The acquired data were the video and
audio recording of the experiment.
4.5

Processing of the Collected Data

For the experiment video data with a total of 100 min of speech from 5 min per a pair,
the NS speech segment and the screen notiﬁcation section by the system were labeled
in the following procedure.
(1) Using the multimodal data annotation tool ELAN, we cut out the speech segments
divided by silence of more than 200 ms.
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Fig. 9. Snapshot of the WOZ system experiment.

(2) After automated processing by ELAN, manual inspection and correction were
performed. Non-verbal speech segments such as laughter, cough and sigh were
excluded from the speech segment.
(3) In order to analyze the SR of NS, only the speech segments of NS were left.
(4) We identiﬁed and labeled the screen notiﬁcation sections.
(5) NS speech segments before and after the screen notiﬁcation were transcribed
(Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Labeling a screen notiﬁcation section and NS speech segments before and after that.
(A) NS speech before the screen notiﬁcation, (B) The screen notiﬁcation, (C) NS speech after the
screen notiﬁcation.
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Fig. 11. Change in NS speech speed by the screen notiﬁcation of too fast NS speech.

4.6

Result

The change in SR of NS by the screen notiﬁcation of too fast NS speech was analyzed.
Fifty-three cases were used from the total of 63 cases in the total of 100 min. conversation. The cases that the experimenter (wizard) made wrong judgement of SR over
threshold were excluded. The SR of the speech segment immediately before the screen
notiﬁcation and that of the speech segment immediately after that were shown in
Fig. 11. The SR of NS speech immediately before the screen notiﬁcation was an
average of 9.37 syllables/second (SD = 3.35), and the SR of NS speech immediately
after the screen notiﬁcation was an average of 6.87 syllables/second (SD = 2.18),
showing the signiﬁcant difference (Z = −5.759, p = 0.000 < .05). This shows that the
notiﬁcation of too fast speech of NS actually prompted NS slow down.
It was proved that Speech Speed Awareness system by WOZ was effective in
reducing SR of NS when it became too fast for NNS.

5 Conclusion
Conversation or meeting by NS and NNS could possibly have unique value considering the viewpoints brought in from such diversiﬁed participants. However, conversation between NS and NNS is not always easy in reality. NNS sometimes feel hard to
understand NS talk because of their speech rate. In this paper, we study conversation
between NS and NNS regarding SR of NS. The ﬁrst experiment revealed that dynamic
SR change of NS actually occurred and that it caused incomprehension of NNS. The
second experiment indicated the introduction of a speech speed awareness system,
which made aware of SR of NS to him/herself, could actually slow down SR of NS.
The effect by the implemented speech speed awareness system will be investigated
in the future. Also, influence on NNS comprehension and mutual understanding
between NS and NNS will be investigated.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a comic-style chat interface that incorporates expression techniques of Japanese manga. Characters used in
graphical chat systems can express a variety of visual information. The
format of a comic is also used as a visual interface to express a user’s
states of mind or aspects. However, there is a problem that it is diﬃcult to select drawings or the other components of comic, that match
the emotion a user wants to express. By incorporating the techniques of
Japanese manga, this paper attempts to explain how to create a screen
with a simple reading order and a visual that easily conveys the selected
emotions. The results of the experiment showed that the proposed system is superior to prevalent chat systems in conveying user’s states of
mind.

1

Introduction

This paper proposes a comic-style chat interface that incorporates the expression
techniques used in manga, that is Japanese comic. A wide range of information
is visualized and conveyed to the reader of a Japanese manga. This information
is not limited to attribute information of characters that can be represented in a
single drawing, such as gender, age, and appearance; it also includes, for example,
the characters’ visual line direction, various symbols arranged within the screen,
the adjustment of the brightness of the screen, the way the background is drawn,
the way these elements are combined, and the way the frames are lined up on a
two-dimensional surface. By incorporating these techniques, this paper attempts
to explain how to create a screen with a simple reading order and a visual that
easily conveys the selected emotions.
In the ﬁeld of communication over networks, there have been many proposals
for graphical dialog interfaces that combine drawings and characters represented
by 2D/3D models [1–4]. Some of the useful aspects of interfaces that convey
information visually include assisting the understanding of the message content, improving aﬃnity and motivation, and facilitating the interaction between
users. Drawing is said to be another language of human beings; a communication
medium using vision [5].
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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The characters used in graphical dialog systems act as agents for users, to
express their moods and intentions. Such information cannot be conveyed in
a traditional text chat message. However, as long as the characters have their
“faces”, users are required to control the appropriate facial expressions of the
character in order to avoid misleading their interlocutors. It is burdensome for
users to manually choose various emotions for each message while chatting [6].
We consider ways to reduce this burden.
In systems that represent interlocutors using avatars, the appearance of the
avatar makes them appear human. These systems do not consider the possibility
of reading back through the dialog at a later time [7]. Some of systems that
use avatars to display information do not consider the interaction between the
provider and the receiver of information [3]. As dialog interfaces that leave a
record of the conversation, these systems have room for improvement.
In addition to avatars, the format of a cartoon is also used as an interface
to visualize information or conversations [8–12]. This makes it easier to grasp
the contents of message. However, such systems have problems whereby the
objects that users can operate are limited or it is diﬃcult to understand the
order of message: it is visually monotonic, owing to which the operation becomes
burdensome.
This paper proposes a chat interface that incorporates the techniques of
expression used in manga. The system implements a screen that is easy to understand in terms of the order of message, and attempts to convey selected emotions
for visual comprehension. The main contributions of this study are as follows.
The chat interface makes it possible for chat users to express emotions more
easily and richly than existing systems. In addition, the chat interface makes the
chat conversation more exciting and enjoyable.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we will describe the problems
about existing tools to output comic style records and related chat systems to
support conveying nonverbal information. In Sect. 3, we explain how our system
supports emotional chat. We will show the experimental result on whether users
can add nonverbal information to chat messages intuitively in Sect. 4. Finally,
we will discuss some conclusions and our future steps in Sect. 5.

2

Related Works on Transmitting Nonverbal Information

2.1

Images in Communication Support Systems

Pictographs and stamps are used as pictures on cellular phones and instant
messengers. There are various types of pictographs, such as those expressing
emotional states, or depicting animals, plants, and buildings. Images also can
be used to complement the meaning of text in communication services such as
LINE1 , Twitter2 , and Skype3 . The images are used with the object of emphasizing a particular sentence or intention. In these tools, it is possible to create one
1
2
3

LINE: Free Calls & Messages, https://line.me/en/.
Twitter. It’s what’s happening, https://twitter.com/.
Skype: Free calls to friends and family, https://www.skype.com/en/.
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Reply
Image
Sender’s
Message
Sender’s Icon

Fig. 1. An example of LINE messages.

meaningful work by using a series of images. On the other hand, the arrangement
of the posted images is limited to the arrangement lined up in the vertical space,
with no further combinations of graphical expression possible. It is impossible
to combine more graphic representations. Figure 1 shows an example of LINE
messages.
2.2

Communication Support Systems with Graphical Interface

A number of tools have been developed to support online communication on chat
applications, instant messengers, and online games. Users can employ avatars
as their agents in these systems. An avatar has a human-like body that can
easily express the user’s emotions as well as emoticons and pictographs can.
In systems that represent emotions with an avatar, users can exchange their
intentions easily. However these systems do not consider the possibility of looking
back on the dialogue at a later time. Also, systems that use avatars to display
information do not consider the interaction between the information provider
and receiver. As dialogue interfaces that leave a record of the conversation, these
systems still have room for improvement.
Besides avatars, the format of a comic is also used as a visual interface.
Comic Chat is a system in which the users talk in a comic-like format with a
variety of characters [7]. Every time the user sends a message, a square frame
is displayed in sequence from the left to right. The characters, speech balloons,
and backgrounds selected by user are drawn in the frames. The user can also use
an emotion selection circle on the bottom-right of the input screen to specify an
emotion and its degree. When a message is sent, the character with the selected
emotion and a balloon with the text inside are displayed in the square frame
along with the background. The character’s position within the frame, the shape
of the balloon, and the perspective are automatically deﬁned. The positions of
the balloons and the characters are ﬁxed at the top and the bottom of the
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frame, respectively. In this system the composition is limited to a pattern that
represents the characters from the side. As the shape of the frames are limited
to squares of equal size, the interface makes it diﬃcult to grasp the direction of
the dialog, the elapsed time, and the development of the narrative. The circular
interface of facial expression selection has problems as well, as it is diﬃcult to
identify the expression strength accurately.
Comic Diary is a system using which it is possible to write a diary in the
format of a comic [8]. The user can save and share personal experiences and
records in a format with excellent readability. The system automatically creates
a story with an introduction, development, and a conclusion, based on the user’s
historical behavioral data. The system selects the most suitable parts of comics
from a material database. The creation process of a diary is very easy. On the
other hands, the user cannot become involved in the creation of the plot or the
selection of the comic-related parts, such as the expressions of the characters’
emotions. The shape and size of the frames are ﬁxed as in Comic Chat, and the
number of frames is limited to no more than 12.
Thawonmas et al. proposed a system that summarizes the behavior of 3D
online game players in a comic format based on the game log [9]. It divides the
play content into multiple sections based on actions and events within the game,
such as dialogs between players and switches of viewpoints. It sorts events within
the sections into multiple frames, deﬁnes the shapes and sizes of the frames, and
creates a comic using them in many formats. Based on the frame composition and
layout, the player can comprehend the storyline, the elapse time, and the rhythm.
In this system, the screen images and balloons, captured at automatically deﬁned
times, are simply laid out in the frames. It is not possible to add other symbols
or information to explain a given situation. For this reason, it is not possible to
express customized messages that the player might want to convey.
AVACHAT is a comic style communication interface [11]. The avatar agents
communicate in the virtual worlds and the 3-D word balloons are displayed above
their head. When an agent speaks “loudly”, the chat text is placed in a bigger
balloon with a bigger bolder font. Comic Live Chat [12] also display transmitted
texts in a balloon below the image of the sender. These systems express the
remark as a balloon around a person in the chat screen. However, they do not
consider the size and the placement of frames, and background eﬀect.
Some systems have been proposed that automatically transform a video into
a comic book. Tobita’s system [13] allows users to control the frame size and the
position by simple manipulations. Chun’s system focuses on the placement of
balloons in a frame. The system optimizes the positions of balloons considering
not only the reading order but also the relationships between the balloons and
their owners. However, a mechanism for expressing emotions is not implemented
in these systems.
As mentioned above, systems with interactive interfaces that use drawings
require visual improvement. Manga applied in some systems uses many elements
to visually represent the characters’ facial expressions and the situations they
encounter. These include the direction of a character’s visual line, various symbols and patterns arranged in the background, the shapes of the speech balloons,
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and frame arrangements. This paper aims to create a system that incorporates
these techniques to express user emotions in a format that is visually easy to
understand, instead of simply lining up the frames. The system also reduces the
burden on the user due to the inputs for emotions.

3
3.1

Manga-Style Chat System
Components of Manga

Our goal is to develop a chat system that incorporates representations from
manga, so that the layout of text and the drawings convey information over and
above the text content. Manga has many rules to visually represent and transmit
information.
Manga consists of drawings within a space delimited by thick lines called a
frame. It is possible to convey a variety of information using the layout of the
drawing, the text, and the frames. We discuss the main elements and techniques
of expression for visual representation and communication used in manga.
The basic element of manga is the frame. A frame is composed of a drawing
of characters as well the background, speech balloons, patterns, and symbols
drawn on many layers of dots, lines, and texts. The thick lines that indicate the
position of the frame form a rectangular shape, and may take on other polygonal
shapes as well depending on the content to be represented. These frames lined
up on a 2D place form the structure of a manga. The frames have temporarily
connected contents, and are arranged in a manner that guides the reader from
one scene of the story to the next. The layout and the change of frame size
also represent the elapse time or temporal and spatial breaks. Evenly lining up
frames of the same size represent a uniform time ﬂow.
Figure 2 shows a typical example of frame arrangement in Japanese manga.
The reader starts reading from the frame on the right end at the top to the
left at the same level. When the left end is reached, the reader moves to the
frame on the right end of the level immediately below and reads it to the left.
By adjusting the size and shape of the frames and guiding the reader’s eyes in
an irregular way [14], it is possible to express emotions better. It is also possible
to express the spread of space and the atmosphere of the given place, time, and
tempo. This way of expressing movement through frame arrangement and frame
composition is a technique unique to manga, as is the drawing method [15].
A speech balloon represents the character’s speech. The serifs are written
in balloons. Most shapes of the balloons used in American comics are used
to explain actions, such as shouting and thinking, rather than to express the
characters’ psychological condition. The use of fonts and balloons of varied sizes
is a technique that originated in Japan [16].
In Japanese manga, the background is simpliﬁed, and contains symbols that
represent the characters’ psychological states. The reader can divine the situation
from the volume of the drawing, or the impression of light and darkness aﬀorded
by the drawing itself.
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Fig. 2. The typical sequence of frames in Japanese manga.

3.2

Design Policy

We use a variety of techniques of expression used in manga to improve the user’s
experience of the interface.
– To avoid the impression of monotony and a lack of change, our system employs
a composition that views the dialogue by two characters from above or from
below. The user can also change the size of the frame to make it easy to
understand the time ﬂow.
– To reduce the burden of selecting and entering the appropriate avatars or
emoticons, we limit the types of representations available. Prevalent systems
that allow the selection of emotions oﬀer an interface with several types of
emotions [7,17]. We also narrow down the types of emotions that are frequently expressed in conversation, and limit the selectable emotions to reduce
burden.
– The system allows users to combine various manga elements instead of narrowing down the number of emotions. Balloons drawn with rounded lines give
a soft and calm impression. When combined with sharp lines, they convey
a sense of aggressiveness and urgency. A particularly famous symbol called
“manpu” in Japan consists of a line in the shape of a drop. Sweat marks, very
diﬀerent from the shape of actual sweat, are used as to represent an emergency or confusion. In addition to sweat, the shapes of lights and bubbles, fog,
blue veins, and bandages adorn drawings in a frame. We incorporate these
drawing techniques into the proposed chat system.
3.3

System Overview

The proposed system consists of PHP, Apache and JavaScript with jQuery.
JavaScript determines the frame image to be displayed on the clients’ screens
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Selected balloon

Selected emotion

Frame size selection tab

Chat area

Balloon area

User name

Message

Emotion area

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed system.

Fig. 4. An example of a screen on a smartphone.

based on the input data including the text message, the size of the frame, the
shape of the balloon and the emotion. The input data is sent to the web server
that is running PHP. The server sends the data to each client and the clients
draw a new frame on the screen using JavaScript.
The proposed system consists of a server and clients connected to a network.
When a user starts the system, a window comes up as shown in Fig. 3. The
main space displays frames with pictures and chat messages. Users enter chat
messages and select the sizes of frames from the upper right tab. They click the
illustration of the relevant emotion and the balloon; the system then determines
the position of the new frame and draws it along with the message, the balloon,
and the character.
Users can access the system from their smartphones or their personal computers. Figure 4 shows an example of a screen on a smartphone.
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Neutral

Confusion

Surprise

Joy

Sadness

Thinking
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Fig. 5. Characters in the proposed system.

3.4

Emotions of Characters

Preliminary Research. An overview of the two characters of manga is provided in Fig. 5. Users can choose a character, but two users cannot use the
same character at a time. These characters can represent eight kinds of emotions: “Joy”, “Surprise”, “Sadness”, “Thinking”, “Neutral”, “Doubt”, “Confusion”, and “Laughing”. These eight kinds of emotions were adopted based on
the results of preliminary research involving college students who used online
communication tools every day.
The preliminary research was carried out in two steps. We classiﬁed the
emotions used in daily conversations into 10 categories, with reference to the
four types of emotions used in related systems [17], the eight basic emotions of
Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [18], and the six basic emotion of Ekman [19]. From
messaging exchanged through tools in daily conversations with the experimenter,
two sets of conversation sentences were extracted for each emotion for a total of
20 sets. We handed papers with the 20 sets printed on them to 16 participants
and asked them to answer questions about the kinds of emotions they selected
for each conversation sentence. The answer choices were the above 10 types of
emotions and “Others”, and multiple answers were possible. When there was
no corresponding emotion, the participants were allowed to describe reasonable,
customized emotions in a free description ﬁeld. Based on the results of this
survey, we selected the eight emotions to be used in our system.
Characters. We drew illustrations to be used in the proposed system using
mainly the character’s facial expressions, actions, manpus, background, and
eﬀect lines. We adopted the techniques of expression frequently used for drawings in manga to express each emotion. We adjust the brightness, balloon shape,
and representation of symbols within the frames for each emotion.
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Off course!
English too!

Do you
finish
your
math
homework ?

I forgot my
English homework!

Fig. 6. An example of arranged frames.

In the frame showing the emotion “Joy”, a woman raises the corners of
her mouth, narrows her eyes, and moves her hands to express her pleasure.
Short, thin lines are drawn on the background outward from the character. The
background is drawn to represent the appearance of energy.
In the emotion “Surprise”, a man has his eyes and his mouth open wide.
The straight lines drawn around the character and the raised shoulders express
the movement that tends to occur when one is surprised. The background eﬀect
called lightning ﬂash represents the magnitude of the impact.
In the frame showing the emotion “Sadness”, the character expresses a
morose appearance with wrinkles between the eyebrows, tears, and a stunned
disposition. It expresses dark feelings, with the manpu representing black, dull
feelings and a background that becomes darker as it approaches the character.
The frame expressing “Neutral” does not use special signs in the background.
Many short lines are arranged around the character in the frame for “Thinking”. This method gives the impression to readers that the character is shrouded
in thought. It has been reported that persons sometimes take their gazes from
their interlocutor when they are thinking what to say [20,21]. We use this observation on the character in thought.
It is possible to generate frames expressing various emotions by combining
speech balloons with the drawings of characters.
3.5

Arrangement of Frames

The system inserts a new frame to the right of a row when the row has no frame.
When the row has one frame to the right, a new frame is placed to the left and a
new row is inserted below the given row. An example of the insertion of multiple
frames is shown in Fig. 6.
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(a) A user sent a small frame
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(c) The system inserts a
middle size empty frame

(b) Next, the user selects a large frame

Fig. 7. Insertion of an empty frame.

Text, emotions,
and balloon

Text and
emotion

Text and
Balloon

Text only

Fig. 8. Four kinds of combinations involving a text, a balloon, and an emotion.

When a user sends a message with an emotion, the display of the sent message
varies depending on the size of the empty space. Figure 7 shows an example of the
insertion of an empty frame. When a large frame is transmitted in the presence
of empty space, or when a middle frame is transmitted in a small empty space,
it does not ﬁt the size of the empty space. The system automatically inserts an
empty frame into the empty space and displays the sent frame in a new row.
When users enter a text without choosing a balloon, it is not drawn in the
frame. When they do not select an emotion, the character is not drawn. Four
types of frames can be created: a text-only frame with no balloon and no character, text within a balloon frame, a character and a text frame, and a combination
of text, a balloon, and a character. Figure 8 shows examples of the combinations
of text, a balloon, and an emotion.
The system automatically determines the size of the frame for which no emotion is selected. The reason for introducing such a mechanism lies in reducing
the burden on the user. When the users emphasize the tempo of their conversation, it is not necessary to select the size of frames at the time of sending
a message. When users do not select emotions, the frame size is automatically
adjusted according to the empty space of the row.
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Experimental Results
Experimental Outline

We conducted a comparative experiment to investigate whether users can intuitively add nonverbal information to chat messages in our system, and if it can
reduce the burden on users.
The participants of our experiment were 16 college students accustomed to
handling keyboard inputs and online communication. They had all also used
emoticons in daily online communication. They were divided into eight pairs
and asked to chat while sitting in separate rooms to prevent direct conversations.
They were informed in advance about the identity of their conversation partner.
The participants were familiar with one another.
The participants used two types of systems, a comparative system and the
proposed system. The comparative system was LINE, one of the most popular
online communication tools. LINE allows communications through text and multimedia images. A text message is shown herein in a balloon-shaped text box,
along with a timestamp and a mark to indicate that the message had been read.
New messages are inserted under old ones in the same window. LINE does not
allow users to send an image and a text message at the same time. Therefore,
text balloons and images are lined up in the vertical chat space.
We instructed each pair of participants to chat for 10 min using each system.
Four pairs used the proposed system ﬁrst and other four ﬁrst used LINE to
account for the inﬂuence of order. In both systems, no restrictions were imposed
on the subjects with regard to using these systems. The topics of conversation
of the participants were the following two themes: a movie and a drama, and an
animation that they had recently. At the end of the experiment, we asked the
participants to answer some questions.
We denote the experiment that used the proposed system by expJ and that
which used LINE by expL . The result of the questionnaire are shown in Table 1.
Each number signiﬁes the number of participants who selected the given point
on a ﬁve-point scale.
4.2

Expression of Nonverbal Information

As shown in Table 1, the participants’ assignment of scores for item (i) for the
proposed system was higher than that for LINE. There was a signiﬁcant difference between expJ and expL on the Mann-Whitney U test (p = 0.01). One
participant described a comment in the free description ﬁeld of expL , as follows:
“I could supplement my emotions and intentions by adding a matched image
to a text message after sending the text message”. Other participants said of
the proposed system that the expressions were excellent, and the drawings supported the smooth expression of their emotions and intentions. We concluded
that the drawings and images were useful for expressing nonverbal information
in both systems. Owing to the signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the test and the scores,
the proposed system was found to better express user emotions and intentions
than LINE.
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Table 1. Results of questionnaire survey.
Questionnaire item

Exp. Calculated value Med. Mode
1 2 3 4

5

(i) I could express my emotions or
intentions well through my messages

expJ 0 0 2 9

5

4.0

4

expL 0 2 6 7

1

3.5

4

(ii) I could understand emotions or
intentions from my interlocutor’s messages

expJ 0 0 1 6

9

5.0

5

expL 1 0 9 6

0

3.0

3

(iii) I had a suﬃcient number
of emotions to choose from

expJ 1 3 2 6

4

4.0

4

expL 2 2 5 5

2

3.0

3, 4

(iv) I felt burdened while choosing emotions

expJ 1 6 3 5

1

3.0

2

expL 1 5 2 5

3

3.5

2, 4

(v) The drawings made the conversation
more exciting

expJ 0 0 1 3

12

5.0

5

expL 1 2 8 4

1

3.0

3

(vi) It was easy to understand the
ﬂow of conversation

expJ 0 2 3 4

7

4.0

5

expL 0 0 5 9

2

4.0

4

(vii) The size control function of frames
helped express emotions and intentions

0 2 3 9

2

4.0

4

(viii) The select function of the balloon shapes
helped express emotions and intentions

0 0 3 8

5

4.0

4

(ix) There was a suﬃcient number of
balloon shapes to choose from

0 0 1 12

3

4.0

4

With questionnaire items (vii) and (viii), we sought to determine whether
changes to frame size and balloon shape helped participants express themselves
better in the proposed system. We obtained a median and a mode of 4.0 for both
items. In the free description ﬁeld, the participants wrote the following answers:
– “The size control function of the frames was useful when I wanted to emphasize my message”.
– “I could encourage my partner’s next messages by leaving an empty space
using small- or middle-sized frames”.
– “I enjoyed our conversation because I could select balloons according to my
messages and thus express my intentions”.
These results also show that changes to frame size and balloon shape were
useful for expressing nonverbal information.
Some participants reported ﬁnding the distinction between a small and a
medium frame convenient. However, they hesitated to use a large frame because
it made their respective expressions appear too strong. It is thus necessary to
consider the appropriate sizes of frames.
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Transmission of Nonverbal Information

Questionnaire item (ii) shows the evaluations of the received messages. The
values for item (ii) for the proposed system exceeded those for LINE, and there
was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between expJ and expL in the Mann-Whitney U test
(p < 0.001).
In the free description ﬁeld, the participants claimed that the proposed system had made it easy to understand their expressed emotions and intentions
through the drawings and the frame sizes. Another participant stated: “I understood the contents of the messages more easily by adding the balloons and facial
expressions”. Changes in frame size and expressions using shapes of balloons
were thus helpful in interpreting nonverbal information. This showed that the
participants were able to read situations more intuitively using the proposed
system.
It cleared that in conversations using the proposed system, it was easier for
users to understand the information and the ﬂow of the conversation than when
using LINE.
4.4

Number of Emotions and Selection of Nonverbal Information

Users were allowed to use 88 drawings in expL and only eight in expJ . The results
of values for item (iii) for both systems in Table 1, showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence. We obtained a median and a mode of 4.0 for the proposed system. While
the proposed system allows for only eight emotions, the system was assessed to
be comparable in terms of performance to LINE. We concluded that our system
satisﬁed users as much as LINE in expressing emotions even if it allowed for
considerably fewer drawings.
As discussed in Sect. 4.2, we assumed that changes to frame size and balloon
shape were useful for expressing nonverbal information. Moreover, item (ix) had
a median and a mode of 4.0 for the proposed system as well. The number of
usable shapes of the balloons was considered suﬃcient to express the participants’ emotions.
There was little diﬀerence in results between the two methods on item (iv).
The large number of emotions in LINE increased the burden on participants
to choose the appropriate emotion. Some participants reported feeling stressed
from having to choose the size of the frame every time and scrolling the screen
for large frames in the proposed system. We need to improve such features of
the interface as the display and selection procedures.
4.5

Influence on Conversation

A clear diﬀerence between the two systems was observed for item (v). The proposed system had higher scores, with a median and a mode of 5.0, than LINE.
There was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between expJ and expL on the Mann-Whitney
U test (p < 0.01). It was conﬁrmed that the proposed system can thus encourage conversation through its drawings. For item (vi), the values for both systems
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Table 2. The numbers of sent messages, character drawings, and balloons.
Exp. Total Average
The number of sent messages expJ 237
expL 412

14.8
25.7

The number of sent drawings expJ 219
expL 49

13.7
3.1

expJ 209

13.1

The number of sent balloons

The number of empty frames expJ

32

2.0

were similar with no signiﬁcant diﬀerence. It was thus equally easy to understand
the order of frames and messages, and to follow the ﬂow of conversation in both
the proposed system and LINE.
Table 2 shows the number of messages sent by all participants, and the characters and the balloons drawn. We rounded the average numbers to one decimal
place. The number of sent drawings for expJ did not include the empty frames.
The drawings and balloons in the proposed system were continually used in
comparison with those in expL . In the survey, we obtained the following opinions
from one participant: “I used the LINE stamp at key points as supplement.
The drawings in the proposed system are easier to use repeatedly as a means of
expressing emotions, as a text and drawings are a set, and it is easy to understand
at ﬁrst sight”. We considered that the high visibility of information was one
reason for the high evaluation scores for the proposed system, as mentioned in
Sect. 4.2.
The number of sent messages was smaller in the proposed system than LINE
because the task the user was required to select many items in order to send
a message, such as the size of the frame and the emotion. The arrangement of
frames inﬂuenced the sense of passing time and the ﬂow of conversation. The
number of empty frames was very small for the number of exchanged messages. In
the free description ﬁeld, the participants reported wanting to ﬁll up the empty
space in the chat area. We think that they felt uncomfortable about empty spaces
and accordingly adjusted the sizes of the sent frames. Thus, further consideration
of how to utilize empty spaces is needed.
We did not verify how much the diﬀerence between the emotion expressed by
the sender and the emotion interpreted by the receiver was present in this experiment. One of the reasons is that the label of the selected emotion and the emotion
actually expressed may not always match. For example, if a sender inputs an
angry text on the emotion of “Joy”, the receiver may interpret the message as
angry even if the label is “Joy”. We read the logs and checked whether there were
unnaturally interpreted answer. As a result, no such unnatural communication
was found. In the future, it is necessary to objectively investigate the diﬀerence
in the interpretation of the sender and the receiver from the perspective of the
interlocutor, and the perspective of the third person.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a chat system that incorporates expressions from
manga to convey emotional information intuitively and appropriately. The system displays input texts, drawings containing characters expressing emotions
in a background, and a balloon chosen by the user. By repeatedly exchanging
frames, users can understand the ﬂow of conversations. They can also easily
convey their intentions and understand those of their interlocutors.
We performed experiments to compare the proposed system and with the
LINE chat system. The results of a questionnaire and analysis of log data showed
that the proposed system can express and convey user intentions and emotions
more easily and comprehensibly than LINE. Although the number of sentences
exchanged in our experiments was small, the users felt that the conversations
were exciting. The participants were required to select some components to send
a message. Using this as measure, we concluded that the burden on users imposed
by our system was equivalent to that imposed by LINE. In future research,
we intend to enable our system to allow users to select more components of
conversations and consider the use of empty spaces.
In this interface, emotions can be exchanged properly in daily conversations.
However, users may use diﬀerent emotions in serious discussions. It may not be
suitable for use of this interface in such a situation. In this paper, we designed
only two patterns of characters. Also in the experiment, the conversation by two
persons was the object of the veriﬁcation experiment. Therefore, it is unclear how
the conversation is aﬀected when the system is applied to three or more persons’
conversations. It is necessary to increase the number of characters and verify
whether it is possible to understand the order of conversation or whether it is
possible to understand the other person’s emotion from the messages expressed
by manga.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number
16K00371.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss the modeling for the interactions
between non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students in the
cooperative learning. First, we adopt the positions eyes, face and hands
detected by OpenPose [7] as a skeleton detection algorithm by a single
camera. Next, we propose a modeling method for non-verbal behaviors
based on neural networks. Furthermore, we discuss the modeling results
for the interactions between non-verbal behaviors of students based on
the internal presentations in the above models.
Keywords: Cooperative learning · Student
Modeling · Neural network · OpenPose
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Introduction

The cooperative learning is an eﬀective approach which aims to understand the
content as the group with helping each other. In the cooperative learning, students teach other students and vice versa. It is becoming one of the hot topics to
be researched [1]. The object of the cooperative learning is to improve the cooperation of the group and the understanding for given contents. Moreover, in [2],
the following fundamental factors to be eﬀective among the learning group which
is listed as follows; (i) mutually beneﬁcial cooperation, (ii) roles and responsibilities of the individual, and (iii) stimulatory interaction. However, one teacher
can not grasp the cooperation and understanding of multiple groups and can not
evaluate the above fundamental factors in real time. Therefore, it is important
to construct methods for the estimation of the cooperation and the understanding in the group based on the non-verbal behaviors [3,4]. On the other hand, a
conceptual model TSCL (Tabletop-Supported Collaborative Learning) has been
proposed for understanding of the collaborative learning process [5].
The authors have already discussed the relationship between non-verbal
behaviors and understandings of students in the cooperative learning [6]. However, non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students are represented by
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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the facial size detected by the camera and the exact direction of the facial movement has not been discussed. In this paper, we discuss the modeling for the
interactions between non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students in
the cooperative learning. First, we adopt the positions of eyes, face, and hands
detected by OpenPose [7] as a skeleton detection algorithm by a single camera.
Next, we propose a modeling method for non-verbal behaviors based on neural
networks [10]. Furthermore, we discuss the modeling results for the interactions
between non-verbal behaviors of students based on the internal presentations in
the above models.

2
2.1

Detection of Non-verbal Behaviors of Students
in Cooperative Learning Environment
Non-verbal Behaviors

In this paper, we treat the learning environment using a whiteboard and a table
as shown in Fig. 1. In this learning environment, we have to consider two cases;
(Case-1) using a whiteboard and (Case-2) not using a whiteboard. In Case1, the “teaching” student standing in the front of a whiteboard explains and
writes the content in a whiteboard. At the same time, other “learning” students
sitting around a table take their notes, look at the whiteboard and listen to
the explanation. In this case, the role “teaching/learning” of each student is
clear. In Case-2, all students sit around a table and they teach and learn with
each other by the explanation, listening and taking notes. In this case, the role
“teaching/learning” of each student is unclear.
Teaching

Teaching / Learning

Learning

(a) Case-1

(b) Case-2

Fig. 1. Non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students in cooperative learning.

2.2

Detection of Non-verbal Behaviors by OpenPose [7]

In this learning environment, we can detect the following non-verbal behaviors; (i) writing on the whiteboard, (ii) the explanation to “learning” students,
listening to “teaching” student, and (iii) taking notes by using OpenPose [7].
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OpenPose can detect a human body, hand, facial, and foot keypoints (in total
135 keypoints) on single images as follows;
– Body: “Neck”, “Shoulder”, “Elbow”, “Wrist”, · · ·
– Face: “Nose”, “Eye”, “Mouth”, · · ·
– Hand: “Finger”, “Palm”, · · ·
2.3

Detection of Non-verbal Behaviors in the Case of Using
a Whiteboard

In this case, the “teaching” student in the front of a whiteboard has the following
behaviors; (i) writing the content on a whiteboard, (ii) explanation to “learning” students as shown in Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, the “learning” students
surrounding a table have the following behaviors; taking notes and listening to
the explanation as shown in Fig. 2(b). Therefore, in this case, we use some body
parts “Neck”, “Eye”, and “Finger” for the detection of each behavior as follows;
(i) writing the content on a whiteboard, (ii) explanation to “learning” students,
(iii) taking notes and listening to the explanation. Here, we deﬁne the positions
pW B (t) of some body parts for non-verbal behaviors of “teaching” students in
the front of a whiteboard as follows;
L
R
R
pW B (t) = (xN eck (t), yN eck (t), xL
Eye (t), yEye (t), xEye (t), yEye (t),
L
R
R
T
xL
Hand (t), yHand (t), xHand (t), yHand (t)) ,

(1)

L
where (xN eck (t), yN eck (t)) denotes the coordinates of “Neck”. (xL
Eye (t), yEye (t))
R
R
and (xEye (t), yEye (t)) denote the coordinates of “Left Eye” and “Right Eye”
L
R
R
respectively. (xL
Hand (t), yHand (t)) and (xHand (t), yHand (t)) denote the coordinates of “Left Hand” and “Right Hand” respectively. For example, we can summarize the relationships between the behaviors and the positions pW B (t) of some
parts detected by OpenPose as follows;
R
– Writing the content on a whiteboard: xN eck (t) = 0, xL
Eye (t) = 0, xEye (t) = 0.
L
R
– Explanation to “learning” students by speech: {xEye (t) = 0 and xEye (t) = 0},
R
{xL
Hand (t) = 0 and xHand (t) = 0}.
– Explanation to “learning” students with a whiteboard: {xL
Eye (t) = 0 or
R
L
R
xEye (t) = 0}, {xHand (t) = 0 or xHand (t) = 0}.
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L
(t))
(xLEye(t), yEye
R
(t),
y
(xR
Eye
Eye (t))

(xN eck (t), yN eck (t))
[Writing contents]

L
(t))
(xLHand(t), yHand
R
(xR
Hand (t), yHand(t))
[Explanation]

(a) “Teaching” student

(b) “Learning” students

Fig. 2. Positions of some body parts and non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning”
students in the case of using a whiteboard.

2.4

Detection of Non-verbal Behaviors in the Case of Not Using
a Whiteboard

In this case, the “teaching” and “learning” students sitting around a table have
the following behaviors; (i) taking notes, (ii) explanation to “learning” students,
and (iii) listening to the explanation as shown in Fig. 3. Furthermore, Fig. 3(a)
and (b) shows the number of “teaching/learning” students. We can evaluate
the number of “teaching/learning” students as the activity for the cooperative
learning. Therefore, in this case, we use some body parts “Neck”, “Eye”, and
“Finger” for the detection of each behavior as follows; (i) taking notes, (ii) explanation to “learning” students, and (iii) listening to the explanation. Similarly,
we deﬁne the positions pTi able (t) of some body parts for non-verbal behaviors of
“teaching” and “learning” students sitting around a table as follows;
L
R
R
pTi able (t) = (xN eck,i (t), yN eck,i (t), xL
Eye,i (t), yEye,i (t), xEye,i (t), yEye,i (t),
L
R
R
T
xL
Hand,i (t), yHand,i (t), xHand,i (t), yHand,i (t)) ,

(2)

where i denotes the student number. For example, we can summarize the relationships between the behaviors of “learning/teaching” students and the positions pTi able (t) of some body parts detected by OpenPose as follows;
R
L
– Taking notes: xN eck,i (t) = 0, xL
Eye,i (t) = xEye,i (t) = 0, {xHand,i (t) = 0 or
R
xHand,i (t) = 0},
R
– Looking at a whiteboard: xN eck,i (t) = 0, {xL
Eye,i (t) = 0 or xEye,i (t) = 0},
R
L
|yEye,i (t) − yEye,i (t)| > 0,
– Speaking, listening and and/or other students: xN eck,i (t) = 0, {xL
Eye,i (t) = 0
R
R
L
or xEye,i (t) = 0}, |yEye,i (t) − yEye,i (t)| > 0.
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L
(xLEye(t), yEye
(t))
R
(xR
Eye (t), yEye(t))

(xN eck (t), yN eck (t))
L
(xLHand(t), yHand
(t))
R
(xR
Hand (t), yHand (t))

(a) nAct : 0

(b) nAct : 3

Fig. 3. Positions of some body parts and non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning”
students in the case of not using a whiteboard (nAct denotes the number of students
looking at other students).

3
3.1

Modeling of Non-verbal Behaviors of Students
Modeling of Non-verbal Behaviors of Students Based on Neural
Networks

In the cooperative learning, the non-verbal behaviors of students have strong
relations with the understandings and interests for the given contents and the
explanation by “teaching” students. Therefore, we have to discuss the interactions between the non-verbal behaviors of all students. In this section, we discuss
a modeling method for the interaction among students.
B
T able
(t) =
First, we can convert the positions pW B (t) = (pW
m (t)) and pi
able
(t)) of some body parts represented by the coordinate into the features
(pTm,i
B
T able
T able
xm (t) = {xm,i (t)} = {xW
m (t), xm,1 (t), · · · , xm,P (t)} represented by the
binary for the m-th event (e.g: Whether there is each behavior?) as follows;


B
able
1 pW
(t) = 0,
1 pTm,i
(t) = 0,
WB
T able
m
xm (t) =
xm,i (t) =
0 Otherwise.
0 Otherwise.
where i(= 1, 2, · · · , P ) and m(= 1, 2, · · · , M ) denote the student number and
the event number respectively.
Next, non-verbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students have relationships with each other in the cooperative learning. Therefore, we evaluate the
strength of the interactions between behaviors of “teaching/learning” students
by using the models with the time-delay. We introduce the following non-linear
time-series model for the features xm (t) = {xm,i (t)} represented by the binary
for the event (e.g., Whether eyes were detected?) for “teaching/learning” students. Concretely, this model can predict the m-th feature of the i-th student
by the past features xn,k (t − ) of all students.
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⎛
xm,i (t) = f ⎝
⎛
=f⎝

J


⎞
αm,i,j hm,j (t − )⎠ + e(t),

j=1
J



αm,i,j f

j=1

P 
N 
L


⎞
wn,j,k, xn,k (t − ) ⎠ + e(t),

(3)

n=1 k=0 =1

where i and k denote the student number (i = 0: for the student standing in
the front of a whiteboard, i = 1, · · · , P : for the student sitting around a table).
m and n denote the event numbers. e(t) denotes a Gaussian noise and αm,i,j
denotes the inﬂuence of the non-verbal behavior by other students. J denotes
the number of hidden units and hm,j (t − ) denotes the output of the hidden
unit. Moreover, wn,j,k, denotes the time-correlation for the non-verbal behavior
of the k-th student. The weights αm,i,j and wn,j,k, are initialized by the random
number. f (·) denotes the sigmoid function f (x) = tanh x.
Furthermore, the non-linear time-series model deﬁned by Eq. 3 can be represented by the neural network [8] model shown in Fig. 4. The learning object
for a neural network model shown in Fig. 4 is to minimize the following error
function.
M 
P
T
T 


Et =
(xm,i (t) − x̂m,i (t))2 ,
(4)
E=
t=1

t=1 m=1 i=0

where T denotes the length for the modeling section and x̂m,i (t) denotes the
prediction value for the feature xm,i (t) for the m-th event of the i-th student.
Here, we use the forgetting learning algorithm [9] for the purpose of the clarifying of the internal representations of neural networks by the elimination of
unnecessary weights.

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching” Student
xm (t − )

wm,j,k,

hm,j (t − )

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching” Student
xm (t)

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching/Learning”
Student
xm,1 (t − )

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching/Learning”
Student
xm,1 (t)

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching/Learning”
Student
xm (t − )

Non-verbal Behavior
by ”Teaching/Learning”
Student
xm,P (t)

αm,i,j

Fig. 4. Neural network model for Eq. 3.

3.2

Evaluation of the Interaction Based on the Diﬀerential
Coeﬃcient

We represented the interaction between the behaviors of “teaching/learning”
students in Eq. 3. In this equation, the weights {αm,i,j } and {wm,j,k, } play
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important roles on the interaction. Here, we evaluate that the change of the
output xm,k (t) (e.g., Whether eyes were detected?) in the output units by the
input xm,i (t − ) in the input units with the time-delay  as follows;
J

∂xm,k (t)
= xk (t)
αm,i,j wm,j,k, hm,j (t − ),
∂xm,i (t − )
j=1

(5)

where  denotes the diﬀerential operator. Here, we assume that xk (t) ≈ 0 under
the condition which the error function E becomes small.
Here, we deﬁne the index Δk,i which can evaluate the change of the output
xk (t) (e.g., Whether eyes were detected?) in the output units by the input xi (t−)
in the input units with the time-delay .
Δk,i =

T 
J 
M 
L

1
αm,i,j wm,j,k, hm,j (t − )
T JLM m=1 t=1 j=1

2

.

(6)

=1

4

Experimental Results

4.1

Outline of Experiments

We had the two video lectures concerning on the derivation of the formula for
two trigonometric functions (law of sines and law of cosines). Four “teaching”
and “learning” students are undergraduates. Moreover, we recorded movies for
“learning” students sitting around a table by “Meeting Recorder” (Kingjim Co.
Ltd., 640×480 [pixel], 30 [fps]) which is equipped with four cameras and an omni
directional microphone. Moreover, we recorded movies for “teaching” students
standing in the front of a whiteboard by “MacBook Air” (Apple Co. Ltd., 1280×
720 [pixel], 30 [fps]). The procedure of this experiment is as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.

before-test (about 10 [min]),
taking video lectures and taking notes (about 10 [min]),
cooperative learning using a whiteboard (about 10 [min]),
after-test (about 10 [min]).

Table 1 shows scores of before- and after-test and evaluation of notes taken
by students for given video lectures. Such scores for tests and notes are evaluated
by the three authors. From this table, we can see that Student-A and B have
higher scores. The test scores by Student-A, B, and C are improved through the
cooperative learning in Lecture-1 and Lecture-2. However, the score of after-test
of Student-D is lower (1.67 → 4.00) than that of before-test in Lecture-2.
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Table 1. Scores (1:best, 4:worst) of before/after tests and evaluation of notes.
Student Lecture-1
Lecture-2
Test
Note Test
Note
(Before/After)
(Before/After)

4.2

A

1.33/1.33

1.67

2.00/1.67

1.33

B

3.67/1.00

2.67

4.00/1.00

1.67

C

3.67/2.00

3.00

3.33/2.67

1.33

D

3.33/3.33

2.33

1.67/4.00

2.33

Ave.

3.00/1.92

2.42

2.75/2.34

1.67

Features for Behaviors of “Teaching/Learning” Students

Fig. 5(a) shows the behaviors (Writing/Explaining) and the features x(t) for
body parts “Neck”, “Eyes” and “Hands” of “teaching” students in Lecture-1.
L/R
In Fig. 5(a), student-A moves to a whiteboard at 350 [sec]. If xEye (t) = 0 and
L/R

xHand (t) = 0, then this “teaching” student is writing the content in a whiteL/R
L/R
board. If xEye (t) = 0 and xHand (t) = 0, then this “teaching” student is explaining to “learning” students sitting around a table.
On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) shows the behaviors (Taking Notes/Looking at
other students) and the features xB (t) for the “learning” student (Student-B)
in Lecture-1. In Fig. 5(b), the features change according to the non-verbal behaviors of Student-B (“learning” student). If xN eck,B (t) = 0, the student is sitting
L/R
around a table. If xEye,B (t) = 0, then the student is looking at other students.
L/R

L/R

If xEye,B (t) = 0 and xHand,B (t) = 0, then the student is taking notes.

[Writing]

[Looking at a whiteboard] [Taking notes]

[Explaining]

R
For (xR
Hand(t), yHand (t))

For

(xLHand(t),

R
For (xR
Hand,B (t), yHand,B (t))

L
yHand
(t))

L
(t))
For (xLHand,B (t), yHand,B

R
For (xR
Eye(t), yEye (t))
L
(t))
For (xLEye(t), yEye

For (xN eck (t), yN eck (t))
0

100

200

[Looking at other students]

300

400

500

(a) For “teaching” students

R
For (xR
Eye,B (t), yEye,B (t))
L
For (xLEye,B (t), yEye,B
(t))

For (xN eck,B (t), yN eck,B (t))

Time [sec]

0

100

200

300

400

500

Time [sec]

(b) For “learning” students

Fig. 5. Behaviors and features of “teaching/learning” students (Lecture-1).
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Modeling Results of the Non-verbal Behaviors of Students

We used the non-linear time-series model deﬁned by Eq. 3. This model can be
represented by the neural network model shown in Fig. 4. Here, we use the following parameters for the size of neural networks;
– the number of students: P = 4, the length for the modeling: L = 10 [sec],
– the number of body parts: M = 5 (Neck, LR-Eyes, LR-Hands),
– the numbers of input, hidden and output units: L × M × (P + 1), J = 10 and
M × (P + 1) (Here, P + 1 includes the standing student).
Table 2 shows the index Δk,i (Inﬂuence of the i-th student on the k-th student). Here, “0” denotes the standing student and “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” denote
the sitting student. In Lecture-1, Δk,0 (0: 2.017, A: 2.349, B: 0.000, C: 0.000,
D: 0.000) in the case of i = 0 means that Student-0 is inﬂuenced by oneself
and Student-A. Moreover, Student-A and Student-B are inﬂuenced by StudentC (ΔC,A = 3.943 and ΔC,B = 8.144). Furthermore, Student-C and Student-D
are inﬂuenced by the behavior of oneself (ΔC,C = 13.850 and ΔD,D = 84.053).
Similarly, we can discuss the interactions among “teaching/learning” students
In Lecture-2.
Table 2. Δk,i : Inﬂuence of the i-th student on the k-th student.
i\k
0
A
B
C
D

0
2.017
2.349
0.000
0.000
0.000

(a) Lecture-1
A
B
C
2.076 3.590 1.451
1.841 1.916 1.513
1.125 0.801 3.944
3.943 8.144 13.850
3.427 4.256 7.664

D
2.883
1.331
0.104
0.560
84.053

i\k
0
A
B
C
D

0
2.629
2.888
0.000
1.400
0.000

(b) Lecture-2
A
B
C
1.128 2.240 3.908
0.012 0.010 4.445
1.181 3.209 1.023
2.493 3.528 0.675
2.381 7.937 4.009

D
3.763
1.412
2.830
2.260
3.332

In Fig. 6 shows the sum Xi (t) = m xm,i (t) of the features xm (t) = {xm,i (t)}
for the m-th event deﬁned in Sect. 3.1. Here, i denotes the student number (i = 0:
standing student, i = A, B, C, D: sitting students). When the sum Xi (t) becomes
large, it means that many body parts of Student-i are recorded by the camera. On
the other hand, when the sum Xi (t) becomes small, it means that the movement
of the student is small. In Fig. 6(a), Student-A is standing at a whiteboard at 180
[sec] and the sum XC (t) changes according to the non-verbal behavior. Moreover,
XC (t) and XD (t) of Student-C and Student-D are comparatively large and they
are no inﬂuenced by the behavior of standing student (Student-0). Similarly,
ΔC,C and ΔC,C of Student-C and Student-D in Table 2(a) becomes large. It
is shown that the index Δk,i has a relation with the sum Xi (t). In Fig. 6(b),
Student-A becomes “teaching” student in the sections of [240–405] and [450–
470] and Student-C becomes “teaching” student in the sections of [20–238] and
[430–450]. Furthermore, the sum of features of Student-B changes at 240 [sec]. It
is shown that “learning” Student-B is given the diﬀerent inﬂuences by Student-A
and Student-C as the standing “teaching” students.
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Student-D

Student-D
Around a table

Student-C

Student-C

Student-B

Student-B

Student-A

Student-A

Around a table

In the front of
a whiteboard
0

100

In the front of
a whiteboard
200

300

400

500

(a) Lecture-1

Fig. 6. Xi (t) =

5

Time [sec]

0

100

200

300

400

500

Time [sec]

(b) Lecture-2


m

xm,i (t) of features of the i-th students.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the modeling for the interactions between nonverbal behaviors of “teaching/learning” students in a cooperative learning environment. First, we have used the positions of eyes, face and hands detected
by OpenPose [7]. Next, we have proposed a modeling method for the interactions of non-verbal behaviors of students based on neural networks. Furthermore,
we have proposed the index Δk,i for representing “interactions” based on the
internal representations of neural networks. From experimental results, we have
shown that the index Δk,i has give a strong inﬂuence on the modeling of the nonverbal behaviors of students. As future work, we would like to discuss carefully
the followings; (i) the application to other cases, the usage of various behaviors
of students, (ii) the relationships among the modeling results, the progress of
the cooperative learning, and the understandings of students.
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Abstract. In this research, we have developed a serious game app to
help children with autism to overcome their social and communication
problems. This game is implemented based on PECS system. The developed game is an educational game with educational target by containing
educational roles based on PECS and other attractive factors. The educational roles are given in a form of visual scanning, matching, ability
to distinguish, build a complete sentence based on functional communication skills, ask and comments. The preliminary experiment results
revealed a positive impact in promoting children with autism motor skills
and their interactive functionality.
Keywords: Computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL)
Serious games · Autism

1

·

Introduction

Usually, a person who has good communication and social skills can eﬀectively
express his ideas and feeling to others through his gestures, and can easily interact well with others by facial expressions or verbal communication. However,
Having communication and social skills in the autism world is diﬀerent and definitely must be converted to other skills; such as realizing the relation between
objects, body control (when to start and when to stop), understanding surrounding context cues, basic language concepts, memorization, following instructions,
having good eye contact, and turn talking (listening skills) [1]. Limitations in
communication and social skills for children with autism consider the main reason for not accepting them in the public in many countries. In term of intervention for children with autism, the more motivations in learning, the more
positive eﬀects they will get.
In this research, we employed the intervention system Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS)1 to implement our serious game. Our game
1

https://pecsusa.com/pecs/.

c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019

H. Nakanishi et al. (Eds.): CRIWG+CollabTech 2019, LNCS 11677, pp. 202–211, 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-28011-6_14
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is integrated with the elements of serious game, which play an important role in
attracting and motivating the children. Understanding the autism requirements
and the suggestions from the participants and the valuable improvement from
the therapists and speech language pathologist were considered an important
contribution in delivering our game. The educational components which need to
be delivered in the game is gradually embedded in order to introduce attractive environment for encouraging the participants to keep on playing and take
beneﬁts.
Despite the inability to demonstrate the eﬀect of our game on improving
communication and social skills in real life for children with autism. The game
was successfully stimulated the functional communication skills on request, ask,
reject that the participants have not appeared in their life at all. Moreover, the
game levels targeted the collaboration skills encouraged the participants to show
social behaviors during the game.

2

Literature Review

2.1

Autism

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental and mental disorder,
which eﬀects on development and function of the brain. Usually, ASD symptoms
appear on the child before the age of three [2]. People with ASD show diﬀerent
symptoms that vary widely. Nevertheless, the most common symptoms are:
–
–
–
–

Weakness in communication and social interactions
Language latency
Unusual behaviors and delays in cognition
Sensory processing disorder.

2.2

PECS Approach

PECS is developed in 1994 as one of augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) [3] strategies for solving language deﬁcits of children with autism.
AAC strategies allow individuals with autism to communicate through using
diﬀerent strategies such as (communication books, speech generating devices,
sign language, picture symbols and gestures) [4]. PECS technique has a notably
developed with six phases:
– Phase 1: learning to request for exchanging the picture with preferred object.
This phase depends on physical prompt (pick-up, reach and release).
– Phase 2: increasing the exchange distance between the child and therapist
and change the environment and therapist.
– Phase 3: Child is learned to distinguish between diﬀerent pictures and learn
to match the picture with preferred object.
– Phase 4: The child learns to build a sentence strip in order to obtain what he
wants.
– Phase 5 and Phase 6: Expand the instruction to include helping, commenting
and asking questions.
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Serious Game

Using game thinking in learning is a way to get rid of boring and frustration
feeling of students in classroom. In general, Kapp [5] states that game depends on
emotional reaction from the player to obtain outcome by building a mechanism
of interactivity, constrains and feedback supporting with realistic elements or
casting to fulﬁll game’s goals. Projecting game principles in learning or training
environment dubbed as “Serious Game” or “Gamiﬁcation” [6].
2.4

Using Serious Game for Individuals with Autism

Serious game has shown a positive impact to empower autistic children compared with other disability categories. Bartolome and Zapirain [7] evaluated the
impacts of using serious games to develop communication and interaction skills
of two control groups (children with ASD and neurotypical development). Three
objectives were identiﬁed in that research; knowing the strength points of autistic
children to develop a game, that applies to rehabilitate their abilities, evaluating
the interaction between autistic children with others through the incorporation
environment by using caregiver and distinguishing between autistic children and
neurotypical development based on cognitive behavior. The result showed that
the reaction time of autistic children is slightly over the neurotypical development group.
Autism serious game can be applied in diﬀerent sectors. For example, Bosseler
et al. found a positive impact of using serious game to teach autistic children
new vocabulary by using computer virtual character dubbed as “Baldi” [8]. In
meeting environment, Strickland et al. worked with adolescent with autism by
using “SecondLife” virtual reality application to simulate employment interview
to practice autistic teenagers, whereas people with autism unlikely to obtain
jobs because of impairment in social interaction [9]. In traveling, Mazurek and
Engelhardt developed “Route Mate” a serious game is designed to promote traveling independently for individuals with intellectual disability [10]. In social life,
Fernandes designed a Virtual character for helping autistic children to recognize
others feeling [11]. They found eﬀective role of context in improving the reaction
of autistic children with games.
Serious game can be used as an assistive tool for people with autism, whereas
games can lead to addict. Fernandes et al. mention of addiction problem of
using video game for both individuals with ASD and individual with ADHD
[12]. Autistic children are losing interaction with others, so they stick on tablet
devices.

3
3.1

Game and Experimental Design
Game Design

This section describes the structure of the implemented serious game to be used
to support social and communication skills of children with autism. Individuals
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with autism took part in diﬀerent sessions (ﬁfteen sub-levels). The level of difﬁculty proportionally increases with the game level; the ﬁrst thirteen sub-levels
played as individual to gradually develop their communication and social skills,
where the last two sub-levels is considered as a collaboration game between two
players aiming to improve the social skills. The following game elements were
employed in our game:

Fig. 1. The first level of game that covers the first level of PECS.

– Storytelling Coherent: We employed Storytelling in diﬀerent levels. For
instance, in Fig. 1, the girl wants to pass the bridge. Unfortunately, the bridge
is broken and the girl will still move to pass the bridge. If the girl wants to
survive and does not fall down, the player must help her to rebuild the bridge
by matching a series of hint objects to the objects in the top of screen.
– Goal: The goals of this game is to promote learning around both communication and social skills. Therefore, storytelling should support this and it is
important to keep the leaner through ﬂow channel. We employed the principle
goals in the game as follow:
• Levels that practice the ﬁrst, second and third phases of PECS: the main
goal in these levels is to achieve diﬀerentiation and recognition skills.
• Levels that practice the fourth phase of PECS: the main goal of these
levels is to make the learner be able to communicate with others and
build a complete sentence.
• Levels that practice the ﬁfth and sixth phases of PECS: The main goal
here is to accomplish the progress in communication by giving comments
and request a help.
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• Levels of cooperative phase: The main goal here is to be more social,
whereas the previous levels are lack of social activities, do partnership
and have friends.
Feedback: factors such as sounds and animation is essential in creating an
interactive environment, which motivate the children with autism and give
them more sense of control.
Time: in this game three types of time techniques where used:
• In the levels that practice the ﬁrst two phases of PECS: embedded time
is used, where it means the value of time to express how much the child’s
response was fast to do the correct action.
• In the levels that practice the phase four of PECS: mapping time is used,
where it means link the time with something logical, to give an impression
to do the quick required action before the time runs out. In this game,
we used a burnt rope.
• In cooperative levels PECS, which practice the phase 5 and 6 of PECS:
we used a timer. Figure 2 represents the structure of cooperative game.
Rewards: the player will be reward by collecting coins, souls and gemstones.
Instructional methods: pictures and written cues can help children with
autism to learn. Sometimes oral cues is not enough to deliver a correct
message, whereas some of them have problem in understanding language.
Instructional methods must take in consideration diversity among children
with autism, their abilities and their needs change over time.
Behavior rules: the following rules are used in cooperative levels:
• Two tablet devices are used.
• Two player should contribute to ﬁnish the game.
• Cooperative game aims to increase the interactive social skills of children
with autism which is represented by simple interactive dialog, understand
the others, logic prediction.
Functional rules: these rules was covered by PECS concepts and phases.

3.2

Participants and Environment Selection

Participants: The participants in the preliminary experiment were selected
based on the therapist notes and the experimental activities that we did in two
autism centers. We picked up a small sample group consists of four participants
taking in considerations the following aspects:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Age.
Gender.
Diversity of participants’ abilities (strong, weak).
Have a communication problem.
Have a social problem.
He/She can use a tablet device.
Does not use PECS before.
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Fig. 2. Cooperative game.

Environment: The following is a list of the issues we considered for the individual game environment in the ﬁrst four levels:
– The experiment was conducted in a classroom that equipped with table, chair,
and tablet.
– Removed any distraction factors that maybe confuse and reducing the attention of the child.
– Removed any other applications exist on the tablet.
– Only the player, therapist and experimenter attended in the classroom.
– The therapist role was to help the child to react to changes and to guide him
if he asked.
– The experimenter role was to deal with any technical issues and take notes.
– The following is the extra issues we considered for the cooperative game
environment in the last two levels:
– Conducted the game on classroom that equipped with one table, two chairs,
and two tablets.
– Only the two players, PECS game environment, therapist, and experimenter
attended in the classroom.
3.3

Data Collection

The four participants took part in the preliminary experiment and the data
observed and collected throughout diﬀerent sessions, while the majority of data
was digitally collected directly from the game itself and posted automatically to
the server database. The notes and observations were recorded by the camera and
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manually by both the experimenter and therapist. The following is the collected
variables related to individual levels:
– Response time: this is the required time that the player needs to start doing an
activity (moving the objects, moving the actors) after he/she sees an evidence
guiding the player to start.
– Language skills parameters. Table 1 presents the assessment parameters of
language.
– Stay focused and engagement time.
– Behavior functioning: these are the motor skills; such as asking for help or
other interesting behavior that appear during the game.
– Ease of learning.
Table 1. Assessment of language skill parameters.

In the other hand, the following is the collected variables related to the
cooperative levels:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Look to the partner.
Talk to help the partner.
Talk to correct the partner.
Talk to encourage the partner.
Complain verbally.
Comment.
Smile.
Laugh.
Using gestures.

In Table 1, the Pretest of functional communication skill values were ﬁlled
after we interview the therapists to evaluate the player ability in creating complete sentences based on ten language skill parameters. The third column during
the game were ﬁlled during the game and present the ability of the player to pass
the game levels. Post-test was ﬁlled after the experiment and it used the real
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PECS cards to present the ability of the child on forming a complete sentence
based on the phases 4, 5, and 6 of PECS.
We used a camera to record non predeﬁned parameters to be analyzed along
be-side observational parameters. Table 2 illustrate observational variables of
individual levels. The ﬁnal stage of the data collection, after the experiment procedure was per-formed a questionnaire was given to the therapists. The questionnaire goal was to measure how much the game facilitates the developing
communication skills for children with autism by preparing a list of questions
given to the therapists who have attended the testing sessions and other therapists who have tried the game and have a good experience on dealing with
children with autism and their abilities. We distributed twenty questionnaires
with ten questions to the specialists and caregivers in two centers to investigate
the ability of the game on motivating children with autism by developing their
social and communication skills, to what extent their feedback is close enough
for our data results for long-term as well as short-term in the daily life of autistic
children.
Table 2. Level1 & level2 Observation parameters of individual level.

4

Preliminary Results

We used three ways of collecting results to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of developed
game. The preliminary results are summarized as bellow:
Observational Results: These results are used to observe the social behaviors
that the participants have showed during the game, these results are collected
on individual and cooperative levels. The observational results indicate that the
developed game have been successfully stimulated some behaviors that children
in normal situations have not showed before, such as exchange eye contact, ask
for help, talk with a partner, etc. In addition, using the serious game technology
encourages children to join in activities and increase their attention. Related to
cooperative levels nine intentions of communication were observed to indicate
showing of socially responsible behaviors between two players.
Collected Results: These data results posted directly to server database for
further analyzing process, we collected these results in the ﬁrst four levels of
the game (individual game stage) to measure the response time, number of no
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response, wrong triggers and reloading of level and playing duration values. In
addition, these results give indication of the participant’s enjoying. The collected
results showed a positive impact for our game in promoting autistic children
motor skills, their interactive functionality. Pretest and post-test results showed
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the language skills of children before and after the
game, which proved the eﬀectiveness of the game in improving the language
skills in requesting, rejecting, etc.
Questionnaire Results are collected to investigate the ability of the game on
motivating children with autism be developing their social and communication
skills, to what extent their feedback is close enough for our data results for
long-term as well as short-term in the daily life of children with autism. Out of
the specialists answers to the questionnaire about if the child really has enjoyed
the game, the majority of them conﬁrmed the ability of the game in enjoying
children with autism and attracting them, which support our observations and
collected data about the motivational variables. In addition, the questionnaire
results indicate the ability of the game to develop both social and communication
skills.
Despite the inability to demonstrate the eﬀect of the game on improving
communication and social skills in real life for children with autism. The game
is successfully stimulated the functional communication skills on request, ask,
reject that the participants have not appeared in their life at all. Moreover, the
questionnaire results show the ability of the game to improve communication and
social skills of children with autism in their daily life and on long term period,
whereas when we asked specialists of autism “The eﬀectiveness of the game in
helping children with autism in their daily life” 60% answered on average were
30% answered a lot.

5

Conclusion

In this research, we developed a serious game for children with autism to help
them in developing their communication and social skills. The game developed
based on the oﬃcial intervention system “PECS” to be the core of the game
with the integration with the elements of serious game, which play an important
role in attracting and motivating the children. In one hand, the employed serious
game elements such as feedback and ability to choose the game’s character added
attractive factors to the participant to play the game. In the other hand, the
educational roles were given in a form of visual scanning, matching, ability to
distinguish, build a complete sentence based on functional communication skills,
ask, and comments. In addition to that, the educational components, which
needed to be delivered in the game, is gradually embedded in order to introduce
attractive environment for encouraging the participants to keep on playing and
take beneﬁts.
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Abstract. This research proposes a DiAna-AD (dialog analysis for adjusting
duration) system that adjusts the duration time of discussions based on the
discussion situations. Participants may be dissatisﬁed with excessive or insufﬁcient ﬁxed time of discussion. The proposed system is intended to terminate
the discussions at the appropriate time. The situations of the discussions are
estimated only from nonlinguistic acoustic features collected by wearable
devices. The criteria of termination by the system are obtained from the analysis
of an experiment of satisfaction. The analysis result revealed that the subjective
satisfaction of the participants is reduced by the desire to shorten the duration
time of the discussion. An algorithm to terminate discussions is implemented via
the proposed system. Furthermore, an experiment with the system is conducted
to evaluate the effectiveness of the system for improving participants’ satisfaction in a discussion. The result of the experiment with the system is compared
with that of the experiment on satisfaction, and there are no signiﬁcant differences between the results. On the other hand, from the result of the interview,
the proposed DiAna-AD system is found to be effective in shortening the
duration time of inactive discussions.
Keywords: Face-to-face discussion  Improvement of satisfaction
Adjusting duration  Dialog analysis



1 Introduction
In this paper, we design a DiAna-AD (dialog analysis for adjusting duration) system
that adjusts the length of discussions in face-to-face environments.
A discussion is considered one of the essential activities by which decisions are
made and opinions shared. It can be face-to-face, online, or text-based. Moreover, with
advances in technology, online discussions can be performed in real-time using multimedia [1]. This paper aims to improve the discussion skills of participants. Both direct
and indirect methods are considered to be effective in improving participants’ discussion skills. The direct method possesses artiﬁcial processes of discussion to affect
the improvement of participants’ skills directly. On the other hand, in the indirect
method, participants must improve their discussion skills by repeatedly participating in
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
H. Nakanishi et al. (Eds.): CRIWG+CollabTech 2019, LNCS 11677, pp. 212–221, 2019.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-28011-6_15
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ordinary conversations. Furthermore, in this method, the participants are required to be
willing to improve their discussion skills. The approach of this research is based on the
indirect method. Besides, participants’ satisfaction with a discussion is critical to
enabling them to maintain a willingness to discuss. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
a system that improves participants’ satisfaction with discussions.
In face-to-face discussions, the duration of discussions is determined in advance
based on the experiences of the teachers; however, this ﬁxed duration may be excessive
or insufﬁcient. With a short time of discussion, it is difﬁcult for participants to discuss
adequately; on the other hand, they feel bored when the assigned discussion time is
excessively much. Thus, assigning an appropriate duration of discussions may improve
participants’ satisfaction.

2 Related Work
Research aimed at improving the conditions of discussion have been previously carried
out. One such example is a study [2] on enabling feedback from the teacher to students
after a discussion was conducted. In the study, the authors utilized a rubric to clarify
evaluation items. In [3], enrolling in Massive Open Online Courses was considered a
means to acquire discussion skills. In the research, students share ideas using a discussion forum that is an asynchronous text-based discussion environment. It is notable
that these researches aim to improve not the discussion skills but the condition of
discussion.
Research on a non-speech section of pair conversation was conducted in [4], and it
was found that non-speech sections are not suitable for those who feel weakness in
their ability to talk. Furthermore, it was recommended that at the time of the nonspeech section, discussions should be by topic presentation. There is a conventional
approach to eliminating inactive discussion. However, methods for changing topics do
not apply to a discussion with a ﬁxed topic.
Furthermore, in [5], the authors aim to emphasize and maintain the relevance of
face-to-face communication. By utilizing a touch-shake device to enable physical
contact, they achieved high-quality communication. The device uses light and sound in
response to physical contact. In this paper, we aim to improve the quality of discussion
with a different approach.

3 Adjusting Duration During Face-to-Face Discussion
3.1

Dialog Analysis Based on Nonlinguistic Acoustic Information

Communication comprises transfer of verbal and non-verbal information. Verbal
information refers to the understanding of the meaning of an utterance. In [6], verbal
information was employed to create a corpus from transcribed dialogs and to analyze
emotions. Non-verbal information includes facial expression and gaze, voice height,
tone of voice, and gestures. In [7], the authors utilized non-verbal information to
investigate gaze patterns using an eye tracker. From verbal information, it is possible to
analyze the contents of the discussions. However, this analysis is manually performed
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by human observations. On the other hand, it is possible to analyze the attitude of
participants and the intention of an utterance from non-verbal information. However,
several types of non-verbal information require equipment specially prepared for collecting the information. In [8], a system that detects dialog breakdown in chat dialog
from nonlinguistic acoustic information is proposed. However, the DiAna-AD system
presented in this paper uses nonlinguistic acoustic information collected by wearable
devices for analyzing discussions.
3.2

Nonlinguistic Acoustic Features Used in DiAna-AD System

In this subsection, we introduce the following features to estimate the situation of a
discussion: time percentage of an utterance, percentage of silent time, and coefﬁcient of
speech overlap. These values are calculated from only nonlinguistic acoustic information per unit time.
Time Percentage of Utterance. This value is the utterance time of a participant per
unit time, and it is calculated for each participant in a group discussion. The value is
given in the range from 0% to 100%. The degree of participation of each participant in
the group discussion is obtained by checking the transition of this value.
Percentage of Silent Time. This value is the time that nobody speaks per unit time,
and it is calculated for a group. The value is given in the ranges from 0% to 100%. The
degree of stagnation of the group in the discussion is obtained by checking the transition of this value.
Coefﬁcient of Speech Overlap. This value is the sum of the total time percentage of
the utterance of all the participants in a group and the percentage of silent time of the
group on discussion, and it is calculated for a group. Besides, this value is given in the
range from 1 to the number of participants in the group. Furthermore, if there is no
overlap of speech, the coefﬁcient of speech overlap is 1. The degree of activeness of the
group on the discussion is known by checking the transition of this value.
3.3

Architecture of DiAna-AD System

The DiAna-AD system consists of wearable devices and an aggregation server.
The wearable devices are Raspberry Pi 3B+ attached to a unidirectional USB
microphone which collects participants’ utterances. The aggregation server is a laptop
that controls the wearable devices and calculates nonlinguistic acoustic features from
collected data in real-time. The DiAna-AD system decides the end of the discussion
based on the features discussed in Subsect. 3.2. An end notiﬁcation is sent by a
notiﬁcation device which is made up of Raspberry Pi 3B+ and a speaker. The wearable
devices, the aggregation server, and the notiﬁcation device are connected using Wi-Fi,
while data is sent via UDP connection.
The data flow of DiAna-AD system is as follows: ﬁrst, each of the participants
wears the headset of the wearable device. When the discussion begins, the wearable
devices start sending data to the aggregation server. During the discussion, only the
volume values are extracted from the voice input of the unidirectional microphones.
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The server associates the received values of IP addresses, the volume values, and the
timestamps. Then, the utterances of each participant are determined with the associated
data.
The features are calculated every 20 s. Moreover, the percentage of silent time and
the coefﬁcient of speech overlap are used to decide the end of the discussion. The
termination of the discussion is notiﬁed by the system when it continues for more than
one minute that the percentage of silent time exceeds 40% and the coefﬁcient of speech
overlap becomes less than 1.07. These thresholds are examined in the experiment to
improve discussion satisfaction. Figure 1 shows the diagram of DiAna-AD system
while Fig. 2 shows the dataflow of the system.

Fig. 1. Diagram of DiAna-AD system

Fig. 2. Dataflow of DiAna-AD system
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4 Experiment of Satisfaction
4.1

Procedure of Experiment

In this research, we conducted an experiment to validate the appropriateness of the
criteria of termination by the DiAna-AD system. To this end, we investigated the
relationship between the duration of discussions and the personal satisfaction of
participants.
The subjects of the experiment were ﬁfteen students from a science and engineering
university. Five groups of three students were formed. The task of the experiment was a
discussion for ten minutes. During the discussion, the subjects wore the wearable
devices to record utterances. The agenda of the discussion was: “What is the point you
want to be improved at your university?”
During the discussion, the subjects were asked to answer questionnaires every three
minutes. The questionnaires had a “yes” or “no” voting formula for the question “Do
you want to continue talking?” The subjects answered the same question using ballot
boxes for each item every three minutes. After the discussion, we conducted a subjective evaluation questionnaire about the discussion. Figure 3 shows the setting of the
experiment.

Fig. 3. Discussion using DiAna-AD system

4.2

Result of Experiment

The result of the questionnaire that had to be answered every three minutes during the
discussion, the answers to the question “Do you want to continue talking?” will
gradually change from “yes” to dominantly “no” as the discussion progress; the ratio of
the answers “yes” in all the groups is 0.93 in the ﬁrst three minutes, 0.73 in the ﬁrst six
minutes, and 0.40 in the ﬁrst nine minutes. It is shown that a tendency that the
participant will gradually become reluctant to talk as time passes.
A correlation is found between the results of the questions “Did you want to shorten
or extend the duration time?” and “How satisﬁed are you with the discussion?” which
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are items of the questionnaire after the discussion (r = 0.79, p < 0.001). It was found
that the duration of discussions influences the satisfaction of participants.
Also, a correlation was found between the result of the question “How satisﬁed are
you with the discussion?” and the coefﬁcient of speech overlap (r = 0.65, p < 0.01).
4.3

Criteria for Termination

Experimental results of participants’ satisfaction with a discussion revealed a strong
tendency of decrease in speech motivation within the ﬁrst six to nine minutes of the
discussion. In the ﬁrst nine minutes’ vote, it was only in one group that all the subjects
answered “yes” to the question “Do you want to continue talking?” Thus, the group did
not have to shorten the assigned duration as the discussion was active.
We analyzed the percentage of silent time and the coefﬁcient of speech overlap
from the ﬁrst six to nine minutes of the other four groups. Based on the analysis result,
40% is decided as the criteria of the percentage of silent time for termination because
the deviation value of the groups is 40. The ratio of 1.07 is decided as the criteria of the
coefﬁcient of speech overlap because the median value of the groups is 1.07. The rising
of the percentage of silent time indicates strong stagnation of discussions, while a
decline in the coefﬁcient of speech overlap indicates strong inactivity of the discussion
group. Therefore, as the criteria for termination, the percentage of silent time exceeding
40% and the coefﬁcient of speech overlap less than 1.07 are adopted.
The rule to notify termination is as follows: once a discussion meets both the
criteria and the condition lasts one minute, a termination notiﬁcation is sent.

5 An Experiment on DiAna-AD System
5.1

Procedure of Experiment

In this subsection, we conducted an experiment with the DiAna-AD system to evaluate
the effectiveness of the system to improve participants’ satisfaction with a discussion.
The subjects of the experiment were ﬁfteen students of the science and engineering
university mentioned earlier; however, this set of students were different from those
used in the experiment on satisfaction. We formed ﬁve groups of three subjects each.
Two sessions of discussion were conducted as the task of the experiment. The duration
of the discussion varies; a minimum of seven minutes and maximum 13 min. We asked
the subjects to remove any time-measuring devices in their possession such as watches
and smartphones. During the discussion, the subjects wore the wearable devices to
record utterances. The topic of the ﬁrst discussion is “What is the point you want
improved at your university?” and that of the second discussion is “How do you
involve children in learning programming?”
The DiAna-AD system is applied to both the ﬁrst and second discussions. Additionally, the groups are notiﬁed about termination from the system respectively based
on the criteria of termination. The subjects are required to wrap up the ongoing discussion once an end notiﬁcation is indicated by the notiﬁcation device.
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We set time limitations to shorten or extend the duration of discussions. Even if the
group is inactive from the beginning of the discussion, a certain time should be spent
for the discussion to occur successfully. On the other hand, even if the discussion is
continuously active, it must be wrapped up in a certain time.
After both discussions, we carried out a subjective evaluation questionnaire about
the discussion. The questions in the subjective evaluation were the same as asked in the
experiment of satisfaction.
Furthermore, we showed the subjects the duration times of each discussion after
they answered the questionnaire of the second discussion. The mechanism of adjusting
the time according to the activity of discussion by the system was also shown to the
subjects. Finally, a questionnaire and an interview on the evaluation of the DiAna-AD
system was answered by the subjects.
5.2

Result of the Experiment

We designated the ﬁve groups as G1 to G5. Table 1 shows the duration time of the
discussions using the DiAna-AD system.
Table 1. The duration time of the discussions
Group
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

First [min: sec] Second [min: sec]
13:00
13:00
13:00
13:00
13:00
13:00
13:00
13:00
7:00
7:40

The system detected that the discussions of G1 to G4 were active and adjusted the
duration time of discussions to the maximum. Table 2 shows the answers to the
question “Do you want to shorten or extend the discussion time?”; it veriﬁes that the
adjustment was appropriate. The scores in the table are as follows: 1 means “want to
shorten strongly,” 2 means “want to shorten,” 3 means “moderate,” 4 means “want to
extend,” and 5 means “want to extend strongly.” Each answer is the result collected
from three subjects in each group.
Table 2. The answer to the question “Do you want to shorten or extend the discussion time?”
Group
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

First
3, 4,
1, 3,
2, 2,
1, 4,
3, 2,

4
3
2
2
4

Second
2, 3, 2
2, 3, 3
3, 3, 3
2, 4, 3
2, 3, 4
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12 out of the 30 answers are “want to shorten” the discussion where the duration
time was adjusted by the DiAna-AD system. 12 answers are “moderate,” and six
answers are “want to extend”. Although the discussions are already extended, the
feeling of the subjects differed in extending or shortening the duration time of the active
discussions.
Tables 3 and 4 show the number of times that the termination criteria were met
every 20 s during the discussion. It indicates that the end notiﬁcation was made when
the value in the brackets is three or more between seven minutes and 13 min. In this
experiment, all the groups met the criteria multiple times, but the values are less than
three. Several groups met the continuing criteria of three times in less than seven
minutes; however, the discussion kept going.
Table 3. Classiﬁcation of the end notiﬁcation in the ﬁrst discussion.
Group
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

[min: sec (number of judgments)]
0:40(2), 3:00(1), 5:00(1), 11:20(1), 13:00(1)
0.20(1), 6:20(3), 7:00(1), 9:00(1)
6:20(1), 9:20(1)
5:20(2), 6:40(1), 8:20(1), 9:20(1), 10:20(1), 12:20(1)
1:00(3), 2:00(2), 3:00(2), 4:40(2), 7:00(4)

Table 4. Classiﬁcation of the end notiﬁcation in the second discussion.
Group
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

[min: sec (number of judgments)]
4:20(2), 6:40(3), 11:20(1), 12:40(1)
0.40(2), 3:20(1), 7:40(1), 11:40(1)
1:00(1), 2:00(1), 3:40(1)
0:40(2), 1:20(1), 7:00(1), 7:40(1), 8:20(1), 12:40(1)
1:00(3), 2:00(2), 4:20(7), 6:00(3), 7:40(3)

Table 5 shows the voting results of the ﬁrst discussion on the question “Do you
want to continue talking?” It indicates that the willingness to speak decreased in the
vote of the ﬁrst nine minutes. However, it also revealed that the willingness was
recovered in the vote of the ﬁrst 12 min in several groups.
In the questionnaire on the evaluation of the DiAna-AD system, the question “Are
you satisﬁed with the system’s decision?” was asked. The scores in the question are as
follows: 1 means “not satisﬁed,” 2 means “partly not satisﬁed,” 3 means “moderate,” 4
means “partly satisﬁed,” and 5 means “satisﬁed.” The average score of the question is
4.27, and the standard deviation is 0.85. 13 out of 15 subjects answered “satisﬁed” to
the decision by the DiAna-AD system. One subject answered “not satisﬁed.” However,
it was found that the subjects in general accepted the decision criteria of the system.
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Table 5. The answers to the question “Do you want to continue talking?” in the ﬁrst discussion
(“Yes”/“No”)
Group
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5

5.3

3 min
3/0
3/0
3/0
3/0
3/0

6 min
3/0
3/0
0/3
2/1
2/1

9 min
3/0
2/1
0/3
1/2
N/A

12 min
2/1
2/1
2/1
2/1
N/A

Discussion

This research aimed at improving participants’ satisfaction in a discussion by adjusting
the duration time of the discussion. Therefore, in the experiment of the proposed
system, we set the same agenda of the experiment on satisfaction to the ﬁrst discussion.
The degree of satisfaction with a discussion was asked from 0% to 100% in 10%
increments. Regarding the experiment on satisfaction, the average degree of satisfaction was 70%, and the standard deviation is 21%. On the other hand, for the experiment
of system, the average was 65.3% and the standard deviation was 15.9%.
In addition, the average score for the question “Do you want to shorten or extend
the discussion time?” in the experiment on satisfaction was 3.20 and the standard
deviation was 1.05. Additionally, the average score in the experiment of the system was
2.67 and the standard deviation was 1.01. A correlation was found between the degree
of satisfaction in a discussion and the answer to the question “Do you want to shorten
or extend the discussion time?” of the ﬁrst discussion in the experiment of the system (r
= 0.61, p < 0.05).
From the result of the interview, it can be inferred that it is painful to keep participating in an inactive discussion. Hence, it is considered necessary to reduce the
duration time of inactive discussions. On the other hand, there is a widespread opinion
that “it was not good that the discussion time was excessively extended” by the subject
who answered “not satisﬁed” to the decision of the system. Moreover, it is crucial to
consider the degree of extended duration time of active discussions.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this research, we designed a DiAna-AD system that adjusts the duration time of
discussions in face-to-face environments. The system aims to increase participants’
satisfaction in a discussion by adjusting the duration time based on the discussion. The
system utilizes the nonlinguistic acoustic information obtained from participants. We
investigated the influence of the system on the participants. The experimental result of
the proposed system revealed that there are no signiﬁcant differences in the satisfaction
of the participants. However, there is an effective adjustment of the duration time of
inactive discussions.
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In future work, we intend to review the degree to which duration time needs to be
adjusted in active discussion. Finally, we shall also attempt to contribute to increasing
participants’ motivation to repeat discussions to improve discussion skills.
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Research (No. JP17H02001, JP19K03175 and JP19H01710) by MEXT (Ministry of Education,
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Abstract. Creativity is widely recognized as a valuable trait. The aim
of this research is to explore the usefulness of incorporating elements of
both game and play into creativity methods, so called design games or
gameful ideation methods. This paper presents ﬁndings from a study in
which a Gameful Idea Generation (GIG) was conducted. GIG is a collaborative creativity method that draws on concepts from design games and
hackathons. We focus on intra-group dynamics in order to gain insights
on how gamefulness inﬂuences collaborative creative processes. We analyse performance in relation to the level and nature of collaboration displayed during group-based ideation. Our insights provide relevant pointers for the design of future collaborative creativity enhancing technologies.
Keywords: Creativity methods · Gamefulness · Collaboration ·
Ideation · Design games · Group dynamics · Divergent thinking

1

Introduction

Over the last decade, research has introduced a plethora of creativity methods
to support idea generation and facilitate innovation processes at large. With
studies having suggested that gamefulness can promote creativity (e.g. [12]),
concepts known from games have lately been introduced into creativity methods
coining so called design games [1,10]. This paper investigates how collaboration
unfolds in a creative design process and how a gameful framing aﬀect the nature
of collaboration (i.e. intra-group dynamics) and the outcomes of the ideation
process (i.e. quality of ideas).
We do so by drawing on data collected during a one day event with high
school students in which we conducted a Gameful Idea Generation (introduced
in [19]). Based on gathered insights on how participants worked together in the
collaborative creative process, we hope to provide pointers that can be used to
inform the design of technologies to support collaborative creativity. Our insights
can furthermore contribute to research on hackathons, which are usually not
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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designed to support learners [7], even when used in educational settings. Structuring hackathons via methods such as Gameful Idea Generations has potential
in this perspective.

2

Background

This work focuses on collaborative ideation processes that take place in a setting
where novel and meaningful solutions for a given problem are generated, prioritized and demonstrated (e.g. business meeting). With the term collaborative,
we refer to a setting where two or more persons work together in a joint eﬀort.
2.1

Card-Based Gameful Creativity Methods

The use of tangible cards is a well established approach to stimulate divergent
thinking as well as guide design processes (e.g. [9,15]). During ideation, cards
have been found to foster divergent thinking by triggering ideas that go beyond
the present context allowing to creatively interpret possibilities [11].
For the context of this work, we are interested in those creativity methods
that adopt principles known from games. Rationales for incorporating gamefulness into creative processes include that playing is said to stimulate creativity
by facilitating the cognitive (i.e. skill domain) and aﬀective (i.e. eliciting positive
emotions) dimensions of creative processes. Furthermore, being based on a set
of rules, games follow systematic structures (e.g. sequences of interaction) that
help generate a creative ﬂow [13]. We posit that such a gameful (rule) structure
might foster creativity [13,22]. Competition creates a tension that becomes a
driving force [15], which can facilitate idea generation processes. Through balancing intrinsic pleasure (i.e. fun) and the level of diﬃculty (i.e. challenges),
games achieve a state of ﬂow that helps retain motivation throughout a game
(or process) [4] and may also promote collaborative thinking [8,14].
2.2

Collaborative Innovation

Within studies of collaboration, common themes are conversation analysis and
hand-over/turn-taking through artifacts. Understanding the interaction between
employed artifacts (e.g. technology, cards) and collaboration at a minute-tominute level are a key requirement for designing future techniques and technologies that support eﬃcient and eﬀective work processes that lead to valuable and
usable outcomes.
Being social situations, collaborative innovation processes entail a number
of social challenges, especially if groups and their members are co-located and
brainstorming is done verbally, in which case participants do not have the shelter
of anonymity. The most documented challenges are production blocking (only
one idea can be suggested at a time; [6]), evaluation apprehension (being concerned about how others perceive one’s ideas; [3]), social loaﬁng (tendency to let
others do the work; [18]). These challenges motivate a range of other research
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that investigates the role of collaboration, group size and group composition on
creative output. An initial question here is often whether group-based (and thus
collaborative) ideation produces more/less creative outcomes than individual
ideation [14,21]. Whether groups can in fact achieve a higher level of creativity
depends both on how creative outcomes are measured [2] and on how group
members work together and is hence tied to the nature of the collaboration.

3

Methodology: Gameful Idea Generation

Gameful Idea Generation (GIG) is a creativity method that implements concepts
from card-based innovation workshops and design games. As such, the method
employs gamefulness on various levels, both for structuring the method and during the actual ideation. The method consists of three distinct phases: a Teaser,
where the problem to be addressed by participants is introduced; Gamebidea, a
gameful method to facilitate ideation; and Prototyping, where participants can
manifest their ideas into something tangible. Both Gamebidea and the Prototyping are group-based, where about 2–3 people work together. The method of
GIG is described in more detail here [19]. Gamebidea represents the phase where
the actual brainstorming takes place. This phase is further broken down in three
steps: Invent, Pitch and Auction. These three steps are repeated about 2–3 times
depending on available time (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Illustration of Gamebidea (based on material of the original Game of Things).

During the Invent step, individual groups have ﬁve minutes to generate as
many ideas as possible addressing the given problem. Inspiration cards, which
each describe one game mechanic (based on Marczewski’s list [16]) and are randomly drawn by groups, guide this brainstorming but are also required to be
incorporated in the generated ideas. Examples for such game mechanics are
“Exploration”, “(Experience) Points” and “Unlockable Content”. The latter is
described as: “Add to the feeling of self expression and value, by oﬀering unlockable or rare content for free spirits to make use of.” During the ATU GIG (see
next section), this mechanic was for example incorporated in an idea addressing
plastic waste where the more non-plastic articles one buys the more discount
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one gets on one’s purchase. After the Invent step, all groups come together for
the Pitch step. Here each group presents all of their ideas in an elevator pitch
format (60 s per idea). In the subsequent Auction step, each group can bid for
individual ideas using game money (GM). This bidding and the resulting end
prize determine the value (i.e. perceived quality) of an idea. The buying group
gives the money to the inventing group and receives the idea which they can use
in the Prototyping phase to inspire their solution. Ideas that no group bid for
are discarded.
Inspired by hackathon formats, we hypothesize that including a prototyping
phase in the workshop encourages grounding the ideas into something tangible
and orient the idea generation towards production and presentation, rather than
generating abstract ideas only. In this phase, groups have one and a half hours
to build a prototype which illustrates one or multiple of their own or acquired
ideas and using diﬀerent analogue materials, such as paper, pens, sticky notes,
cardboard, pipe cleaners, and modelling wax.

4

Case Study

In order to explore group dynamics and behavior as well as the eﬀect of using
game mechanics as inspiration cards, we facilitated a GIG in the context of a
workshop with high-school students. The event was targeted at students from
the local “Academy of Talented Youth” (ATU). The problem which the students
worked on was ﬁnding ways to reduce plastic waste and was introduced by
showing a short video illustrating issues related to plastic waste.
Participants received no compensation for their participation (apart from
lunch and refreshments provided during the event). The event lasted approximately 7 h (including a one hour lunch break) and attracted 11 high school
students (7f, 4m; mean (M) age = 17.5) resulting in four pairs (group A–D) and
one group of three students (group E).
In total, 41 ideas were generated during three iterations of Gamebidea. The
idea that was sold for the highest bid was worth 6,000 GM and was bought by
group D. About a third of the ideas (35%) sold for the minimum bid of 1,000
GM and about 13% sold for 4,000 GM.
Data Collection. Since GIGs are high-paced events that follow a tight schedule, we assessed stress levels and mental workload during the creative process.
Accordingly, after the second and third round of Gamebidea as well as after the
prototyping phase, participants ﬁlled in a questionnaire consisting of two scales,
the DSSQ [17] to assess participants’ stress level (based on task engagement,
distress and worry) and the NASA TLX to assess mental workload.
To assess the level of collaboration that groups and individual participants
engaged in during the ideation phase, namely Gamebidea, we draw on groupbased video recordings of the Invent steps and the prototyping phase. With level,
we refer to for how long and to what extent participants worked together during ideation (e.g. turn-taking). For this activity dimension, we coded sequences
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where individual participants documented ideas (i.e. wrote on idea templates)
or talked (i.e. speaker shifts). Turn-taking therefore describes the division of the
interaction between participants, and their dominance in each. For dominance,
we deﬁned a threshold of 60%, meaning in order for one participant to be considered as dominating a particular measure (e.g. talk) he or she had to be active
in that way at least 60% of the total time both participants engaged in that
activity. Codings of the activity dimension are neither mutually exclusive within
nor across each other. This means that a participant could be both documenting
an idea and talking at the same time.
4.1

Results

Results of our quantitative data analysis regarding intra-group dynamics during
the GIG are grouped into three categories: performance (i.e. creative outcomes;
quality of ideas), collaboration, and experience of individual participants.
Performance. For evaluating performance in GIG, we consider game money
(GM) earned per group, and number of ideas sold per group in addition to
number of ideas generated.
Of the 41 ideas that were generated during the Gamebidea phase, the groups
came up with 13 ideas in the ﬁrst iteration (round one, R1), 18 in round two
(R2), and 10 in round three (R3). Four ideas that were generated during Invent
phases ended up not being presented by the respective groups in the Pitch phase,
which meant that they were not oﬀered in the Auction. Of the remaining 37, six
ideas were discarded, meaning that no group bid for them (one in R1, three in
R2 and two in R3). The average number of ideas generated was 2.7 per group
per round, and 8.2 in total per round. Except for one group, all groups produced
a slightly larger number of ideas in R2 (M: 3.6) than in R1 (M: 2.6). Group E
can be seen as an outlier since they generated 5.3 ideas per round (R1: 6, R2: 7;
R3: 3). In the third and last round, the number of generated ideas went down
to the level of R1 (avg. 2.0) and for the case of group E even lower than that.
Based on the value ideas sold for, the auction mechanic can be used to rate
and prioritize novel and meaningful ideas. This value surely depends on the
number of groups involved as well as the time the idea entered the auction (i.e.
remaining game money of individual groups to spend on ideas). Despite these
factors, we argue that the value of individual ideas provides a valid indication
of a group’s performance. On average, during the three rounds of Gamebidea,
groups earned 13,600 GM. There was a stark contrast in the value of ideas
between individual rounds. Ideas sold in R3 were the most expensive selling for
on average 3,000 GM. Ideas sold for considerably less money in R1 (M: 2,111 GM)
and were the cheapest in R2 (M: 1,666 GM).
The group which earned the most is clearly group E with 28,000 GM, whereas
the least was earned by group A (5,000 GM; see Table 1). The number of ideas
sold in the three rounds is fairly consistent, with 9 ideas being auctioned oﬀ
in both R1 and R2 and 6 ideas sold in R3. There is a discrepancy between the
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number of ideas being generated (e.g. R1: 13) and number of ideas being sold (e.g.
R1: 9). The remaining ideas were either discarded (e.g. R1: 1) or never presented
(e.g. R1: 3). This discrepancy is particularly high for R2, where only 50% of
generated ideas were sold (three ideas were discarded). As another concrete
measure for group performance, we propose the average value for how much
individual groups sold their ideas in relation to how many ideas got discarded.
According to this measurement group C performed best and group D showed
the poorest performance.
Table 1. Overview of group’s performance during the Gamebidea phase of the ATU
GIG. Talk & Write in min. Performance = GM earned /(Ideas sold + Ideas discarded ).
Group Ideas
GM
Talk
Sold Discarded Earned Performance R1 R2

R3

Write
R1 R2

R3

A

2

1

5,000

1666.67

4.04 2.83 2.60 2.45

5.20 1.90

B

6

0

13,000

2166.67

2.97 1.67 1.80 6.33

7.33 4.67

C

5

0

16,000

3200.00

3.95 2.15 2.75 1.67

2.92 2.43

D

4

2

6,000

1000.00

2.35 1.27 1.78 2.72

3.05 1.32

E

6

3

28,000

3111.11

2.95 1.97 2.45 3.30 10.25 6.43

Collaboration. There is a clear diﬀerence in the amount of talk over the rounds.
While in R1 individual groups on average talked for about 3.25 min (49% of round
duration), they talked half as much in R2 (1.97 min; 32%). In R3, participants
again spent some more time discussing ideas (2.23 min; 40%). The diﬀerence in
time spent talking between groups is not signiﬁcant.
Taking a closer look at the percentage of time spent talking during idea
generation provides an indication to the level of collaboration within individual
groups. Since we base our evaluation on quantitative measures only but did not
transcribe actual conversation, we cannot be sure that all talk was in fact taskrelated. We term brainstormings where group members spent more than 50% of
the time talking conversational brainstorming, this occurred twice in R1 (group
A & C) and once in R3 (group A).
Whereas amount of talk clearly declined over rounds, the amount of time
spent writing saw a peak in R2 (i.e. least writing activity in R3, most in R2,
medium in R1). When looking at writing, one needs to keep in mind that the
duration can actually be longer than the total brainstorming duration, since both
participants could be writing at the same time. Since there are large diﬀerences
in the time spent noting down ideas both across rounds as well as for individual
groups, providing average numbers would not provide a clear picture of the
situation. Overall, summing all rounds, group E spent the most time to document
ideas (19.98 min), followed by group B (18.33 min). Group C & D spent the
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least time documenting ideas (7.02 min; 7.09 min). Representative for these great
diﬀerences, the time spent noting down ideas in the second round increased by
more than 300% for group E (R1: 3.30 min, R2: 10.28 min).
Seeing that the number of generated ideas can have an impact on the time
spent documenting those, we further looked at the relationship of time spent
writing and number of generated ideas. Except for group A, who spent 2.45 min
documenting one idea in R1, all groups on average spent about 0.64 min of
writing per idea. R3 sees a slight increase, with 0.82 min per idea.
Regarding dominance in talk, for the majority of groups the share in talking
was about equal. In six cases, one participant dominated by speaking more than
60% of the time either of them talked. Group C is a special case in this respect,
as in all three rounds the same participant dominated the talk. The share of talk
stands in contrast to the share in writing. In 10 out of 15 cases, one participant
took the lead in noting down ideas on the idea templates. In ﬁve of these cases,
the other participant never wrote a line. This is the case for all three rounds for
group C, where one participant (the one not dominating talk) was responsible
for documenting ideas.
Individual Experience. As a third factor to be considered for evaluating innovation processes, we assessed participants’ experience on two dimensions, stress
level and mental workload. Task engagement during R2 was rather high (M:
18.36, standard deviation (SD): 1.36; max 20). Whereas individual participants
indicated rather similar task engagements for R2, task engagement for both R3
and during prototyping (P) varied a lot (R3 M: 15.09, SD: 4.30; P M: 14.82, SD:
4.35). This contrast also applies within groups. Diﬀerence in task engagement
within groups was especially high during prototyping (A: 7, D: 10, E: 9). With
the exception of two participants, task engagement slightly declined from R2 to
R3 (M: 15.09). Although showing a slight overall decrease during prototyping,
engagement remained considerably high.
The second stress dimension assesses distress regarding tension and participants’ conﬁdence in their (task-relevant) abilities. Across R2 (M: 10.36, SD:
3.29; max. 20), R3 (M: 10.45; SD: 2.91) and prototyping (M: 8.64; SD: 2.69)
distress was mediocre, meaning that they neither felt distressed about having
to perform well nor were they indiﬀerent about their success in the given task.
Distress in R2 varied quite a bit (min: 4; max: 16).
Worry, the third stress dimension, assesses to what extent people are worried
about the impression they are making towards others (i.e. self-focus). Worry was
rated mediocre during R2 (M: 11.55, SD: 3.27; max. 20), R3 (M: 9.82, SD: 2.52)
and prototyping (M: 10.64, SD: 2.69) and varied the most during R2. Within
groups, worry was rather similar across all steps for groups B, C and E, but
varied quite a bit for groups A (avg. diﬀ. 7.00) and D (avg. diﬀ. 6.33).
To the question as to how successful they thought their groups were, individual participants responded with rather low ratings in all rounds (R2: 7.09;
R3: 8.55; P: 7.94; max. 20). Group C (M: 13.5) & D (M: 10.75) seemed mildly
satisﬁed with their performance. Despite this low satisfaction regarding own
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performance, participants indicated low to very low frustration during R2 (M:
6.27), R3 (M: 3.27) and prototyping (M: 3.73). Mental demand averaged on a
moderate level with slightly decreasing over rounds (R2 M: 12.00; R3 M: 10.73;
P M: 9.91). Apart from group B in R3, all groups were equally (dis-)satisﬁed
with their performance during R2 and R3.

5

Discussion

Departing from previous work on diﬀerences between individual and group-based
brainstorming which suggest a higher performance for individual brainstorming,
it might be inferred that participants in group E worked individually. Yet from
their amount of talk, it becomes clear that they did collaborate. In particular
for round two and three this collaboration served more the purpose of receiving
feedback on (individual) ideas instead of developing ideas together and hence
had a support function. This observation applies to the majority of the groups
during round two and round three.
Based on the example of group A, which came second to last according
to our proposed performance measure, it can be posited that conversational
brainstorming (i.e. extensively discussing ideas) does not necessarily result in a
high performance during creative processes. Moreover, the group that talked the
least over all rounds (group D) showed the lowest performance.
Participants in group C showed a clear division of work between talking
and documenting. Along with the decline in talk and increase in writing is the
development that previously less active participants became more active in the
latter round, making participation within groups more balanced than in the
ﬁrst round. One explanation for this might be that after having witnessed that
others welcome innovative, “funny” ideas, individual participants felt a desire to
be recognized for good ideas (i.e. gain status; [5]).
Money spent and money earned directly inﬂuence each other since earned
money is used to purchase more ideas in the Auction of the subsequent round. It
is further determined by the strategy of the respective group; (a) ending up with
as much money as possible or (b) collecting the most valuable (and thus “best”)
ideas. The fact that not all generated ideas were sold during the respective
rounds indicates that participants actually did select ideas, hence moving on
from divergent thinking to convergent thinking. Further, the varying prizes can
be interpreted as a result of various degrees of interests and hence perceived value
in a respective idea. The value can thus be used to prioritize and even estimate
the perceived quality of the ideas. During the second round this selection was
especially prevalent (e.g. three discarded ideas in R2). This selective behavior
might also be due to groups wanting to save some game money for the last round.
Those groups (B & E) that indicated on average a high task engagement
during R2 and R3 performed rather well according to the purchase value of their
ideas. Group A & D, which indicated a mediocre task engagement performed
worst, which indicates a relationship between task engagement and performance
during creative processes.
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Reﬂecting on the low satisfaction in contrast to the rather high task engagement, it might be posited that participants’ critical self-evaluation motivated
them to keep up their eﬀorts. While we cannot be certain about this, we speculate that the inter-group competition contributed to this motivation. Group
E showed a clear discrepancy between satisfaction with own performance (M:
1.67) and actual performance (placed 2nd). Group C, however, seemed to be
both aware of and satisﬁed with (M: 13.5) their good performance (1st).
Our ﬁndings indicate that during gameful collaborative ideation processes,
groups show various forms of collaboration (potentially oriented on their game
strategy) and adapt these over time. Selection and development of ideas can
be supported by gameful means, demonstrated here by exchanging (= buying)
other groups’ ideas. In addition to drawing on collaborative aspects, support for
critical self-evaluation may push for improved quality of the work (as studied
e.g. in connection with collaborative writing [20]). With support from further
empirical work we hope to be able to provide a clear set of design guidelines for
gameful collaborative technologies.

6

Conclusion

This paper has presented insights from a gameful creativity method, named
Gameful Idea Generations. The analysis concentrated on intra-group collaboration and evaluation of the creative process. As part of the analysis, we proposed
a method to assess the performance of a group in relation to the quality of ideas
produced.
Being aware that this study was conducted in a rather special context (different from a hackathon) with a small and homogeneous user group, we plan on
running more Gameful Idea Generations while varying user demographics (e.g.
elderly, design students) and study designs such as including control groups in
order to investigate the eﬀect of certain game mechanics. To that end, we also
plan to explore both cross-cultural and cross-generational inﬂuences on promoting creativity through gamefulness.
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Abstract. Knowing what concepts are substantial to each country can
be helpful in enhancing emotional communication between two countries.
As a concrete example of identifying substantial country concepts, we
focus on a task of ﬁnding latent country words from cross-cultural texts
of two countries. We do this by combining word embedding and tensor
decomposition: common words that appear in both countries’ texts are
selected; their country speciﬁc word embeddings are learned; a three-way
tensor consisting of word factor, word embedding factor, and country
factor are constructed; and CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition
is performed on the three-way tensor while ﬁxing the country factor
values of the decomposed result. We tested our method on a motivating
example of ﬁnding latent country words from J-pop lyrics from Japan
and K-pop lyrics from South Korea. We found that J-pop lyrics words
feature nature related motifs such as ‘petal’, ‘cloud’, ‘universe’, ‘star’,
and ‘sky’, whereas K-pop lyrics words highlight human body related
motifs such as ‘style’, ‘shirt’, ‘head’, ‘foot’, and ‘skin’.
Keywords: Cross-cultural text analysis
Word embedding
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· Tensor decomposition ·

Introduction

Let us suppose that two countries’ representatives are trying to resolve a common issue through bilateral discussion, and the discussion is being recorded in
the form of meeting minutes. Later, based on the meeting minutes, we want
to identify a list of words that are used more substantially by each country’s
representatives. How can we do this?
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One way to ﬁnd such latent country words is to build a three-way tensor
consisting of a list of common, frequent words used by the two countries’ representatives in the ﬁrst dimension (i.e., word factor), the word embedding values
of each country’s words in the second dimension (i.e., word embedding factor),
and the degree of country aspect in the third dimension (i.e., country factor).
Since the word embedding representation learns the hidden relationships between
words, country-wise speech texts can learn country speciﬁc relationship between
words. We then perform tensor decomposition on the country-wise word embedding data, while adjusting the country factor values, to ﬁnd substantial words
used by each country’s representatives.
Advances in three-way component analysis techniques have realized the summarization of all information in a large three-way data set [1]. Three-way data
refer to data that can be arranged in a three-dimensional array, i.e., three-way
tensor. Recently, tensor factorization and decomposition has become an important tool for data mining since they can explicitly take into account the multiway structure of the data that would otherwise be lost when analyzing the data
by matrix factorization approaches [2]. CANDECOMP (canonical decomposition)/PARAFAC (parallel factors) [3,4] decomposition (hereafter referred to as
CP decomposition) is a popular tensor decomposition method that decomposes
a tensor as a sum of rank-one tensors [5]. In this study, we apply CP decomposition on the aforementioned three-way tensor while deliberately ﬁxing the country
factor values of the decomposed result in order to identify latent country words.

2

Discovering Latent Country Words

To describe our method concretely, we present a motivating example of ﬁnding latent lyrics words from J-pop and K-pop lyrics texts. We aim to discover
latent country motifs from J-pop/K-pop lyrics by learning country speciﬁc word
embeddings and applying CP decomposition on the two countries’ lyrics word
embedding tensor. Figure 1 displays the overview of discovering latent J-pop
and K-pop lyrics words. The overall process includes lyrics data collection and
tokenization, J-pop/K-pop lyrics word mapping (i.e., language uniﬁcation) and
ﬁltering, country speciﬁc word embedding learning, and tensor decomposition.
2.1

Data Gathering and Tokenization

Ten years (2008–2017) worth of yearly top 100 ranking J-pop and K-pop hit
song lyrics were gathered as target data. For J-pop lyrics, a total of 1,142 lyrics
were crawled from a major Japanese music ranking portal, Oricon Chart, and two
lyrics search engines, Uta-Net and J-Lyric.net.1 For K-pop lyrics, a total of 1,000
lyrics were crawled from a major South Korean music ranking portal, Melon
Chart.2 There were more J-pop lyrics than K-pop lyrics since the Oricon Chart
allowed multiple tied rankings. The two countries’ lyrics were then tokenized
1
2

https://www.oricon.co.jp/, http://www.uta-net.com, http://j-lyric.net/.
https://www.melon.com/.
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Fig. 1. Overall process of discovering latent J-pop/K-pop lyrics words through word
embedding learning and CP decomposition.

using Japanese/Korean morphological analyzers. Nouns, verbs, and adjectives
were selected as the unit of analyses. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the
gathered data. We see that the J-pop lyrics’ vocabulary size is more than twice
that of K-pop’s as evidenced by the total number of unique words.
Table 1. J-pop/K-pop lyrics data statistics.
Gathered years: 2008–2017

J-pop

Total number of lyrics

1,142

Avg. number of words per lyric 110
Total words (total unique)

K-pop
1,000
77

125,205 (13,086) 77,092 (5,797)
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J-Pop/K-Pop Lyrics Word Mapping and Filtering

Once the nouns, verbs, and adjectives were obtained from the J-pop/K-pop
lyrics data, the similar meaning J-pop lyrics words were manually mapped to
K-pop lyrics words to build a J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment dictionary.
This dictionary was used later for unifying the J-pop/K-pop lyrics data into a
single language. Table 2 displays three sample entries of the J-pop/K-pop lyrics
word alignment dictionary. Approximate English translation is given as reference
in the ﬁrst column. Note that the parts of speech were not distinguished in this
dictionary; rather, words with similar concepts were grouped using a ‘|’ delimiter
to constitute a single dictionary word (e.g., “get angry:verb|anger:noun”).
Table 2. Sample entry of J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment dictionary.

The J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment dictionary was constructed as follows. Presented with a list of unique J-pop and K-pop lyrics words and frequency
counts, a bilingual Korean with more than ten years’ experience of living in Japan
ﬁrst grouped the similar meaning words for each country, and then mapped the
grouped words across the two countries. Then, a professional Korean-Japanese
translator with twenty years of translation expertise reviewed and corrected the
alignment dictionary and further expanded the dictionary. The dictionary building process continued until a sizable dictionary was constructed. From this dictionary, the dictionary words with both countries’ frequency counts that were
less than six were discarded. As a result, a J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment
dictionary with 579 J-pop/K-pop lyrics word mappings was constructed. Note
that when the delimiter was removed from the grouped dictionary words, the
number of atomic J-pop and K-pop lyrics words were 1,065 and 870 respectively.
Using this alignment dictionary, J-pop/K-pop lyrics texts were ﬁltered to
contain only the grouped dictionary words. Then, the ﬁltered K-pop lyrics words
were converted to J-pop lyrics words by referring to the dictionary mapping. As
a result, a list of ﬁltered Japanese grouped dictionary words were obtained for
both the J-pop and K-pop lyrics data. For some lyrics, there were no matching
dictionary words, and hence, those lyrics were discarded. Consequently, a total
of 1,134 and 986 J-pop and K-pop lyrics data were used for constructing the
country speciﬁc word embeddings.
Table 3 summarizes the statistics of the ﬁltered J-pop/K-pop lyrics word
data and the J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment dictionary. The overall dictionary coverage was calculated by dividing the number of total ﬁltered words by
the total number of words given in Table 1. Even with the limited number of
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dictionary atomic words, i.e., 1,065 and 870, which constitutes approximately
8% and 15% of unique J-pop and K-pop words respectively (these percentages
were calculated by dividing the number of dictionary atomic words by the total
unique words in Table 1), the ﬁltered words covered a close to half (48.8%) and
three-quarters (74%) of the J-pop and K-pop lyrics data respectively. This indicates that the alignment dictionary covers many of the frequently used words in
each country’s lyrics. Table 4 lists the top-20 most frequently appearing dictionary noun words in the ﬁltered J-pop/K-pop data. English translation of each
word is also given. Although we have grouped the words into similar concepts
regardless of the parts of speech, hereafter we select the most representative
parts of speech word when presenting our results.
Table 3. Filtered data & dictionary statistics.
J-pop

K-pop

Total ﬁltered lyrics

1,134

986

Total ﬁltered words

61,094 57,049

Total grouped dictionary words 579

579

Total atomic dictionary words

1,065

870

Overall dictionary coverage

48.8% 74.0%

Table 4. Top-20 total frequent J-pop & K-pop lyrics nouns.
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Tables 5 and 6 list the top-10 most frequent verbs and adjectives appearing
in the ﬁltered J-pop/K-pop lyrics data. We see that many of the same words are
used frequently in both countries’ lyrics (marked in italics), e.g., ‘love’, ‘heart’,
‘look ’, ‘know ’, ‘good ’ and ‘sad ’.
Table 5. Top-10 most frequent J-pop & K-pop lyrics verbs.

Table 6. Top-10 most frequent J-pop & K-pop lyrics adjectives.

2.3

Word Embedding Learning

Using the ﬁltered lyrics word data, the J-pop/K-pop lyrics’ country speciﬁc
word embedding values were learned using the Word2Vec algorithm [7]. Word
embedding maps each word to a vector of real numbers. Traditionally, to represent a word in a document, each word occupied one dimension of the document
vector; consequently, a vocabulary of ten thousand words required ten thousand dimension vector. Word embedding introduced a way to express each word
using a continuous vector space with much lower dimension of few hundreds.
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It is known to capture the context of a word such as semantic and syntactic similarity, and the relation with other words. However, to learn useful embeddings,
abundant data are needed. Due to the limited amount of the lyrics data, we ﬁrst
learned the initial word embedding values using both the J-pop and K-pop data,
and then updated the initial embedding values by separately using the K-pop
and J-pop data to build country speciﬁc J-pop/K-pop lyrics word embeddings
following the work in [6].
With regard to the word embedding dimension size, we tested diﬀerent
dimension size of 5, 10, and 100. Due to the limited amount of data, we found
that 5 was the most adequate among the three, and hence set the size of the
embedding dimension to 5. Once the J-pop and K-pop lyrics word embedding
values were learned, three 579 × 5 sized Word2Vec matrices, one for J-pop, one
for both J-pop and K-pop (i.e., the initial word embedding values), and one for
K-pop, having diﬀerent embedding weights were created. The three Word2Vec
matrices were then stacked back to back to create a three-way tensor of size
579 × 5 × 3, which contained the J-pop, Both, and K-pop lyrics word embedding
values (see Fig. 1 bottom).
2.4

Performing CP Decomposition

CP decomposition was performed on this three-way tensor using the alternating
least squares algorithm to approximately decompose the tensor into a sum of
three components of rank-one tensors (Fig. 1 bottom). Although the number of
components in CP decomposition are determined by gradually increasing the
component size after evaluating the ﬁt of each optimal solution, this approach
did not apply to our example task since we formulated a CP decomposition
with a predetermined component size of three which matched J-pop, Both, and
K-pop. This formulation allowed us to obtain the rank-one vectors (i.e., a1 , a2 ,
and a3 in Fig. 1) that corresponded to the dictionary lyrics words reﬂecting the
J-pop, Both, and K-pop lyrics words. To obtain the latent J-pop/K-pop lyrics
words, the values of the mode-3 vectors (i.e., the vectors c1 , c2 , and c3 in Fig. 1
bottom), which represent the country aspect, were adjusted to emphasize the
J-pop, Both, and K-pop aspect. We set the mode-3 vector values as [[0.8, 0.1,
0.1], [0.1, 0.8, 0.1], [0.1, 0.1, 0.8]], and proceeded with the CP decomposition.

3

Results and Analyses

Table 7 lists the top-20 latent J-pop/K-pop lyrics noun words discovered using
the proposed method. These latent country words were obtained by sorting the
a1 and a3 rank-one vector values (Fig. 1 bottom) along with the corresponding
lyrics words, and selecting the top-20 or bottom-20 lyrics noun words with the
larger absolute top-most or bottom-most element value (i.e., the ﬁrst and the
579th elements’ absolute values were compared). We see in Table 7 an underlying
theme in the latent J-pop/K-pop lyrics noun words.
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Table 7. Top-20 latent J-pop & K-pop lyrics nouns.

We see in Table 7 that nature related motifs such as ‘petal’, ‘cherry blossom’,
‘light’, ‘darkness’, ‘cloud’, ‘universe’, ‘night sky’, ‘ﬁre’, ‘star’, ‘wave’, ‘sky’, ‘spring
breeze’, and ‘rain’ are present in J-pop lyrics words while human related motifs
such as ‘style’, ‘brother’, ‘charm’, ‘shirt’, ‘head’, ‘toe’, ‘clothes’, ‘women’, ‘sweat’,
‘foot’, ‘skin’, ‘body’, and ‘blood ’ are present in K-pop lyrics words. ‘Blood ’ is a
common noun word listed in both countries.
Tables 8 and 9 list the top-10 latent J-pop/K-pop verbs and adjectives. Three
verbs, ‘fly’, ‘dance’, and ‘melt’, appear in both countries. When we exclude these
verbs, we are left with nature related verbs for J-pop (e.g., ‘[leaves] fall’, ‘[rain] fall’,
‘glitter’, ‘shine’ and ‘blow’) and human related verbs for K-pop (e.g., ‘wave’,
‘steal’, ‘ﬁt’, ‘suit’, ‘wear’, ‘take oﬀ’, and ‘run’). In the case of adjectives, J-pop
adjectives focus on color/vision related expressions (e.g., ‘white’, ‘stark white’,
‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘beautiful’, and ‘bright’) while K-pop adjectives focus on human
perception based expressions (e.g., ‘cumbersome’, ‘delicious’, ‘stylish’, ‘pretty’,
‘hot’, ‘light’, ‘cold ’, and ‘shy’). ‘High’ and ‘cold ’ are common adjectives.
For reference, the top-20 latent words that encompass both J-pop and Kpop lyrics (i.e., ‘Both’ a2 vector in Fig. 1) regardless of the parts of speech are
‘top’, ‘bottom’, ‘cherry blossom’, ‘[leaves] fall’, ‘mirror’, ‘spring breeze’, ‘ﬂower’,
‘half’, ‘hi/bye’, ‘leaf’, ‘[tell a] lie’, ‘distance’, ‘style’, ‘shine’, ‘red’, ‘die’, ‘words’,
‘summer’, ‘love’, and ‘sorry’.
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Table 8. Top-10 latent J-pop & K-pop lyrics verbs.

Table 9. Top-10 latent J-pop & K-pop lyrics adjectives.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

How can knowing the top-n latent country words help cross-cultural communication? Recall that the proposed method learns the hidden relationships between
the words in each country’s text in the form of word embeddings, and combining
the two countries’ word embeddings and performing partially ﬁxed CP decomposition while adjusting the degree of country aspect enables the discovery of
the substantial words hidden within each country’s text. Such elicitation of the
latent country words can aid in understanding the subtle diﬀerences underlying
the two countries’ texts. Revisiting the bilateral meeting minutes example presented at the outset of this paper, by using the proposed method, we could learn
the hidden emphasis placed by each country’s representatives on the common
issue through analyzing the latent country words. We have demonstrated the
potential of the proposed approach through the example task of ﬁnding latent
J-pop/K-pop lyrics words; we discovered that the hidden motifs present in J-pop
and K-pop lyrics texts were ‘nature’ and ‘human’.
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As the method analyzes the frequent and common words shared by the two
countries’ texts, the method can be viewed as ﬁnding each country’s dominant
concepts from a set of shared concepts; this is very diﬀerent from ﬁnding distinct concepts that do not overlap across two countries. Moreover, the proposed
method is unsupervised; both the word embedding learning and CP decomposition do not require any labeled training data (we assume that the country
information can be automatically collected with the country texts). As long as
there exists two countries’ texts, the proposed method can be applied. However, the construction of reliable country-speciﬁc word embeddings is the key
to ﬁnding meaningful latent country words, and thus a suﬃcient amount of two
countries’ texts is required for successful analysis.
Recent advances in information technology have enabled the easy collection of
cross-cultural texts. Nowadays, there are abundant cross-cultural texts generated
by two countries’ participants that cover a common subject; examples range
from two countries’ bilateral meeting minutes to movie reviews written by two
countries’ audiences. We believe the method proposed in this paper can provide
a viable data-driven approach to highlighting the hidden emphasis placed on a
common subject discussed by the two countries’ participants, and in turn aid in
understanding the hidden diﬀerences underlying the two countries.
Acknowledgments. We thank the anonymous reviewers for many constructive
comments. A heartwarming thanks to Yangjean Cho for revising and expanding the
J-pop/K-pop lyrics word alignment dictionary.
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Abstract. In recent years, many studies have been conducted to realize easy route navigation for pedestrians using augmented reality (AR).
Many of these studies use methods where the direction or sign is indicated using AR. However, only a few have focused on using AR for route
navigation to follow. Our research aims to realize easy route navigation using an AR character agent. We develop a navigation application
wherein the user follows an AR character agent. We evaluate it from the
behavior of the user. For that purpose, we conduct an experiment at a
university festival using the navigation application. We then analyze the
experimental data and questionnaire responses. The results show that
route navigation by the AR character agent makes route identiﬁcation
easy. However, problems involving many participants feeling uneasy or
being lost are encountered. Problems in accuracy caused by errors in the
positional information are also observed. In future, a method to indicate
directions more accurately must be considered.
Keywords: A context-aware AR navigation system ·
Human–agent interaction · Human wayﬁnding performance
Interactive behavior

1

·

Introduction

In recent years, many studies have been conducted to realize easy route navigation for pedestrians using augmented reality (AR). Yokoi et al. [1] developed a
system wherein a user can intuitively understand the direction of the destination
by displaying the landmark using AR. However, many previous studies displayed
direction and signs using AR, and only a few focused on the route navigation
following using AR. Therefore, this study aimed to realize easy route navigation
using an AR character agent. We focus herein on the eﬃciency of route navigation by an AR character agent. We then make a hypothesis that the route is
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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easily detected, which gives the user a sense of security. In addition, we establish
a hypothesis that the navigation by AR character agent can accurately guide
the user to the destination. We verify these hypotheses using the experimental
results. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses
several previous studies; Sect. 3 provides the hypotheses; Sect. 4 presents the
developed application and describes the experiment; Sect. 5 discusses the analysis of the results of the questionnaire and log data; and Sect. 6 provides the
conclusions and the future works.

2

Related Work

Many studies using AR for pedestrian navigation were conducted. Hervas et al.
[2] evaluated a useful system for people with cognitive impairment by combining
AR and text. Chang et al. [3] proposed a system for guiding historic buildings.
Chu et al. [4] indicated that navigation using AR was superior to that using a
map in terms of time and accuracy. As mentioned earlier, using AR for pedestrian
navigation is eﬀective.
However, Dunser [5] showed that users encountered more problems with using
the AR view alone for navigation compared to using the AR and the map in
combination. In addition, Pankrats et al. [6] showed that AR navigation may lose
accuracy because of an error in the positional information. Therefore, research
on pedestrian navigation using AR must be conducted.
Some studies have also focused on the user experience of navigation using AR.
Sekhavat et al. [7] showed that in location- and marker-based AR, the former
user experience without the task of reading markers was better than the latter.
Mulloni et al. [8] focused on where and how users use AR. They showed that
they often use AR at corners of streets in navigation applications. Campbell
et al. [9] showed that navigation by a character enabled faster navigation along
a shorter route than that by an arrow. We focus herein on the human behavior
of navigation, in which the user only follows the guide.

3

Hypotheses

The user was assumed to be able to easily understand the route by following the
AR character agent. Moreover, the user was assumed to not feel uneasy or lost.
We made the following two hypotheses from the factors mentioned earlier:
Hypothesis 1: The navigation by the AR character agent is easy for the user to
understand.
Hypothesis 2: The navigation by the AR character agent provides a sense of
security to the user.
Moreover, this guide seems to be able to correctly lead the user to the destination. The following are deﬁned herein as correct navigation:
– Walking on the right route
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– Not going right or left on a straight road
– Not turning back the way they came.
We judge the guide to be incorrect when an action does not meet the abovementioned criteria. We then establish Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 3: The navigation by the AR character agent is accurate.

4

Method

We developed a navigation application, called “BearNavi,” to guide the user
around the Waseda University campus. In this application, the university’s bear
mascot character guides the user. Using this application, we held an event called
the “BearNavi Tour” at Waseda University on November 3 and 4, 2018, with 16
participants. Two of them were familiar with the campus, but the others didn’t
know the campus. Therefore, the application functioned as a navigation system.
Furthermore, we followed them and observed their behavior. We then analyzed
the experimental data and the questionnaire and evaluated the guide. Finally,
we veriﬁed Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 from the results of the questionnaire
and Hypothesis 3 from the log data results.
The user repeated the following actions in this application:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading the QR code of the poster
Moving to the destination following the guiding AR character
Finding the “Bear Coin,” which can be tapped to reveal a quiz
Answering the quiz.

First, the user starts the tour by reading the QR codes of the posters on
the wall. The character then appears on the screen and starts walking in front
of the user. The character stops at a certain interval and waits for the user
to catch up. When the user comes closer enough, the character starts walking
again. The character repeats these actions until the user reaches the destination.
A “Bear Coin” is displayed when the user reaches the destination. The user then
attempts a quiz that appears when they tap the “Bear Coin.” This application is
for introducing the campus to people coming to the university for the ﬁrst time,
so the quizzes are about campus facilities and the university. The user can move
to the next destination, regardless of the quiz correctness. The user repeats this
ﬂow thrice and ﬁnally reaches the goal point. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of
each of these steps as example.
For this application, we used an indoor space computerization AI system
[10] that obtains location information based on a video recorded with a smart
terminal. Therefore, the user can be guided indoors and outdoors, and the user
behavior in various places, such as the stairs and in narrow passages, can be
evaluated. Figure 2 shows the route guided by the “BearNavi Tour.” The segment
in gray shows a buildings and in white shows a passage. We created a route on
the Waseda University campus, where the user leaves the start point, passes two
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(a) Screen shot of reading the QR code

(b) Screen shot of navigation

(c) Screen shot of finding the “Bear Coin”

(d) Screen shot of attempting the quiz

Fig. 1. Screen example of “BearNavi”

checkpoints, and reaches the goal point. We call the route from the start point
to checkpoint A route 1, from checkpoint A to checkpoint B route 2, and from
checkpoint B to the goal point route 3. The “Bear Coin” and a quiz were placed
at each point. Posters were also set up.
The experimental ﬂow is as follows:
1. Explanation
First, the participants downloaded the application, and it was explained to
them.
2. Main experiment
The participants walked the route using the application.
3. Questionnaire
Finally, the participants answered the questionnaire about this application.

5
5.1

Results and Discussion
Questionnaire

We asked the participants to answer the questionnaire on the route navigation
of this application after the experiment. First, the participants answered the
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Fig. 2. Route guided by the “BearNavi Tour” [11]

following question in six levels: “Was navigation by the character easy to follow?”
Table 1 shows the choices and the number of people who answered.
Approximately 70% of the participants (i.e., 11 of 16 participants) answered
either “I think so,” “I think so somewhat,” or “I think so if anything.” The
most common reason was “I just follow the character” (i.e., 7 of 11 participants
selected this reason). Therefore, the navigation method of following the character
tended to easily assist users. In contrast, the participants who did not think it
was easy to follow the route answered, “Because the direction was diﬃcult to
understand” or “the character sometimes went to a place that is not on the
path.”
Next, the participants answered in six levels to the following question: “Were
you feeling uneasy if you were walking the right path?” Table 2 shows the choices
and the number of people who answered. More than 80% of the participants
answered either “I was,” “I was somewhat,” or “I was if anything” (i.e., 13 of
16 participants). This result implies that some situations made the user feel
uneasy. The most common reason for this uneasiness was “since the character
sometimes went to a position outside the path, there could be errors in the positional information.” Ten out of 13 participants expressed this reason, which can
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Table 1. Answer of the ﬁrst question (N = 16)
Choice

Number of people

I think so

4 (25% of the total)

I think so somewhat

5 (31.3% of the total)

I think so if anything

2 (12.5% of the total)

I don’t think so if anything 2 (12.5% of the total)
I don’t think so somewhat

2 (12.5% of the total)

I don’t think so

1 (6.3% of the total)

be attributed to the fact that the positional information cannot be correctly
measured, and an error frequently occurs in the positional information. Particularly on route 2, the character passed through a non-aisle area, and the situation
where the user stopped moving forward and started over again occurred many
times. This problem seemed to have inﬂuenced the questionnaire results.
Table 2. Answer of the second question (N = 16)
Choice

Number of people

I was

4 (25% of the total)

I was somewhat

7 (43..8% of the total)

I was if anything

2 (12.5% of the total)

I wasn’t if anything 0 (0% of the total)
I wasn’t somewhat

2 (12.5% of the total)

I wasn’t

1 (6.3% of the total)

Finally, the participants answered on six levels to the question “Did you lose
your way?” Table 3 shows the choices and the number of people who answered.
More than 80% of the participants answered either “I did,” “I did somewhat,”
or “I did if anything” (i.e., 13 of 16 participants). This result indicates that
a situation occurred, in which the user loses direction. This also seemed to be
caused by the error of the positional information.
The questionnaire results indicated that navigation using this application
tended to be considered easier; however, many participants felt uneasy or lost.
5.2

Human Behavior Analysis

We obtained as log data the coordinate data every 3 s from the point where
the QR code was read. We made the movement locus of the participants from
the coordinate data and clariﬁed the user behavior while using the application.
This movement locus showed three actions that did not meet the conditions of
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Table 3. Answer of the third question (N = 16)
Choice

Number of people

I did

4 (25% of the total)

I did somewhat

7 (43.8% of the total)

I did if anything

2 (12.5% of the total)

I didn’t if anything 2 (12.5% of the total)
I didn’t somewhat

0 (0% of the total)

I didn’t

1 (6.3% of the total)

Fig. 3. Movement locus of subjects

the correct guide deﬁned in Sect. 3 (i.e., “Going in the opposite direction to the
real direction,” “Going right or left on a straight road,” and “Turning back the
way”). “Going in the opposite direction to the real direction” and “Going right
or left on a straight road” were counted as 1 for cases where the user acted
for over 9 s. “Turning back the way” was counted as 1 for cases where the user
acted twice or more in the same straight line. Figure 3 shows movement locus of
subjects.
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Case 1. Five of 16 participants exhibited the behavior of “Going in the opposite
direction to the real direction” at the same point on Route 2. At the point
encircled in the ﬁgure, the subject went to the left when it should go to the
right. This behavior arose from the problem that the character moved in reverse
because of an error in the positional information.
Case 2. Seven of 16 participants exhibited the behavior of “Going right or
left on a straight road.” Six participants exhibited this behavior at the point
encircled. The cause of this behavior was thought to be the character going
right or left on a straight road because of an error in the positional information.
Many stores opened in this street on the day of the event, and many people were
here. The user needed to go ahead by avoiding people. This seemed to also have
inﬂuenced this behavior.
Case 3. The behavior of “Turning back the way” was the most common among
the three, and 11 participants exhibited this behavior. As shown in the ﬁgure,
this behavior was frequently observed near checkpoints A, B, and the goal point,
and seemed to be an action wherein the participants searched for “Bear Coins”
and quiz tips. “Bear Coins” and quiz tips are found as soon as the user follows the character. However, such behavior seemed to be observed because the
participants were not correctly guided to the destination.
5.3

Discussion of Hypotheses

The questionnaire results showed that the navigation of this application tended
to easily catch the route. Nevertheless, the user felt uneasy and lost direction. In
addition, three actions of the user considered to be abnormal were seen. Therefore, the navigation of this application lacked accuracy. These results supported
one of the three presented hypotheses. Each hypothesis is discussed below.
Hypothesis 1 (i.e., “The navigation by the AR character agent is easy for the
user to understand.”) was supported. The questionnaire results showed that the
users tended to easily understand the routes. Hypothesis 2 (i.e., “The navigation
by the AR character agent provides a sense of security to the user.”) was not
supported. The questionnaire results showed a situation in which the user felt
uneasy. Hypothesis 3 (i.e., “The navigation by the AR character agent is accurate.”) was not supported. The log data results indicated that the navigation of
this application was not accurate.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

This study focused on the eﬃciency of route navigation following an AR character agent. We assumed that the navigation leads to an easy understanding
of the route, provides a sense of security, and guides correctly. We evaluated
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the guide by conducting an experiment using the navigation application. Consequently, users thought that the navigation using the AR character agent easily
helps ﬁnding and following the route. Therefore, this paper’s contribution is the
realization of an easy route navigation.
However, some situations made the user feel uneasy and lost. The navigation
of this application also lacked accuracy. As mentioned earlier, some problems
were encountered. The implementation of experiments with a larger number
of participants, comparative experiments with other navigation systems, and
analysis of the interaction between the user and AR in more detail will be future
tasks. In particular, comparison with other navigation methods is necessary to
clarify the eﬀect of AR character.
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Abstract. In this article, we explain how to process and interpret stage directions in order to support actors’ performances. To this end, we specify the
function of coverbal gesture and movement as an additional statement by an
actor. We introduce a classiﬁcation of communicative gestures by individuals
and groups based on a description with typical body triangles and their sensordetectable vertices moving in time. We claim that with the help of a speech and
gesture recognition system, the occurrence of semantic isotopies to characterize
a scene with speech and accompanying metaphoric gestures described in the
stage directions can be detected and encoded in a feature vector. As a proof of
concept, we highlight the ritual theater play Orphée d’Afrique, which was
written as a second part of a homonymous chant novel and presents an implementation of a gesture- and voice-detection cuing system.
Keywords: Performance  Stage directions  Encoding standard 
Body gesture and speech recognition system  Body gesture model
Cuing system



1 Introduction
A theater play is a cooperative task in which actors express themselves through text,
gestures, sound and movements based on stage directions and a story, usually in the
form of a script. They are assisted by prompters and technical staff responsible for
actors’ performances, set design, lighting, sound and music during rehearsals and
performances. Some of these tasks have been taken over by technical installations and
systems in research [13]. Takatsu et al. [15] proposed a system that detected speech and
movement to support an actor’s performance within an interacting group. The authors
described the rehearsal cuing system architecture and developed a study to show that
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the system helped actors by cuing the flow of events to each actor individually. An
evaluation indicated the system might enhance actors’ theatrical performance practice.
Ronfard [12] developed a complete workflow to publish recorded video data and the
corresponding metadata from performances and related rehearsals online as Open Data.
Recent improvements in ultrasound imaging enabling new opportunities for hand pose
detection using wearable devices were reported in McIntosh [11]. Jessop [7] created and
evaluated the Gestural Media Framework for gestural control of media in rehearsal and
performance recognizing continuous gesture and translating Laban Effort Notation into
the realm of technological gesture analysis. In [14], the authors propose “Digital-Script”,
a kind of stage directions that “focus on actor’s performance factors, standing position,
head direction and timing of actions.” An implemented “theatrical practice support
system detects user’s standing position and head direction. In the virtual space, a virtual
actor is shown as he performs along with Digital-Script information”.
A crucial prerequisite for this is, in addition to suitable recognition hardware and
software, to develop schemas for the standardized encoding of plays, orchestral scores,
stage directions and scripts in order to be able to assess the participants’ performance.
For the encoding of drama and records of parliamentary debates, the element <stage>
(for stage directions) was adopted in P5 Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and
Interchange (TEI) [9, 16], and a formal transcription system for conversational gestures
is described in [17].
According to Eco [2], isotopy, a concept ﬁrst introduced by Greimas [5], has
become “an umbrella term, a rather general notion that can allow for various more
speciﬁc ones deﬁning different textual phenomena”—even a gesture with a textual
metaphorical interpretation. The recurrent occurrence of certain (clas)semes and subordinated lexemes in the text can be recognized and summarized as discursive isotopies
together with their accompanying gestures described in the stage directions. Combining
related discursive isotopies into a narrative strategy represents a reliable computerbased method for describing and quantifying literary constructs of interest.
To describe gestures, we adopt an approach followed by the authors in [8] providing a formal semantic analysis of coverbal iconic and deictic gestures with three
important features based on the observation that speech and gesture together form a
‘single thought’. First, the content of language and gesture are represented jointly in the
same logical reasoning. Second, rhetorical relations connect the content of coverbal
gesture and synchronous speech. Third, language and gesture are interpreted jointly
within an integrated architecture for linking the form and meaning of utterances.
Linguistic models can be applied to nonlinguistic objects in a metaphorical interpretation, but they supplement the nonlinguistic objects rather than replacing them, as the
authors argue. Trippel [17] proposes the formal transcription system CoGesT, a
machine processable computational model for annotating a subset of conversational
gestures. Source and target location; trajectory described in terms of direction, type of
movement, shape of the body part, and change in body shape during the movement;
and modiﬁers for speed and size are composed to create a gesture feature vector; a
BNF-grammar for the CoGesT system is offered in [4].
As examples of gesture types and their semantic content, the authors mention
iconic, metaphoric, deictic and emblematic gestures. Iconic, word-like gestures clarify
the spatial and dynamic features of a concrete concept/object; the notion metaphoric
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refers to gestures that depict the content of an abstract idea through a physical action;
deictic refers to pointing to a physically present or absent referent; emblematic gestures
conform culturally and are universally understood by a community.
Section 2 deals with stage directions and proposes a classiﬁcation of intended
gestures and movements with emphasis on communicative gestures. Section 3 is
devoted to gesture and body movement modeling based on relevant triangles, their
trajectories and constraints combined with scene context in order to construct a feature
state vector for motion description. In Sect. 4, M.-J. Hourantier’s version of a ritual
theater play Orphée d’Afrique [6] is presented as a use case. Section 5 describes a
cuing system for an automated structural approach to its implementation and function.
Finally, Sect. 6 offers conclusions and discusses further work.

2 Intentional Gestures and Movements Classiﬁcation
The scope and frequency of stage or production directions vary according to the history
of the theatre from quasi-nonexistence to taking an important place in the contemporary
theatre [18]. Whereas in the dialogue the characters are speaking, in the didascalia the
author himself directs, assigns positions to actors, has them speak or participate in a
conversation and describes their gestures and actions. As Gallèpe [3] states, “Almost all
of the didascalic indications concern bodily presence and its manifestations”; some
describe the various locations. The didascalic mode is the most easily identiﬁable. First
of all, it includes the stage directions formally inserted in multiple parts of the text and
provides details about the body and its role in communication. The naming of the body
in remarks made by the actors themselves is a second internal instruction mode [18].
The third mode is an implicit one: the body and its actions must be inferred from what
the characters say or even from the tension existing between an intention and the
content of the directions for obvious reasons of place and feasibility. Many didascalia
are devoted to the indications concerning the personal façade of interacting characters.
It seems preferable to focus exclusively on the didascalia dealing with notations of the
gestures and positions of the bodies in the interactions: Textual gestures concern the
phonation of the oral text of the interaction, protextual gestures partially overlap
pantomimic ﬁgurative or quasi-linguistic gestures, coverbal gestures constitute the
nonverbal context of replicas, they correspond to the accompanying register, and
contextual gestures denote activities that are not directly communicative but center on
another action in relation to a concrete situation.
The method used by Gallèpe is as follows: he undertakes a methodical analysis of
the didascalia of a number of German and French plays of various genres and periods
constituting a basic corpus. For each of these 13 pieces, the ﬁrst hundred replicas were
considered. In 171 stage directions, the body is explicitly mentioned; in 77 it is only
involved. The other didascalia relate to the various locations. They are classiﬁed
according to four criteria: unintentional gestures; gestures without intention of communication; intentional gestures of communication; undecidable. The assignment of
the gestures to a role is clearly described in the vast majority of cases. The corporal
signiﬁers allowing translation within the gestures vary and are left open to interpretation. The different registers with occurrences found in the didascalia are as follows:
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mimic (26), paraverbal utterance (23), gaze (19), static (7) and dynamic (29) posture,
kinesics (20) (undifferentiated, hands, head, arm, torso, lower limbs), and proxemics
(88). In this study, we decided to focus on the last four categories: static and dynamic
posture, kinesics, and proxemics.
Greimas [5] differentiates between practical, mythical and communicative gestures.
He mentions two lists covering behaviors such as (a) walking, running, sleeping,
standing upright, etc. and (b) taking, giving, holding, pulling, pushing, etc. These two
lists suggest the possibility of a very small inventory of simple and sufﬁciently general
physical activities at the same time comparable to the very limited number of phonemes
accounting for the totality of known articulations of natural languages. This sheds light
on the parallelism between the gestural phenomena and the sememes covered by the
verbs. In semantics, sememe is a bundle of minimal semantic strokes (called semes)
whose formal correspondent is the lexeme.
According to an inventory of simple natural behaviors, it seems possible to reduce
the gestural substance to ﬁgures in the visual plane and thus allow the division of this
gestural text into minimal units whose combinatorial composition produces gestural
statements and gestural speech itself. Unlike Greimas, Cosnier [1] emphasizes the
absence of linear segmentation and the combinatorics of elementary units: gestures
given their three-dimensional deployment can associate, combine, and condense. For
this reason, we limit ourselves to a limited sample of gesture examined in Sect. 5.

3 Gesture and Body Movement Modeling
Recognizing the gestures and movements of a group of actors requires a few preliminary considerations and preparations, including their formal description and software.
The process is as follows: Identify actors performing there, and record the positions.
This makes it possible to judge whether each actor stays in a speciﬁc position correctly
in each scene. Actors’ body parts are also recorded so that their movements can be
recognized by a machine-readable computational model that measures geometrical
ﬁgures. It translates the stage directions into a machine-processable form (classiﬁes the
gestures in accompanying, replacing, explaining text), resulting in a script. With
respect to a theater rehearsal, the script tags elements such as typical actors’ constellations (i.e., how the scenes have been blocked) and their speech, gestures and
movements based on the TEI P5. Formal description of body gestures is essential to
recognizing actors’ movements. The procedure is illustrated below.
• Place a depth camera in front of a stage to detect the vertices of the actors’ body.
• A spatiotemporal description of an actor’s movement as a sequence of body gestures is produced using involved triangles Tk. Also, a trajectory t can be constructed
using an individual’s (p) positions and directions, start/source position s and
endpoint/target position e on a surface, and timespan. Each position is described in
an xyz coordinate system, each actor’s endpoint position is checked to ensure he or
she is in the correct position at the end of each scene.
• Spatial relations and constraints C rely on topological, directional, proximal or
distance features and connectivity containment using contiguity predicates.
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A depth camera is used to detect the vertices of each actor’s head, neck, shoulders,
elbows, hands, torso, femur balls, knees, and feet. Also, triangles constructed with
vertices on the head, arms and legs, upper body, lower body, whole body, and three
edges are measured to determine the normal vector pointing away from the body (cf.
Table 1). Body gestures are modeled by moving the limbs and recording trajectories
(cf. Table 2). For example, encounters between persons and communication can be
described as distances of the corresponding body parts and directions of the triangles
T1, T4, T5, T6, T7, e.g., extending arms, a handshake or a hug. Using the triangles and
their normal vectors, trajectories tk(va), tk(vb), tk(vc), distances d(vk1, vk2) and gesture
vectors f can be computed.
Table 1. Examples of body movements and their descriptions using 24 vertices vk, 16 triangles
Tk, and normal vectors nvk pointing outside (os). In the current version, T2, T3, T13 and T14
cannot be acquired with the system, but they can be relevant to individual movements, depending
on the camera positions.
T Body part
1fb Front/Back
(F/B) Body
2 Head1
3 Head2
4 Head3
5 Upper body
6 Right arm
7 Left arm
8 Right leg
9 Left leg
10 Lower body1
11 Lower body2
12 Lower body B
13 Left lower leg
14 R lower leg
15 Action hands

Vertex a
Front/occiput
Chin
Occiput
Nose
Abdomen/navel
Right shoulder
Left shoulder
Right femur b.
Left femur ball
Abdomen/navel
Abdomen/navel
Pelvis
Left patella
Right patella
Nose

Vertex b
Right
(R) forefoot/heel
L cheekbone
Right ear
Right shoulder
Left shoulder
Right elbow
Left palm
Right heel
Left patella
Right forefoot
Right patella
Right heel
Left forefoot
Right heel
Right palm

Vertex c
Left
(L) forefoot/heel
R cheekbone
Left ear
Left shoulder
Right shoulder
Right palm
Left elbow
Right patella
Left heel
Left forefoot
Left patella
Left heel
Left heel
Right forefoot
Left palm

ab  ac = nv
Forward/Backward
Forward
Up
Forward
Forward
To the right os
To the left os
To the right os
To the left os
Forward
Forward/up
Backward
To the left os
To the right os
Forward

The advantage of using gesture modeling with triangles, vertices, and their normal
vectors is that triangles always lie in a plane described by Hesse normal form
nvx(x − vax) + nvy(y − vay) + nvz(z − vaz) = 0. If one assumes the standard case of a
plane stage, then it can be equipped with an orthogonal three-dimensional coordinate
system (x, y, z). The actors move on the floor z = 0 following flat curves, and many
constraints can be checked concerning distances or the position of a point with respect
to a plane, circle or polygon by inserting the point coordinates into curve or surface
equations.
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Table 2. Examples of body movements and their descriptions: a non-exhaustive list.

Textual/graphic
description in
3-dim. space

Triangle
pTk
va,vb,vc, nv
Persons p,q
pT1 (pT5)
qT1 (qT5)
1T6, 2T6

Trajectories t
pt (v.) sv ! ev,
d(p,q), d(vi,vj)

Constraints C
Cj(pt(pTk), condj)
Cj(pt(pTk1), qt(qTk2), condj)

Decreasing distances,
Feet on the ground, triangles ┴
2, 2n persons
opposite directions p,qnv to the plane of motion
Handshake
Hand distances decrease Walking upright, feet on the
2, 2n persons
ground
Go upright to a
T1
Decreasing distance to
to
Feet in the plane, triangles
certain place e
the goal d(vb,e)
the plane of motion
Hold an object in T6, T7
Same distance between Hands are holding a musical
both hands
both palms vb, vc
instrument
Climb the seven
T1, T2 (T4) Repetitive distances
Starting point s, eight changing
steps reach attic,
between forefeet vb,
positions of left and right
look to the sky
forefoot; end point e on attic
vc-direction of NV(T2)
p
Spinning in a ○ in T1
Subsequent positions
Point in circle nvx/ nv2x + nv2y
passes through [−1, 1]
the xy-plane
Static horizontal position Vertices of the triangles in/near
Lie/roll on the bed T1, T5,
(T6, T7); T5 e = s; nv in yz-plane
the plane
1, 2 persons
a
Two persons p, q walk upright, following trajectories pt, qt to meet each other, the normal
vectors pnv1, qnv1 of the front body triangles pT1, qT1 are directed nearly parallel to the ground
(z = 0) and opposite, the distance between the triangles (smaller than min1  i,j  3 d(pvi, qvj)) falls
below a certain limit.
a

4 Gestures in Ritual Theater Play: A Use Case
The purpose of the second author’s dissertation [10], Werewere Liking: Ritual and
Writing: The Postcolonial Subject and Its Discursive and Narrative Strategies, is to
examine Liking’s ﬁve chant novels: A la rencontre de… (1980), Orphée Dafric (1981),
Elle sera de Jaspe et de Corail (1983), L‘Amour-cent-vies (1988) and La mémoire
amputée (2004) from the angle of common research topics. In the novel Orphée Dafric,
Orpheus goes through a series of exams and meditations—an individual initiation
enriched with positive achievements—and including abstract images that he tries to
render concrete and effective in accomplishing an archetypal rebirth.
The object of the research is to ﬁnd coherence and differences between the ﬁve
novels and to establish the paradigm of human development from a person who is
alienated, ill, searching, and decadent to one who is responsible, engaged, and harmonious—a member of a new mankind, in ﬁve different variations: the binary,
archetypal, prophesized, liminal and transgenerational accomplishment of human
character development. Semantic isotopies and narrative strategies are made visible in
the process of a character’s metamorphosis during the phases of denunciation, perspective development and synthesis. Systematic analyses of 10 preselected isotopy
groups based on the semantic breakdown of the ambiguities in the corresponding 34
lexemes enable the various developments of the main characters to be described and
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located at a higher level and distinguishable narrative strategies to be identiﬁed. (Clas)
semes and subordinated lexemes are found by means of an encyclopedic deﬁnition;
automatically searched related citations are listed in a table, then contextualized,
actualized or virtualized in relation to both main and minor characters. A similarity
measure was developed which determines differences in how the main characters
evolve [10, p. 435]. After an initial exemplary analysis of the play Orphée d’Afrique
[6], it turns out that in addition to the genre-related differences to the novels, content
and structural peculiarities also occur that require an adaptation of the chosen method
and selected isotopies. While, as in the novel the characters are in an initial state of
unconsciousness, impotence, deprivation and isolation, other elements of initiation and
development become decisive in the play. Formulated deﬁnitions, such as of the term
initiation, need to be adapted, ﬁgure constellations and their dynamics must be
rewritten.
As an extension, this approach analyzes the speech and movements of the actors in
parallel using a recognition system to synchronize text isotopies and typical coverbal or
mythical gestures: Stretch out, lie down, sit down, get up, take a few steps, climb stairs,
stay motionless, leave or enter the scene, kneel down, bring something to the audience,
take/hold something in hands, make several forms with the hands, perform ritual
actions like baptism or passing within a circle or polygon (cf. Table 3).
Table 3. Actors, isotopies, accompanying movements, and gesture type.
LE NDINGA

(Chanting his sentence with the mvet*,
goes to Orpheus.) * stringed musical
instrument
ORPHEUS Engaged, responsible: With help from the tam-tam, O. looks for
active, positioned, ﬁghting
a rhythm that inspires him. A flute is born
Spinning in circles, looking for an object;
ORPHEUS Searching
An object circulated among the spectators
(cherchant): deprivation,
will be the symbol of Orpheus’s quest
paralysis, wish, quest
ORPHEUS Sick (malade): cause, Lies down, turns on the bed
symptom, cured
ORPHEUS Decadent: decline,
He climbs “seven steps” and reaches the
absurdity, perversion, restart
attic, stops and is looking up at the sky
ORPHEUS Initiated: transformed, Traverse several compartments of a circle;
ﬁrm, conscious, harmonious,
Should be assigned to the new isotopy
healthy
“challenge”

Coverbal

(Pro)textual
Contextual
Extracommunicatory
Contextual
Contextual
Mythical
Contextual
Mythical

The system localizes people, one near or above the other, alone or in pairs, at the
top or in the middle of a group and detects which of these patterns are in sync with text
isotopies. Clear scripts and stated directions illustrating dialogues or concerning the
gestures or movements of the actors, formally described and tagged, support the premise that this computerized approach could be successfully implemented.
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5 System Design and Implementation
This section briefly explains how the cuing system has been designed, implemented
and enhanced with gesture recognition.
5.1

Stage Directions

First, a standardized digital version of the play’s stage directions is made with the
actors, with their accurately dimensioned body triangles in a basic position with respect
to a standard rectangular flat stage. Then, actors’ gestures, movements, and actions are
listed in a common timeline with accompanying text and instructions in the detailed
standardized XML format.
5.2

Recognition of Actors’ Gestures

Actors’ gestures can be recognized as described in the following examples taken from
Table 3.
For stair climbing, “Climb the seven steps to reach the attic, look at the sky”, the
start and end points of the trajectory and the midpoint between the foot markers of
triangle T1 occur along a straight line. The z-coordinate is controlled with regard to
uniform increments from 0.5 to 6.5 times the height of the step. Finally, the direction of
the normal vector of the head triangle T2 now points diagonally above.

Fig. 1. The cuing system.

For “Spinning
in a circle”, the trajectory of the feet vertices of T1 stays in the circle
p
and nvx/ nv2x + nv2y, the cosine of the x- and y-coordinate of the normal vector nv in
the plane, varies from 1 over −1 back to 1. For “Lies down and turns on the bed”, take
the upper body triangle T5 and the cosine of the y and z coordinates of the normal
vector nv in the yz-plane. Normal vectors are calculated by the system.
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Implementation

The system has been implemented according to the design. It uses Xtion PRO as a
depth sensor and OpenNI to obtain the three-dimensional coordinates of each vertex. It
calculates the normal vectors in the Sect. 3 to recognize actors’ gestures. Each actor
wears a smartwatch, and the server notiﬁes the individual actor when he/she should
start speaking or acting (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. An example XML script.

An XML script ﬁle is stored in advance that includes encoded text and the position
coordinates indicating where actors should stay in each scene (Fig. 2). In a play, it
measures any positional gap between the coordinates in the script and the actors’ actual
positions. It also compares gestures with those in the script.
(a) The system detects that actors’ positions are converging by investigating the two
normal vectors nv directed against each other (Table 2 “
”).
(b) The system detects that the distance between the actors’ right hands is decreasing
(Fig. 3).
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(a) shows two actors approaching each other

(b) shows one actor receiving an item from the other

Fig. 3. In each set of images, upper images show the actors captured by RGB camera and lower
images show the body vertices, triangles T5, and normal vectors nv. The time axis runs from left
to right.

The system also detects whether an actor is speaking or not to track the script
automatically. Only the volume of their voices is used to avoid any influence from
inaccuracy of speech recognition.

6 Conclusions and Further Work
With the help of a speech- and gesture-recognition system for cuing actors’ utterances
and gestures, we have shown that body gestures detailed in stage directions can be
recognized and brought into a machine processable form. By combining semantic
isotopies from an actor’s speech and his body gestures, an individual story is generated
that can largely be diversiﬁed by actors’ spontaneous interactions.
However, a lot of practical work remains to be done to enhance the system. It
should be extended to include full speech recognition, to detect and classify improvised
actions and to deal with larger scale plays. With such a system, a database of collected
descriptors of body gestures from a number of plays already recorded in the literature
can be built, which is a prerequisite for investing in the implementation of a scene
editor and player. Also, several open questions remain: How can the simultaneous
actions of audiences be modeled? How should instructions concerning rhythm and
facial expressions or behavioral gestures be described? What is the best way to describe
complex actions like creating harmony or ﬁghting effectively?
In addition, a research team of literacy, media and computer science experts could
undertake an analysis of multimodal interactions in theater plays, including musical
performances and dance, based on patterns from primitives of a multimodal gesture and
sound language. There is a reasonable presumption that semantic isotopy analysis can
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be most proﬁtably extended to various kinds of theater with a mixture of language,
intonation, gesture and dance for a better description and understanding of multimodal
utterances.
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Abstract. In cooperative work environments, many people gather at
the same location and a few people join from remote locations. When
the remote participants execute a task, other participants (in the shared
space) rarely acknowledge their participation in the work. In this study,
we propose a pseudo expression which shows the remote person’s collaborative operation (object’s motion) to the other participants in the shared
space. In our experiment, we evaluated whether the participant in the
shared space can recognize it. The experiment yields the two results: (1)
The emphasized pseudo expression can help the recognition of remote
participants. (2) The count of the operations performed by remote participants is not recognized by members in the shared space without the
use of the emphasized pseudo expression.
Keywords: Supporting communication
Remote meeting · Sense of existence

1

· Cooperative work ·

Introduction

At present, cooperative work occurs on face to face and remote bases. Cooperative work can be said to be of three types (Fig. 1) -“face to face type”, “remote
type”, and “mixed type”. The “face to face type” is the case in which all participants gather at the same location. Here, all participants’ operation can be
seen clearly and therefore, there is no problem with their acknowledgement.
The “remote type” is the case in which all participants are in diﬀerent locations.
Here too, all participants’ operations are acknowledged. The “mixed type” is the
case in which some participants work from remote environments. Contribution
acknowledgement is a problem in this case because members in the shared space
are rarely aware whether remote participants have contributed to the work. For
example, when the remote participants move an object on a sharing screen, it
appears at the new location to the participants in the shared space. Because of
c Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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(2) Remote Type
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(3) Mixed Type

Fig. 1. Diﬀerent categories of a cooperative work

this diﬀerence of the recognition, it is a possible that they will be left behind in
work or communication that occurs during work on the remote type, especially
the mixed type. In this study, we propose an emphasized pseudo expression that
shows the remote participants’ contributions (moving objects) to those in the
shared space. This expression uses a symbol to represent the individuals who
perform operations when they perform operations; thus enhancing the pseudo
expression. In this paper, we aim at solving the problem they will be left behind
in work or communication, by improving the presence and acknowledgement of
remote participants and their contributions, respectively, by using the emphasized pseudo expression when they operate.

2

Related Work

Higuchi et al. showed that the visualization of the job instructor’s gaze position in remote collaborative work helps improve the work support eﬃciency and
decreases the number of failures [1]. Yamamoto et al. showed the improvement
in the eﬃciency of remote work by presenting body motion using a head mount
display [2]. In this study, it is diﬀerent in that it supports each person’s work
and not work instruction.
In a study on the recognition of collaborative work by remote participants, Suzuki et al. developed a communication support system using robots
[3]. Doucette et al. used the user’s own arms in various ways to improve presence [4], Suzuki et al. investigated whether the user’s task execution could be
improved with the presence of a physicalized agent in the form of a silhouette
[5]. In a communication system, body area networks1 is a focus [6,7] and Varga
1

It is a wireless network constructed by connecting small terminals located on the
surface, inside and in the vicinity of the body by wireless communication.
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et al. developed an application using a body channel communication [8]. Their
application used not only wireless devices, but also ﬂoor type devices, which are
placed on the ﬂoor, and deferred type devices, which are operated via touch with
hands. In this study, it is diﬀerent in that it aims at the presence improvement
using the pseudo object which can identify an individual instead of using physical information. In the study on social telepresence using partial materialization
of a body image, Onishi et al. proposed the reinforcement of telepresence by
materializing the boundary of the display part of the body [9]. In this study,
we aim at improving the recognition of the presence of remote participants and
their contribution in “mixed type” cooperative environments.

3

The Proposed Emphasized Pseudo Expression

We describe the proposed method in this section. This method assumes that
there is collaborative work when there are participants sharing the same space
and also remote participants. Moreover, in supporting cooperative works, there
are some systems with using card type information [10,11], then it is assumed
that participants use a card (displayed on the screen) on which information is
written to present their opinions as a task. In this method, when the remote
site sides are collaborating with the shared space side, it uses to delay by the
expression that can distinguish who operated. As a tool that distinguish who
operated, we can give USE-together2 , remote collaborative tool, has remote collaborator’s cursors have his/her name around the arrow icon. However, in this
case, we display the face of the operator.
This expression displays as follows.
(1) Click on the card to be moved on the remote device.
(2) Determine the destination of the card and click on the remote device.
(3) The device ID, the card to be moved, and the information of the required
destination is sent to the device on the shared space side.
(4) The use the information received by the device on the shared space side is
as such: the object to be represented is placed on the moved card, and the
object is moved linearly to the required destination.
The card operated by the remote participant cannot be manipulated until
the state overwriting, the highlighting pseudo expression, is ﬁnished functioning.
Moreover, when an operation is performed on the shared space side, the pseudo
expression does not occur on the remote sides, even when the state is overwritten
in the operation on the remote side. Figure 2 shows the state on the shared space
side being overwritten after remote side operation. In Fig. 2, the ﬁgure on the
left shows how the operator moves the card in the direction of the arrow from
the upper right, and the ﬁgure on the right shows the pseudo expression on all
devices other than that of the operator after the operation. It shows how the
card moves in a straight line.
2

https://www.use-together.com (conﬁrmed on June 13, 2019).
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Fig. 2. Use of the proposed emphasized pseudo expression

Fig. 3. Experiment construction in the shared space

4

Experiment

We evaluated the performance of the proposed expression method. Figure 3
shows the experimental construction in the shared space. In this experimental setup in the shared space, the screen of the PC (Fig. 3-(a)) was projected by
a projector (Fig. 3-(c)), and a dedicated pen (Fig. 3-(b)) was used the operation.
The subjects of this experiment divided 20 cards, which had proverbs3 written
on them and which were produced by the system with and without emphasized
pseudo expression. Figure 4 shows the screen displaying the work to be carried
out. In this work, a participant moves pairs of cards that seem to have the same
meaning to the same colored areas. The time allotted for this work was 10 min,
but if the work did not ﬁnish within 10 min, it was stopped. However, all groups
ﬁnished the work in 10 min. Additionally, before the actual work, in order to get
familiar with the operation of the pen on the shared space side, they worked on
dividing 20 cards with numbers from 1 to 20 into the same pair at the end of
3

Select from https://proverb-encyclopedia.com/primary-school/ (conﬁrmed on
September 23, 2018).
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Fig. 4. A screen of work on the experiment. *1: In English, two pairs of sayings have
the same meaning, but in Japanese, the proverbs mean are diﬀerent phrasing. *2: When
an existing English saying could not be found for a Japanese saying, the English saying
was directly translated from Japanese.

the digit. Here, numbers 0 to 9 were written in the move destination areas, and
the number written in the area and the digit on the card were to be matched.
In this experiment, three persons in the shared space and one person working
remotely were assumed to be of the same sex, and the experiment on the shared
space side was performed with 12 persons in total, with four groups of three
persons. In consideration of the order eﬀect, two groups worked from the side
with emphasized pseudo expression ﬁrst, and the remaining two groups worked
from the section without emphasized pseudo expression. After the work, questionnaires were given to the participants in the shared space. The number of
people operating with the pen (Fig. 3-(b)) was not changed on the shared space
side. Figure 5 shows the experiment in each position. Figure 5(1) is a scene of
the remote space. The participant used a PC in the experiment. Figure 5(2) is a
scene of the shared space. The participants did the work looking at the screen
projected from the projector, and the participant in the front in the ﬁgure used
the operating pen.
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(1) Remote Space
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(2) Shared Space

Fig. 5. Scenes of the experiment

5
5.1

Experimental Results and Discussion
Recognizing Task Participation in Remote Participants

Table 1 shows the results of the questionnaire on the recognition of participation
in the activity by remote participants. In the 5-step evaluation of the Likert scale,
for the question “I felt that the remote person participated in the work”, those
using emphasized pseudo expression all answered “strongly agree” or “agree”
and the median and the mode were 4. Those participating without the emphasized pseudo expression comprised of 2 people answering “strongly agree”, 8
people answered “agree”, 2 people answered “neither agree nor disagree”, and
the median and the mode were 4. In the free-form description, people who used
the emphasized pseudo expression had the opinions that “The face appeared
when the card moved and it was easy to understand”, “I knew who moved the
card”; the emphasized pseudo expression for those who did not use it had the
opinion that “I knew it was operated on because it moved quickly, but I had
no sense of presence.” From the results of the experiment, it was shown that
the emphasized pseudo expression has the potential to help the recognition of
remote participants, but there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in recognition from
the case of non-expression.
5.2

Recognizing the Number of Card Movements

We discuss the results in terms of the diﬀerence in how much the shared space
side recognizes the contribution of the remote participant, depending on the
presence or absence of the emphasized pseudo expression for each group. In the
questionnaire, we asked whether there was an expression or not, whether they
noticed the operation of a remote participant, and if they did not notice it, we
counted the number as 0.
Figure 6(a) shows the diﬀerence between using emphasized pseudo expression
and the average is −1.67 times (SD = 0.47), and the diﬀerence without emphasized pseudo expression is −4.67 times (SD = 0.47) on average. In both cases,
the participants in the shared space were aware that the remote person operated the card, but the diﬀerence in the average value in this group was due to
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Table 1. Questionnaire on recognition of participation in work by remote participants
(5-step evaluation)
Case of experiment Distribution of evaluation Median Mode
1 2 3 4 5
EPE

0 0 0 7 5

4

4

Nothing
0 0 2 8 2
4
4
Case of the experiment: (EPE: The case with using emphasized pseudo expression,
Nothing: The case without emphasized pseudo expression)
Evaluation items: (1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Disagree, 3: Neither Agree Nor Disagree,
4: Agree, 5: Strongly Agree)

the absence of the remote participant. It is thought that the diﬀerence became
extensive because the number of times the group moved was 8 times, but they
said “I saw the face of the remote area participant”. So we showed an eﬀect that
makes it easier to recognize the operation of remote participants.
Figure 6(b) shows the diﬀerence between using the emphasized pseudo expression and the average is −0.33 times (SD = 0.47), and the diﬀerence without
emphasized pseudo expression is −1.0 times (SD = 0.82) on average. In both
cases, participants in the shared space were aware that remote person operated the cards. In fact, this group found it easy to recognize the operation of
remote participants, additionally from the viewpoint of the card moving in the
emphasized pseudo expression, no diﬀerence was found between the presence
and absence of expressions as numerical values.
Figure 6(c) shows the diﬀerence between using the emphasized pseudo expression and average is −1.33 times (SD = 0.94), and the diﬀerence without emphasized pseudo expression is −1.0 times (SD = 0) on average. It was thought that
there was no diﬀerence in recognition because recognition was dependent on the
presence or absence of expression and the emphasis was on the work regardless
of the presence or absence of the emphasized pseudo expression.
Figure 6(d) shows the diﬀerence between using the emphasized pseudo expression and the average is −1.0 times (SD = 0), and the diﬀerence without emphasized pseudo expression is −1.33 times (SD = 0.47) on average. In both cases,
participants in the shared space were aware that a remote person operated the
cards. In this group, we showed an eﬀect that makes it easier to recognize the
operation of remote participants, but no diﬀerence was found between the presence and absence of expressions as numerical values. From these results, it can
be seen that the emphasized pseudo expression can help making it simple to recognize the remote participant’s operation, but there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
in recognition from the case of non-expression.
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(d) Group4

Fig. 6. Diﬀerence between the number of operations and the number of recognitions
(Case of the experiment: (EPE: The case with emphasized pseudo expression, Nothing:
The case without emphasized pseudo expression))

5.3

Discussion the System

In the description of the system, there were opinions such as “The face was
displayed and the track of the card was easy to understand” and “There was an
impact”, but there were also opinions that required improvement such as “I felt
that it would be nice to know the position when showing the location to the other
party with the command language”, “I cannot tell which one to move because
the preliminary movement to move the card is not transmitted”. With regard to
the opinion, “I felt that it would be better to know the position when showing
the place in the directive language”, in the shared space, the card was pointed
during the experiment; however, it was not clear which point was assigned to the
remote side. From these results, it seems that using the face of the individual for
the emphasized pseudo expression contributes to help the recognition of their
presence and contribution. However, by not using the expression at the time
of preliminary operation, there was confusion on who was moving because the
expression for indicating which card was being moved has not been made, and
the instruction in the conversation also mentioned the problem of what was being
pointed to; these issues need to be corrected.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an emphasized pseudo expression aiming to improve
the recognition of the presence and contribution of remote participants. This
expression is to display the movement (card movement) by the remote participant on the shared space side. The result of the comparison experiment with
the use or not of this expression, showed the following:
(1) The emphasized pseudo expression can help the recognition of remote participants, but there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in recognition from the case
of non-expression.
(2) The count of the remote participants’ operation does not have the condition
of the cognition in the shared space if emphasized pseudo expression has.
Moreover, it became clear that the following points are problems.
(1) We need to add the preliminary movement of the card in the emphasized
pseudo expression.
(2) We need to clarify which card is pointed to by the directive.
In the future, as a new form of emphasized pseudo expression, we plan to
implement a display function to make the image intrude on the work screen
using speech and experiment using it.
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